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CONFERENCE OF THE EIGHTEEN-NATION

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT (ENDC) - 1969 SESSION

CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT (CCD) - 1970-1979

SESSIONS

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT (CD) - 1980-81 SESSIONS

CHEMICAL WEAPONS

This two-volume compendium is the result of a

survey of working papers submitted to the Conference of

the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament, the Conference

of the Committee on``Disarmament and the Committee on

Disarmament during the period 1969-1981. It has been

compiled to facilitate research on the issue of chemical

weapons (CW) and is a compendium of the more significant

material made available to the Committee on Disarmament.

Volume 1 covers the period 1969-1975 and

Volume 2, the period 1976-1981. The full index appears

in both volumes to facilitate cross references.



INDEX 

CHEMICAL WEAPONS WORKING PAPERS  
Submitted to ENDC/CCD/CD 1969-81  

Serial 	Reference 	Country 	 Description 	 Date 

1 	ENDC/254 Letter dated 1 July 1969 from 
the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations to the Co-Chairmen 
of the ENDC transmitting the 
Report on Chemical and Bacter-
iological (Biological) Weapons 
and the Effects of their Possible 
Use 

7.7.69 

2 ENDC/256 	Poland 	Working Paper concerning the 	22.7.69 
Report of the Secretary-General 
of 1 July 1969 on Chemical and 
Bacteriological (Biological) 
Weapons and the Effects of their 
Possible Use 

3 	ENDC/265 	Argentina 	Working Paper on a proposed 	26.8.69 
Brazil 	declaration by the United 
Burma 	 Nations General Assembly 
Ethiopia 	regarding prohibition of the 
India 	 use of chemical and biological 
Mexico 	 methods of warfare 
Morocco 
Nigeria 

	

• 	Pakistan 
Sweden 
UAR 
Yugoslavia 

4 	ENDC/266 	Canada . 	Chemical and - Bacteriological - 26.8.69 -  
(CA-1) --- 	 (Biological) Warfare: Draft 

United' Natïôna'Gënéral'ASseffibly 	, 
--Resolution- 

5 	CCD/283 	USA 	 Working Paper on Chemical 	16.3.70 
Warfare Agents and the 
Commercial Chemical Industry 

6 	CCD/285 	Hungary 	Working Paper submitted by the 14.4.70 
Corr.1 	Mongolia 	delegations of the Hungarian 

Poland 	People's Republic, the 	 15.4.70 
Mongolian People's Republic 
and the Polish People's Republic 
in connection with the draft 
Convention on the prohibition 
of the development, production 
and stockpiling of chemical and 
bacteriological (biological) 
weapons and on the destruction 
of such weapons 
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Description  

Working Paper on Toxins 

Date 

21.4.70 

Serial Reference  Country  

7 	CCD/286 	USA 

8 	CCD/288 	,Japan 

Working Paper comparing nerve 16.7.70 
agent facilities and civilian 
chemical production facilities 

Working Paper on the prohibi- 28.7.70 
tion of the development, 
production and stockpiling of 
chemical and bacteriological 
(biological) weapons and on 
the destruction of such weapons 

Working Paper on the Question 30.4.70 
of Verification for Prohibition 
of Chemical and Biological 
Weapons 

9 

10 

11 

CCD/289 	Italy 

CCD/293 	USA 

CCD/295 	Morocco 

Suggestions regarding the 
possible convening of a group 
of experts to study the problem 
of controls over chemical 
weapons and the way in which 
such a group should function 

30.6.70 

12 CCD/299 Czechoslovakia Working Paper on the prohibi- 	6.8.70 
tion  of the development, 
production and stockpiling of 
chemical and bacteriological 
(biological) weapons and on 
the destruction of such weapons 

13 	CCD7300 	-'"dà.7n—acifa 

14 	CCD/301 	Japan 

15 	CCD/302 	Yugoslavia 

16 	CCD/303 	USSR 

Working. Paper,on the verifi-7 
cetio;nof.prohibitiOns of the .--- 
development, production and 
stockpiling and the use of 
chemical and biological weapons 

Working - Paper on the question 	6.8.70 
of the prohibition of chemical 
weapons 

Working Paper on the elements 	6.8.70 
for a system of control of the 
complete prohibition of chemical 
and biological weapons 

Working Paper on the complete 	6.8.70 
prohibition of chemical and 
bacteriological weapons 
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Serial Reference Country

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

CCD/304 Italy

CCD/308 UK

CCD/310 Argentina
Brazil
Burma
Ethiopia
India
Mexico
Morocco
Nigeria
Pakistan
Sweden
UAR
Yugoslavia

CCD/311 USA

CCD/314 UAR

CCD/315 Hungary
Mongolia
Poland

CCD/320 Netherlands

CCD/322 Sweden ,

-.
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Description Date

Additional Working Paper on 6.8.70
the problem of controls over
chemical weapons

Working Paper on Verification 18.8.70
of CW Arms Control Measures

Joint Memorandum on the 25.8.70
question of Chemical and
Bacteriological (Biological)
Methods of Warfare

Working Paper on economic data 25.8.70
monitoring as a means of
verifying compliance with a
ban on chemical weapons

Working Paper concerning 1.9.70
sugge.stions on measures of
verification of a ban on
chemical and biological weapons

Working document concerning 3.9.70
the introduction of a safe-
guard clause - CCD/285 - to the
draft convention prohibiting
the development, prodtiction and
stockpiling of chemical and
bacteriological (biological)
weapons and on the destruction
of such weapons (Dec. A/7655)
made by Mr. J. Winiewicz,
Deputy-Minister for Foreign
Affairs at the 464th Plenary
meeting of the Conference of
the Committee on Disarmament

Working Paper concerning the 2.3.71
prohibition of chemical war-
fare agents

Working Paper on a model for 16.3.71
comprehensive agreement con-
cerning the Prohibition of
Chemical and Biological.means
of warfare
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Serial Reference Country

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

CCD/324 Sweden

CCD/332 USA

CCD/333 Sweden

--CCD/334 _ Canada -•

CCD/335 Italy

CCD/343 Japan

CCD/344 Japan

CCD/.352 Argentina
Brazil
Burma
Egypt
Ethiopia
India
Mexico
Morocco
Nigeria
Pakistan
Sweden
Yugoslavia

CCD/360 USA

- 4 -

Description Date

Working Paper on the Destruc- 30.3.71
tion of chemical and biological
means of warfare

Working Paper on CW 5.7.71
verification

Working Paper on aspects of 6.7.71
the definition of "toxins"

Working Paper--on -atmospheric > B .7 . 71 •
-sensin•g- ana-verification of
-_a .ban-on development, production
and stockpiling of chemical
weapons

Working Paper on some problems 8.7.71.
concerning the prohibition of
chemical weapons

Working Paper on a biological 24.8.71
approach to the question of
verification on the prohibition
of chemical weapons - Organ-
ophosphorus chemicalagents

Workir►g Paper containing 24.8.71
remarks of Prof. Shunishi
Yamada, the University of
Tokyo, concerning the question
of verification on the
prohibition of chemical weapons,
presented at the informa]
meeting on 7 July 1971

Joint memorandum on the prohi- 28.9.71
bition of the development,
production and stockpiling of
chemical weapons and on their
destruction

Work Programme regarding 20.3.72
.negotiations on prohibition
of chemical weapons
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CCD/365 

CCD/366 

CCD/367 

CCD/368 

35 

36 

37 

38 

USA 

USA 

USA 

USA 

CCD/369 

CCD/371 

CCD/372 

CCD/373 

USA 

United Kingdom 

Sweden 

Italy 

39 

40 

41 

1 42 

43 CCD/374 Japan 

CCD/375 Yugoslavia 44 

Serial  

34 	CCD/361 

Reference  Country 	 Description  Date 

Bulgaria 
Czechlpslovakia 
Hungary 
Mongolia 
Poland 
Romania 
USSR 

- 	 - 

Draft Convention on the prohi- 28.3.72 
bïtion of the development, 
production and stockpiling of 
chemical weapons and on their 
destruction by Bulgaria, the 
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist 
Republic, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 
Mongolia, Poland, Romania and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics 

Working Paper on definitions 	26.6.72 
of controlled substances 

Working Paper on storage of 	20.6.72 
of chemical agents and weapons 

Working Paper on the 	 . 20.6.72 
destruction of chemical weapons 

Working Paper: Statistics 
relating to production and 
trade of certain chemical 
substances in the United States 

Working Paper on United States 20.6.72 
domestic legislation regarding 
chemiéal substances 

Working Paper on remote 
detection of chemical weapon 
field tests 

Working Paper on two groups 	28.6.72 
of chemical agents of warfare 

Working paper on identifica- 	29.6.72 
tion and classification of 
chemical warfare agents and 
on some aspects of the problem 
of verification 

Working Paper on the question 	5.7.72 
of a criterion to be used to 
characterize super-toxic 
chemical agents 

Working Paper on some aspects 	5.7.72 
of the definition, classifica- 
tion and prohibition of chemical 
agents 

20.6.72 

27.6.72 



Serial Reference Country

45

46

47

48

49
(CA-4

50

51

CCD/377 Yugoslavia

CCD/381 Finland

CCD/383 Netherlands

CCD/384 Sweden

CCD/387 Cânâdà

CCD/395 Sweden

CCD/400 Argentina
Brazil
Burma
Egypt
Ethiopia
Mexico
Morocco
Nigeria
Sweden
Yugoslavia

6

Description Date

Working Paper on the elements 20.7.72
of a system for the control of
the complete prohibition of
chemical weapons

Letter dated 21 July 1972 from 27.7.72
the Permanent Representative
of Finland to the Special.
Representative of the Secretary-
General to the Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament trans-
mitting a working paper by the
Government of.Finland on defini-
tions of chemical warfare agents
and on technical possibilities
for verification and control of
C-weapons with particular regard
to a Finnish project on creation
on a national basis of a CW-
control capacity for possible
future international use

Working Paper on the possibi- 1.8.72
lity of delimitating nerve gases
within the field of organo-
phosphorus compounds

Working Paper on domestic 8.8.72
legislation in Sweden regard-
ing chemical substances

W6rkingr"PâpërV ôn toxicitÿ`' of
chemicalsubstances, methods
of estimation 'and 'appli cations
to a chemical control agreement

Working:Faper,on the concept 6.3.73
of amplified verification in
relation to the prohibition of
chemical weapons - The principal
role of verification in disarma-
ment treaties

Working Paper on the prohibi- 26.4.73
tion of the development,
production and stockpiling of
chemical weapons and on.their
destruction
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Serial Reference

52 CCD/403

53 CCD/410

54 CCD/412

55 CCD/413

56 CCD/414
(CA-5)- __ _ _.

57 CCD/420

58 CCD/427

- 7 -

Country

Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Hungary
"Mongolia
Poland
Romania
USSR

Netherlands

Finland

Japan '

Japan

Sweden

Description Date

Working Paper on ways of 28.7.73
implementing control over
compliance with the convention
on the prohibition and stock-
piling of chemical weanons
and on their destruction

Working Paper on an inter- 31.7.73
national organ for the
support of a CW convention
and other disarmament agreements

Letter dated 9 August 1973 14.8.73

from the Acting Permanent
Representative of the Secretary-
General to the Conference of
theCommittee on Disarmament
transmitting a Working Paper
by the Government of Finland -
On.the progress of the Finnish
project for the creation of a
national basis of a CW control
capacity for possible future
international use

Worki^g Paper on the main 21.8.73
points of an international
agreement on the prohibition
of the development, production
and stockpiling of chemical
weapons and their destruction

The - prob-] em- of - -de I iriing-
chemical substances in a

21..8.73

-treaty prohibiting the develop-
ment, production and stock-
piling of chemical weapons

Draft Convention of the Prohi- 30.4.74
bition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of
Chemical Weapons and on their

Destruction

Some observations on the Draft 2.7.74

Convention on the Prohibition
of the Development, Production

and Stockpiling of Chemical
Weapons and on their Destruction

presented by the Delegation of

Japan on 30 April 1974 (CCD/420)
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Serial Reference Country

59 CCD/430 Japan

60 CCD/432 Finland

_ ^---.
61 CCD%433 Can^dâ,..
(CA-6 ) - " -_ - - _ -

6 2 -CCD/-43-4- - Cânada-
(CA-7)

63 CCD/435 USA

64 CCD/436 USA

65 CCD/437 USA

66 CCD/452 Japan

8

Description Date

Working Paper containing views 12.7.74
of Japanese experts on the
scope of prohibition and on
the verification for organo-
phosphorus compounds for the
informal meetings with
participation of experts of the
CCD in 1974

Letter dated 12 July 1974 from 16.7.74
the Permanent Representative
of Finland to the Special
Representative of the Secretary-
General to the Conference of
the Committee on Disarmament
transmitting a working paper by
the Government of Finland on
methodology for chemical
analysis and identification of
CW agents - Progress of a
Finnish research project

The problem of defining com- 16.7.74
pounds having military sign-
ificance as irritating and
incapacitating agents

_-'• .-- -Destructiôn and disposâl of 16.-7.74
.Canadian stocks of World War-
^ II -mustard._agents

Working Paper on toxicity of 16.7.74
chemical warfare agents

Working Paper on chemical 16.7,.7.4
agent destruction

Working Paper on diversion 16.7.74
of commercial chemicals for
weapons

Modification of the wording 8.4.75
used in a draft convention
(CCD/420) on the prohibition
of the development, production

and stockpiling of chemical
weapons and on their destruction
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Serial  

67 

Reference  Country  

CCD/453 	Finland 
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68 	CCD/458 	Federal 
Republic of 
Germany 

69 	CCD/461 	Sweden 

71 	CCD/471> 	Canada 
(CA-8) 	- 	_ _ 	

• 

72 	CCD/4d3 	Japan 1 

Sweden 

United States 

United States 

73 CCD/485 

74 	CCD/497 

75 	CCD/498 

Description 	 Date 

Letter dated 2 July from the 	4.7.75 
Permanent Representative of 
Finland to the Acting Represent-
ative of the Secretary-General 
to the Conference of the Committee 
on Disarmament transmitting a 
working paper by the Government 
of Finland on methodology for 
chemical analysis and identifi-
cation of CW agents - progress 
of a Finnish research project 

Working Paper on the defini- 	22.7.75 
tion and classification of 
chemical warfare agents 

Working Paper on a model for 	29.7.75 
delimitating chemical warfare 
agents in an international 
treaty 

70 	CCD/466 	Japan Working paper concerning the 
scope of chemical agents that 
have justification for peace-
ful purposes and an example of 
the national verification system 

8.8.75 

edikligiaper on use of - 	: 
'measurements of lethality for 
-definition of agents of 
.chemical warfare 

Working Paper on the question 	8.4.76 
of chemical warfare agents to 
be prohibited by the Convention 
on the Prohibition of Chemical 
Weapons 

Working Paper on some aspects 	9.4.76 
of on-site verification of the 
destruction of stockpiles of 
chemical weapons 

Verification of destruction of 29.6.76 
declared stocks of chemical 
warfare agents 

The use of seals and monitor- 29.6.76 
ing devices in CW verification 

26.875 
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Serial Reference Country Description Date

76 CCD/499 Unitéd States Review of proposals for 29.6.76
defining chemical warfare
agents in a CW agreement

77 CCD/501 Finland Letter dated 1 July 1976 from 2.7.76
the Ambassador in charge of
Political Affàirs at the Perm-
anent Mission of Finland to
the Special Representative of
the Secretary-General to the
Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament transmitting a
Working Paper by the Government
of Finland on Methodology for
Chemical Identification of CW
Agents and Related Compoûnds -
Progress of a Finnish Research
Project

78 CCD/502 United Kingdom Working Paper on the Feasibi- 2.7.76
Corr.1 lity of Extra-territorial

Surveillance of Chemical Weapon
Tests by Air Monitoring at the
Border

79 CCD/503 Yugoslavia Medical protection against 5.7.76
nerve,gases poisoning (.present
situation and future possibilities)

80 CCD/504 Yugoslavia A method of categorization of 5.7.76
chemical compounds regarding
binary technology

81 CCD/505 Yugoslavia Working Paper on the defini- 5.7.76
tion of chemical warfare
agents (CWA)

82 CCD/506 German The catalytic detoxification 6.7.76
Democratic of organo-phosphorus CW agents
Republic

83 CCD/508 Czechoslovakia Some medical aspects of the CW 8.7.76
problem and its perspectives

84 CCD/512 United Kingdom Draft convention on the pro- 6.8.76
hibition of the development,
production and stockpiling of
chemical weapons and on their
destruction
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Serial Reference Country Description Date

85 CCD/515 Japan Working Paper: Draft of one 16.8.76
form of LD50 spectrum

86 CCD/529 Japan Some thoughts on the inter- 22.3.77
national control of chemical
weapons

87 CCD/531 United States Working paper concerning 28.3.77
incapacitating chemical war-
fare agents

88 CCD/533 Netherlands Working paper concerning the 22.4.77
verification of the presence
of nerve agents, their decom-
position products or starting
materials downstream of
chemical production plants

89 CCD/537 Hungary A possible method of defining 4.8.77
-Rev.l. toxic chemical agents

90 CCD/538 USSR Some methods of monitoring 5.8.77
compliance with an agreement
on the prohibition of chemical
weapons

91 CCD/539 USSR Verification of the destruction 3.8.77
of declared stocks of chemical
weapons

92 CCD/541 United Kingdom Prophylaxis against nerve agent 5.8.77
poisoning

93 CCD/544 Finland Letter dated 19 August 1977 19.8.7
from the.Counsellor of the
Permanent Mission of Finland
to the United Nations office
at Geneva addressed to the
Special Representative of the
Secretary-General to the
Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament concerning chemical
and instrumental verification
of organo-phosphorus warfare
agents

94 CCD/569 Sweden Working paper on a method- 24.4.78

1, 95 C'Cb/577

ological investigation for
computerized scanning of
chemical literature
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Serial 	Reference  Country  

96 . 	CD/5 	Italy 

97 	CD/6 	Netherlands 

98 	CD/11 	Group 21 

	

99 	CD/15 	Britain 

	

100 	CD/21 	Poland 

ts 

16.7.79 

25.7.79 

Description  

Working Paper on Chemical 
Disarmament Negotiations 

Some Procedural Suggestions 
with Respect to the Develop-
ment of a Ban on Chemical 
Weapons 

Working Paper on Negotiation 
on the Prohibition of the 
Development, Production and 
Stockpiling of Chemical Weapons 
and on their Destruction 

Visit to - Britain - by Chemical 	24.1.79 
Experts 

Prohibition of the Development 20.6.79 
Production and Stockpiling of 
all Chemical Weapons and their 
Destruction 

Date 

6.2.79 

6.2.79 

9.4.79 

101 	CD/26 	Secretariat 	Compilation of Materials on 	1.7.79 
Chemical Weapons from the 
CCD/CD Working Papers and 
Statements 

• eJ 102 	CD/37 . FRG 	 Working Paper on Some Aspects 12.7.79 
■P 
e 	

of International Verification 
of Non-Production of Chemical 
Weapons; Experience Gained in 
the FRG 

103 	CD/39 	Finland 	Identification of Potential 
Organophosphorus Warfare 
Agents - An Approach for the 
Standardization of Techniques 
and Reference Data 

104 	CD/41 	Netherlands 	Working Paper containing 
questions relevant to a 
Convention Prohibiting 
Chemical Weapons 

Outline of a Convention on the 26.7.79 
Prohibition of the Development, 
Production and Stockpiling of 
Chemical Weapons and on their 
Destruction 

105 	CD/44 	Poland 

1 
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Serial Reference Country Description- Date

106 , CD/48 USA/USSR
USSR/USA Joint Report on 7,8_79
Progress in the bilateral
negotiation on the Pro-
hibition of'Chemical Weapons

107 CD/49 Netherlands. Chemical Weapons Answer to 8,8,79
Questionnaire contained in
CD/41

108 CD/52 France
Evalûation of the Discussion 13.8.79Italy on the CD in 1979 with RespectNetherlands
to the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons

109 CD/68 Poland Chemical Wea ons: A ^P possible 28.__QO
procedural approach to the
tasks facing the CD

110 CD/84 Netherlands ' Draft initial work programme 26.3.80

111' CD/89 Af h

of the ad hoc working group
on chemical weapons

g anistan Qeclaration of the Government
of the Democratic Republic
of Afghanistan issued 11.4.80 14.4.80

112 CD/94 Belgium Proposed Definition of a 1fl.1.Lo
Chemical Warfare Agent and
Chemical munition

113 CD/96 Poland Ad-Hoc Working Group on 22,4,00
Chemical Weapons - Initial
Work Programme: Working
Document

114 CD/97 Sweden Working Paper on the Prohi- 24 .4. tlo
bition of Chemical Warfare
Capability

115 CD/102 PRC Chinese Delegation's 19,6,1:C

116

11a

Proposals on the Main Content
of a Convention on the Pro-

hibition of Chemical Weapons

CD/103 Finland Identification of degradation 24.6.00
products of potential organ-
ophosphorus warfare agents

CD/105 France Elements of a reply by the 27.6.Lû
French Delegation to the
Questionnaire relating to
Chemical Weapons (CD/41)

1



Serial

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

- 126

127--

128

Reference Country

CD/106 France

CD/110 Yugoslavia

CD/111 Yugoslavia

CD/112 USA/USSR

CD%113 Cânâd^

CD/114 Aust: alia

CD/117 Canada

CD/121 Poland

CD/122 Morocco

CD/123 Mongolia

CD/124 Indonesia

-- 14 -

Description Data

Control of the non-manufacture 27.6.80
and non-possession of agents
and weapons of chemical
warfare

Working Paper on Medical 2.7.80
Protection Against Nerve Gas
Poisoning (Present Situation
and Future Possibilities)

Working Paper on the Defini- 2.7.80
tion of Chemical Warfare Agents
( C WA )',

USSR/USA Joint Report on the 7.7.80
Progress in the Bilateral
Negotiations on the Prohibition
of Chemical Weapons

Orgâni-z"âtïôn âüdCôntrol of 9.7.80
Veri-fication Within a Chemical
Weapons Convention

Reply at this stage submitted 9.7.80
by the Australian Delegation
to the Questionnaire relating
to Chemical Weapons (CD/41)

Définition and Scope on a 10.7.80"
Chemical Weapons Convention

Some of the issues to be 17.7.80
dealt with in the negotiation
of a CW Convention: Working
Paper

Proposed Definition of 21.7.80

Chemical Weapons

Inter-relationship Between 21."/.80

the Future Convention on the

Complete Prohibition and
Destruction of Chemical
Weapons and the Geneva
Protocol of 1925

1
1
t
t
t
I1

41
1
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Some Views on the Prohibition 24.7.8C
of Chemical Weapons

40

I
I



CD/139 	CD 
Part III 
Section D 

Report to the United Nations 	9.8.80 
General Assembly 

131 

Prohibition of Chemical 
Weapons: On the Definition 
of Chemical Warfare Agents 

27.3.81 CD/168 • 	China 1.35 

- 15 - 

Serial 	Reference  Country 	 Description 	 Date  

129 	CD/132 	Pakistan 	Views of the Government of 	1.8.80 
Pakistan Submitted in Response 
to the Circulation of Document 
CD/89 

130 	CD/131 	CWAHWG -Report to the Committee on 
Disarmament Ad Hoc Working 
Group on Chemical Weapons 

4.8.80 

• 

132 	CD/142 	Sweden 	 Prohibition of•Retention 	10.2.81 
or Acquisition of a Chemical 
Warfare Capability Enabling 
Use of Chemical Weapons 

133 	CD/164 	Finland 	Creation of Chemical Weapons 	14.3.81 
Control Capacity - Present 
Phase and Goals of the 
Finnish Project 

134 	-CD/167 	Canada 	 VerifiCation -and Control '1 	26.3.81 " 
Requirements for - a Chemical 
Arms Control Treaty Based on 
an Analysis of Activities 

136 	CD/169 	China 	 Dismantling of Production 	27.3.81 
Facilities/Means of Production 
for Chemical Weapons 

.._ 	.. 	 . 
137 	CD/173 	Canada -Di .' 	

_ 	..... ... 	. 

	

sposal of Chemical Agents 	3.4.81 

138 	CD/179 	Secretariat 	The Chairman's Progress 	23.4.81 
Report to the Committee on 
Disarmament on the Work of 
the Ad-Hoc Working Group on 
Chemical Weapons 

139- 	 CD/195 	Yugoslavia 	Incapacitating Agents 	 14.7.81 
(Some Aspects of Definition 
Classification and Toxico- 
logical Characteristics) 
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•Serial 	Reference  Country 	 • Description 	 Date 

140 	CD/196 	Finland 	Trace- Analysis of Chemical 
Warfare Agents 

141 	CD/197 	Romania 	Suggestion for Elements of a 	17.7. 13 1 
Chemical Weapons Convention 
- Definition and Criteria 

142 	CD/199 	Czechoslovakia. Definition and Character- 
istics of the  Toxins 

143 	CD/203 	Holland 	 Consultation and Cooperation, 30.7.d1 
Verification Measures and 
Complaints Procedure in the 

• Framework. of the Convention 
• on the Complete and Effective 

Prohibition of the Development, 
Production and Stockpiling of 
all Chemical Weapons and in 

• Their Destrùction 

144 	• CD/212-' China Some viewpoints on the 
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JAPAN 

dorkihe  Paper on the question of chemical warfare agents  
•o be-Prohibited, by  the Convention on the Prohibition  

. 	 . of Chemical Weapons 	• . 	. 

The draft convention on tIA . ProhibitiOn of chemical weapons (CCD/420), submitted 

II by the Japanese delegation on 30 April 1974, provides for a comprehensive ban in 

Article I (a) using purpose criteria on "chemical warfare agents of types and in 
-. 

• 

 I 	

quantities that have no justification for protective  or  other peaceful purposes", while 

liMiting the ban initially, by virtue :of  Article IV and Anne' I, to thoSe CdAs (chemical 
/ 	.. 

. 	warfare agents) for which verification measUreb are assured. „Those CdAs which are 

II initially left out of the ban,would be reducedby stages Until a comprehensive ban will 

• • 	be eventually realized. 	. 	. 	• . 	- 	 . 

I • 

	

	

Furthermore, Japan suggested in - Annex I .  of the draft convention a "table A" on 

OiAs to be excluded tentatively from  the prohibition and a . "table B" onCWAs to be , 

illt- prohibited from the *outset. SinCe then e ayariety of  commets have been made on 

. 	- Annex I by the delegations of, Canadaran.and. Sweden. Taking -these comments into 

II ,  : 	consideration, an attempt has been made in this paper  to  visualize the whole rangé of 

II • 	CdAs  by classifyingthem into.OdAs which should.be prohibited, CdAs to be prohibite d . 

froM the beginning .  and CdAs tentatively . eXluded-from prohibition at the outset, with - 

11[ ' 

1 5-  
• GE.76 -84120 

a view to facilitating the conclusion of theconVention on the prohibition of chemical 

weapons. It is to be - clearly understood that the mention "CdAs of types and in 

II quantitiee in Article I (a) of the draft  convention should.now read "CWAs of types 

and/or in quantities". 	 . . 

II • 1. 	Separation of CdAs to be prohibited from among chemical substances. 

When viewed from the need of separating CdAs from among chemical substances, 

I chemical substances can be:divided into four groups, namely: (1).  .single-purpose chemical 

e • 	warfare agents (SPWA); (2) dual purpose chemical agents for  either military or 

peaceful uses (DNA); (3) chemical substances only for peaceful use (CCF. and (4) chemical II substances that may be discovered or made Imown in the future (CCUK) (these are included 

in each of (1), '(2) and (3)) .  

liii(b) substances are classified. into (a) .  CdAs to be prohibited and .(b) other chemical substances. 

When viewed from the angle of grouping.  together thoSe .to be prohibited chemical ;  
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,"CWÂs to be prohibited" reférsto the:chemical substances belongirig to groups (1)

And (2) and those in group (4) which may be,.uséd as CWAs.T "Otliër chemical substances"

refers to those belonging tôgroup ( 3) and, those in group (d)'whichcould not be used

.. . ;. .. . , . .. , . . . . .as CWAs

made to:show the 'lo'cations of "CWAs.to,be prohibited.from trie.beginning of the entry

into force of the Convention.as.-indicated in Alternative B; in CCD/420" and !'CGIAs to be

.excluded tentatively.st the beginning as indicated Al.ternative A.in CCD/420", in table

, ,.. .,. .. . _ . .. . . .. ,. ,
As;...in.. the whole family of,.çhemical: substânces, will*.be :clearlÿ sketched Put and

attached..to.•this çaorka.ng:.paper... This was done in the hope that the loca ions o e.
. . ,... . .

identifiéd..'

.,.:: Classification of_, tl^& :CWAs.to be', prohibited.:_;

. .. . ,. .. . ., .: ,,.. ,., .... . ... . . ... .. ....,.. .. . ...... .. . ........ ._.._ .___ ,...
With this whole range of chemiGal...;substantes as` a background, an attempt has been

Undér present circumstances, the. ÇWAs!to'bé- prohibited..*may be classified. depending

the:ir uses as....foll,owa:^.; ..
CWAs which have e:stablished 'thèmselvesas: part of the weapon sÿstems. of

States,

manuals: have. been piiblished'.

CWAs which were. used .dtiirin ,past, ^ . •

-fallina: in- (i)' above.-

Chemiçal sûbs.tance:s^which'by nature.. of chasacteristics such as toxicity

could be: uséd, as„CWAs;

taken out of thôse'. 'falling in' (iii) above .

The first importânt;step to be taken.in this regard would be to.formulate "A table

of Cv1As to bé prohibited"..by listing hem reepectivelÿ.ünder these, four groups and

arrange them systematically. In, that çase, since all the CWAs• belonging to groups (i)

:and (ii) çanbe listed in a côricrete^and exhaustive manner,objective criteria such_as

,.toxicity, chemical.structizral formulae and p.hysical ànd chemical characteristics are

required in sortirig.out only those.:falling in groups of (iii)' and (iv).

3. ::Formulation of a^..table of the.CWÂs".to.be,prohibited.

On the basis of the above considerations, it is suggested listing the As to be

prohibited falling .in . these . four: groups i,and formulate "a 'table of the CWAs to be

prohibited" as indicated. in table 2. of, this working paper.

(iv). Çhemicalsubstancés whiçh.inay.be..developed or made known in the future

I
I

I
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The table consists of two supplements (ST.) .  one for single lurpose CdAs which are 

banned altogether (S.T.-1) and the other for dual purpose.CWAs which are banned except 

those in quantities for peaceful uses (S.T.-2). CdAs to be prohibited from the outset 

are distinguished from other chemicals to be excluded-tentatively from the ban under 

item "f" im provided for in the two supplementarY tables: 

. • 	Thus the two alternative tables, namely "table B, the •CWAs excluded from the 

prohibition tentatively" .and "table A, the CdAs to be prohibited from the outset" in 

Annex I of the Japanese draft  convention, mey be converted.into each of the two 

supplementary tables of table.2 of.this working paper. 
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Table-1 CWAs to be prohibited

-.4

(classification depending
on the use for war or
peace)

Comprehensive ban
Single purpose CFTÂs_

Chemical substances
not yet discovered
or published

I

I
Chemical I^

iSubstances

F a p
i Dual purpose
chemical agents

!Chemical substances
not yet discovered

L or published

Not tobe prohibited
Chemical agents for
exclusively peaceful
use

Chemical substances
not yet discovered
,or published

(classification corresponding
to the need of prohibition)

+CWAs to be Prohibited
•3

.

^ Other Chemical •4
Agents

(classification taken
by the Japanese draft
convention)

CWAs prohibited 01
from outset

(Table B of Annex-1
in CCD/420)

CWAs excludes ten-
from pro-tatively

Ihibition

(Table A of Annex-1 I
in CCD/42O), in

„
1. Fifty-four kinds of organophosphorous agents were presented in CCD/430.

2. The table should be divided into two supplementary tables (ST); ST-1 (SPWA) and ST-2 (DPWA).

`3. They will be distinguished from each other by the f-item of each ST.

'4. As for phosphorous compounds, those exemplified in working paper ÇCD/466 are regarded in
Japan as chemical agents for peaceful uses.

Ban on those in
quantities that have
no justification for

eceful urposes
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Distinction between 
prohibition from 
outset or ndt 

reported total amounts' 
remarks; of production (details 

are shown in attached 
table) 

Names in chemical 
common 	names 
usé 

chemical 
structural 
formulae 

LD  
inh .1 p.c. 

• 1 50 

3 

- 

p. 

• . 

over 

1 	- - 
I 

lover over 

•  

• 1 
n 	Unknown chemical substances 

. which will be discovered or 
published 

notes; 

Date of coming into effect; 
Supplementary Table-2: Dual purpose CWAs 	 Date of amendments; 

•1 Toxic level is an example. To fill the form in here, systematic investigations will be necessary 
using other elements such as chemical structual formulae, physical nature etc. as yardsticks. It is 
intended to present any other paper about this matter. cf . inh. = inhalent, p.c. = peretaneous, 
p.o. =  oral. 

'2 With the agreement of the States parties, agents which are listed may be marked depending upon 
whether those belong to those prohibited from the beginning or those excluded from prohibition 
tentatively in f. item. 

*3 As to agents reported after the coming into force of the convention, the necessary remarks can be 
filled in here. 

'4 The reported amounts of the production of every state should be attached to this table as an 
addition. 
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Working paper on some aspects of on—site verification of the  
destruction of stockpiles of chemical weapons 

I. 
I. 

1( 

Summary 

One of the important verification issues with . regard to' a treaty prohibiting 

development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons concerns destruction of 

existing stockpiles. . The present Working Paper - tries to summarize the difficulties 

and possibilities which have appeared in the discussions so far. 	They are displayed 

schematically in the attached scheme  of options.  

By emphasizing the.possibilities offered in using toxicity determination s.  as one 

verification method some concerns shown by the USSR delegation can be dispensed with. 

The resulting verification possibility might be applied as a confidence building 

measure for the negotiations on a chemical weapons ban. 

Introduction 

The question of verification of destruction of stockpiles of chemical warfare 

agents and weapons displays one major difficulty: no means are available for 

disclosure of hidden stocks. 	(It is not even possible to rely upon.on—site inspection 

to find such hidden stocks.) 

However, irrespective of . this difficulty the responsibility remains to discuss 

the existing option: verification of destruction Of stockpiles with known locations. 

At such locations installations and activities other than those concerned with the 

chemical stockpiles may exist. 	A party, which has kept his stockpiles non—accessible 

(or even secret) may thus wish, for this and.other reasons, to continue to do so, even 

if he accedes to let some type of on—site verification of destruction of declared 

stocks take place. 	In such cases the party might select particular destruction sites, 

which would be freely accessible for.verification personnel. 

GE.76-84134 
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Presently it seems impossible to verify destruction :r=thout at least some

limited on-site preserice., Accordingly a second difficulty depends on the reluctance

by some countries to agree to some forms of on-site activity with respect to

verifying destruction of chemical weapons. They are arguing i.a. the risk for
.. : _

unwanted spread of-' sei;ret'irifôrmé;t"iërh leading to pr611feration. These thoughts were
. . . . .. , . . .. .. . .... ...... .._. : ...:....

expressed by the Soviet delegation (CCD/PV. 647, p.18 and CCD/PV. 652 p. 19-20)

saying that on-siteverifica.tion of stockpile destruction would reveal the nature of

a chemical warfare agent, which might otherwise perhaps have been kept secret. Such

a disclosure could not only lead to the unwanted spread of knowledge but might also

infringe on industrial rights.

Without disputing these claims the present Working Paper aims at showing

in principle that effective on-site vérification of destruction of stockpiles

containing chemical warfâ.re agents can be carried out without disclosing the.chemical

nature of thé agent'in question or infringing on industrial secrets.

To avoid complicà.ting details in the present account conversion of agent

stockpiles into peacefully useable chemicals is not treated here.• However, similar

.thoughts can be applied also for that activity. See also below on destruction of

stocks of dual-purpose agents.

Generally, rather satisfactory methods now seém to be available for on-site

verificationôf destruction. Different aspects have beer.: touched updn in many'

Working Papers through the years, e.g: CCD/324, 344, 366, 367, 432, 434, 436 and 453.

Especially CCD/434 and 436'by the Canadian and United Statesdelegations

respèctivély make clear how complicated an affair it is.to destroy chemical weapons

but also that it is feasible.Verification of destruction of stockpiles is

erivisaged in the Japanese draft convention (CCD/420, 30 April 1974).

-However, the use of toxicolôgical verification, described below has so far not

been analysed sufficiently. The discussion of this method and its implications for

vérification is the main purpose of this paper. The implications of chemical

. analysis for verification purposes are treated for comparison. The different options

resulting from application of the two types of analysis alone or together are

displayed in the attached schemè.

A successful verification of destruction performed according to carefully

established conditions might be an important confidence building measure in trying

out acceptable means of verification for a treaty prohibiting development, production

and stockpiling of chemical weapons.

Some aspects of such verification activities are outlined below.

I
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Conditions fôr on—Site verification activities  

It is assume'd that -the verification activities are  to be Carried  out  by 

analysts from other countries (in national or international' teams). 	National 

verification teams from the country, whose stocks -are being verified coùld of course 

at the same time undertake the same analysis.'s 

In principle destruction of chemical agents (in bulk or in munition, etc.) must 
take place at any of the following premises:- • 	 • 

(a) at or near production plants for chemical warfare agents (including • 

munition filling installations); 	 . 	-• 

(b) st or near existing stockpiles of chemical warfare agents or weapons; 

(c) at special, Perhapà mobile, destruction plants or:facilities. 

In the présent:context alternatives - (a)  and (b) probably Will not be pertinent 

to discuss fOrjnasons or secrecy presented above. 	Alternative (c) probably is the 

one to calculate with. 	As  pointed out inthe . Introductioh it seems'possible fora 

part, which does not wish to disclose other Secrets,' to choôse à destruction site, 

 where suéh risks do not appear and is freely:availablefor the verification analysts. 

It is assumed in the following (with one exception) that the chemiCal nature of 

the agents shall not be disclosed'by the verification activity. 	In-most 

circumstanCes this need not be a necessary condition: obvioùsly large parts of 

existing stockpiles'Most probably will consist of well—knowh chemical agents. 

One further reason for secrecy might be that the proportions between different 

stockpiled agents should not be• disclosed. •Sowever, this may bSof importance only 

in the long run,' and be'of less importance as long as confidérice  building  measùres 

are being tested; 	 • 

Verification by toxicity determination --toxicological verification' 	 • 

Basically this method utilizes the fact that thorough destruction of a toxib 

substance leads to non—toxic destruction:products. 	This is valid irrespective of 

the type of substance. 	Thus, measuring.  the toxicity of the (known or unknown)" 

substance going into and coming out from the destruction process, it is possible to 

verify that the substance has been destroyed. ' The various aspects Of the method 

are described . below. 

A prerequisite for the method is that the substanceheing destrOyed really is 

sufficiently toxic to be of interest as a chemical warfare agent — preferably 

supertoxic. 	Even if it can be envisaged that, for the purpose of evasion, other 

1 
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substances than actual warfare agents  will be destroyed'this is of minor importance 

as it obviously has to be a substance wiuh a comparable toxicity and thus also to 

some extent usable as a warfare agent.' 	• 	' 	 - 

Substances with a low toxicity which can also have civilian use could of course 

always be used in war with some effect, e.g..phosgene, cyanides and even chlorine as 

has been pointed out on many occasions. 	However, since stocks for civilian 

purposes would be kept anyway, there mould be no sense in trying to verify 

destruction Of dual-purpose agents with a relatively low toxicity. 	If abnormally 

large•stocks of such agents_,were found.,the most obvious way of disposal would be 

through the chemical production,processes, for which they normally are used. 

The reliability of the toxicity and quantity. determination will depend upon 

randomized sampling methods. • Thus the.sampling routines must be constructed and 

performed with great care in.order to get representative samples. 	The fact that 

samples will have to bé taken does not imply that knowledge of the substance to be 

destroyed has to be passed on.. However, the agent containers (for bulk stockpiles 

or as munition) must be allowed to be measured and counted by the inspection team. 

Different means of evading a determination of the amount•of agent to be destroyed 

havé been pointed but in the United States Working Paper CCD/436.. . On the other 

hand such attempts could most probably be revealed or indicated by the randomized 
r • 

sampling. 

Standardized Immdling of the samples,could guarantee that no parts of samples 

were withheld by verification teams for a later, more revealing analysis. 	One 

could even . conceive of a SCheme'allowing the sampling and experimental work to be 

performed by a national verification'team under  close surveillance of international 
- 

observers. ' 	• 	' 

The toxicity determination'is preferably performed by simple tests on 

animals; I/ 	 • • 

(a) injections of series of diluted'solutions of the substance in the belly of 

mice (intraperitoneally); 
• 

(h) application of series of diluted solutions on the'skin of mice 

(percutaneously). 	, 	• 

. 	. 	. 
For a discussion of the Method see e.g. CCD/435, 16 July 1974, working 

paper on toxicity'of chemical .warfare  agents,  by the United StatesAelegation. 
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'After a standard time the number of dead animals in each series should be counted 

and the toxicity be calculated from the results (so called LD
50 
 tests). 	Skin damages 

could be registered in the same way and form the basis for toxicity calculations. _ . 

. It would not,be necessary to observe symptoms leading to the death of the 

animals since the calculations of the toxicity are based only upon the final outcome. 

Knowledge of the symptoms might lead to unwanted knowledge of the nature of the 

substance being destroyed. 

A toxicological verification of destruction of chemical warfare agents could be 

carried out according to the following principal scheme: 

(a) quantity and toxicity of agents stockpiled on the place for the destruction, 

or being transported there, are determined; 

(b) a "perimeter" inspection is performed to ensure that no hidden means exist - 
of removing agents without destroying them; 

(c) randomized sampling of open, departing transports ensure that no toxic 

material is taken away by such transport; 

(d) after the destruction is declared finished an on—site inspection should be 

undertaken to ensure that no toxic material is left in the place. 

The conclusion is that by a limited on—site activity, i.e. the type of 

toxicological verification described above, effective results can be obtained, taking 

care of some of the objections, which so far have been raised against on—site 

verification of destruction of known stockpiles of chemical weapons. 

Verification by chemical analysis  

The most obvious method for verification of destruction is chemical analysis of 

in— and outgoing substances. 	Such methods have been outlined in several of the 

Working Papers mentioned in the Introduction. 	(In this paper by "chemical analysis" 

is understood many different methods ranging from biochemical to physicochemical 

methods.) 

Direct chemical analysis of the samples of the substances in the destruction 

process would lead to disclosure of which substance is to be destroyed. 	In 

controlling also the amounts being destroyed, as mentioned before, these activities 

might be used to check declared intentions of destruc -gon. 	This would in most cases 

seem to be the most rational way of acting and could be used as soon as the agents 

to be destroyed are known. 
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Another option would be to allow only "perimetér" sampliing from the surroundings

of the destruction site. It seems conceivable thâ,t from chemical analysis of such

samples one might indicate at least that a chemical warfare agent was being destroyed
I

and perhaps also to which groüp of agents it might belong.

Further, the actual investigations on the destruction site might be kept to a

minimum. The method might accordingly be suitable for sites where other activities

must be kept secret.

It is even conceivable that the actual chemical analysis might be carried out at

laboratories separated fromthe destruction site. The concept of "black boxes" should

be evaluated with respect to this alternative.

An obvious drawback with regard to performing chemical analysis only of perimeter

samples is that no estimation can be made aboi4t the amount of agent being destroyed.

However, chemical analysis_of perimeter samples, combined with toxicity tests on

randomized samples 'of the agent might result in a fe.irly good âssessuient of the type

of„substance and the amounts being destroyed. .

The conclusion is that use of chemical methods - combined or not with toxicilogica

methods - might result in a series of ôptions, ranging from demonstration of

destruction activities to.complete quantitative and qualitative identification of

stockpile agents being destroyed..

Information on actual experiences of applying these options would most probably

increase the prospects for-the selection of a proper course of action.

'^ '. . .. :

I
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Sche_,ie of ontion.r, on ti•,2^rific^tionor of
-- - -^-stocTiles of cliemic:.l Tacorc ^^ -

Options Tech_nical aspects

Stockpile sites u_nkno-.an Methods to find hidden stockpiles
do not exist presently

Stockpile sites knoi-m '

No on-site activity allowed

Methods for remote verification

of destruction do not exist..

presently

Consequences

No verification

possible

No verification

possible

Perimeter inspection allowed

Chemical analysis of Chemical type of agent might be Verification of

perimetér samples inferred from identification of destruction.

decomposition or destruction activity

products

Toxicity determinations Not applicable

of perimeter samples

Sampling allowed

Chemical analysis of - Agent will be identified

Not applicable

Verification

samples possible

Toxicity determination Presence and destruction of

of samples toxic material will be

demonstrated; identification

of agent not possible

Verification

possible
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UPTITED STATES OF ADERICA

Verification of destruction of declared
stocks of chemical wa.rfare agents

In working paper CCD/436 (16 July 1974), the United States delegation described the

procedures employed in the disposal of mustard gas at Rocky Mountain Arsenal and. outlined

some preliminary ideas as to how such a disposal operation could be verified.' Since

that time, a number of delegations have expressed interest in on-site monitoring of

destruction of chemical warfare stocks. The basic purpose of on-site monitoring would

be to confirm information provided as to the type and quantity of agent destroyed. To

satisfy this purpose, it would be necessary to specify, in detail, what general technical

methods and procedtires would be used in the confirmation process.

This paper presents in greater detail the preliminary results of our evaluation of

possible methods for carrying out on-site monitoring. These ideas are, of course,

The techniques discussed below are'based on two premises: (1) that the chemical

agent would be destroyed either thermally ( incineration) or chemically (by treatment

with caustic, for example), and (2) that the disposal facility would be similar to that

described in CCD/436. If other disposal methods were employed or fundamentally

different types of facilities used, substantial changes might be required in the

verification techniques applied. , Even if major revisions are not necessary, some

adjustments may be needed. to adapt the basic techniques to a specific situation.

In principle, the objective of confirming the declaration of the type and quantity

of chemical agent destroyed is similar to the objective of ensuring accountability in

facilities which process nuclear materials. Consequently, some of the techniques.which

have been developed for safeguarding nuclear material appear to be adaptable for use in

CW verification.

Discussion of verification at.a specific destruction facility should begin while

the destruction operation is in the planning stage. Representatives of the facility.

management and the observers would co-operate in working out detailed arrangements

needed for that facility.

Ii
GE.76-86626
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The observers would arrive at the site before destruction operations were to begin. 

They would be provided with  engineering  drawings showing all areas of the destruction 

facility and with a detailed technical description of the destruction process. 	On the 

basis of this information,thpIiyould:inepect the .planttoconfirm the information and 

to ensure that diversion of agent'within'the-plant was  not  possible. Periodic facility 

reinspections would be needed during the destruction.operations to ensure that no 

illegal plant modifications had been made. 	These.procedures would serve to provide 

assurance that agent could not simply be drained off and that a simulated waste material 

could not bé introduced into  the plant.  Additional'assurance might be obtained'if the 
\ observers were allowed to introduce a tracer màterial into the chemical agent before' . 

destruction. 
t 	• DUring the destruction Operations, thé observers should be authorized to . visit'ani 

area of the facilitY'at any tilig Under the same conditions as host State - personnel :and 

to observe all activities. In Order to supplement the observers andtO minimiZe . :the 

need  for  their continuous presence in particular locations during the destruction' 

operations, surveillance of certain'areas maY be carried out remotely using closed: ' 

circuit television systems; Additionally, areas requiring:surveillance, but in which 

facility personnel woilld not normally be present, might be monitored using cameras that. 

are triggered by a Motion detector and random interval titer. The level of observation 

required could also be reduced by use of tamper—resistant, taMper—indicating seals to 

close off 'certain areas  of-the facility or'to prevent tampering with precess or 

monitoring equipment. 	(Such 'seals  have already been develepéd for use in nuclear 

safeguard operations). ProviSion'for supervised access' in an emergency or to handle 

needed maintenance would be made. 

The techniques discussed abOVe; while providing important safeguardsegainst certain 
• 

types of illegal activities . during the destruction  operations, cannot provide 

confirmation of data furnished on the type and quantity of chemical  agent  being destroyed. 
_• 	. 	_ 

One technique for verifying  the  • quantity of chemical agent destroyed would be continuous . 

monitoring of the rate at which agent flows into the destruction chamber'. 	From this 

data, the total quantity destroyed Could be calculated. 
11 

Two methods which would help to'confirm the nature of the material being destroyed 

would'be to measure the toxicity  of' the agent to animals, as recently suggested by 

Sweden, and to conduct a chemical analysis of the agent. Either Méthed would- require 

taking small samples periodicarly near the flow meter, which should not be.  difficult 

technically. 
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, In addition, to  confirai the nature and.quantity,of agent it would -13",becessary to 

monitor any'chemiçalubstanpethatià added_to the,:àgent....Orto.dts decomposition 

•1 

.prodUctS— . For examplar chemicalS used in;-hydrOlyzing-an  agent 'or. in treating the 

effluent should be monitored to confirm that.their use was consistent with the 

• description of the destruction process. 

,Air sampling, a less intrusive technique,,miglitsupPlemept, but not replace, . _ 	. 	_ , 
sampling of the agent stream. Current air sampling -téChniques can collect and 

concentrate chemicals which are present in the air at extremely low levels. At a 

destruction site, traces of.the agent and its decomposition products, as well as traces 

of other chemicals involved in the destruction process could be collected and analysed, 

although sophisticated instrumentation may be required. 

This procedure would yield information on the types and relative concentrations of 

the chemicals present in the air in different locations at the facility. It would 

provide additional assurance to the observers that the type of material being destroyed 

had been correctly represented, but would not be adequate to confirm the information on 

quantity. It should be noted that air sampling . vould have to be conducted before 

disposal operationèwere to begin so that the !!chemical background" would be known. 

This preliminary sampling would be conducted at the locations 'inside and outside the . 

destruction facility where sampling would be carried out during the destruction 

operations. 

It  would also be very dèsirable to check whether or not the hature,.:ofthe waste 	. 

handling equipMent and the, topçicity of:the.decOmposition products,-as well'as ( their 

general composition, were Consistent with s that expected from the nature of the material 

ostensibly being destroyed. For example, most nerve agents contain one phosphorus 

atom per molecule. Also commonly present are either one atom of fluorine or one atom 

each of sulphur and nitrogen. In addition, if a tracer had been added to the agent 

feed, analysis of the concentration of the traàer in the effluent would -help provide 

assurance that no diversion of agent had. occurred. 
• / 
Another technique which could be useful if the identity of the agent were known is 

the material,balance. This would involve comparing the'àmount of decomposition 

produCts actUally produced with the quantity Which should result from a given quantity 

of agent. 	For this method to work, there could ,  not be any significant loss of gases, 

liquids or solids from the system. 	It should be possible to meet this condition for 

chemical detoxification processes . , For incineration methods; some gases may be lost, 

permitting only a crude balance to be obtained even.when measured as accurately as 

possible. 
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In order to carry out their work, it would be essential for the observers to.Yiave

their own technical facilities at the site. A well-equipped workshop would be needed

for calibration, maintenance and repair of monitoring equipment. On-site cremical and

toxicological laboratories with sophisticated equipment would also be necessary for

conducting agreed upon measurements.

SUMMARY

In summary, we believe that the provisions.we have described for on=site monitoring

would provide assurance that the nature and quantity of material destroyed were as

represented. In our view, such monitoring must cover the entire disposal process and

include observers and instruments-. We believe^this can be accomplished in a manner

which is not unreasonably intrusive.
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

The use of sealS and monitoring devices in OW verification 

In an earlier presentation to the Committee (CCD/332) the United Statest delegation 

noted the possibility of using . unattended, •tamper-indicating seals and monitoring 

equipment  as .a part of a Cd verification system. As pointed out in CCD/332, seals 

and monitoring  devices could help to ensure that Cld agent production was not resumed 

illegally at a shut-clown  facility. Subsequent evaluation bas shown that the use of 

seals and monitoring devices could also be used to assist the on-site  observers needed 

to monitor destruction of declared OW stocks and help to reduce the number of observers 

required. 

This paper describes several types. of seals, cameras and sensors which have been 

deveIciped for baflegliarding nuclear facilities. Various methods by which such devices 

could assist:in Cd verification are discussed. . , 

Fibre optic seals 	 • 

'Current:fibre optic seals are improved versions of the seal described in CCD/332. 

The basic concept, however; remains the same. .Glass or plastic fibres are grouped in 

a bundle to form a cable, which is . placed around thé item to be sealed. The two ends 

of the fibre cable . are interlaced to form a single bundle and the seal made by securing 

the interlaced bundle in a special collar.. Finally, the end of the bundle is trimmed, 

illuminated and photographed. - 

H. Because of uncontrollable•variables in the assembly process, the pattern made 

by the fibre ends is different in every case, giving each seal a unique "fingerprint". 

While such a seal could be removed and then reassembled, it does not appear to be 

possible to reproduce the fingerprint. 

In order to verify thatfthe seal had not been tampered•with, an observer would 

compare the current pattern•of.the fibre ends with that established when the seal 

• •as emplaced.- Such a comparison can be done quickly and reliably without removing 

the seal. Any difference in patterns would indicate that-the seal had been tampered 

• with. 

The fibre optic seal described above must be examined periodically by an observer 

in order to detect attempts at tampering. Depending on the frequency of-inspection, 

a aignificant,period could elapse before tampering was detected. The frequengy'of 
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sucs inspection could be substantially reduced if such a seal could be monitored

remotely. In principle,-remote monitoring would'provide a capability to detect

tampering attempts immediatelY. --A-fibre:-optic seal with.a remote monitoring -

capability is already under development in.the United States. In this device

one-half of the end of the fibrè optic bundle is illuminated by a liôht-emitting

diode. The light is transmitted along the fibre loops and detected as it emerges

at the other end of the fibres. Tampering with the seal will break the light path,

thus altering the signal received at the monitoring stations.. In order to ensure

that a false signal is not substituted, the seal contains an authenticating device

based on transmission of pseudo-random numbers.

The signal from the seal cou].d be transmitted through standard telephone lines

to the remote monitoring station. Alternatively, it could be transmitted using

existing commercial communications satellites. The latter arrangement would allow

seals installed at mothballèd facilitiés to be'monitored reliably from.great

distances. Since the seals themselves are expected to cost only sevéral-hundred.:..

dollars, this approach could help to provide some CW verification capability for

nations which do not pôssess sophisticated national technical means of verification.

In connexion with verification.of stockpile destruction, such seals could be

used to protect on-site monitoring equipment from tampering, to prevent unobserved

entry into key portions of the facility and to ensure that important valves and

perhaps other process control devices were not changed for evasion purposes. In

addition, seals on entrances, key proceL;s control equipment and ventilation machinery

could serve to ensure that a mothballed production facility was not surreptitiously

reactivated.

Such remotely-monitored seals would not eliminate the need fbr on-site visits

by observers. On-site visits would be necessary to emplace the seals, for periodic

maintenance and checking of seal positions, and to ascertain the reason for signal

disruption. Nor would seals make evasion impossible: Given sufficient time and

resources, seals could be byp assed. If, however, seals are emplacéd properly and

in sufficient numbers the effort which would be required to bypass them may be

increased to a level sufficient to deter an evasion attempt.

Cameras

The employment of surveillanceI cameras is another poténtially useful technique.

In a number of situations film or television cameras could be used to assist the

observers in maintaining surveillance. For example, in areas not requiring
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continuous observation, film cameras could be used to record activities. A compact, 

tamper-indicating camera package has been developed that  uses a 16 mm motion picture 

camera modified to take a single.picture each time it is triggered. (Recently, a 

similar system using an 8 mm camera has been developed.) 	• 

The camera package includee a syStem of nmotiondetectors" based on an array 

of:photocells and accompanying eleCtroniè circuitry. The motion detectors respond 

to a rate of change in luminance (the amount of light reflected from an object). 

Up to 10 cells can be pre-selected to detect motion in the areas of interest. This 

feature reduces the number of photograPhs an observer must examine, since only those 

events of special concern are recorded. Furthermore, the feature detects such attempts 

at deception as insertion of a false scene in the camerals field of view or movement 

of the camera. 

Mbenevet an activity occurs in the areas programmed, the camera will take a 

photograph and record the time and date on the picture  freine.  In addition, the 

camera is also programmed .  to . take'Photographs at fiXed and at random intervals. 

A dot on the freines  that  are  motion-triggered enables an observer to distinguish 

motion-triggered photographe from those that are time-triggered. 

Use of the motion detection feature, as described above, would be limited to areas 

in which motion does not occUr routinely. If moVing machinery is located in the area 

or personnel are normally present, only a random time trigger could be Used. 

The camera, though normally'reCeiving its power from the plant electrical system, 

is also equipped with a-stand-by battery Power sUpply sufficient for short periods of 

power interruption. The camera package can run unattended for as long as 3 months 

without replacement of the film (about 4,000 picture frames). 

Closed-circuit television systems could enable observers at destruction facilities 

to maintain surveillance of areas of interest that may pose a toxic hazard. In 

addition, such systems:could enable «  a single observer to watch activities in several 

areas, thus reducing the total number of observers required. Development of a,tamper-

resistant closed circuit - television system has proven more difficult than development 

of seals or film cameras. .HoweVer, a prototype system has been constructed and 

given limited testing. 

The television system which can be used for either direct observatio n.  or 

unattended operation,'.possesses a data storage capacity for up to 90 days. It is 

designed to be resistant to deception by substitution of the picture (video) signal 

on the transmission line or by direct substitution of the scenr, in the TV camera 
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field of view. The overall approach used is similar to that employed in the film

camera package. Pictures are selectively recorcl.ecl when a change occurs in the area

being viewed or at random intervals. Protection against t,^-!ipering with the video

transmission line is provided by encoding the luminance levels of the output video

signal.

The system employs a commercial high resolution, closed circuit TV system coupled

with a 16 mm movie camera adapted for single frame use. Pictures are photographed

directly from the monitor with time indicated on each frame by means of a digital

clock located in the movie camera's field of view. The video signal from the

.TV camera is encoded for protection against substitution of false video information

on the transmission cable line to the recording station. Encoded video signals are

instantaneously decoded in the recording station so that a continuous clear picture

is present at all,times on the monitor. Coding security is ensured by using matching

sets of random words stored.on punched tape in the camera's secure container and in

the secure recording station.

Motion detectors, utilizing the video signal, monitor selected spots in the

TV camera field.of view and signal the photographic camera to record a picturewhen

there is motion at any of these locations, The camera can also be triggered by a

random interval timer.

A secure container (described in the next section of the paper) houses the

.TV camera, encoder, and random word tapes. The recording.station, which stores all

of the data, consists of a small room secured by a radiofrequency intrusion monitor.

Tamper indicatin(; containers

In the plan for verification of stock-pile destruction described in CCD/(other

US paper), confirmation of the quantity of material destroyed rests primarily

on flowaneter data. It is particularly important, therefore, to ensure that such

data are correct. A number of evasion techniques, such. as putting the flot-ameter

on a closed loop, can be detected by physical inspection of the facility. However,

it is also important to prevent tampering with the flowmeter itself.

Devices that have been developed to protect nuclear monitoring equipment

against tampering could be adapted to protect flowmeters and other monitoring

instruments. Several different techniques which together would provide unambiguous

evidence of attempts to tamper with monitoring devices are described in a recent
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IAEA document.—/ While these techniques differ in detail, each depends on the need 

to remove material in order to penetrate the container in which the instruments 

are located. Once material is removed, undetectable repair is very difficult, 

if not impossible. 

.For example, a flowmeter and its associated recording devices could be enclosed 

in a transparent cyclinder which has a highly reflective metal coating on the 

interior surfaces. When such a . cylinder is penetrated, the metal surface at the 

point of entry must be removed. The metal coating cannot be replaced until the 

opening is closed, but the interior surface is then no longer accessible for repair. 

The reflective metal surface also enhances the detection of any unsuccessful 

penetration efforts. 

Access to the instruments for calibration purposes and to retrieve recorded 

data could be provided by a transparent door with a metallized interior surface. 

The door would be fastened to the glass cylinder by bolts through which a fibre 

optic seal is laced. Removal of the door would require destruction of the seal. 

In addition, an irreversibie'electro-mechanical counter Within the cylinder would 

register each time the door is opened. Interruption of electrical power to a 

monitor either for a period exceeding the standby battery capability, or as a result 

of tampering with the unprotected power supply, would bed_etected by electrical 

voltage sensors and registered on a second irreversible electro-mechanical 

counter. If desired, a signalling device to alert an observer to power interruption 

could be incorporated. 

Future developments  

The systems described in this paper are still under development. Further 

refinements can be expected as a result of the field testing which is now under way. 

The United States delegation will endeavour to keep the committee informed as 

improvements are made. 

"Tamper Indicating Radiation Surveillance Instrumentation," W.N. Chambers 
and J.F. Ney, IAEA Document No. IAEA-SM,.201/12. (Presented at the International 
Symposium on the Safeguarding of Nuclear Materials, Vienna, 20-24 October 1975). 
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UNITED STATES OF AMMICA

Review of proposals for defining chemical warfare agents in
a CW Agreement

During the course of the Committee's discussion of restraints on chémical weapons,

a number of delegations have made proposals for defining (or delimiting) the chemical

substances that would be covered in a CW agreement. This working paper contains a

review of these proposals.

In the.view of the United States delegation, an adequate basis for forming

judgments on the'question of definition already seems to exist. It is the hope of the

United States delegation that this working paper will help to provide the framéwork for

achieving substantial agreement in this area in the relatively near futurè.

Approaches to defining lethal and other highly toxic CW Agents

The proposals for delimiting lethal and other highly toxic CW agents can be

grouped intolfive general categories:, . .

I
1
I
I

(a) Purpose Criteri.on

(b) General Toxicity Standard

(c) General Structural 'Formulas

(d) Other Ageat Properties

(e) Listing of Specific Agents

Purpose Criterion

Under this approach'the prohibition would apply to''Ichemical substances of types

and in quantities that have no justification for peaceful purposes" and to "weapons,

equipment and means ofdélivery designed to use such agents for hostile purposes or in

armed conflict". An analogoûs approach has already been embodied in the Biological

Weapons Convention.

There appears to be broad support, perhaps even a consensus, for incorporating a

general purpose criterion in any CW agreement. This criterion is employed in the

draft conventions submitted by the Soviet Union and six other countries (CCD/361) and

by Japan (CCD/420). It has also been supported by ten non-aligned delegations

(CCD/400), as well as the delegations of Canada (CCD/414) and the United States

(PV.702). To establish whether a consensus exists it would be useful to know the

views of the delegations which have not yet expressed an opinion.

GE.76-86639
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The use. of e "general purpose criterion" has been discussed in connexion both witl 

a single, comprehensive prohibition and a step-by-step approach to prohibition. 

Judging from the vies  expressed in the Co=ittee, it would be compatible with'either 

approach. 	In the case of the first step of a phased approach, the criterion would 

apply only to those substances, for example all lethal and other highly toxic chemicals, 

which were within the scope of the first-,step agreement. 

The Committeels disdussions- elSolndibate that many -delegetiOns believe that, in 
.....”. 

addition to a . general purpose criterion, specific technical criteria should be used to 

define the substances which are to be prohibited. The various criteria which have been II 

suggested are outlined in the following sections. 	. 	 . . 

General Toxicity Standard 	 • 11 
In this approach one or more toxicity criteria would be established to supplement 

the . general purpose criterion. 	It was first suggested by the Japanese delegation 	. 
II 

 

(CCD/301) that a toxicity threshold  be  established to separate super-toxic substances. . 

from less toxic, and therefore less dangerous, substances. 	All substances falling : . 

above this threshold would be presumed, because of their extremely high toxicity, to be 

single-purpose C1/.1 agents. 	 • . 	...  
Important work has already been done in the Committee toward establishing specifi 

toxicity standards. 	In its initial presentetion, the Japanese-delegation proPosed 

that the upper toxicity threshold be set at an LD50 value of 
0.5 milligramme per 

II 
kilogramme of body weight (subcutaneous administration). The Netherlands (CCD/320) 

and the United States (CCD/435) have stated that a value close to the one proposed by 
II 

Japan may well prov -Lde a suitable demarcatic,n line. 	Use of neostigmine 	 . 
(LD -  50- 0.4 mg/kg) as a reference compound for the toxicity threshold has been proposed 11 

by the Canadian delegation (CCD/473). Finally,.a.slightly different threshold value, 

1 mg/kg, has been suggested by the Swedish delegation (0CD/322). 

In a subsequent paper (CCD/372) the Swedish delegation proposed that the 	. 	I 
threshold be expressed in terms of toxicity by inhalation (LCT50 in mg.min/M).. 

It 	. 

was suggested that the threshold be established between the lethal dose values for 

mustard gas (LCT
50

. 1500) and phosgene (LCT
50 

. 3200). 	Thus, the threshold value 

would be roughly 2350. 	(This value is roughly equivalent to the LD
50 

value. for the 
II subcutaneous route proposed by the.Japanese delegation in CCD/301). 

The Canadian delegation later. proposed (CCD/414) that the threshold value be 

500 mg.min/14 which lies between the lethal does values for the nerve gas tabun 
41/ (LCT50  - 	

50 
- 400) and mustard gas (LCT . 1500). 	In a more recent Canadian proposal 

(CCD/473), phosgene (LCT
50 
 . 3000) was suggested as a reference substance on which the II 
 - 

threshold could be based. 
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In CCD/473, the Canadian delegation suggested an important refinement of the

toxicity threshold approach. They recommended that separate standards of lethality be

adopted for the three principal routes of entry into the body (inhalation, absorption

through the skin, injection). It was also recommended that a reference toxic material

be adopted to establish the threshold for each route. While this proposal has yet

recéived little discussion, it has been 'de'scribed as "promising" by the United States

delegation (PV.702). In addition to the reference substances already mentioned

(injection route: neostigmine; and inhalation route: phosgene), nicotine was proposed

as the reference substance for the skin absorption route.

The threshold approach outlined in CCD/301 was extended by the Canadian delegation

in CCD/414, which suggested establishing a second, lower toxicity threshold to separate

those substances which could be useful as lethal chemical warfare agents from thôse that

have no practical potential for such use. The Canadian delegation proposed that the

value of the lower threshold be thè LCT50 value for chlorine.'. This suggestion has been

supported in principle by the Japanése delegation (CCD/430). This value appears to be

a useful starting point for discussion.

Judging from the Committee's'discùssions, toxicity criteria are considered to have

broad applicability. Their use has been supported by a number of countries, including

Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden'and the

United States.

It is important to note'that a number of working papers (CCD/365, CCD/374, CCD/375,

CCD/387, CCD/430, CCD/435, CCD/473) have emphasized the importance of adopting standard

experimental procecures for measuring toxi^Aty if toxicity criteria are to be used to

delimit thé agents subject to restriction or prohibition.

General Structural Formulas

the pôssibility of employing a general structural formula as a supplementary

criterion wâs.first proposed by the Netherlands delegation (CCD/320). In that paper a

general structural formula for supertoxic organophosphorus compounds was.presented. In

CcD/365 the United States delegation presented a revised formula for organophosphorus

compounds. In addition, the possibility of developing separate general formulas for

mûstard; arsine and carbamate compounds was discussed. Further refinements of the

formula for organophosphorus compounds have been made in working papers presented by

Japan (CCD/374) and the Netherlands (CCD/383).

Other Agent Properties

While toxicity and structure are closely related to potential utility as chemical

warfare'agents, other properties play a role as well. Several delegations have

t ed that evaluation of these ro erties could help delimit substances which shouldg gs es P P

be subject to restriction. In working paper CCD/373, the Italian delegation outlined
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the properties which it believed characterize potential CV/ agents, including toxicity 

and dissemination characteristics. 	 II 
The most detailed analysis of the use of additional criteria has been presented 

by the delegation of the Federal Republic of • Germany (CCD/458). 	The additional 
II 

criteria employed are shelf life, perceptibility, volatility, explosion stability, and 

	

IIresistance to atmospheric influences. 	In the proposed method, each of the properties 

would be evaluated for a given substance and assigned a weighting factor. 	•  An overall 

evaluation number for the agent is obtained by combining toxicity data with the product 

of the individual weighting factors. 	It was suggested that these evaluation numbers 

be used to define the limits of potential Cd agents. 

Listing of Specific Agents 	 II 
Another approach would simply be to list the agents which would be subject to 

prohibition or restriction. . This course  has been suggested by the Italian delegation II 

(CCD/335). 	It has been pointed out, however, by the United States delegation 

(CCD/360, CZ/365) that there is no way at present to know whether such a list would 
II include all the major agents in the arsenals of States or under development. Another 

criticism expressed was that a definition based solely on a list of known agents could 

be circumvented by a slight modification of the structure of an agent on the list or b 

development of a new type of super-toxic agent. . 

The United States delegation also stated (CCD/365), however, that a list of known 

dual-purpose agents would most probably include all which are no w or have been in the 

arsenals of States. 	For this reason, it was suggested that a list of known 

dual-purpose agents might be a useful supplement to a general purpose criterion. 

In working paper CCD/373 the Italian delegation put forward a list of substances 

which it believed should certainly be considered chemical warfare agents. 	The list 

was not intended . to be an exhaustive one, but rather as a starting point for a more 

thorough study. 	 I/ 

A somewhat different approach to the use of lists was adopted in the Japanese 

draft MI convention (CCD/420). 	The draft provides both for a list of chemicals which 

would be obligatorily banned and for a list of chemicals which would be temporarily 

exempted from the provisions of the treaty. A list to illustrate the compounds which 

should be banned from the outset was provided in Table 1 of the Japanese working 

01/ 
Since the various technical criteria are generally cmplementary, a combination of 

several such criteria could be used. 	Several delegations have drawn attention to this 

possibility. 	In particular, the Japanese delegation has suggested (CCD/430) the 

paper CCD/466. 

Combination of Technical Criteria  
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combined use of toxicity standards, structural formulas and lists. Since analysis of

such a combination of criteria can become relatively complex, the Swedish delegation has

presented (CCD/461) a conceptual model which illustrates the interrelationships of the

various criteria.

The United States delegation has expressed a tentative view (PV.702) that for the

purpose of defining lethal chemical agents in an initial agreement, it would be adequate

to rely on a general purpose criterion and two toxicity.standards, as proposed by

Canada in CCD/414. These criteria could be supplemented by other means, including

illustrative lists or structural formulas, if such additional means are considered

desirable.

Approaches to Defining Other Categories of Chemicals

The only working paper which has dealt specifically with the problem of defining

other categories of chemicals was presented by the Canadian delegation in 1974

(CCD/433). In thatpaper, the scheme of definition presented in cCD/414, was applied

to other categories of chemicals.

Summary and Conclusions

1. There appears to be broad support, perhaps even a consensus, for incorporating

a general purpose criterion in any CW agreement. To establish whether a consensus

- exists, it would be useful to know the views of delegations which have not yet

expressed an opinion.

2. Many delegations believe that, in addition to a gèneral purpose criterion,

one or more specific technical criteria should be used to define the substances which

are to be prohibited.

3. The use of toxicity as an additional criterion has general applicability and

has received broad support.,

4. Those delegations that have expressed views on toxicity thresholds appear to

be in general agreement. If other delegations are prepared to support the proposals

that have been made, wide agreement on a general approach may be possible in the near

future. It is not necessary at this stage to decide precisely what numerical values

D i
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t should be adopted or what detailed testing procedure should be used. These questions,

though important, can best be dealt with once agreement is reached on a general approach

^ 5. The applicability of the other approaches that have been suggested is less

general. Nonetheless, such.criteria may have utility in some areas. In the view of

the United States delegation a judgment on the need for such additional criteria can

best be made once a consensus is reached on the types of agents to be covered in an

agreement.
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LETTER DATED 1 JULY 1976 PROM THE- AMBASSADOR IN CHARGE OP 
POLITICAL AFFAIRS AT THE PERMANENT MISSION OP FINLAND TO TEE 

• . SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE  OF  • THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE CONFERENCE 
OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT TRANSMITTING A WORKING PAPER BY 

• • -.THE GO1TERNMEN2 OF FINLAND 	• 

ON METHODOLOGY FOR CHEMICAL IDENTIFICATION OF CV AGENTS AND RELATED 
COMPOUNDS 	PROGRESS OF A FINNISH RESEARCH PROJECT 

In accordance withthe instructions received from my Government I have the 

honour to send to you herewith a working paper entitled "Methodology for chemical 

identification of CWagents and related compounds — Progress of a Finnish research 

project" and to request you kindly to circulate i t . to the members of the CCD as an 

official document. 

(Signed) Esko Rajakoski 
Ambassador 

GE .76-871D9 
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WORKING PAPER BY TEE GOVERNTIFNNT OF FINLAND TO THE CCD

Methodology for chemical identification of CW agents and
related compounds. - Progress of a Finnish resea clro,ject.

CONTENTS:

Introduction

General worlcing procedures

Preliminary tests

Extraction and cleanup of samples

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry

High-re solution gas chromatography-mass spectrometry

Introduction

The Finnish project for development of..cliemical methodologf for identification

of CW agents and related compounds was initiated 1972. The goal and progress of

this project were

Briefly, the goal

international use

of M agents,

progress made

obtainable by

our thinking

discussed in four previous working papers (CCD/381, 412, 432 and

is to-develop national CW-control capacity for possible future

in connexion with verification of production (or-non-production)

destruction of stocks, or alleged use. This paper summarizes the

during the last year and describes in some detail typical

the two most advanced instrumental methods used. It also

regarding the general approach.

results

outlines

453).

For greatest possible flexibility the methodology is developed on three levels:

(1) fast field tests, (2) simple procedures adaptable to local or mobile laboratories,

and (3) methods for research laboratories. There is obviouL;ly much overlap in these

methods, however.

Initially, the project focused primarily on identification of organophosphorus
nerve agents.

Presently, particular attention is also devoted -- especially regarding

the fast field tests -- to about a dozen other CW agents knoi.m to be stockpiled in

various countries or otherwise assumed to pose the most serious threat. Furthermore,

the structure-analytical instrumental methods Used (particularly the nuclear magnetic

resonance and mass spectrometries) provide considerable possibilities for identification

of any other compounds, including previously urknown structures.

Recently, instrumentation has been expanded by a new acquisition: the JEOL

JMS.01SG-2 high resolution mass,spectrometer which is used "on-line" with high-

resolution glass capillary gas chromatography.
Outlines of the methodology as

presently applied are presented in the following paragraphs.

I
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General working procedures  

General methods for analysis of a sample suspected to contain a chemical 

warfare (Cu) agent or some other compound, which is likely to.Violate an eventual 

international agreement for the prohibition of'development, production or stockpiling 

of chemical weapons, are presented in  Figure  1.  .If it concerns an illegal use of 

such agent, it May be possible to detect it by the field detection methods as they 

are developed for military defence. Figure 2 presents an examination scheme for 

qualitative detection of nerve gases and mustards using chemical colour reactions 

for indication. Other methods that could be used are: enzymatic colour reactions, 

flame photometry, or animal tests. The time.after the dissemination for getting an 

air sample is, however,  ver short. From  stone, metal, glass or plastic surfaces 

it may be a little longer, but more probably  the substance to be examined will be 

absorbed in the earth,  .rater or other material in the environment, before the sample 

can be collected. 	 - 	 - 

The situation is somewhat similar, when the production of a prohibited agent 

is to be investigated from waste water or other environmental samples containing 

traces originating from the chemical production plant. In those cases the particular 

compound must often be first sepaAted from -the environmental material. Extraction 

with a suitable Solvent, followed by thin layer or column chromatography, are the 

most common methods which can be used alsO in modest local or mobile laboratories. 

In combination with gas chromatography or infra red spectroscopy, when these are 

available, they can give preliminary proof of the compound in question. 

In cases, when the structure of the agent must le  unambiguously proven or 

concerning a structure previously unknown, and where the sample is more complicated, 

perhaps containing mainly degradation products, more elaborate examination in a 

research laboratory is needed. With particular.  regards to the above, this paper 

deals in depth with the methods that can be employed there in the first place, and 

the application of modern instrumental methods to verification and identification 

(structure elucidation) of nerve gases. In this  connexion the experimental work 

of .the Finnish project is mainly directed towards the use of nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectrometry (NMR), the high resolution gas Chromatography -- mass 

spectrometry combination (HRGC-MS) and infrared speCtroscopy (IR). Some examples 

of result's obtained with the KMR . and HRGC-MS are presented below. 
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Preliminary tests

If no information of earlier test results are received it is advisable to begin

with colour reac':ion tests according.to ;he scheme in Fi 1.-i 2. Spot tests can be

clone from the original sample if liquid. A solid sample must be extracted. A

suitable procedure may.be as follows: a-sàmple of about 2 g is put into a

chromatography column, and run with 5 ml cliethyl ether, followed by a second

extraction with chloroform or water for detecting the degradation prodûcts or

metabolites not dissolved in ether.

For detection of a suspected nerve gas or other phosphorus containing compounds,

the preferred first test may also be the noise decoupled J1P i^RL spectrLUn. The

extract described above or, alternatively the original liquid sample can be used

as such, and the tube can.be closed after eventual addition of a locking solvent.

From the spectrum important information can be rapidly obtained, as will be explained

in detail in the paragraph concerning the OR technique. The recording on the

19 P NMR spectrum will Qve. the knowledge of the existence and, nature of fluorine

compounds.

Thin layer chromatography and gas chromatography can be usefLL. preliminary

methods, if reference standards are available. For'gas chromatography.the glass

capillary columns have been proved to ovm the best resolution capability, and as

universal detector the.flame ioniza.tion detector (FID) is to be recommended. For

phosphorus compounds, the flame photometric detector, and tha -l:hermionic or alkaline

salt flame ionization detector (APID) are remarkably more sensitive, but sho;r some

demands regarding the solvent used. The halogen compouad, li !ce chloroform can re

disturbing for AFID and may suppress the sensitivity.

Extraction and cleanup of the samples

When applying the extraction methods commonly used (e.g. for pesticide control)

to chemical agents, one has to keep in mind that the compounds in question are

rather volatile and very poisonous substances.. The concentration of.extracts

by evaporation must be avoided, and when distillation is necessary, the most risorouc

trapping systems must be employed. Solvents with a low boiling point are preferred,

e.g. diethyl ether or dichloromethane. More polar compounds can be extracted

separately in a second treatment, e.g. with chloroform or water. For high resolution

gas chromatography with FID dichloromethane is suitable; with AFID, acetone is

preferable. Fortunately, 31P TD1R and 19 r NTIR have no demands regarding the solvent,

nor usually is any cleanup procedure required for these methods.

I

I
I
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For infared spectroscopy (IR), 1H and C NPf, and in some cases for mass

spectrometry, purification of the extract is usually necessary and most often can be

performed by a chromatographic technique. If the compound in question is not too

volatile (e.g. degradation products of CW agents) small amounts of the extract can

be purified by thin layer chromatogre,pYy (TLC); this method is fast and does not

require complicated instrumental systems... Column chromatographf can be performed in

closed systems. Special care must be taken that one or more of the compounds are

not irreversibly absorbed or decomposed by the column material. High pressure

liquid chromatography (I1PLC) is an effective and fast separation and purification

method for non-volatile compounds. Its application to different types of phosphorus

compounds is insuffiçiently investigated, so far. Gas chromatography, the most

effective chromatographic method for analysing the reasonably volatile compounds,

can also be used preparatively for purification and separation of mixtures. Special

caution must be adopted that some of the components are.not lost with carrier gas or

destroyed by the heat.

Nuclear maEnetic resonance spectrometry

An overall scheme of application of Nfgt spectrometry to verification of CIJ

agents.is presented in Figure 5.

In nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry there are four different nuclei, the

resonance of which can be used for analyses of chemical warfare agents: 31P, 19 P,

1I3, and 1^C. If the sample is suspected to contain a nerve gas, i.e. a phosphorus

compound,it is preferable to begin with the 31P resonance. The only presumption

is, that a sample contains at least.100 Lg of the compound to be detected (a C[d agent,

a degradation product of it, etc.) in a solution of about 0.5 ml. No purification

or fractionation is usually needed, and the solvent need not be specified. E.g. a

diethyl ether, dichloromethane or chloroform extract from a soil samplé'càti*bè used

as such.

From the noise decoupled 31P spectrum the chemical shift, usually H3P0 as an
^

external reference, can be determined, and the value of it gi.ves valuable information

of the.type of the phosphorus compound. From Table 1 and Figure 4 it can be seen

that the phosphonate esters examined by us (all those which do not contain sulphur)

have the resonance in the neighbourhood of 27-38 ppm, and there are only two other

compounds among the 70 so far examined, which ho,ve. signals in that region. In one

case where the signals of two different compounds, namely di-isopropyl methyl-

phosphonate and amitcn, fell together, separation was achieved by using a shift

reagent, FuDPM (Figure 5).
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31  From  the number of signals 	
/1 

'in the • P- H) -spectrum, the number of different 

phosphorus atoms in the sample can be seen  as tell as the coupling with magnetic 

nuclei other than  1H.  When t he. magnitude of the coupling is known, e.g. 
51P-19P 

1000 Hz, the existence of fluorine in the molecule can also be found from the 
31/1 P- H) spectrum (Figure 6) 

Although the chemical.shift of 31P - resonance often indicates the chemical. 

category of phosphorus compounds to which the agent belongs and can also suggest . 

the particular agent in question, the exact value of it depends on concentration, - 

solvent, pH and other speCific interactions in the sample. Thus, more information 

is. needed for definite identification of the compound. • Some information can be 

obtained from the correlation between the concentration and the chemical shift 

itself, as can be seen from Figure  7.  In it one group of phosphonic acid derivatives. 

containing one free -OH group shows distinct and linear correlation, while the 

corresponding completely esterified compounds show little dependance.onconcentration. 

One method, which can also be-used, is the measurement of the spin-lattice 

relaxation time T1  of phosphorus. Figure 8  represents  one example where the two 

groups of phosphonate esters cdUld'not be distinguished on the basis of chemical 

shifts, while a remarkable difference between the relaxation times of these groups 

was observed. 

However, if sufficient amount of the sample (about 1 mg of typical Cd agents) 

is available, the undecoupled or normal 31
P NMR spectrum usually gives the best 

contribution to the analysis. In this spectrum the splitting of the 31P signal 

affected by protons at a distance of 1-D bonds from phosphorus can be seen, and 

hence  the distribution of these protons  in the molecule. 

In Figure 9  the 51P spectrum of sarin demopstrates the typical pattern of the 
3 d -OCH groups 

directly bonded to phosphorus. 

If no splitting of the 31P resonance is observed, it most probably concerns 

an inorganic phosphorus compound. In cases where interactions with several 

nonequivalent protons split the signal into very complicated spectra, the selective 
1
H decoupling can simplify the spectrum and contribute to its interpretation. 

As mentioned earlier, the existence of fluorine in the molecule in the vicinity 

of phosphorus, can be observed in the 31P spectrum from the typical coupling. 

The 19F spectrum, however, gives the definite evidence of fluorine also in"the 

•1 

li  
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molecules without phosphorus. In addition, the sensitivii,-^f of the 19F nucleus is about

83 per cent and the sensitivi^61,, the 51P only 6.6 per cent of equimolar aznotiuzts

of hydrbgen. For further information of the neighbourhood of the fluorine atom,

the normal and selectivel,;, decoupled 19 P. spectra can be reco-rJed.

The 1H 12,Ilt resonance is thè most commonly used and the most sensitive of the fotu•

resonances mentioned, but the information it gives is not alrre.ys.as easily

interpreted, and impurities in the sample of-ten are so disturbing, that the se.mple

must be purified or fra,ctionated before the run. With the T)oisonouq,and volatile

compounds this is all but desirable. I-Iorrever, as a supplement to the other

techniques lII MIR can give the final proof for the structure elucidation.

The same is true with 13C MIR, which can be most informative but unfortunately

is the least sensitive of the resonances mentioned. Since the natural abundance of

13 13C also is small, the sersitivity of C IJIM is only about 0.02 per cent of that

of hydrogen. With the Fourier technique a sample of about 10 mg can give a reasonabl'.^

good noise decoupled spectrum, where couplings to phosphorus or fluorine can be

observed; for a normal 13C s;pectrum about 50 mg and a run over night are needed.

Appendix 1 gives an example of the use of the nulse Fourier transform mode

of NMR spectrometry for the detection of a small nerve gas impurity in a sample

of a phosphonate ester.

High resolution gas chromatography -- mass spectrometry

Gas chromatography is a very useful. tool for identification of nerve agents

and related substances, especially when used in connexion with different selective

detection systems. Its suitability depends mainly on the volatili-ty and temperatiase

stability of the substances in question.. The application of the glass capillary

technique increases the group of compounds that can be studied by GC because of the

following favourable properties of glass capillary columns:

1. The analysis can be 1,-,erformed in a remarkably low temperature, often about 50°C

lower than with conventional packed columns.

2. A suitably coated glass surface is quite inert and does not catalyze chemical

changes during the GC run. By using an all-glass system (injector-column-

detector) it is possible to analyse most of the known CW agents without

preparing more volatile or more stable derivatives from them.

3. The time required for an analysis is short.
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In addition, the glass capillary technique is more sensitive because of sharper 

peaks and less adsorption. Maximum sensitivity is achieved by using a direct injection 

technique and suitable temperature programming. About one order . better resolution than 

with packed columns is also easily achieved. This cives more reliable identification 

based on the identity of retention tiMes'of unknown and model substances. When  CC  is 

used as inlet system for mass spectrometer, better separation of compounds makes also 

mass spectra easier to interpret. 

Specific detectors that are used with packed columns are suited also for class 

capillary work. Thermionic or alkali flame ionization detector (AFID) selective for 

phosphorus and/or nitrogen;'flame photometric detector for phosphorus and/or sulphur and 

electron capture detector (EC) for halogen and/or sulphur, seem to be practical for 

analysing: CW agents. 

There are also some difficulties in glass capillary technique. Handling and use 

.of glass capillaried demands more training and . the technique is not yet available in 

every laboratory. The preparation of : really high resolUtion columns is not easy either. 

However, there are already many laboratories working successfully in this field as can 

be seen from the wide literature concerning applications of glass capillary gas 

chromatography. 

Application of use of glassL capillary gas chromatographY and mass spectrometry in  

verification analysis is schematically presented in Figure 10.  In our experimental 

work the following procedure:was . found to be suitable for HRGC of most nerve  cases, 

 phosphorus pesticides and related compeunds. The sample was e7tracted with 

dichloromethane, chloroform or diethyl ether depending upon its nature and the detector 

which was going to be used. If the sample is an organic liquid it can be used as such. 

For the first run a relatively short capillary.  column (e.g. 10 m x 0.3 mm inside 

diameter) connected to FID was used, and as liquid phase, OV 210.  Direct  injection was 

made at room temperature and after the solvent.peak the temperature was increased 

10L-300 C/min,until 250°C. For separating the occasionally overlapping peaks, analysis 

shall be repeated by using another liquid phase and maybe a longer column. 

The sensitivity of FID for phosphonohalogenates is not very high because of the 

small carbon content. Anyway, the detection limit for example for sarin was in our 

experiments about 1 ng; for methylphosphonodichloridate over 10 ng was needed. 

The.next step in the analysis can be the exchange of the detector by AFID. 

Figure 11 shows the chromatogram of a nerve gas mixture. Using - the same column and the 

saine conditions as with FID, the retention times do not change too much. On the other 

hand the response of AFID is much  hier for phosphorus—containing compounds than for 
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other substances. The detection limit of AFID was about 10 pg for sarin, but it can be 

somewhat lower for a derivative not containing halogens. That methylation is not always 

needed was demonstrated by adding 0.2 ppm sarin to Water and analysing it after one week. 

After extraction.  with a small amount of dichloromethane, one_microliter of solution was 

injected into glass capillary columns,connected to FID and AFID. An unhydrolyzed sarin 

peak could be clearly detected (FigUre  12) If the FID chromatogram is complicated' 

containing a great number of peaks, it will be normally simplified by AFID. The • 

phosphorus compounds will appear as high-intensity signals.whereas the other peaks will 

be greatly diminished or will disappear. So, combining the advantages of high resolution 

glass capillary GC and phosphor-selective detector,'knewn nerve gases can be often 

preliminarily identified already at this stage of analysis. 

Use of other types of selective detectors can.be  sometimes necessary, but most 

new information is no doubt obtained from mass spectrometry. A column, identical with 

the previously used one, is directly connected to the ion source of the mass 

spectrometer and at first the total ion current chromatogram is registered. This should 

resemble as much as possible the FID•chromatogram (Figure 13. ),  and it is a test of  .a 

separation of the components of the mixture. It may also be useful. to record the mass 

chromatogram by a selective ion.monitor if certain nerve. gases are suspected.  Mass 

 fragmentography is profitable especially  in the  quantitative. analysis'of residues in 

picogram level. 

The next step is the registration of a low resolution mass spectrum from the 

- suspected peaks. At least 10 ng of component is normally needed. Comparing the 

spectra with model spectra can lead in many cases to quite reliable identification. 

If the CW agent detected is previously unknown in the analytical laboratory, it is 

possible to make a structure suggestion at this stage. 

For the final stage in the  combined  CC-MS  verification technique high resolution 

gas chromatography combined with high resolution photoplate mass spectrômetry is best 

suited. Using this technique. complete high resolution mass spectra ban be normally 

registered from 1-10 ng of the semple. If the compound gives a molecular peak the 

molecular-formula.  can be calculated manually or automatically by computer system. Also 

the fragment ion compositions can be determined from the spectra. This information will 

give very reliable identification for known CW agents or related substances. •Also, the 

structure of previously unknown compounds can often be determined by using special 

methods for analysing high resolution mass spectra. 

In order to understand-  the relative sensitivity of various methods the apprwimate. 

detection limits are presented in Table 2. 	 • 
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Other activities

Synthesis of nerve agents and related phosphorus compounds has been continued.

4
About 70 model compounds related to nerve gases have been synthetized and these as well

as a number of pesticides have been analysed by the methods described above. Since

thousands of compoünds ought to be available and analysed for a fully competent

international verification capability, this is a field where internationally

co-ordinated efforts are c7.early needed.

Studies on decomposition mechanisms of nerve agents and related phosphorus

compounds have also boon continued.

In addition, a modification of the enzymatic method to determine the

t
1
I

anticholinesterase activity of a suspected samplc using hen' s cerebellLUn as a sensitive

substrate has been further developed. This method is particularly valuablc in analysis

of biological materials such as blood or brains.

Detailed results of the project will be published in scientific journals. As

before, the Finnish Government .wi11 keep the CCD informed about the future advancement

of the project.

Instruments used in the examir.ations presented in the figures are:

JEOL ,TNM-pFT-100 III,TR spectrometer-

JEOL JMS-OISC^-2 I.1ass spectrometer

CARLO ERBA Fractovap Linea 2100 Gas chromatograph.

^
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Fig. 5. THE EFFECT OF SHIFT REAGENT TO CHEMICAL SHIFTS OF SOME PHOSPHORUS 

COMPOUNDS. 

The 31 P NMR spectrum of a mixture of amition (A), di-isopropyl 

methylphosphonate (B), and dimethoate (C) in chloroform with 10% of 

deuterochloroform, was recorded. In spectrum a) the signals of (A) 

and (B) fall together showing only one peak. Spectrum b) is recorded 

after the addition of EuDPM shift reagent; the signals of A and B 

are separated. The assignment of each signal is confirmed by recording 

the spectrum of each compound separately. 
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Fig. 6.  SYNTHESIS OF SOMAN IN A NMR TUBE: 
Spectrum a) shows the noise decoupled 31 P NMR spectrum of a mixture of 
CH 3P(0)C1 2  (A), CH 3P(0)C1F (B), and CH 3P(0)F2  (C), produced in a synthesis 
with (A) as the main product. The spectrum shows the signal of (A) as one 

peak; the signal of (B) is split by fluorine in two peaks of equal intensity, 

with JPF.1130 Hz and in (C) the two fluorine atoms split its signal into 

1:2:1 triplet, with J pF=1107 Hz. 
11 Spectrum b) shows the noise decoupled 31 P NMR spectrum of the same sample 

four days after the addition of a few drops of pinacolyl alcohol. New 

peaks DD'and EE could be already observed in the spectrum after one hour, 	I/ 

and increased continually. Each pair has a coupling constant of 1046 -1 1,5 Hz, 
that is the same as the coupling of phosphorus to fluorine in sarin.  This  
suggests that the signals (IS =28,4 and 29,4 ppm) represent the two 

diastereoisomers of soman, produced by the known reaction of pinacolyl-
alcohol with methylphosphonofluoridates'(b) and (C). The experiment,also 
indicates that the reaction - takes place in room temperature and more rapidly 

with (B) than with (C). The formation of soman was later confirmed with 
GC-MS (Figure 13). 
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phosphonates [CH 3P(0)(0R)(OH )] and dialkyl methylphosphonates 

ECH 3P(0)(OR) 2] , and the values obtained are plotted against total 

concentration. A distinct and linear correlation can be observed 
for the compounds of the first group, but not for those of the 

second. 
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Concentration
Compound

(mol/1) T1(s)

MeP(0)(OMe)(OH) 0.64 1.6

MeP(0)(OEt)(OH) 0.94 1.7

MeP(0)(OiPr)(OH) 0.75 2.0

MeP(0)(OMe)2 0.67 8.6

MeP(0)(OnPr)2 0.45 9.0

EtP(O)(OMe )2 0.15 10.3

Fig. 8. 31P spin-lattice relaxation times of mono- and

dialky,l alkylphosphonates measured in a CDC13

solution at +25°C.
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Fig. 11.  GLASS CAPILLARY CHROMATOGRAM OF A NERVE GAS MIXTURE. 

About 100 pg of sarin (1), soman (2 and 3, two diastereomeric 

forms), tabun (4) and amiton (5) in acetone solution were 

injected using splitless technique and detected with 

selective phosphor detector (AFID). 
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Fig. 12. GAS CHRUMATUGRAMS FROM A POLLUTED LAKE WATER.

About 0.1 ppm of sarin and 0.5 ppm of two phosphorus

pesticides were added to a water sample. After one

week the water was extracted with dichloromethane and

the extract was directly analyzed by GC. From the very

complicated FIO chromatogram (a), the peaks were not

easy to identify. Using a phosphorus selective detector

(AFID) (b) the adde.d compounds a r.e easily detected:

peak 1) sarin, 2) thimet and 3) dyfonate.
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Fig. 13. GC-LOW RESOLUTION MS ANALYSIS OF THE SOMAN PREPARATION DESCRIBED IN

FIGURE 6.

a) Chromatogram recorded by flame ionization detection (FID).

b) Total ion current chromatogram (TIC) detected by mass spectrometer.

c) Mass spectrum of peaks 1 and 2, identical with each other and with

published spectrum of soman. These results confirm that the peaks

are due to the diastereomeric forms of soman as suggested on the

basis of NMR analysis (Figure 6).
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MeP(0)(0Et)C1 

iPrP(0)(0iPr) 2 

 EtP(0)(0nPr)2 

 MeP(0)(0Me)(OH) 

MeP(0)(0nPr)C1 

EtP(0)(0Me) 2 

 iPrP(0)(0Et)2 

 iPrP(0)(0Me)2 

 MeP(0)C1F 

MeP(0)C1 2 

 EtP(0)0EtC1 

EtP(0)(0nPr)C1 

iPrP(0)(0Et)C1 

SULFOTEPP 

EtP(0)C1 2 

 IprOP(S)C1 2 

 Et0P(S)C12 

 iPrP(0)C12  

PARATHION 

METHYLPARATHION 

FENITROTHION 

BROMOPHOS 

FENTH  ION 

 (iPrS)3P(S) 

DIOXATHION 

ETHION 

TRITHION 

(PhS) 3P(S) 

DISULFOTON 

MALATHION 

METHYLTRITH  ION 

 DIMETHOATE 

(MeS) 3P(S) 

DYFONATE 

32.7 

33.2 

33.4 

33.8 

35.3 

35.4 

35.8 

37.9 

41.4 

44.4 

46.3 

46.8 

51.4 

52.6 

53.7 

55.6 

56.9 

61.8 

61.9 

65.5 

65.6 

65.9 

66.2 

86.8 

89.9 

90.8 

91.8 

92.5 

94.8 

95.1 

97.1 

98.9 

99.3 

106.9 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

• 

1. DFR (iPrO) 2P(0)F 	-10.7 

2. TABUN 	 - 9.6 

3. PARAOXON 	 - 7.6 

4. CHLORFENVINPHO 	- 7.3 

5. PHOSPHAMIDON 	 - 5.0 

6. DDVP 	 - 4.1 

7. (iPrO) 3P(0) 	 - 4.0 

6 - NALED 	 - 3.6 

9 - (Et0) 3P(0) 	 - 1.5 

10. (nPrO) 3P(0) 	 - 1.2 

11. (nBu0) 3P(0) 	 - 0.9 

12. (iPrO) 2P(0)C1 	 1.4 

13 - (Me0) 3P(0) 	 1.9 

14. (Et0) 2P(0)C1 	 3.6 

15. (nPrO) 2P(0)C1 	 4.2 

16. Et0P(0)C1 2 	 5.3 

17. nPrOP(0)C1 2 	 5.3 

18. (Me0) 2P(0)C1 	 6.7 

19 - GLYPHOSATE 	 8.5 

20. iPrOP(0)C1 2 	 8.9 

21. HP(0)(OCH 3 ) 2 	 10.3 

22. MeP(0)F2 	 . 	25.0 

23. MeP(0)(0iPr) 2 	. 27.5 

24. (Et0) 2P(0)SEt 	 27.6 

25A SOMAN (DIASTEREOMER A) 	28.4 

26 - SARIN 	 28.6 

27 . AMITON 	 28.9 

25B SOMAN (DIASTEREOMER 8) 	29.4 

28. MeP(0)(0et)F 	 29.5 

29. MeP(0)(OH) 2 	 29.8 

30. MeP(0)(0nPr) 2 	 29.9 

31. MeP(0)(0iPr)(OH) 	30.0 

32. MeP(0)(0Et) 2 	 30.3 

33. EtP(0)(0iPr) 2 	 31.2 

34. MeP(0)(0Me) 2 	 32.6 

35. MeP(0)(0Et)(OH) 	32.6 

36. MeP(0)(0nPr)(OH) 	• 

Table 1.  The chemical shifts of a number of quadruply connected phosphorus compounds, 

referenced to 85% H3PO4' 1 ow-field shifts being shown as positive values. 

Numbering corresponds to the spectra lines in Figure 4. 

All spectra are recorded in CDC1 3  except no 19 and 28 in 1)20.  Chemical shifts 

of certain compounds (see Fig. 7) are rather dependent on solvent and 

concentration of the sample. 



Table 2. The sensitivity of various analytical methods is presented as

detection limits for compounds of the nerve-gas type. The values mentioned

are only approximate, because the detection is highly dependent on the

compound in question, the complexity of the mixture and the instrumentation

available, etc.

t
i,

1
I

approximate.detection
limit mg

•Gas chromatography with glass capillary columns

FID detection 10-6-10-5

AFID " 10-8

Mass spectrometry

Direct inlet low resolution 105

" " high resolution 10-3

GC - inlet low resolution 10-5

high resolution

Photoplate detection 10-6-10-5

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry with

Fourier transform
1H 10-2

19F, normal

" noise decoupled 10-2

31P, normal 1

13 C, normal 50

" noise decoupled 10-1

noise decoupled 10

Infra red spectrometry 10-4-10-3
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E. RAHKAMA, J. ENQUIST and L. PIRILA

^
C^/5p ^.
ppendix No 1

Detection of a Highly Poisonous
Impurity in a Sample of Phosphoric
Acid Derivative

INTRODUCTION

In general, the nuclear magnetic resonance technique is
not a very sensitive method for detecting trace impurities.
However, in a positive case, it often gives enough
information for the structure and amount of the unknown
impurity to be determined.

We used pulse Fourier transform "P, "C, 19F, and 'H
n.m.r. spectrometry in connection with a small nerve gas
impurity in a relatively harmless organic phosphorus
compound, diethyl methylphosphonate, which we received
for routine analysis in the course of our work on n.m.r.
spectrometry of phosphorus compounds. (The work is part
of a research project to develop verification techniques of
chemical warefare agents, financed by the Finnish Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.) The diethyl methylphosphonate had
been prepared according to reaction (1), and the sample
consisted of about 2 rtil of viscous colourless liquid.

Cl OCI IICH3
I ' O-N(Cl l, CI1, ), I

Clls-P=0 + 2 CIIsCHtOH -^^ C113-P=0 + 2 IICI

CI OCHT CI13

coupling constants should be approximately 1:2, as in the
main compound.

a

J_

b

(1)

The 'H, "C, "F and "P n.m.r. spectra were recorded at
100, 25, 94 and 40 MHz, respectively, with a JEOL PFT-
100 spectrometer. All spectra were obtained using the pulse
Fourier transform mode at room temperature. The PFT-
100 spectrometer was equipped with an EC-100 computer
of 20 K memory.

"P spectra

Analysis was begun with the recording of the "P-{'HI
noise decoupled spectrum. It showed one strong peak
30.3 ppm down-field from phosphoric acid reference in a
capillary, and additionally two small peaks with approx-
imately the same. intensity at 42.5 and 16.6 ppm. In the
normal "P n.m.r. spectrum, shown in Figure 1(a), the
strong signal appears as a multiplet of 11 peaks as expected
for diethyl methylphosphonate, whose spin-spin coupling
constants ICH OP ^^ 1,7 CH P •1 The weak signals appear as
nine-peak muftiplets with a splitting of 9.3 Hz. The
separâtion between the centre peaks of multiplets was
1046 Hz. The "P-{"F) decoupled spectrum showed a
collapse of the small impurity multiplets into a multiplet on
the high field side of the main signal, as shown in Figure
1(b). The "P spectra show that in the impurity there are
protons and fluorine coupled to phosphorus. The nine-peak
"P multiplets suggest that the protons should belong to
CH, and CH, groups and the ratio of proton-phosphorus

P
1000 Hz

Figure 1. (a) "P n.m.r. spectrum of the diethyl methylphosphonate sample. The

impurity peaks are shown with 1 gain factor of 10. (b) "P-1"F, double resonance

spectrum of the same sample.

"F spectrum .

The one bond coupling',7pF = 1046 Hz appears in the19F
n.m.r. spectrum shown in Figure 2 as a separation of two
quadruplets. The large fluorine-phosphorus coupling
constant is typical for monoalkoxy derivatives whose
couplings ',7PF are approximately 1050 Hz and clearly
greater than for dialkoxy derivatives, where ',7 pF is
typically 950 Hz.=•'

1000 NI

Figure 2. "F n.m.r. apectntm of the diethyl methylphosphonate sample. The

upper part shows the quartets expanded 10 times.

The Authora are at the Department of Organic Chemistry, Uni•ertity of
Helsinki, Finland.
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Using the chemical shift and coupling information
obtained from the "P and "F spectra it is possible to
deduce the structure (1) of the impurity. The "F spectrum
indicates clearly that there is fluorine in one position only.
The splitting of 5.5 Hz in the quadruplets corresponds well
to the coupling IFPCH, = 5.6 Hz found in sarin (2),' and
confirms thus the assumed structure 1 for the impurity
containing phosphorus and fluorine.

R-CHz \ F CH3

j CH-0 F
CH3

CH3 0

1

"C spectra

To get more information about the group R in the
impurity the noise decoupled "C-{'H} spectrum of Figure
3(a) was recorded for the sample. As expected it showed the
signals of diethyl methylphosphonate as doublets arising
from the carbon-phosphorvs couplings. The several other
strong peaks appearing in the "C spectrum (marked by x)
belong to the N,N-diethylaniline' used in reaction (1) for
removing the acid formed.

L70e 157aMl1 Mt ISa1U

,$35

I

:
1]0 iOo p^

Finlrr 3. "C-('HI apectrum of the diethyl methylphoaphonte sample. The upper

pan contains two spectral ranges recorded with a higher gain. The peaks due to

N.Ndkthylaniline are marked s.

The "C-{'H} spectrum with higher •sensitivity shown in
the upper part of Figure 3 contains some weak signals as
well. Comparison with the spectra of sarin and other related
phosphorus compounds allowed us to assign some of them
to the assumed structure 1 of the impurity. First, the "C in
the F-P-CH, group is expected to appear as a doublet
of doublets caused by couplings '_7 op and I CPF. Actually
the spectrum shows only the high field doublet at 170 Hz
from TMS, showing a splitting of 29 Hz, which
corresponds quite well to the coupling =J' CPF = 27.3 Hz
obtained for sarin.' Also the approximate chemical shift
range of this methyl carbon corresponds to the range
expected. There is also a doublet with a splitting of.18 Hz
at 62.9 ppm from TMS. This is assigned to the POCH,-R
carbon. Table I displays "C chemical shifts of some
compounds closely related to sarin. Comparison of the
CH,--C chemical shifts in this table leads to the conclusion
that the corresponding "C signal from the impurity might
be hidden by the other methylcarbon signals at 16 ppm.

Table 1. "C Chemical shifts of surin and some related compounds'

Cfi,-C-0-P C-CHR-O-P

CH,P(OxOCH(CH,),)CI 23.6 ppm 73.1 ppm
CH,P(OXOCFi(CH,),)F 23.9 ppm 72.8 ppm
CIi,P(OX0C}1,CH,)CI 15.9 ppm 63.2 ppm
Impurity 62.9 ppm

'H spectrum

The proton spectrum of the sample (Figure 4) showed
only three peaks,, at 157.0, 169.7 and 175.5 Hz from TMS,
assignable to the impurity. All of them belong to the
protons of the methyl group directly bonded to phosphorus.
These lines show a splitting of 18.5 Hz±0.S Hz, equal to
the proton-phosphorus coupling as determined by the "P
n.m.r. spectrum, and a splitting of 5.8 Hz±0.5 Hz, which
corresponds to 'the proton-fluorine coupling found in the
"F spectrum. These values and the chemical shift of
1.63 ppm agree very well with the values found for the
methyl protons in sarin. The 'H spectrum thus confirms
structure 1 deduced from the "P and "F spectra.

.;. i^ ^ `..{ .. _ .

q
i'.

p00 • 70 0 Ml

Figure I. 'H n.mr. apettrwn of the diethyl methylphosphonate sample. In the

upper part the spectral range 157-193 Hs is expanded at a higher gain.

Careful integration using the "P and 'H n.m.r. spectra
gave 3.3 and 2.5% w/w, respectively, for the impurity in the
main compound.

DISCUSSION

The proposed chemical structure of ethyl methylphos-
phonofluoridate for the impurity was confirmed when a
small amount of inethylphosphonic chloride fluoride was
detected in the methylphosphonic dichloride used in
reaction (1). The reaction producing the ethyl methylphos-
phonofluoridate may be (2).

Cl OCl I, Cl l,

N(CII:ÇII,),

Cll3-P=o. CH3CH,oH CI1,-P=0 . HCI

F I•
(2)

The results indicate considerable potential for the use of
multinuclear FT-n.m.r. in the detection and identification of
a relatively small amount of impurity in a sample of a
phosphonic ester. Such identification can be made without
fractionation or other handling of the sample. Especially in
cases where the sample is highly toxic, the carefully closed
sample tube eliminates a great part of the danger involved
in the handling of the sample material.
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Workin7 Pa per on the  Feasibi1ity  of Extraterritorial 
nrveil  ance of Chemical Weapon Tests by Air  . 
Mbnitorinr: at the Border 

INTRODUCTION 

1. • 	A major difficulty standing in the way of international agreement 

on disarmament and control of chemical agents and weapons is the problem 

of verification. 	Two possible ways of verifying that proscribed field 

tests of chemical weapons are being carried out would  be  

(a) 	Surveillance by a satellite which monitored chosen 

areas of the earth's surface for the presence of 

chemicals of knoWn military significance. 	This 

has  already been discussed in UK Working Paper 

CCD/371; 

(b)- Surveillance, by  «round stations sited outside 

national boundaries and eouipped to detect the 
saine  chemicals, ce air masses which had passed 

• over areas where chemical weapons were thought 

to  be  produced or tested. 

Once a reliable indication of an infringement of a Convention had 

been obtained by one of these surveillance technioues then a case for on-

site inspection would be greatly streng,thened. 	Techniuues are already 

available that would enable evidence of the production or testinp; of 

chemical weapons to be obtainedHby examination of soil, water and 

vepetation taken either from the suspect site or from its immediate 

environs if the site itself was 'inaccessible. 

2. The present paper presents a theoretical assessment of the - 

probability that chemical weapon tests would be detected by atmospheric 

1110: 	
probability that chemical weapon t 
monitoring at a national boundary. 

111 
GE 76-37153 
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ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 

3. In considering the problem of surveillance of Chemical weapon 

tests by air monitoring at the border it has been assumed that both 

detection and identification pf'chemical .agents are required. 

4. Analytical methods which might be applied to monitoring vapour 

concentrations of particular chemicals in air masses crossing,national 

borders are reviewed in Appendix A. 	Detection Might be achieved either 

instantaneously in the air:mass or by collecting and concentrating the 

material in a large volume of air and subsecRlently analysing the samples 

obtained. 	It is concluded that: 

(a) The most sensitive system for instantaneous 

monitoring would be an infrared deviCe similar 

to that proposed for a,satellite. 	An infrared 

sensor may detect agent . dispersed in a cloud if 
the incident beam has traversed a depth x of 

the cloud having a concentration y, so that the 
/ product xy mg/m2  isequal.to  or greater than 

" the limiting sensitivity of the sensor. 	With 

a path-length of 10km, a concentration of 
-10 10 	g/M3  of nerve agent could be detected and 

identified using spectrum accumulation 

techniques; 

(b) The most sensitive system for sample accumulation 

with subsequent analysis would combine the use of 

a high efficiency sampler with gas chromatographic 

analysis using a specific phosphorus7 detector. 
This would enable organophosphorus -  agent 
detéct  ion  to be achieved on 10 -11g of sample. 
For unequivocal identification, gas chromatography 
would have to be combined with mass spectrometry 
and for this a sample size of 10 -8g of chemical 
agent-would be required.. 
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PUFF DISPERSION 

5. 	Calculations in this paper have been based on the assumption that 
10kg of organophosphorus agent is dispersed into the air, • for  example from 
a field test of a chemical-filled art,illery shell or rocket, as an initial 
72puff" of vapour which subsecuently disperses in  the  environment. 	Since 
this dispersion continues over very long distances (possibly 10 7m) before 
the puff reaches the national boundary, the dispersion model used in the 
satellite detection system will be invalid. 	Rule of thumb calculations 
have therefore been made to establish approximate values for puff 
dimensions and vapour concentration at the distant boundary. 
69 	Three sites are considered in this paper, viz Porton (UK), 
Dugway (USA) and Shikhany (USSR), and the meteorological factors 
appropriate to puff dispersion in general and to these sites in 
particular are discussed in Appendix B. 
7. 	It is considered that of the three locations, the Shikhany site 
represents the most difficult case because of the great distances to the 

- national boundaries. 	If a puff travelled from Shikhany  (40 °E)  to the 
Pacific coastline of thé USSR ( 140PE)', with a prevailing West wind, a 
distance of approximately 10,0001 would be traversed. 	If it is assumed 
to diffuse horizontally and vertically under Neutral meteorological 
conditions, the initial 10kg of_material would eventually be distributed 
in a cylinder of air of diameter 2,000km (1/5 of the travel distance 
assumed for the Neutral category) and height of 10km (vertical diffusion 
being limited by an inversion lid). 	Assuming a uniform distribution, 
the vapour concentration would then be 0.3 x 10 -12g/m 3 , and the whole of 
the material in the original puff would now take  6,700 minutes  to cross 
the border at 'a windspeed of 5m/s.• 
O. 	It should be noted that because of the long distance and times of 
puff travel, factors such as chemical decomposition of the vapour, wash-
out by rain and deposition on the terrain, may well be important, but 
for the purposes of the present study these factors have had to be 
ignored in the absence of experimental data on which estimates of their 
magnitude could be based. 
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C ONTINUOUS INSTANTANEOUS MONITORING

9. The probability of success by Continuous Instantaneous Monitoring,

Pb, may be expressed as the product of four probability terms as follows<

Pb = Pv x Pa x Pt xPd

Where ,

Pv is the probability of ader,uate 'surface' visibility

Pa is the probability that the sensor will scan the
puff area

Pt is the probability that the scan will occur at
the right.time .

Pd is the probability that the product (concentration x
path length) for the puff will meet the sensor
sensitivity requirements

10. It was concluded in Appendix A that the most sensitive infrared.

t

1
I

,detection techniques could probably achieve a limiting, sensitivity of

approximately 10r6g/m2, Thus if the vapour concentration in the puff is
-123

0,3 x 10 ,7/m (as calculated.in para 6 above), a path length of

approximately 3,3001m is required for detection; this path length is

considerably greater than the estimated puff dia:meter (2,000km, para 7)

and is likely to be considerably Ftreater than the distance of clear

visibility. Alternatively if a realistic path len^;th of lOkm is

assumed, it may be calculated that the lowest detection concentration

would be 10-103, and this concentration is much higher than that

estimated for the puffo ^

11. While Pa and Pt will have values approaching unity, Pv and Pd are

thus likely to have values approachinC,; zero and it is therefore concluded ^

that the most sensitive system for continuous instantaneous monitorin^7

(infrared spectrophotometry) would be unlikely to detect or identify

aEent vapours released from small chemical munitions when the distance

between the release of the puff and the detector is as large as 107m

(10,000km) o In fact the lowest detectable concentration of 10-lOry;/m3

would be found at a ranje of not more than 5001m from the initial puff,

assuming, that the 10k^ of material was distributed in a cylinder of

l00km diameter. (one-fifthqof'the range) and lOkm hei[,hto

(Concentration = 10 - n;/m3 = 1.27 x 10-10,r/m3) >
r,(5 ,L10 ) x10

I
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MONITORING BY âIVTLL ACCUP;IULATIONj

12. The probabil.it,^,T of success by sarlll)lQ accu;:2ulat.icn, :Lb* may be

expressed as the ;^roduct of two ^^robabill.t^r terms as fol7.owa°

Pb--` = Pa* x Pd^`

Where y

Pa* is the probability that the sampler will be in
the ri,!^ht position to intercept the ,)u^^^' as it
crosses the national boundary

Pd* is the probability that the dosalrle at the
sampler will enable collection of a
detectable sample

13. Information related'to Pd* is obtained as -follows,, on the basis of

the values ;iven in paramraph 4(b), ie that 10-11" of nerve a,-ent would

be recuired for detéction''and- 101- for identificat'iori.' Sin,ce,

Sample = Concentratiôn x Samplin;- Rate x âampling, Time

(n) (ë:/mJ) (m3/min) . (min).

then, if a saiilpling. rate. of lm3/min is maintained and the

concentration in the puff is 0.3 x 10-12,Y/m3, it would be necessary to

sample for 30 minutes to achieve detection and for 30,000 minutes to

achieve identification. Thirty minute samplinF times are feasible but

30,000 minutes is much ireater than the transit time of the puff (see

para 7). It is concluded that Pd" = 1 if the sampler is correctly sited.

14. Values of Pa* for various sampler spacings at a national

border may be calculated as follows^

a

initial.
puff
-^ -__ 1

direction of'
cloud travel.

dispersed
cloud
diameter 12c

C

national
border

detector A

detector B
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With a cloud diameter of 2,000 1cn takin!* 6,700 min to cross the

national boundary at the maximum, the requirement for 30 min samplinn for

detéction requires a samplin`> depth of 30 x 200 =£3.95km, je, 2a at

detector A = 8.95km.
'6770-0

The available sampling width for detection is 2b = 2/ '02 -- a2) _

2 10002'- (8-95 )2) =^.2000.:.km.

If the sampline,; points are spaced at distances no, where nX2, then

thé probabilities Pa* are Tiven by: Pa* = 2b

nc

1
t
t
t
t
I
1
1

L 5 5000 1 1 4
15. Since it has already been.shown (para 13) that Pd^ = 1, (ie that

the dosage at the sampler will enable collection of.a detectable sample)

the values in the above table also ^;ive the overall probabilities of

detection, since 'Pb* = Pa* x Pd*.

IDENTIFICATION

16. As noted earlier, a sample sufficient for identification can not

be achieved since this would require a sampling time at the defined

that of the passage of the cloud, even atconcentration exceeding

detector B, in order to collect sufficient materialo Unfortunately,

detection without identification would not be acceptable since the

analytical system, comprising a sampler and a^;as chromatoaraph fitted

with a specific phosphorus detector,, would also respond to

or^a;anophosphorus insecticides.

CONCLUSIONS

17. From the anal:^sis carried out it is concluded that,

(a) Detection of a field test by instantaneous

n

3
4

2000
3000
4000

1.00
0.66
0.50
0 . 40

I
I
I
I
I



mcnitorin of the air  at a naticnal.houndary 

is not feasible at a distance of 10,0001am . 

from the source and could probably not be 

achieved beyond a distance. of 500. km • • 

(h) 

	

	A sample accumulation system positioned on a 

national boundary might theoretically detect 

an organophosphorus compound in a puff 

released 10,000km upwind. 	However to 

establish . the feasibility of this,.. 	• 

experimental data are reçuired on the 

degradation of puff . concentration, during 

long-distance travel by deposition, 

decOmposition and wash-out 	• 

(e) 	Identification of organophosphorus agents 

by the system described will not be 

possible  and in view,of the risk of false 

alarms, resulting from  the detection of 

commercial organophosphorus compounds, this 

system is considered not to warrant further 

investigation until identification can' be 

achieved.using 10 -11g of sample. • 

C•CD/502 
Page 7 
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SENSORS FOR BORDER SURVEILLANCE 

APPENDIX A 

1. 	GENERAL REQUIREMENT 

Detection of a nerve agent.at the border cf a country may be 

achieved either by instantaneolis monitoring of the atmosphere or by 

collecting a quantity of the chemical in a sample (sample accumulation) 

to enable subsequent detection or identification. 	The known feasible 

techniques are listed below: 

Sensitivity Requirements 
Techni que _ 	_ 

Detection 	Identification 

Infra-red (IR) 	 10
-8

e/m
3 

,) 	10- g/M3  
-1 -10 	/ 3 	10 	°.(7/m3  IR (Fourier transform) 	10 	. g/m 

-11 Gas Chromatography 	 10 	g 	- 
-1 Plasma Chromatography 	10 	4g 	 - 

Mass Spectrometry. 	 10
-8

g ‘ 	1O _8g 
-10 Organic Semiconductors 	10

-8to - 1 	g 

2. 	DISCUSSION ON TECHNIQUES 

Infra-red Sectrophotometry. 	An instrument with limiting 
sensitivity of 10 -4g/M2 and a path length of 10km could monitor at a 
concentration of 10 -8g/m3 . 	The instrument would be inoperative under 
conditions of low visibility since the IR range is effectively the same 

as the visible range. 	Since the transit time of a widely dispersed puff 
will be long, multiple scannins methods (Fourier transform spectrometry) 
may be applied to overcome the limitations imposed by atmospheric 

-6 • shimmer. 	This would improve the limiting sensitivity to 10 g/m2  and 
with a path length of 101Om (10 4m) a concentration sensitivity of 	. 
10 0  g/m3  should be attainable. ' 

-1 
• 

II,Gas Chromatoeraphy. 	A measure of identification may be achieved 
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by measurement of retention times together with relaive response to 

several selective detectors. 	The following detector . sensitivities are 

attainable 

Detector type  Element detected Sensitivity_ 

Thermionic 	 10-11g agent 

Flame photometric 	P, 	 10-11g, 10 -9g 

Electron capture 	Halogen 	 10 -12g 

Microconductimetric 	N 	 10-9g 

Microcoulometric 	Cl, Sy N 	10-9g 

Using a 10m1 injection of the atmosphere the lowest detectable 

concentration would be 10 -6g/m3 of nerve agent. 	If an entire puff were 

sampled at lm3/min* the lowest detectable dosage would be 10 -11g min/m 3 . 

Plasma chromatography. 	Organic molecules in the atmosphere are 

converted into ion-molecule complexes which are separated and detected 

in an ion draft spectrometer. .Repetitive testing in real time is 

Pt feasible and detection sensitivities of 10 -14g (ecuivalent to an , 

atmospheric concentration of 10 -5 g/M3 ) have been claimed. 	The technicue 

is thus unsuitable, for continuous  monitoring but could be used with a 

sample accumulator. 	 • 	• 

Mass spectrometry. 	After Fourier infra-red spectroscopy, mass 

spectrometry is the next most sensitive technique for unequivocal 

identification 9 - requiring a sample of 10 -8g for a gas chromatograph/mass 

spectrometer combination. 	This sensitivity can be increased, if only 

11 	

a single fragment ion, characteristic of a chosen family of. compounds, 

is monitored. 	The use of the 3-dimensional Quadrupole as a storage 

device (QUISTOR) offers the possibility of greatly extending the 

sensitivity but no figures are yet available to indicate how great an 

increase is practicable. 

Organic Semiconductors. 	It is claimed that 10%,  coverage of the 

*Environmental Research Corporation MSI Sampler Model 3100 samples at up 
to 102m3/min. 

I L  • 
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surface of a semiconductor by a moncïayer of adsorbed molecules can be

detected; this indicates a liiniting ' wei,,^Tht sensitivity 'of 1Or0."I'%cm2

This device mi(,,ht be used as an intejratinn detector by prolonCed

exposure to a very low concentration of chemical,.provided that the

adsorption.process was irreversible. While detection and identification

might both be feasible, the integration sensitivity would still not

exceed that of other sample accumulation techniques.

3. CONCLUSIONS

(a) The most sensitive method of instantaneous

monitoring, with a capability for

identification, is the Fourier infra-red

technique reéuiring an a.tmospheric

concentration of 10r10,:/m3 (with a path

length of lOlnn) ;

(b) If sample accumulation techniques were used.,

for example,.prolonged sampling,, onto an

adsorbent or into a solvent, 10 11F, of nerve

agent would be required for detection using

a specific phosphorus detector, or 10 8L,

of. any chemical for identification.
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APPENDIX. B

METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS

t 1. METEOROLOGY C ATEG ORY

Three cate,,rories are recognised - Lapse, Neutral and Inversion,

^ describing the vertical temperature Cradient in the atmosphere relative

to the adiabatic lapse rate. This gradient determines the viEour of

, thermal turbulence which, in combination with frictional turbulence,

controls the dispersion of vapours released into the atmosphere,

, Vertical dispersion is limited b,.T an inversion lid which is typically at

3,000 metres but which may rise to 10,000 metres under strong Lapse

^ conditions; conversely the lid can descend almost -to ground level under

Inversion conditions, The altitude of the lid has particular

^ importance with regard to long distance travel since it can hold the puff

in contact with the ground and strongly influence the rate of change of

vapour concentration.

2. WIND STRENGTH AND-DIRECTION

The direction of travel, speed and dispersion of a puff of

^ chemical agent, are strongly influenced by the wind. Because of surface

roughness effects, the surface wind (measured at ground level) is less

^ than the geostrophic wind (measured at 100m), the approximate ratio

being, 0.7, 0.5 or 0.3 under Lapse, Neutral and Inversion conditions

respectively. Continental air circulation will determine the

^ feasibility of border surveillance.1 3. INFLUENC E ON BORDER SURVEILLANCE

The effect of continental air circulatory patterns on the

feasibility of border surveillance will be considered separately for

^ three locations -- Porton, DüEway Proving Ground and Shikhany. The

generalisations drawn here are based on synoptic pressure charts (sea

^ level) for the northern hemisphere, charts of the upper wind over the

world (700 mb contour lines) and 700 mb wind roses.

(a) Porton (UK), presents the simplest case since the

1
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national borders are closer to the test area 

than are those of the USA and the USSI/7. the 

prevailing winds at SWyly, there is a•high 

freçuency of occurrence of neutral meteorological 

conditions, and surveillance  alow the E Coast 

should allow an acceptable probability of 

success; 

(h) 	Dugway (USA) presents a more complex wind pattern 

and the distances to the national borders can be 

great. Throughout the year the surface flow is 

predominantly NE, whereas the 700 mb flow is 

. consistently W though very slack in mid—summer. 

With the probable  9 1id 9  during the winter months, 

there could be some filtering through  the  valleys 

to the west aided by the surface NE'ly, and 

vapour might reach the Pacific cOaStline. 

Howeverl  in view of the. marked westerly wind at 

700 mb, some vapours could equally well.travel 

to the Atlantic coast. 	During, the remainder of 

the year, the rise in surface temperature  and the  

prevailing upper westerly wind would probably 

result in vapours travelling to the Atlantic 

coast, these conditions would also give rise to 

maximum dispersion of the puff 

(c) 	Shikhany (USSR) is likely to offer the lowest 

probability for successful border surveillance. 

• Distances to the national boundaries are great, 

the continental wind flow is variable and there 

are also considerable changes in meteorological 

category.. The typical summer condition is one 
of moderate lapse  with  the 'lid' above 3,000 m, 

1 

d 
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I. 

while the typical winter condition is one of 

strong inversion with the lid practically at 

ground level. 	During the winter the surface 

wind flow suggests surveillance in the Arctic 

Ocean whereas the 700 mb flow suggests the 
Sea of Japan in view  of the  strong inversion • 

the Arctic is considered to be the more likely 

surveillance area. 	During the remainder of 

the year it is likely that the prevailing 

westerlies at 700 mb would carry vapours to 

the Sea of Japan. 

Pc 

g• 
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r?i^al nrotection aaGinst nerve Les noisonlne

(Present situation and future possibilities)

It is often said that countries or armies with good chemical defence

and high-level medical protection are not very vulnerable to an attack by

chemical weapons.

The scope of our working paper is to show that in case of massive

application of nerve gases, the problem of medical protection against

these poisons is still unsolved.

Chemical weapons have the singular characteristic that in theory, if not

yet in practice, nearly perfect protection against their effects can be

provided to individuals. If this ideal could be achieved; chemical weapons,

however sophisticated they might become, would be of no use to an attacker.

But unfortunately the reality is quite different.

Today, in practice there are three basic lines of defence against

chemical warfare agents (CWA):

- physical countermeasures,

- chemical countermeasures,

- medict'.. countermeasures.

Even in well equipped armies, the level of protection provided for

ground troops is vulnerable to some form of CW attack, and no army yet has

the capability of keeping its soldiers in a state of continuous physical

protection while on combat duty. Although physical means of protection

against chemical warfare, as well as chemical decontamination methods have

been developed to a high level of sophistication, a number of problems still

remain.

This paper is not intended to discuss success or failures of physical

and chemical countermeasures in relation to CW attack (which is also a matter

of rather conflicting issues and possibilities), but it is aimed at pres-entation

of some data concerning the problems of medical protection.

GE.76-87260
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S.11.0 	ol_s Act ip.p. 

Nerve gases are irreversible inhibiters of cholinesterases and may 

exert their effects locally and generally. 	Sis and symptems of such 

poisoning may La raa.itienally classified into. muscarine7like .(paragympathetiC), 

nicotin-like (sympathetic and motor) and ,central nervous system manifestations 

according to the site of action of accumulated acetylcholine. 	This division 

has also some importance in understanding the treatment of poisoning caused by 

nerve gases. 

The symptoms may appear from seconds  to  hours after the exposure to nerve 

gases, depending upon the way of penetration and the kind of poison. 

Treatment 

The treatment of acute poisoning by nerve gases should be started without 

waiting and consists -  of combinations of mliaatâl_Ihmany and zenerut_e: 

1. 	Decontamination 

Generally speaking, a wide range of chemicals could be used as 

decontaminants, the choice depending upor.the particular, agent which has to 

be neutralized, the type of surface that needs to be treated, the extent of 

contamination and the amount of the time available. 	In any case the 

termination of exposure by removal of the patient or application of a 

protective mask will be necessary if the atmosphere is contaminated. 

a) Skin- nerve gases by which skin was contaminated can be - destroyed and - 

removed by using different SibstanCes and. solutions. 	By removal of 

contaminated clothing further contamination is also terminated. 

b) Eyes - if nerve gases have splashed into the eyes, they should be 

immediately irrigated with water or with physiological saline, or sodium 

bicarbonate if at hand. 

2. 	Antidotal therapy 

Atropine 

Before oximes became known as useful antidotes to nerve gases atropine 

and atropiner.like substances were the only effective substances available for 

this purpose. 

Atropine - in sufficient dosage antagonizes very effectively the 

muscarinic-like manifestations of poisoning at periphery and to a moderate 
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extent the central respiratory paralysis and other central actions.

It is comparatively ineffective against the autonomic ganglionic actions

and it has virtually no effect against the peripheral neuromuscular

paralysis.

Atropine should be given in "heroic" doses until signs of mild

atropinization.

Cholinesterase reactivators (Oximes) - the therapeutic action of

reactivator substances exists in reactivation of inhibited cholinesterase

which allows the enzyme to perform its physiological (primary). fznction of

destroying the accumulated acetylcholine and are thus extremely valuable

,adjuncts to the symptomatic atropine therapy.

For the last 25 years a continuous search has been going on for specific

antidotes to organophosphate (OP) poisoning. Most of the antidotes belong

to the groups of aliphatic, aromatic, and heterocyclic mono- and bis-

pyridinium oximes. The therapeutic effects of oximes have been studied under

both experimental and clinical conditions in cases of poisoning by "nerve

gases", (Sarin, Soman, and V-compounds).

According to.present experimental and clinical experience treatment with

atropine in combination with.oximes represents the choice in therapy of OP

poisoning. Out of hundredsof oximes that have been synthesized and tested.

only three have found a place in medical practice: nralidoxim2_,rimedoxime,

and obidox

Obidoxime and trimedoxime are in many respects superior to

pralidoxime as antidotes t:: OP compounds in animals. However, 'the two

former have not yet replaced pralidoxirne as a basic antidote in practice.

A point in favour of pralidoxime as compared to trimedoxime and

obidoxime is the risk that the latter, although they are better reactivators

of inhibited cholinesterase, in cases of Soman poisoning aggravate the

symptoms of poisoning.
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For various reasons there is, however, no general agreement on

which to prefer. In the U.S., for example, pralidoxime chloride, in

some European countries cbidoxime and trimedoximè are the preferred

substances, whereas in Great Britain and Canada the methanesulfonate salt

of.pralidoxime is the most commonly used one.

One of the reasons for these differing choices may be the

different nature of the threat of chemical-warfare attack as perceived in

different countries.

Although the therapeutic principles used in nerve gases poisoning

are largely a.ccopted, several questions remain to be answered, mainly

concerning oxime therapy. In some cases'of poisoning, oximes have been

found to cause reactivation of inhibited cholinesterase (ChE), whereas

such an effect has been absent in other cases (soman)o

The reactivation of ChE by oximes is most pronounced early after the

inhibition has taken place; consequently only one or two injections in

the early stages of intoxication should be given. Further injections

should-have minute.effects only. Thus,-if oximes are ineffective in the

early stages of OP poisoning therâp3, they obviously remain ineffective.

In some situations it would be desirable to administer antidotes

orally but, unfortunately, all the pyridinium oximes that are effective

as antidotes show poor absorption behe;viour when taken by mouth, which

means that enormous amounts have to be taken in order to achieve an

effective concentration in the blood.

I
I
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Finally, opinions on the therapeutic efficiency or inefficiency of 

oximes in the treatment of poisoning differ depending on the way of penetration 

of the poison in the body, time of application of the cxime after poisoning 

and the kind of organophosphorus compounds which should be treated. 

However, therapy may be considerably more difficult in practice: there 

is a vast difference between treating a poisoned individual in peaceful conditions 

as compared to the mass-casualty situations that would result frcm a chemical-

warfare attack. In such cases, probably the only feasible form of treatment 

would be the administration of antidotes in the field,  and the administration 

of drugs with an autoinjector is preferable to injection with a conventional 

needle and syringe. 

Special autoinjectors filled with atropine alors or atropine-oxime 

mixture, ready for intramuscular injection, have been developed for this purpose, 

and are in standard issue in the armed forces of a number of Countries. 

They can easily be used by laymen, even by the poisoned individualS thamselves. 

3. Maintenance of patient airway should be applied according to the degree 

of poisoning but the victim obviously cannot perform all necessary activities 

without outside help. 

• 4. Other general measures. 	 • 

• In cases with convulsions a short action barbiturate (e.g. thiopenthal 

sodium) may be administered intravenously, or after  intubation d-tubo-curarine. 

Morphine, aminophylline and phenothiazines are specifically contraindicated. 

Other measilres of non-specific therapy-shot:11d be also undertaken depending 

on the course of intoxication. 

Future Development  

The main problems that would be encountered in treating organophosphorus 

poisoning in mass-casualty situations, are that with existing methods of 

treatment: 

(a) There is a limit to the size of the exposure to organrphosphorus compounds . 

that can be treated successfully. Under battlefield conditions the administration 

of atropine and oximes from an autoinjector would probably not be effective 

against a dose of more than about 5 L050 
of an organophosphorus nerve agent, 

even if the drugs were injected within 30 seconds of the exposure; 
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(b) There are no ways cf giving artificial respiration in the field to large 

numbers of people; and 

(c) For some compounds, such as soman, there is  no effective treatment at all. 

In practical terms, this means that, although atropine and the oximes 

are. the  best forms of treatment presently available, in the case of cheMical- 

warfare attack with organophosphorus nerve - agents, adequate medical protection 

of 	troops on the battlefield would, to say the least, be-extremely difficult, 

and such protection of civilianpopulations-would certainly be-extremely 

difficult if not impossible. 

Until a new antidotal therapy can be developed, further investigations 

of pralidoxima, trimedoxime and obidoxime should be performed, aiming at, for 

example, increasing their antidotal effect by introducing new galenic forms 

capable of influencing_properties such as the rates of absorption and elimination. 

Such forms might alsr lead to new ways of admi-nistration (e.g. by aerosols), 

and thus enhance the antidotal effect. 

It would not be reali:;tic to expect -  that it will become possible to 

develop a "univernal" antidote to all,existing_and potential "nerve gases". 

The efforts should be concentrated towards providing protection against Sarin, 

Coman and-Vx-campoundspoisoning; An antidote effective against all three 

poisons is therefrre highly desirable. It is very likely that such a compound, 

if it were found, would be effective  al L:0 against other nerve  gaie.  

.Therefore, the future pessibilities for oxime therapy will remain limited, 

unless a universally active, extremely potent oxime of low toxicity is found 

that penetrates the blood-brain barrier better than the existing oximes. 

According to - the recently published results it seems that this problem has a good 

chance to be solved. However, even if eqùipped with such andream" exime, the - 

victim should.receive it within seconds after intoxication to be sure of success. 

Another possible way to increase the effectiveness of therapy is to add 

to  the. standard  drug treatment other drugs that might in some way enable atropine 

and the oxis'nes to act more effectively. Recently published experimental work 

has  shown that the veratrine-likn compounds are able to prevent the re:;piratory 

paralysis resultin7 from intoxication by soman and sarin. This could be extremely 

valuable in that it would provide the time needed to move a victim to a medical 

facility where-artificial,respiration could be given. If such a treatment is 

developed t('' the point whorn it 	offctive,and: efficient in humann,  one o! ..  

the major problems of organophosphorus intoxication and its treatment, namely 
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restoring breathing in victims without using artificial respiration, may be in

sight of being solved. When one examines thése advances in the context of mass-

casualties, and if such drugs could find place in military autoinjectors, all

that can realisticall;,r be said of the new methods of treatment is that they

could provide more time to move victims to medical units.

The best medical protection would be obtained with antidotes which could

inactivate organophosphate in the body before inhibition of the acetylcholinesterase

could take place. So a.searcii for effective preventive antidotal measures is

extremely important, taking into consideration that very large doses of the

presently available oximes are needed to attain and maintain a sufficiently high

concentration of them in blood and other body liquids, and that prolonged oxime

administration may be dangerous.

Another possible means of prophylaxis would be to protect the enzyme

against organophosphates by shielding it with certain compounds. Enzymatic

induction of ChE would be very attractive since it would provide the much desired

"universal protection". This will not become possible, however, until our

knowledge of the real nature and function of cholinesterase has been

considerably advanced.

A further promising possibility in the prophylaxis against.nerve gases

poisoning would be immunization both active and passive. Work along this

lino seems to prot7ess rapidly; vaccines based on OP compounds as haptenic

antigens are under development. It is not realistic, however, to expect that

a universal meth-.J for immunization against nerve gases compounds will he

realized in the near future; the problem is by far more complicated than appears

at the first look.

Concluding remarks

There is today an enormous discrepancy between the efficiency of "nerve

gases" and the efficiency of available defensive counter-measures(first aid and

therapy by specific and nonspecific antidotes). However, it is probably not

unrealistic to conclude that if the research currently under way is continued,

reasonably effective medical protection may become feasible in the not too

distant future.

I
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It is our opinion that the present unsatisfactory situation could be

relieved by international co-ordination of scientific research on prophylaxis

end therapy in nerve cases poisonirit;.

:cientists working on these problems should be able to communicate their

results to each other, and. f. or [,hi 2 communication to be optimally effective., an

agreed set of standardized procedures for measaring, calculatint; and quoting

results-would be extremely useful.

The other... area. in whicü international co-opera tionwould be useful is the

di::zemination of information throu`h a central data bank that could collect

and distribute information relating to the problem of organcphosphorus poisoning

and therapy.

We also,believe that increased knowledge of medical countermeasures against

nerve gases poisoning would promote the endeavours to bring about an international

ban on.the use of CW.
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Une méthode de classement des composés chimiques du point de vue  
de la . technologie binaire  

Les armes chimiques binaires (Binary chemical weapons  -'-BGW) sont aujourd'hui' 

une réalité dont il faut tenir compte dans tous les aspects de l'interdiction de la 

mise au point, de la fabrication et du stockage ainsi que dans ceux de la destruction 

des armes chimiques. 

L'un des problèmes importants dans le contexte de l'interdiction des armes . 

chimiques, particulièrement dans une approche progressive à ce problème, est celui 

du classement. 

Comme le montre le document de travail présenté parla Suède (CCD/427), tous 

les composés chimiques peuvent être répartis entre les groupes suivants en fonction 

de leur utilisation possible en tant qu'armes chimiques  

-a. CWA = agents de guerre -chimique  (chemical warfare agents) 

b. DPW.A. = agents de guerre à double fin ( dual  purposLw.4rfreagents) 
C. PCC = composés chimiques ayant des utilisations pacifiques  

(chemical compounds for peaceful use) 

Ce document suédois souligne également le besoin d'un Classement des composants

binaires dans des armes chimiques non mentionnées dans les propositions précédentes. 

A notre avis, le caractère essentiel dés armes chimiques binaires ne réside 

pas dans les propriétés chimiques et toxiques des composants binaires individuels, 

mais dans le produit final dé leur réaction. Par Conséquent, le classement des 

composants binaires individuels dans des armes chimiques binaires devrait être 

considéré exclusivement du point de vue du produit final. 

D'après la définition de travail des agents de guerre chimique donnée dans le 

rapport du Secrétaire général intitulé "Les armes chimiques et bactériologiques 

(biologiques) et les effets de leur utilisation éventuelle", Nations Unies, 

- New York, 1969, et qui est utilisée dans le document de travail suédois CCD/427, 

"par agents de guerre chimique on entend en l'occurrence les substances chimiques, 

qu'elles soient gazeuses, liquides.ou solides, susceptibles d'être employées en raison 

de leurs effets toxiques directs sur, l'homme, les animaux et les plantes". 

GE.76-87253 
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Sans examiner pour le moment l'essence de cette définition des agents de guerre 

chimique (voir documents de travail yougoslaves CCD/375 du 5 juillet 1972 et CCD/505), 

lorsqu'on considère les composants binaires des armes chimiques binaires, il y a lieu 

de tenir compte des possibilités suivantes de leur classement : 

A) Composants binaires, dont aucun n'a d'application pacifique (2C1VDC) 

(composants binaires de guerre chimique); 

B) Composants binaires dont l'un peut avoir également une application  

pacifique (CWBC+DPBC) (composant binaire de guerre chimique plus composant binaire 

à double fin); 	• 

C) Les deux composants binaires peuvent avoir également une application 

pacifique (2BPBC) (composants binaires à double fin). 

Dans ce contexte,- les agents de guerre chimique et les agents de guerre à 

double fin, pris dans le sens du classement suédois, devraient également inclure 

tous les composés chimiques à l'état liquide, solide et gazeux qui.produisent des 

agents de guerre chimique par réaction chimique avec d'autres composés un peu avant 

d'atteindre l'objectif. 

Cette addition est indispensable .car il est peu probablé-que des composants 

binaires contiennent des substances qui seraient par elles-mêmes classées comme étant 

des agents de guerre chimique. 

La présente analyse ne porte pas atteinte au fond de la proposition suédoise 

de classement des agents de guerre chimique (CCD/427), mais l'étend également aux 

agents binaires de guerre chimique. En procédant de cette façon, les considérations 

liées soit à l'interdiction progressive, soit à l'interdiction complète des armes 

chimiques seraient plus claires et plus précises. 

Comme la technologie binaire offre la possibilité d'élargir la gamme des 

armes chimiques, il est évident qu'il faut étendre le contrôle à un nombre plus grand 

de composés chimiques appartenant au groupe des composés chimiques ayant des utili- 

sations pacifiques. Ceci pourrait influer sur la liste des composés chimiques mentionnés 

dans le document de travail japonais CCD/483 du 8 avril 1976. Il nous paraîtrait 

acceptable d'inclure un plus grand nombre de composés chimiques, de façon à réduire 

au minimum les chances de leur emploi abusif. Ceci n'exclut pas la possibilité de 

rectifications, tant dans le sens des additions que des retranchements. 
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Working paper on the definition of chemical warfare agents (CWA)

In view of the development of néw chemical weapons such as'binary chemical

weapons (BCW) and Multi-Purpose Chemical Weapons (MPCW) it is our desire to provide in

this working paper a definition which would include the existing chemical warfare

agents (CWA) and compounds. in BCW and MPCGI.

We consider the MPCW to bé such weapons which, in addition to their mechanical and

thermal effects, act in the manner characteristic of CW effects.

The Geneva Protocol of 17 July 1925, forbids inter alia, also "the use in war of

asphyxiatin g, poisonous-or other gases and of all analogous liquids, materials or

devices", and according to United Nations General Assembly resolution 2603 A of

16 December 1969, "any chemical agents of warfare-chemical substances, whether gaseous,

liquid or solid which might be employed because of their direct toxic effects on man,

animals or plants" is contrary to the-generally recognized rules of international law.

There exists also a working definition of CWA given in the Report of a WHO Group

of Consultants in "Health Aspects of Chemical and Biological Weapons", WHO, Genevâ 1970:

"Chemical agents of warfare include all substances employed for their toxic

effects on man, animals and plants."

This definiticn was intended to exclucze chemicals employed in warfare such as

high explosives,_smokes and incendiary substances (e.g: napalm, magnesium and

white phosphorus) that exert their primary effects through physical force, fire

air-deprivation or reduced visibility.

The above mentioned definitions of CWA proceeded from the point of view of

application and covered chemical compounds only which have direct but not also indirect

toxic effects on man, animals and plants.

Binary technology, for its part, also points to the def iciencies of such an

approach. Through binary technology it is possible under certain conditions to

generate the existing CWA from relatively low toxiçcomponents. which are not covered

by the.mentioned definitions. In addition, binary technology also makes possible

use of so highly toxic substances which due to their tactical properties (such as

stability) could not be used.as CWA.

GE.76-87256
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In this connexion, it seems to us that it would be necessary to re-evaluate the 

criteria from the very interesting working paper of the Federal Republic of Germany 

(COD/458). 

Since the last informal meeting with the experts in Geneva (1974), when inter alia, 

also the definition - df:ZWA - wasséussedi. inforbation'wae*Palished . about- the use of a 

new type of meapon,..the  classification of 'Which',  as far  às we know, the CCD has not 

discussed as . yet; -  The.weapon invol/ed ise._"fuel air  explosive" bomb- intended for the 

preparation-of helipopter...landing sites. The 'application  dl'   thieweapon in.thefield 

produces massive death casualties due to its  "ultra-léthal"  asphyxiating 'effedt. This 

asphyxiating effect ià based-Onth&reaCtion of ethylene oxide (the baSic'boMb .  

component) and oxygen from.theeniiircihmental air; • When-eXploding,.ethylene oxide 

instantly:consumes the - surroundingoXygen-and thereby causes its Shortage in the air. 

This results,in - sudden death:due.tà: asphyXiation. 	 - - 

Bearing in mind- aaphyxiation*as the : cause of - death,. whiCh, in 'addition:to -Ilechanical 

andthermal-effeCts,. is'one-of theconseqùences of eMploymènt'of:thismeapon,'we  'are' of  

the opinion that also.this type:of weapbn.shouldbe claSsified :, perhaps à "multi..purPOse 

Chemical:weapone(MPCW) or:Under Some - other'namé. It is'quite.clear that due to the 	- 

effect of this weapon disturbances -ofphYsiologiCalfunctionS (anoxy- and suffôcation) 

is caused, leing.the result.ofe:. ChéMical réaCtion taking Place between;éthylene oxide ,  

and oxygen from the atmosphere: 

In our view, this type of weapon differs from the - othér - weapons 'Which are not 

classified as.-CW (Such as Ilighexplosi/eSi: smokes and indendiary weapons) -because one of 

its main effeCts is death caùàed by immediate suffocation 

The Geneva Protocoi -ià qUite . speCific . aà'far as this bomb ià concerned because it • 

prohibits "agents liable to cause asphyxiation", while United 'Nations General Assembly 

resolution2605'A leaves possibility for discussion on account of the expression 

"direct toxic effect". 	 • - - • 

In order to reduce in the future any ambiguitY to the minimum, We have tried to 

modify to some extent the' exiSting- proposal for the definition of the-GWA in the working 

paper of the Yugoslavdelegation of July 1972: 	 • 

"All- chemical compounds intentionally used in quantities which directly or indirectly, 

immediately or after acme tiMe, Can produce phySiological disturbances or cessation  

of physiological function's:in  man 'and animais, àhould be'considered as chemical 

• agents." 
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The new definition should be sufficiently comprehensive and should provide for

further elaboration of the definition of chomical warfare agents in a more explicit

manner as for example: -

(a) Classification of the CWA according to application and their poisonous

intensity grades,

(b) Differentiation between sing-le-purpose and dual-purpose agents,

(c) Differential treatment of intermediaries in a synthesis and the binary

components in munitions,

(d) Inclusion in the chemical weapons also of those with "mixed" effects, one of

them being also toxic (direct or indirect), so as to cover also such weapons as the

above mentioned bombs.

In view of the aforementioned it seems to us appropriate to propose the following

definition :

"A11 chemical compounds intentionally used in quantities and manner which

directly or indirectly, immediately or after some time, can produce physiological

disturbances or cessation of physiological functions in man, animals and plants,

should be considered as chemical warfare agents."

We hope that this proposal of the definition contains relevant elements which

might serve as a useful basis of the formulation of the final text of the definition.

t .
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I. Introduction

The questions of banning the development, production and stockpiling of CW agents

are closely related to the problem of detoxification of available stockpiles of

CW agents. This problem has both scientific and technological implications.

From the scientific standpoint as well as from the technological one there exist

quite different possibilities for the variety of CW agents to be converted into

compounds of lower toxicity, or into completely non-toxic substances harmless to man and

to the environment.

The problems have more intensively been studied for vesicants of the yperite type.

Much experience relating to this type of CW agent has already been gathered because

after World War *I and II considerable quantities of these CW agents had been destroyed,

detoxified or burned. But as to our informations catalytic processes for detoxification

had so far not been applied to these CW agents.

II. The detoxification of organophosphorus CW-agents by non-catalytic methods

However, the experience gained so far with organophosphorus CW agents is rather

limited in regard to finding-the most convenient method for detoxification on a technical

scale.

The literature regarding both the military and chemical problems of detoxifying or

destroying organophosphorus CW agents describes only those methods and processes which

are suitable for either laboratory or special field use.

As to the destruction, or elimination of large stockpiles, or overstocked

stockpiles of organophosphorus CW agents we have only press information on the

United States action of submergin g Sarin-filled shells in the Atlantic-Ocean as well as

on the burning of serveral thousand tons of "G-agents" (Tabun/Sarin/Soman-group).

However, there were no additional technical details available worth generalizing.-

Regarding the chemically possible reactions for detoxifying organophosphorus CW

agents of the G- and V-type the splitting of esters in aqueous-alcoholic media by means

of alkalies appears technically to be the most convenient method (apart from burning).

Apparatus and equipment as well as chemicals required for detoxification are

technically available although there remain some probléms of corrosion and labour safety.
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. From the aspect of materials and resources it would be worth considering whether 

or not the use of many thousand tons of detoxicants, solvents and other chemicals 

required for neutralization reactions and other follow-up processes could be drastically 

reduced. Therefore, it is obvioils to take into consideration catalytic processes of 

detoxification mnre_than.ever.fOre..- - 	 _ . 	. _ . 

III. Detoxifications of organorhosphorus. warfare agents by catalytic methods  

It woUld be especially advisable to use catalytic reactions for the organophosphorus 

CW agents of the G- and V-type because all these CW agents are esters. Ester splitting 

is in general a catalytically easily influenced chemical reaction. In case of toxic 

organophosphorus esters the process of ester splitting is tantamount to their almost 

complete detoxification since the decomposition products show only : slight, in some 

cases no biological effects. 

Among  the theoretically possible methods of catalytic ester splitting there are 

three reactions which are essentially applicable to organophosphorus GW agents. 

1. 'Hydro-peroxide-catalysis 	 . 

The ester splitting of these organophosphorus CW agents catalyzed by hydroperoxide 

proceeds some 50 times faster compared with the alkaline hydrolysis of these compounds. 

The final products obtained through this reaction are only slightly toxic. The.reaction 

is almost quantitative. However, the hydroperoxide catalysis implies tha need. as a • 

homogenous catalySià; fOr -àn'aqU'eoUS. , -Or aqueous-alcoholic, or with water mixable 

organic reaction . media, as an essential condition. The direct reaction :  of the 

concentrated GW agent is possible only in a 10 per cent hydrogen peroxide solution 

or less, or adequate hydroperoxide compounds solutions. Special equipments would be 

recessary to guarantee the required dilution and the best mixing conditions so that 

this process would need more technical research. 

Nevertheless the catalytic splitting.of organophosphorus CW agent s.  by 

hydroperoxide constitutes a technically suitable reaction to destroy such Gd-agents. 

2. Hypochlorite catalysis  

The splitting  of organophosphorus CV agents catalyzed by hypochlorite is suitable 

for a number of detoxification processes provided these processes çan proceed in 

diluted aqueous solutions. From the literature it is.well known that this method is 

already tested in detoxification of corrosion-resistant objects through washing and in 

detoxifying small quantities of organophosphorus CW agents in drinking and non-potable 

water. The use-of hypochlorite for the detoxification of highly concentrated 

solutions of CW agents, or of undiluted CV agents necessitate more work : in. technical 

safety and adequate basic research. 
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3. 	Metal-catalyzed decomposition  

The catalytic splitting of organophosphorus esters especially by heavy-metals has 

been known for  some 20 years. The first ouservations were made in connexion with the 

loss of effect of phosphoric ester preparations in cupriferous containers. Apart from 

it, biochemical studies have shown that organophosphorus esters are catalytically 

splittable by a number Of metals, e.g. eyen by lanthanides. Especially the hydroxy-aquo 

complex as well as the amminohydroxo and alkylamino complexes of copper have shown to 

be extraordinarily effective for splitting acyl-substituted phosphoric and phosphonic 

esters. 

In this field the highly effective tetraalkyldiamino-copper complexes are 

practically important. 

It is suggested by the rapidity and completeness of catalytic ester splittin g 

 achieved by these copper complexes, because the solubility of such complexes and the 

possibility of fixin g  these compounds to carriers should promote investigations of 

detoxification for concentrated CW agents of the G- and V-type. 

IV. Final remarks  

It should not and cannot be recommended here which of the mentioned catalytic 

detoxification methods of highly toxic organophosphorus CW agents would be especially 

convenient technically and economically‘ 

However, in assessin g  the measures for CW disarmament required, the catalytic 

processes of detoxification deserve at any rate greater attention than the so far 

employed processes using an .excessive surplus of detoxicants. 

Upon concluding it should be stressed that the possibilities of catalytic splitting 

exemplified by organophosphorus Cd agents can also be extended to other groups of 

•CW agents. Research into this direction, in our view, could have promising prospects 

for obtaining technically usable results. 
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Much effort has been undertaken to elaborate an exact definition of 

GU agents. 

There are two possible approaches to this question: first, the chemical 

and toxicological one; and second, the medical one. 	• 

Military calculations are, in fact, based on chemical and toxicological 

characteristics. However, it should be emphasized that any chemical 

. substance becomes a .cheMical warfare agent only after it has been incorporated 

. into a chemical weapons system. We understand the tendency to make  the 

definition.  as  exact. as possible.. In spite of this, the purpose criterion 

has a principal significance and cannot be omitted. 

In the course of the last expert meeting in the CCD, in July 1974, one 

of the most discussed questions was the possibility of using the acute 

lethal doge (LD
50

) as a complementary criterion which could facilitate a 

more exact definition of CW agents. We criticized the overestimation of 

this: criterion. LD
50 
 is no doubt, important for toxicology, and it is an 

objective laboratory value. Our point is, however, that the acute toxicity 

of a substance, irrespective of purely methodological problems, does not 

express the real danger of this substance for the population, which is a 

- target of a chemical attack. It is evident that less toxic agents may be 

used in larger quantities; that they may be used repeatedly; and that their 

effects may combine with other effects of war - wounds, stress, malnutrition, etc. 

There are.still other important points. One of them is the. 

availability of medical aid. The effective treatment of an acute poisoning 

is always a medical emergency:the antidotes must be given immediately, and in 

many cases they must be supported by artificial respiration, and still other 

medical treatment. However, it is impossible to do this in the field in mass- 
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casualty situations. These questions are in great detail analysed in the

Yugoslav working paper CCD/503, distributed on 6 July 1976. Thus, the

availability of medical aid may be more important for the effect of a

chemical attack than the type of the chemical agent applied.

Other extremely important aspects are the side and the delayed effects

of CW agents. We mentioned this very briefly in our discussion here in 1974.

In the meantime, the significance of the problem was emphasized by the new

monograph published by SIPRI and prepared by Professor Lohs of the GDR.

The questions of the delayed effects of the enormously large-scale use and

consumption of many chemical substances represents a major problem of modern

medicine and of all biological sciences. Carcinogenic, embry:)toxic and

teratogenic effects are being discovered with.increasing frequency in

substances, which have no or at least very low acute toxicity, and which were

supposed to be practically harmless. It is generally known that this was

the case with some new medical drugs in several countries.

Thirty years ago, when the information about new chemicalagents, such

as tabun, soman, sarin, etc. was published, their extremely high toxicity

was what impressed the public most. At that time, however, very little was

known about the carcinogenicity and teratogenicity of substances, and the

enormous expansion of modern chemical industry was only at its beginning.

'Only much later, people began to realize the immense hazard of mass exposure

to chemicals. We feel that to disregard this aspect of the C6] problem would

amount to a dangerous mistake.
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A chemical war creates completely new dimensions in the use of

chemical substances which, in turn, considerably change the importance

of interrelations between individuaJ. factors: The herbicides and defoliants,

used in the Vietiaam war, are subst^rulces commonly app^ied in agriculture.

In civilian life, their task is to destroy weedsin as selective way as

possible and are, therefore, applied highly diluted and accompanied by a

number of protective measures. Nevertheless, it is becoming more and more

clear that even this careful mode.of application represents serious ecological

risks. , The same substances, whenused for military purpose, are designed

to destroy all vegetation in a given area with utmost efficiency and speed.

The actually used doses were ten-and,more- times higher than -those for

agricultural purposes and the total amount per hectar was about 30-times higher.

The samë is valid fôr other agents. As Perry Robinson recently mentioned,

"during the height of the Vietnam,war, the daily American consumption of CS'as a

harassing incapacitant exceeded all the CS that has yet been used in

Northern Irela.nd"-. This experience only confirms to what extent the

military approach increases potential risks of the use of these substances.

One ought to be also aware that we still have very incomplete information

of the basic mechanism of damages to the genetic apparatus, n.amely,-..the

r,arcinogenic and/or teratogenic effects. .. The laboratory

methods of testing are rather complicated and their results are only

approximate. Besides, the delayed effects are always multifactorial. It

means that ' he effect does not deper_3 solely on the cr_,^mical characteristics of

the chemical agent, but also on other additional factors, influencing the

metabolic degradation of the agent in the human organism. It is well ]rnown

that there are differences in the metabolism in humars and in animzlss this

is one of the reasons of the extreme difficulties in studying these problems

in the laboratory. In addition to this, the metabolism of each individual is

influenced by a number of specific factors: there are for instance hundreds

of thousands of people, for whom sugar is identical with a noison, because

.their insulin system activity is impaired and this substance cannot be

"normally;' digested and utilized. These are the reasons why it is

extremely difficult, and often simply impossible, to detect in time the

delayed effects of a chemical substance.
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These examples were intended to demonstrate that - in addition to

acute toxicity - the chemical warfare agents have also other

characteristics, which might become extremely important. One ought also to

be aware that there is no correlation between toxicity :,nd delayed effects.

There is no doubt, however, that the organophosphorous CW agents and also

herbicides and ._incapacitating agents all belong to. the category of chemical

substances with a great risk of carcinogenic and teratogenic activities.

We intended to focus attention on the fact that the problem of-CW

has still other aspects of increasing importance. , There are, in fact, many

identical features.in C14 problems and.-in the problems of the misuse of new

scientific developments for military purposes. These great problems need

adeç2i^.te solutions.
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. CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 
NORTHERN IRELAND 

Draft convention on the prohibition of the  
development, production and stockpiling of  
chemical weapons and on their destruction 

The States Parties to this Convention 

Agreeing that the existence of chemical weapons represents 

a threat to mankind, and that chemical discoveries should be 

used only for the benefit of humanity, 

Concerned that advances in science and technology may 

lead to the development of new generations of chemical weapons, 

Convinced that the prohibition of the development, product-

ion and stockpiling of chemical weapons and their elimination, 

through effective measures, is a necessary step towards the 

achievement of general and complete disarmament under strict 

and effective international control, 

Recognizing  the important significance of the Geneva 

Protocol of 17 June 1925 for the Prohibition of the Use in War 

of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriolog- 

ical Methods of Warfare, and conscious of the contribution 

which the said Protocol has already made, and continues to 

make, to mitigating the horrors of war, 

Reaffirming their adherence to the principles and objectives 

of that Protocol and calling upon all States to , comply strictly 

with them, 

Recalling that each State Party to the Convention on the 

Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling 

of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on 

CCD/512 
6 August 1976 

Original: ENGLISH 
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Their; Destruction, in Article IX of that Convention,

affirmed the recognized objectives of effective prohibition

of chemical weapons and, to this end, undertook to continue

negotiations in good faith with a view to reaching early

agreement..Qn._Effec.t.ive.:measures.:fox_.the 1prohib.itiar-i. of

their develapmerit;'-prddûcti6n t6-ckpiling "' and ""for their

destruction, and on appropriate measures concerning equipment
. . .,. .

and means of delivery specifically designed for the production

or use of chemical weapon agents,

Desiring to contribute to the strengthening of confidence

between peoples and the general improvement of the inter-

national atmosphere,

Have agreed as follows:
.. .., . .

ARTICLE I

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes never, in

any circumstances, to develop, produce, or otherwise acquire,

or use:

a. lethal chemical'agents and other toxic chemicals

agents (of a natu=re and intended --)rïmar1lÿ"to cause

long-term physiological harm to human beings), of types

and in quantities that have no justification for

protective or other peaceful purposes;

munitions, equipment or systems designed to deliver

such agents for hostile purposes or in armed conflict.

ARTICLE II

1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article XVI, each

signatory or acceding State undertakes on signature or accession

to the Convention, whether or not it has entered'iiit6`f6rce:

â.. to declâre whether or not it is in possession of the
. _ . . . . ^ : ._ , .
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agents, munitions, equipment and systems specified 

in Article I; 

b. to supply information about the type and quantity 

of the agents specified in Prticle I in its 

possession; 

c. to supply information regarding all production 

facilities on its territory capable of producing 

the agents, munitions, equipment and systems 

specified in Article I; 

d. to supply information about the type and quantity 

of the agents specified in Article I which it 

produces for protective or other peaceful purposes 

and the location of the factories producing these 

. agents and thereafter to render an annual return of 

similar information; 

e. to supply information as to which national organisa-

tion or authority is charged with collecting the 

information referred to in sub-paragraphs b.c. and d. 

of this paragraph and ensuring in accordance with 

Article V that public and private agencies and 

factories comply with the Convention from its entry 

into force. 

2. 	The declaration and information referred to in sub- 

paragraphs a. to e. of paragraph 1 shall be communicated to 

the /5epositary7 until the Consultative Coumdttee is established 

in accordance with Article VIII and thereafter to that Committee. 

The /i5epositary7 or the Committee as the case may be shall _ 	- 
promptly circulate the declaration and information to /all 

signatory and acceding States/ /âll States entitled to become 

party to the Convention/. 
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ARTICLE III

Each signatory or acceding State undertakes on

signature or accession to this Convention, whether or not it

has entered into force:

a. to close down, dismantle or convert to peaceful

purposes any factories producing the agents specified

in Article I;

b. not to convert from production for peaceful purposes

any of the factories listed in response to Article

II, 1,d„

C. not to construct any new factoriesfor the production

of the agents specified in Article I of types and

in quantities other than those required for neaceful

purposes;

d. to close dov,rn, dismantle or convert to conventional

purposes factories or facilities producing or

filling those munitions, equipment or systems

specified in Article I.

ARTICLE IV

The undertGkinds accepted by Signatories upon signature

shall cease to apply if this Convention does not enter into
^

force within ........., years of the date when the Convention

was opener=, for. -i^nature .

ARTICLE V

Each State Party to this Convention shall, in accordance

with its constitutional processes, take any necessary measures

to.prohibit and prevent the development, production, stock-

piling, acquisition or retention of the agents and munitions

equipment and syste;r.s, specified in article I of the Convention

within the territory of such state under its jurisdiction or
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under its control anywhere. 

ARTICLE VI 

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to 

transfer to any recipient whatsoever directly or indirect/y 

and not in any way to assist, encourage or induce any State, 

group of States or international organisation to manufacture 

or otherwise acquire any of the agents, munitions equipment 

or systems specified in Article I of the Convention. 

ARTICLE VII 

Each State Party to this Convention possessing agents 

specified in Article I undertakes to destroy or convert them 

to peaceful uses under international observation as provided 

for in Article IX d. according to a phased programme agreed 

by the Consultative Committee. 	Each State Party to this 

_Convention possessing stockpiles of munitions equipment or 

systems specified in Article I undertakes to convert them to 

conventional use or to destroy them. 

ARTICLE VIII 

States Parties to the Convention undertake to establish 

a Consultative Committee from among themselves to oversee the 

working of this Convention. The functions of the Committee 

shall include the following: 

a. to analyse and evaluate periodic reports and 

statistical and other information submitted by each 

State Party in accordance with the provisions of 

Article II, 1, b., c. and d, 

b. to call for such supplementary information under 

Article II, 1, d. as they consider necessary; 

c. to request information and conduct enquiries if 

asked todo so by a State Party; 
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d. to verify the destruction of stockpiles and to

conduct other inspections in accordance with

Articles VII, I« atd X;

e. to.send notification and reports to all States

Parties following verification procedures;

f. to consult and co-operate with the national

organisation or authority referred to in Article

ARTICLE IX

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to accept:

a. inspection within six months of the entry into^.

force of the Convention by persons appointed by the

Consultative Committee of any factory formerly

producing the agents specified in Article I, to

ensure that it had ceased such production; such

personnel to be allowed access into the buildings

and to take samples from.the environment;

b. the employment and periodic inspection of tamper

indicating seals nn the doors, control panels and

other designated locations of former military

chemical agent factories which have not been

demolished or converted to peaceful uses and former

chemical munitions factories which have not been

demolished or converted to conventional uses;

c. /up to ten/ /a number of/ on-site inspections each

year by the persons appointed by the Consultative

specified

i

Committee of chemical factories to be selected from

those listed under Article II. The factories shall

ile examined to ensure that they are not producing

agents specified in Article I. ^ The inspectors
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shall be given such access to the factories as is

necessary to perform their tasks and be allowed

to take such samples as the Consultative Committee

has agreed are necessary;

d. An the case of States possessing agents,'munitions,

,.equipment and systems specified in Article I

inspection by persons appointed by the Consultative

Committee who shall be given.such access to the

destruction process as the Consultative Committee

agree is necessary for the task of verification.

ARTICLE X

l.- States Parties to this"Convention undertake to consult

one another directly or-.through the Consultative Committee

and to co-operate in solving any problems which may arise in,

relation to the objective of, or in the application of, the

provisions of the Convention. Any State Party which suspects

that any other State Party is acting in breach of obligations

deriving from the provisions of the Convention may request

directly or through the Consultative Committee that State

Party to provide explanation. The complaining Iarty may also

call for a special investigation which may involve on-site

inspection to be carried out by-the Consultative Committee or

by persons appointed by it. Each State Party agrees to accent

such on-site inspection which the Consultative Committee may

consider necessary.

2. Nothing in this Article shall detract from the right of

any State.Party to lodge a complaint with the Security Council

of the United Nations.

I
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ARTICLE XI 

Nothing in this Convention shall be interpreted as in 

any way limiting or detracting from the obligations assumed 

by any State under the Protocol for the Prohibition of the 
II Use in  Jr of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases and of 

Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 

17  Jure  1925 or under the Convention on the Prohibition of 

the Development;' PrOduction.and Stockpiling of Bacteriological 

(Biological) and Toxin Weapons opened for signature on 

10 April 1972. 

ARTICLE XII 

1. Each State Party to this Convention. undertakes to 

facilitate and has the right to participate in the fullest 

Possible exchange of equipment, materials and scientific and 

technological information for the-use of chemical agents for _ 
.peaceful purposes. 	Parties to tha. Convention in a position 

to do so shall also co-operate in contributing individually 

or together with other States or international organisations 

in the further development and application of scientific 

discoveries in the field of chemistry for peaceful purpOses 

and for therapy and prophylaxis against chemcial agents. 
11 2. This Convention shall be implemented in a manner designed 

to avoid hampering the economic or technological development 

of States Parties to the Convention or international co-

operation in the field of peaceful chemical activities. 

. ARTICLE XIII 

Any State Party may propose amendments to this Convention. 

Amendments shall enter into force for each State Party accept- 	111 
ing the amendments upon their acceptance'by a majority of the 

States Parties to the Convention and thereafter for each 
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remaining State on the date of acceptance by it of the

amendinent s >

ARTICLE XIV

Five-years after the entry into force of this Convention,

or earlier if it is requested by a majority of Parties to

the'Convention by submitting a proposal to this effect to the

/DepositarY/, a conference of States Parties to the Convention

shall be held at Geneva, Switzerland, to review the operation

of the Convention with a view to ensuring that the purposes ,

of the pream1ble and the provisions of the Convention are being

réalised*. Such review shall take into account any new

scientific and technological developments relevant to the

Convention.

ARTICLE XV

1. This Convention shall be^of uniimited duration.

2. Each State Party to this Convention shall in exercising

its national sovereignty have the right to withdraw from the

Convention if it decides that extraordinary events, related

to the subject matter of the Convention, have jeopardised

the supreme interests of its country. It shall give notice

of such withdrawal to all other States Parties to the

Convention and to the United Nations Security Council three

months in advance. Such notice shall include a statement

of the extraordinary events it regards as having jeopardised

its supreme interests.

ARTICLE )'VI

1. This Convention shall be open to all States for

signature. Any State which-does not sign the Convention

before its entry into force in accordance with paragraph 3 of

this Article may accede to it at any time.
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2. This Convention shall,be subject to ratification by the 

signatory States. 	Instruments of ratification and:instruments 

of accession shall be deposited with the /bepositary7. 

3. This Convention shall enter into force after the deposit - 

of instrumentà of ratification by 	  

governments.. 

4. For States  hose instruments of ratification or accession 

are deposited subsequent to the entry into force of this 

Convention, it shall enter into force on the date of the 

deposit of their  instruments of ratification or accession. 

5. The /5epositary7 shall promptly inform all signatory 

and acceding States of the date of each signature, the date 

of deposit of each instrument of ratification or of accession  

and the date of the entry into force, of this Convention, and 

of the receipt of other notices. . 	, 
6. This Convention shall be registered by the /5epositary7 

pursuant to Article 162 of the Charter of the United Nations. 

ARTICLE XVII 

This Convention, the English, Russian, French, Spanish, 

Arabic and Chinese texts of which are equally authentic, 

shall be deposited in the archives of the Aepositary7. 

Duly certified copies of the Convention shall be transmitted 

by the /Depositary/ to . the governments of the signatory and 

acceding States. 
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JAPAN

Working Paper: Draft of one form of LD50 spectrum

The Japanese Delegation submits this outline of a toxicity spectrum, with a

view to furthering our discussions with regard to the scope of the CWAs to be

prohibited.

1. Need for an LD50 spectrum

The CCD has been and is endeavouring to reach agreement on the comprehensive

prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons

and the indication is that it will come to discharging its task in stages. Itis,

however, difficult to get a clear picture of the whole range of CWAs, because there

are so many CWAs and other chemical,substances which could be employed as CWAs.

This is one of the factors impeding progress in our negotiations.

It is necessary, as a first step,.t'o have a tangible and objective standard of

judgement in order to accomplish our task. Therefore, in view of the fact that it is

the toxicity of CWAs which makes it possible to use those substances as weapons, we

suggest that a toxicity spectrum (the LD50 spectrum) be drawn up as an objective

criterion to definr the scope of the prohibition.

2. What is the LD50 spectrum?

As relevant characteristics of chemical weapons, several factors, such as

toxicity, shelf life, perceptibility, volatility, explosion, stability, etc., can be

cited, as presented in the working paper submitted by the Federal Republic of C-ermany

(CCD/458). Obviously, the most important characteristic of CWAs is their toxicity;

the chemical weapon has, after all, traditionally been known as "poison gas". The

toxicity of chemicals differs qualitatively and quantitatively from one another.

However, each chemical substance has its lethal dose as a measurable and reliable

indicator of toxicity. The lethal dose, expressed numerically, enables us to recognize

quantitatively the differences in toxicity among substances. Thus we can draw up a

toxicity list for chemical substances in the order of the numerical value of their

lethal doses. This list would be called the.!'spectrum", and it seems adequate to use

GE.76-88761
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the lethal dose 50% (LD50) *1  as the toxicity indicator. 	This is the LD50 spectrum 

which the Japanese delegation suggested in the plenary meeting on 6 July (CCD/Pv.702). 

3. Content of the spectrum  

The LD50 spectrum should include first of all the chemical names of substances 

and their LD50 value'. In addition, it is desirable to include substances' generic 

names, code names, abbreviations, chemical structural_formulae, species of animal 

used for experiments application route, bibliography, etc. 

The United States :delegation presented mouse 'toxicity data in Table IV of their 

working paper in 1974 (CCD/435). We presented toxicity data for certain chemical 

substances in documents CCD/374 (1972)and CCD/466 (1975). 	The Japanese delegation 

shows in Appendix I of the present document one example of  -a spectrum,-  a draft -of a 

possible LD50 spectrum arrangement, using the chemical substances and data included 

in the above—mentiàned United.Statea'and Japanese working'papers: 	Needless to 'Say, 

this example merely gives us an idea of what a,spectrum would look like and what data 

should be included. 

4. How to draw.  up the LD50 spectrum  

(1) We think it aPpropriate that, in principle, already published scientific 

articles and other 'available data should first be ùsed to draw up a spectrum, and then, 

if the available data is found tole inadequate or there is any question as regards 

the data, further experiments should be carried out and a universally accepted LD50 

value obtained. 

(2) Although the same chemical substance'may have different LD50 values, 

depending on the route of application, i.e. oral, subcutanéous, intraperitoneal,. 

intravenous injection, respiratory and percutaneous, the spectrum should be drawn up 

in the order of the lowest value of LD56 in the published or otherwise available data 

for each substance, regardless of its application route, since we should play safe' 

when assessing the toxicity and effects of each substance when used against huffian beings 
- 

on the  basis of data obtained from animal experiments. Data and values obtained for 

other application routes should, however, also be inCluded as reference material. 

(3) With regard to animals used for experiments, it is desirable - to include alsO 

data obtained from animals other than rodents, if such.infOrmation'eXists. 

(4) The upper limit of'LD50 of chemical substances listed in the spectrum should 

be 30 Mg/kg,'as such substances may safely be disiegarded. 	30 mg/kg iathe upper 
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limit of toxicity as regards the oral route (P.O.) laid down in the Poison and

Deleterious Substances Control Law of Japan. The upper limit in Table IV in the

United States working paper referred to (CCD/435) is approximately this value.

Further details are given in the "Draft Terms of Reference for the Drawing up of

the LD50 Spectrum", Appendix II.

As regards the actual work of drawing up a spectrum, we suggest that this be

entrusted to a third-party research organization, such as the WHO or SIPRI, which would

be assisted by a drafting group composed of experts provided by CCD Member States.

Conclusion

We believe that drawing up an LD50 spectrum would make deliberations on the scope

of prohibition easier and more poncrete, and thus our negotiations would make greater

progress. Therefore our delegation suggests that the CCD begin the formulation of an

LD50 spectrum, completing and perfecting the draft spectrum of Appendix I and the

terms of reference (Appendix II) which are attached herewith. After completion of

the LD50 spectrum, the CCD could make use.of it as a means of determining which CWAs

should be prohibited and of establishing a threshold value.

(Footnote

*1. When a certain chemical substance is administered to groups of a species of

animal, with the dosage being stccessively increased, the mortality in each'group

increases in proportion to the increase in the dosage. The LD50 of a substance is

defined as the dosi;e sufficient to cause a mortality rate of 50%, or in other words,

a dosage (mg/kg) which kills one half of a given test group. And, this is employed

as the criterion of the lethal dose. As this LD50 can be used as an indicator of

the relative toxicity of chemical substances, it enables us to obtain an approximate

idea of the toxicity of a substance when used against human beings.

I
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Draft Form of 1050 Spectrum 

No. 	 Nall° 

Appendix - I 
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2 3152 CT 
3 Trimethylammoftlum-i- methylethyl methylphosphonofluoridate iodide 
4 TrImethylamecmiumethyl rethylphosphonofluodidate Iodide 
5 isopropoxy methylphosphonofluodidate,  Serin,  GS 
6 0,Ethyl S-(2-i I isopropylaminoethyli methylphosphonothiolate, VX 
7 0,Ethyl  S(2-diethylaminoethyl) ethylphosphonothiolate„ vg 

• 8 0,ethyl S-tritethylammoniumethyl methylphosphonothioate iodide 
9 0,Ethyl S-(2-diethylamlnoethyl) methylphosphonothiolate, Edemo, VM 
0 01 Ethyl . S-(2-411sopropylaminoethyl) ethylphosphcnothiolate, VS 	-* 
1 Trimethylammcalumpropyi methylphosphonofluoridate Iodide. 
2 Ethyl N,N-dimethyl phosphoramidocyanidate, Tabun, GA 
3 Pinacolyl-metlsylphosphonnfluoridate, Soman, GD 	 . 
4 Methylfluoroplosphorylcarbocholine 
5 Cyclohexyl methylphosphonofluoridate, GF 
6 0,0 Diethyl S-(2-trimethylamffion1umethyl) phosphorothidee Iodide, Echothiophate 
7 0,0 Diethyl S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) phosphorothloate,  Milton,  VG . 
8 0,0 Diethyl S-(2-triethylammoniumethyl) thiophosphate Iodide 
9 0,0 Diethyl -S-ethylthiomethyl phosphorothloate 

20 - Dlisopropylfluorophosphate, OFP 
21 isopropyl ethylphosphonofluoridate, Eihyl  Serin,  GE 
22 0,0 Diethyl S- ( 2-dimathylaminoethyl) phosphorothloate 
23- NeostigmIne 
24 lsopropyl-N,N-dimethyl phosphoramidocyanidate 	•  

25 0,0 Diethyl S-ethylsulfonylmethyl phosphorothioate 
• 

26 Neostigmine methylsulfate 	• 	 • 
27 .Neostigmine iodide 	- 	 • 
28 Diethyl 4-nitrophenyrphosphate; Paraoxon 
29 Tétraothylpyrophosphate, TEEP *-- 
30 Trï'crcethyl r,.:w.othlonopyrcphcspilate 	. 
31 MiWc;.:n umsc.rd, M-I - › 	- 	- 

. 32 	r-Jyso!:, - ;. 1;;:alre salicylate 	 . 
• 

0.00 1 
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33 P3rao.<on-'•1c
34 F:.`:-3
35 Colchicine
36 C!.;.•:thyl 4-nl=rophenyl thlophosphate, t'rahylparathIon
37 titotasystox, Mathy l decreton
38 Potassium cyanide
39 t•'=hlcrethainine, F14-2, M84
40 Ofethyl S-(ethylthicethyl) dittiiophosphate
41 h`.::thjr 1 f I uoroacat 1 c acl d
42 Diethyl .4-nltrophenyl thlorhosphate, Parathton
43 Octâmethyl pyrcphosphortetramlde, 0MPA
44 DIm3thyl dtethylanide-l-chforocrotonyi phosphate
45 Tetraothyl dithlonopyrophosphaté, Sulfotepp
46 1•' lothyi cyciohaxyl 4-chlorophenyl thlophosphata
47 Dlothyl 4-rethyisulflnylphenyl thiophosphate
48 1•tithyi phosphcnlc difluorlde
49 Ethyl N-(dlethyl-dithiophosphorylacetyl) N-methylcarbamato
50 Dim3thyl ethyT^.ercaptcathyl thiophosphate
51 f'ustard gas, H
52 Dfethyl 4=dlmathyia.^inosuifonylphenyI thiophosphate
53 Dtrr.ethyl 2,2-d-ichiorovlnyi phosphate

.

-.
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Appendix II  

Draft Terms of Reference-for the Drawing up of the LD50 spectrum 

The terms of reference to be used in formulating the LD50 spectrum of chemical 

substances are as follows: 
*1 

1. All data 	for LD50 shall, in principle, be taken from documents or theses and 

articles already published or available. 

2. In arranging data to give a spectrum, the lowest value of LD50 of each chemical 

substance shall be used, regardless of application route, oral, subcutaneous, 

intraperitoneal, intravenous injection, inhalation, percutaneous, etc. 	The yardstick 

for the LD50 shall be mg/kg*2 and each value shall contain two significant figures. 

3. Any available data for animals used for experiments other than rddents shall be 

included for reference. 

4. The form of the spectrum shall le that chosen by the CCD. 

5. The research organization entrusted with work on the spectrum shall carry out 

its task of formulating the spectrum from a scientific standpoint. 

6. On completing ità work, the organization shall send the draft of the spectrum 

to the CCD, which Will ask for the views of the Member States. 

7. The CCD shall request the United Nations to provide the necessary funds. 

(Footnotes) 

*1. Should different values exist for the 'same chemical substance, one of the values 

might properly be selected as the spectrum value after due consideration of the 

different experimental conditions, but in principle the lowest value shall be adopted. 

However, the data for the other values should be included for reference. 

*2. In consideration of the fact that CWAs would be used mainly in the open, data 

obtained using other yardsticks, such as mg min/m3  (LCT50) or PPm should be included 

for reference. 
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CCD/529
22 March 1977

Original: ENGLISH

JAPAN

Some thoughts on the international control of chemical weapons

Introduction

The purpose of this working paper is to make some suggestions on the problem

of chemical warfare agents to be prohibited. A number of suggestions have been

made on the subject but so far have not goné beyond general remarks and have been

somewhat lacking in specific substâ,nce.

1. Recent trends in the deliberations on the question of banning chemical weapons

Ref_lect-ing--the positive- -efforts -made -up to that -time, -a-eommurii.qué -issued at

the summit talks between the USSR and the United States of America in July 1974

stated that "the United States and the Soviet Union will take a joint initiative

on banning the-môst dangerous, lethal means of chemical warfare". This gave us

hope for the early completion of a treaty banning chemical warfare, but that hope

has not yet come to fruition. ' As more and more people came to deplore the delay

in the deliberations on the subject, the United States expressed its views at the

spring session of 1976 (CCD/PV.702); an informal expert meeting suggested by the

Federal Republic. of'Germany was hold in the summér session; and the British draft

convention was submitted in the last stage of that session. During thé

Committee's deliberations over this period, the problems of "chemical warfare

agents to be prohibited" and "control of chemical weapons" were treated as follows.

(1). Chemical warfare agents to be prohibited

A number of 3ugbe::;tiono wore made on the definition, category and scope of

chemical warfare agents to be prohibited. The prevailing view which emerges from

these suggestions is that we should prohibit all lethal chemical agents by adopting

criteria of purpose; that we should adopt a criterion of toxicity as one of the

criteria for determining the individual agents to be prohibited; and that chp:.ical

warfare agent:; should be divided into two categories, namely, single-purpoae agents

to be used only for warfare, and ddal-purpose agents'to be used for both peaceful

and warlike purposes.

GE.77-83157
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(2) Control of chemical weapons 

The problem of verification is at the core of the deliberations. Among the 

Western and non-aligned countries, the prevailing view is that international 

verification is necessary; among the Eastern countries, the prevailing view is that 

national means , are-in principle.enough. In spite of a number of suggestions, a 

clue to agreement has not yet been found. 

However, thefollowing views . have been recognized: it is necessary that we  
Should conduct on-site inspections in order to ensure that specific acts such as 

the destruction of stockpiled agents are carried out; and it is possible that 

national means Should be supplemented without unjustifiable interference, by on-site 

inspections under international control, including some form.of seal, the use of the 

camera and so on, in order to control production. These views do not go beyond the 

conceptual stage; they need to be further explored  and.. made.  more concrete. 

2. Our thoughts and suggestions on international control of chemical - weapons  

With the - aimof contributing to the solution of the problems described above 

we investigated to see whether or not there was some effective treaty now in force 

which could serve our purpose. • We. have found that the system of agents to be 

regulated in a treaty on the control of narcotic drugs and psychotropic drugs has 

many similarities to a chemical-warfare ban treaty—which is also concerned with 

controlling chemical substances—and can be useful for our purpose. This is 

the Single Convention on Narcotic Drs, 1961, as amended (hereinafter referred - to 

as the Narcotic Drugs Convention), to which, as of I March 1977, 109 countries, 

including most members of the CCD, are Parties. Referring to this Convention, we 

would like to suggest the following: 	. 

(1) Chemical warfare agents 

There are a vc:iety of chemical warfare agents to be prohibited, and hence it 

is virtually impossible, in the brief wording of a treaty, to provide specifically 

for their definition, category and scope. Therefore, in addition to criteria of 

.lcurpose,. which have received almost unanimous support, we suggest the compilation 

of some tables of the chemical warfare agents to be prohibited, • We should throw 

the net of a comprehensive ban over (i) chemical warfare agents and chemical weapon., 

or munitions, equipment and means of delivery, and (ii) activities connected with 

their development,  production,  stockpiling, acquisition,. etc. 	We Should. list in 

the tables  those chemicalwarfare agents over which.:.control by -treaty is at present 

considered desirable. 
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Chemical warfare agents as a whole.would be divided into categories in the

following three tables.

l'able I: ingle-purpose agents and their highly toxic derivatives;

Table II:' dual-purporA,; agent: and their highly toxic derivatives;

Tablo III: chemical ,ub;;tances with a high potential for use as chemical warfare

agents, other than those listed in tables I and II..

First of all, we should list. in table I chemical agents used only for warlike

purposes and their highly toxic derivatives, and we should place them-under a total

prohibition (for ex;npl.,.), nerve agents VX including their derivatives VE, VIvI, VG

and so on; musta.sds including their derivativea HId-1, HN-3 and so on). We should

list in table II dual-purpose agents for warlike and peaceful purposes and their

highly toxic derivatives; we should place them.under separate control. We are

then left with those chemical agents which are listed neither in table I nor in

table II. We should list.them in table-IIZ in.view of their high potentiality

for use as chemical warfare agents. Though the chemical substances to be listed

in table T.IT. ^^annot he ,i;;c.ci (lir(:ctly for warlike purpo:.c;s, wc! ;;hould prevent any

State party to the treaty from transforming those substances into chemical

weapons by imposing an obligation of notification on any State which is about to

perform such activities as production, stockpiling, development, etc.. In doing

so, wce can modify article I, sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), of the British draft to

read as follows:

"(a) chemi-;a1 agents listed in the annexed tables I-TII, of typés.and in

quantities that have.no justification for protective or other peaceful

purposes;

"(b) munitions, equipment or systems designed to fill up, install/ or deliver

agents spécified in tha preceding sub-paragraph (a) or chemical substances2-/

whiçh are intended to produce the same effect as agents specified in

sub-paragraph (.a) when fired munitions reach the targc:t."

Thur, we <;rn doline thc, ;lub jei:t-mat tcr :iimply and concretely, ,make the scope of the

trelty ç:lc.,:r, and c:la:::::ify ch::mic;al wr^cxfaru agents in tables I, II and III.

L/ The word "instal': i s inserted because some munitions, such as chemical
minus, clo not require to be delivured.

J The words "chcanical : ,ubctlncc :, " are in:,•crt<>•il Locau:,a binary che.•rnical
weapons should be prohibited.
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From the standpoint of control over these chemical weapons, we believe it quite 

effective to clrssify chemical warfare  agents in tables I, II and III. This line 

of thought stems from the formula employed in the Narcotic Drugs Convention, from 

the draft treaty,  and from our previous thoughts as embodied in the working papers 

subMitted by the Japanase delegation in the past (cap/430 , 466, 483 and 515). 

(2) Working procedure for. completion of the tables 

The following procedure is suggested for the work: 

(i) All toxic chemical agents whoca toxicity is above the agreed level Should be 

listed using the 1250 spectrum. A method of drawing up the lists has already 

. been suggested by Japan in its mdorking Paper: Draft of one form of LD50 

spectrum" (CCD/515). The preparation oflists of toxic chemical agents is 

already . under way as an IRPTC project of UN EP and may be very useful to us. 

(ii)Chemical'agents which are clearly not used at present and chemical substances 

which, to judge.from their characteristics as- chemical weapons (for'example 

shelf-life, perceptibility, volatility, explosion stability and so on; see 

the working paper of the Federal Republic . of Germany, CCD/458), are of low 

potential for use as chemical warfaraagents Should be deleted from the list 

referred to in paragraph (i). 

(iii)Chemical agents whose toxicity is below the agreed level but which are clearly 

used as àhemical weapone should be added. 	• 

(iv)From the above list, single-purpose agents Should be listed in table I, 

dual-purpese agants in table Maria the remaining agents in table III. 

An important point in this process is that the listing work can be done 

objectively by experts on the basis of a criterion of toxicity and other 

criteria. 	The tasks of deleting, adding, and-classifying chemical agents 

should be undertaken by an.informal expert meetingor an informal working . 

 group composed of qualified xports from CCD member and non-member countries, 

in accordance with a_procedure to be agreed upon by the State parties to the 

- treaty. The various criteria other than purpOse criteria are all supplementary 

means of carrying out this work. 

(3) Contribution to the eontrol of chemical weaponu 

This method, by which wo Gan detcrmine Gonoret:ly the chemical agents te be 

controlled by the treaty, will be useful, as explained below, from the standpoint of 

controlling-chemicaI weaponsin - order to_ensure.compliancewith the treaty. 

J 
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(a) In the event that the chemical agents listed in table I are to be destroyed 

on a phased bais,  th  u method makes it  casier  to work out a programme for their 

destruction; to establish procedures  f.r destruction according to the 

characteristics of individual chemical agents, and for on—site inspections; and to 

ascertain the amount -of destruction accomplished. 	 • 

(b) If the agents listed in table II are  to be brought under control, the method 

will be useful in preparing annual reports on the actual quantities of production, 

imports, stocks and so on needed for peaceful purposes, and in submitting 

estimates of requirements (the reader is referred to the procedure described in 

article 19 of the Narcotic Drugs Convention). 

(c) The method will facilitate periodic review of the tables. In particular, 

if it becomes clear that chemical substances of recognized potential for use as 

chemical warfare agents are in use for weapons, the method will make it easier 

to transfer those substances to table I or II. 

To sum up, the purpose of this working paper has been to present some 

suggestions concerning a number of proposals already submitted, as mentioned in 

the introduction, and also a suggestion onitem (ii) of the scheme suggested by 

the distinguished delegate of the United Kingdom at the 737th plenary meeting on . 

17 March 1977, entitled "Means of defining agents to be banned. We  have  also 

referred to item (iii) of that scheme, entitled "Verification problems 

(... destruction of stockpiles, data to be collected and exchanged by national 

verification s;stems)". 
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Working paper concerning incapacitating. chemical warfare agents

Introduction

In addition to chemicals that kill or permanently disable, chemicals which have

, temporary, incapacitating effects are potential chemical warfare agents. For this

reason, it is appropriate to•consider their inclusion in a future CW arms control

^ measure. The draft Conventions presented by the Socialist countries (CCD/361), Japan

(CCD/420), and the United Kingdom (CCD/512), all appear to place restrictions upon

, incapacitants, as well as on other agents. In addition, the 10-nation memorandum on CW

(CCD/400) would seem to advocate prohibition of incapacitants.

While the view that incapacitating agents should be subject to constraints appears

^ to be widely held, little information has beenpresented at the CCD.on this category of

agent. The only working paper dealing explicitly with incapacitating agenta was

presented by Canada in 1974 (CCD/433). That.paper examined the problem ofdefining

I
1
I
I
I
I
%D
8

compounds having significance as irritating or incapacitating agents. The purpose of

this paper is to present additional background material.

entc?What are incapacitating ago

As pointed out i.n Canadian working paper CCD/433, "incapaciting means having

physiological or mental ef!'c:c:ts which will render individuals incapable of normal

concerted physical or mental effort or both for a significant period of time after

exposure". The effects are intended to be temporary, resulting in no permanent damage.

Such effects may last for hours (or for days in extreme situations) after removal from

exposure.

In order to be effective militarily, incapacitatinCr agents must fill the basic

requirements common to all chemical agents: reasonable cost of manufacture from readily

available materials; a hieh degree of stability in storage as well as during and after

dissemination; capability of bcing.disseminated efficiently and a relatively short time

interval between (.xposure to the aE^ent and the onset of desired efi'ects. In a.iidit.ion,

the diffc:rc:ncc betwrc;n the effective and lethal do,cs of an agent must be wide enough to

permit the spontaneous recovery of most victims with no permanent after effects.

GE.77-83176
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The most important types of incapacitating agents are found in the following

categories:

(1) Ps.ychochemicale:. These compounds (usu^.lly indole, trypta•.:ine, or piperidine

derivatives) may be described as psychotropic, psychotogenic, psychotomimetic, or

hallucinogenic. The effects produced may include visual and aural hallucinations; a

sense of unreâ.lity; and changes in mood; behaviour, performance; memory-;-attitude,

concentration, perception, and thought processes. Representative agents of this-group

are 3-Quinuclidinyl Benzilate and Lysergio;Acid Diethylamide.

(2) Paral.ysants. Agents that interrupt nerve impulse transmission at the skeletal

neuromuscular junction (for example, curare) and those that block transmission in

autonomic ganglia (for example, hexamethonium) are found in this group.

(3) Pain producers. Physical irritants which have a persistent effect can be considered

incapacitating agents. Representative of this'group are urushiol (one of the active

principles of poison ivy) and bufotenine (a compound which is secreted by the common

toad and causes-intensive itching).

Effective dose and other definitional.criteria

Toxicity thresholds based on median le:hal dose are generally agreed to be a ûséful

supplement-to the general purpose criterion for defining which-chemicals are potential

lethal Ctil agents. În the Canadian paper CCD/414 this general appraach was extended.to

potential incapacitating C!J agents. It was suggested that: "A chemical compound or

element can be considered as a potential agent of war if it-has a median incapacitating

or irritating dosage of less than 500 mg. min/M3".

While determination of inedian lethal dosage is relatively straightforward,

measurement.of median effectivc: dosaf*c is much more complex. The experimental

procedure used will depend on the type of effect expected. Separate methods wôuld be

needed to determine effective dosage for each class of agents. One method for measuring

human mental performance, called the Nun,ber Facility Test (NF), employs a series of

addition problems, each consistine,of three randomly selected 1- or 2-digit numbers.

The score is the number correctly added within a 3-minute period. Other tests have been

developed. to measure eye-hand co-ordination and dexterity. The types of teats used for

animal testing are often based on conditioned reflex responses, physical endurance and

visual discrimination.
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Criteria based on chemical structure or physical properties, analogous to those

suggested for lethal agent:>, would appear to have little utility. Potential

incapacitating agents are so diverse that it does not appear possible to find any simple

definitional formula. In view of the lack of suitable technical criteria, consideratior

might be given to relyine :,olcly on the general purpose criterion.

Verification consideraticn:;

Generally speaking, the findings reached on verification of restrictions on lethal

agents will also apply to incapacitating agents. Inother words, the ability to verify

restrictions on development, production or stockpiling will be no better or worse for

incapacitating agents than for lethal agents.

Military role of incapacitating agents

While the potential military role for incapacitating agents has been discussed for

decades, such agents do not appear to have become a major component of CW stockpiles.

A key factor has undoubtedly been the unsuitability of currently known agents for

military purposes. If incapacitating agents were not eventually covered in a CW

agreement, however, increased eft'urt might well be devoted to ovarcoming these

shortcomings.

Conclusions

1. The view that limitations should be placed on incapacitating agents, as well.as on

lethal agents is widely shared.

2. In view of the lack of suitable technical criteria for defining potential

incapacitating agents, consideration might be given to relying solely on the general

purpose criterion.

3. Limitations on incapacitating agents do not appear to pose any novel verification

problems.

4. At present incapacitating agents do not appear to have become a major component of

CW stockpiles. Their role could increase, however, if they were not covered in a CW

agreement.
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Working paper concerning the verification of the presence of 
nerve agents, their decomposition products or starting  

materials downstream of chemical  production plants  

1.1. A NON-INTRUSIVE METHOD TO VERIFY A BAN ON THE PRODUCTION OF NERVE AGENTS  

One of the functions of an effective verification system with respect to a ban on 

the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons is to deter the 

production of chemical weapons, in particular the very dangerous nerve agents. To 

achieve adequate deterrence, procedures are necessary to ensure that a sufficient chance 

exists that clandestine production of nerve agents will be detected. 	On the other hand, 

one always strives for verification methods which are as non-intrusive as possible. 

As a contribution to solve part of the problems involved, a highly sensitive method 

will be described to analyse waste water downstream of chemical production plants and to 

compare this with an upstream sample with the purpose of detectine the presence therein 

of nerve agents, their decomposition produets or starting materials. 	The analytical 

procedure may be carried out in every laboratory equipped with a as  chromotograph and 

the method is sufficintly sensitive to  dive  - positive indication even.  after extensive 

water purification. 

From the results it may be concluded that the reported procedure gives a practicallà 

unambiguous and simple yes or no answer to the question whether nerve agents, their 

decomposition products or starting materials are present or not. After a positive 

detection -- which would only make the plant suspected -- a visit to the plant could be 

made to reveal the identity of the product manufactured. 

1.2. BASIS OF THE METHOD  • 	. 

The nerve agents are organophosphorus compounds and strUcturally related te 

pesticides. Generally both types of compounds may be prepared in similar production 

plants. However, an important structural difference between both types of compounds . 
exists. 	The majority of the nerve agents is related to methylphosphonic acid (I), 

GE.77 -84205 
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whereas most of the commerciall av- ilabl^ o h h d h h h
1

y rganop osp or us pestiici es ave p oZ) p oric

acid (II) as their b--sic structure apart from a few pesticides based on I which generally

nave an experimental statu s

HO HO 0,^.

Ii3C '0H HO OH

II

The Japanese delegation to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament drew

attention to the fact that the phosphurus-carbon bond is not cleaved under mild

decomposing conditions. Besides gaz chromatography in combination with a specific

detection was mentioned as a suitable method to detect organophosphorus compounds at

very.low concentrations^6)

I
I
^
I
I

A verification procedure, based on the above-mentioned considerations, is presented

in this report. Samples from thc:.Iihine and Méuse, both considered as hcavily polluted

rivers, were used as models for substantially diluted waste water downstream of chemicaAM

production plants.. As such the procedure provides a rather non-intrusive inspection

method. Ethyl S-2-di-isopropylaminoethyl methylphosphonotioate (VX).

C H 0 025

'SCH2CH2N(i.C3H7)2

was used as.a représentative of the nerve agents.

I
I
I

the. procedure in part 2 the ultimate proccadure is described in part 3- Part 4 comprises

some results obtained on application of the ultimate verification procedure on Rhine and

17euse•river water-samhles. some directions for.future work conclude the report as

part 5.
1

After a discussion of the investigations concerning the different aspects of

I
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2. -EVALUATION.OF THE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE: 

2.1. Materials  

lthin river water samples were collected from the Lek at Bergambacht and analysed 

by the Dune Water Works of the H2gue. The Meuse river was sampled at Keizerzveer and 

analysed by the Drinking Water Works of Rotterdam. The samples were stored in a 

refrigerating room. The chemical analyse s .  of the water samples are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Chemical analyses of Rhine'and Meuse river samples 

component 
Meuse Rhine 

12-12- 1 73 , 12-8- 1 74i20-11- 1 748-1-'75 25-8-'75 3-3-'76'23-2- 1 7 6  
1 

1 

	

(m8/1). 230 	: 175 	1 168 	: 83 	140 	. 196 	; 	37 
" 	89 	i 	86 	1 	85.  • 	59 	1 	70 	; 	94 	! 	54 

	

140 	: 146 	1 156 	146 	149 	: 193 	: 134 

	

11.5 . 	10.8 	12.2 	14.0 	_ 12.7 	17.6 ! 	17.0 

	

4.4 	: 	1.7 ; 	2.2 	1.5 , 	1.0 i 	2.6 ' 	1.9 

	

0.62 1 	0.55! 	0.75 	0.411 	0.98! 	0.97' 	0.73 
it 	1 	].95 ! 	1.27! 	1.70 	1.10 1 	1.61 ! 	1.92; 	1.4 

	

6.2 	I 	7.8 ! 	5.9 	8.0 ! 	5.5 ; 	8.2 : 	6.9•

64 	' 	10 	I 19 	46 	! 	33 	; 	23 	1 	26 1
•

1 	. 

(J.g/1 ) 

(m 3/sec)i 

!chloride 
;sulphate 
!bicarbonate 
!nitrate 
'Kjeldahl nitrogen ! 
!orthophosphate 
I unfiltered 1 
!total organic carbon 
!silt 
;cholinesterase 
: inhibition in 
: parathion eq. 
;pH 	• 
;flow 

11 

It 

Lobith. 
4. 	Lith. 

For each experiment new . glassmare was used to preclude cross-contamination. 

32P-labelled methylphosphonicacid (specific activity 1 mCi/g) and 
32
P-labelled VX 

-(specific activity 20 mCi/g) as 

:synthesized in this laboratory. 

solution (7) . 

2.2 -. Hydrolysis 	- 

As stated in Chapter 1 gas 

well as the corresponding unlabelled compounds were 

Diazomethane was prepared and used. in diethyl ether 

chromatography in combination with a specific phosphorus 

detection is a suitable technique for the tracing of nerve agents in water at very low 

concentrations. To make the gas chromatographic picture as simple as possible 

(section 2.6) a complete hydrolysis : should be carried_out after which most 
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phosphorus-containing nerve agents will present themselves as methylphosphenic-acid 

(equation 1), where-3 organophosphorus pest'lides will give rise to phosphoric acid 

(equation 2). 

Example of III: VX, in which.R = C_H
5 
 and X = SCH2CH2N(i.C 3117 ) 2  

z  

Sarin, -in - which R = i.C
I
H.7 - and X = F. 
 . 

RO - -.0(S) 	• 	R-0 	P 	 -HO 	• 0 

. Example of V: Parathion, in which_ R = C 2H5, and X = 0C 6H4NO2-p and 

o(s) 	o 

A strong acidic  medium iS a prerequisite to ensure a complete hydrolysis of both 

chemical warfare agents and pesticides with chemical. formulae represented in 

equations 1 and 2 respeCtively. Moreover the procees of hydrolysis should take place 

in a reasonable period of time. 	In order to establish optimum conditions, hydrolytic 

data of a number of organophosphorus compounds were collected. 

In addition to some hydrolytic half-life values derived from literature a number of 

model compounds has been selected to determine their rates of hydrolysis. Experiments 

were carried out in 1 ml sealed glass ampoules containing 0.5 ml of 0-05 . M Sodium citraLci 

citric acid buffer at pH 3. The concentration of the•different model compounds was 

0.02 11.. The-ampoules were heated in an oil-bath at 150°C. 	From the quantitative 

analysis of the reaction mixture using high-voltage paper electrophoresis, paper.  

chromatography, gae chromatography and ultraviolet spectroscopy the respective hydrolytic 

half-life values were determined(.13) Table 2 comprises hydrolytic data of a 

- representative of the nerve agents (VX), of some pesticides (Parathion, Disyston and 

DDVP) and of intermediatesthat might-appear.during,hydrolysis, 	To.motivate tte . 

prenence - of oowe-of the ,Je'intermediates•it'is to  be: romarke d. 	in 	acid hydrolysi, 

of nerve agents (equation 1) and pesticides (equation 2) to I and. II respectively, the 
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or +
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is tcmp,
° (h)

ref.
; , . v atr naaw ( C)

I C2H5 0\ ^ .. v'2
110 0:24 -

P

H3C^ SCN2CH211(i.C3H7)2

2 C2H50 0
\ 4

ethyl hydrogen oethyl-
h h 13. P onatep osp 0 10 -

H3C/ \OX

3 C2850 0 ethyl hydrogen methyl-
\ p,/ thiophosphonate 130 9.8 :: -

C/d `Sti.3

4 HO 0 oethylphosphonothioie
P acid 130. 0.36

-

:. . t
CH3 SIR

S C2H50^ 'S Parathion 70 .21 .13

P
H0/ ^oc

,0
11

-

C2 5
6 6 2

p

6 C2H50^ 0 Yaraoaôo 70 23= ,13

P

0/ OH N0C,2 5 C6B4 2-p

7
C ?50

0 diethyl.hydrogeo phos-
'phata . .. 170 82 -

C2HS0'. 08

8 C 9 0, 0

2 5
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.130 1.42 -

^ ^H0 OH

9 C2HS0 0, diethyl hydiogeo phos-
p

H ^ ^
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.SHC2 50

10 C H 0 S
^ •2 5 \

Disystoa 70 62x 13
.

P

H 0 , CH CH S H. C2 5 ; 2, S C2
S

11- C2HS0\.•^S.. diethyl S-hydrogén phor-
i

130 0.97 -

P

HC 0^ \5H

phorod thioata

32

j2 HO 0 nonochiophosphoric acid 52.8 1.2 ,.,14

P
,, .

HJ/ \SH'

13 CR3% 00, DDpP 10 3.4= 13

P

C1130 OCH(;C12

14 C11 0 0
P

dinethyL hydrogen phos-
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100 110 IS

CH30^ bit

IS f0 0
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100 0.25 9
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hydrolysis of the intr^r.medi,t. -l.,y formed zll:,yl h,ydroT;cn methylphosphonato (IV) and dialkyl

hydrogen phosphate ('II) is the rnlv, dotermii:;.ng step. Therefcre hydrolytic data on

these compounds are included.

`J'hf! rats of hydrolyois of phosphates and phosphona.tes are known to be
(0

pH-dependent. The hydrolysi.: of alkyl dihydrogen phosphates'J)generally shows a maximum

rote at pIT AI; the h,ydrol-y^i ; rates of' dia.lkyl hydrogen phosphate(s10 )and phosphonatJll'i

rise progressively when lôwering the pH-value. Thiophospha.te(s12)show a maximum rate at

pH 3. As @. compromise and for practical reasons a pH 3 was selected for all hydrolysis

experiments: acidic.solutions below pH 3 may affect the performances (e.g. the capacity)

of the anion-exchange column in the second step of the procedure (section 2-3)-

A temperature of 130°C was selected to obtain measurable rates of hydrolysis in a

four-days period.

From Table 2 it may be concluded that nerve agents, pesticides and their

decomposition products hydrolyse to I and II respectively in a reasonable period of time

at pI1 3 and 130°C. In the ultimate procedure the temperature was increased to 1600C to

obtain a. complete hydrolysis of organophosphorus esters in 24 hours.

2.3. Isolation and concentration

After the hydrelysis the water samples of the Rhine and the Meuse river are passed

through glass-fibre papers to remove solid particles ( silt) preceding the use of the

anion-exchange column. In this way the resin could be reused by means.of a

regeneration proces.,*/ and a possible disturbance of the sample flow through the column

was excluded. The adsorption of I onto the solid particlos in the river samples is

negliLible as was determined by means o: 32P-labelled I. After filtration through

the filter paper ng quantities of I were recovered_quantita.tively in the eluate.

A strong anion-exchange resin [type O-N(CH 3)3 is used to adsorb the methyl-

phosphonate anion from the hydrolysed water samples. A simultaneous adsorption of

other anions occurs e.g. chloride, sulphate and. phosphate, which are generally present

in excess when compared with the amount of compound I. The bicarbonate ion and other

anions or weak acids are not adsorbed. A 2-3 fold excess in adsorption capacity of

the anion-exchange column is used which is based on the average amount (3.5 meq.) of

anions present in 0.5 litre of Rhine water in addition to the methylphosphonate ion and

the added amount (about 3 meq.) of hydrochloric acid used to adjust the pli to 3. The

first experiments were carried out with the commercially available anion-excha.nge resin

^ According,;.to BIO-RAD: (step 1) re'sin-C1--7' + NaOH ^ resin-OW• (step 2)

resin-OH + formic acid -^ resin-formate'

I
I
I
I
I
I

a
I
I

I
I
I

I
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Amberlite 1U-400 in the chloride (Cl . 7r ) form. 	On a column packed with this resin a 

quantity. of 0.1 meq.-of the methylphosphonate anion proved to be adsorbed incompletely 

from one litre of the water sample. 	50-60 per cent of the added amount of I was not 

retained-on the coluMn. A quantitative adsorption of I was obtained when  the • resin was 

converted into the formate (HCOO -") form. 	H.terwards a commercially available resin, , 

 type. BIO-RADAG 1-X8 HCO0'..Jwas used. By means of a breakthrough chromatogram:Using a 

0.5 litre sample containing 815 mg of chloride or 1200 mg of sulphate and 225 g of - • 
32
P-labelled I it waa found -that during the isolation I moved_as a_narrow.band:on .the . 

 column in front of the chloride and the sulphate ions. Compound I eluted from the 

column only when the anion-content in the watersample surpassed the anion-exchange . 	'- 

capacity of the column. • 

After the passage of the water sample the resin is washed-with methanol - to remove : 

the interstitial water together with some neutral andbasic compounds present in the''' 

original water . sample, .It is important that. the  hydrochloric acid-methanol solution, 

which is then used to elute the methylphosphonate anion,.is dry because- the subsequent 

evaporation of this solution in the-presence of water.gives rise to considerable losses 

. of compound I. 	• 	 • 	 • 	• 	 •• • 	•  

A recovery of  compound I amounting.to 75-100 percent-was found after.evaporation 

as was checked by experiments with 52P-labelled I, 	- 

2.4. Derivatization  

Compound I itself cannot be gan chromatographed but has to be converted into a 

volatile derivative to achiç:ve a sensitive  as  chromatographic detection and separation. 

The compound was transformed into dimethyl methylphosphonate  usine diazomethane in 
(7) diethyl ether solution . The yield of the esterification was nearly quantitative _ 

(95 per cent) as determined by gas chromatography (Chapter 3). Other acids such as 

phosphoric aeid and sulphuric acid'are methylated simultaneously. These acids may be 
_ 

present in the ion-exchange column eluate comdng from the original water saMple  and 

 trapped on the zesin together with compound I. 

2.5 	 • Clean-up 	- 

This part of the complete verification procedure was introduced to obtain a proper' 

gas chromatographic analysis of dimethyl methylphosphonate as outlined in section 2.6. 

Ether as well as methanol are removed from the esterified sample (section 2.4) by 

means of builing under reflux in a Vireux  column until a residual volume of 3-4 ml 

perbiâts.  This concentration sten bac checked by means . of a number of experiments With 

mixtures containing 10 ml of benzene, 10 ml of ether, 1 ml of methanol and 3g of 

dimethyl methylphosphonate. is recovery of 90-100 per cent of the phosphonate was found 

as determined by gat chromatographic analysis. 



(R0) 2P(0)CH, 

R = ) 
relative. 
retention 

113  • 

C
2
H
5 

n.C 71.1 
7 

i.c 35 

1.33 

2.07 

5.53 

1.58 

2.1 

4.0 

4.1 
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The procedlire aCcording to reference 16  usine a small silica gel column removes • 

I the majority of trimethyl phosphate and dimethyl sulphate from the methylated sample

•  solution. Details of the gas chromatographic interferences of dimethyl sulphate are 	. 

given in section 4. 	The silica gel column is successively eluted with benzene, ethyl 	II 
acetate, and methanol. 	It was found that the benzene fraction contains mainly dimethyl 

IIsulphate, the.ethyl. acetate fraction trimethyl phosphate and the first ml of the methanol 

fraction about 80 per cent of the added amount of dimethyl methylphosphonate. 	 . 

2.6. Cas chromatographic analysis. 	 • 
II For the'separation of dimethyl methylphosphonate and trimethyl phosphate the 

performances (e .g. • resolution and peak gymmetry) of a number of. different stationary 

phases such as SE-30, QF-1, FFAP ›  0V-225, DEGS and Triton X-305 were evaluated. Triton I 

X-305 turned out to be the best. 

The optimum column temperature was found to be 140-150°C. Due to an increased II 
column bleeding at higher temperatures the column-life decreased considerably whereas 	. 
an increase in detector noiseand detector contamination occurred. 	

II 
Besides the - use of diazomethane for the esterification of -  methylphosphonic acid 

and phosphoric acid it is possible to use other diazoalkanes. The resolution of the III- resulting trialkyl phosphates and dialkyl methylphosphonates may be expressed by: 

. 	tr(trialkyl phosphate)-tr(dialkyl methylphosphonate) 	. • 
Rs - 2 	 (3) 

II y (trialkyl phosphate)+y(dialkyl methylphosphonate) 	.__. . .. 

where Rs stands for the resolution,  t 	tbf! retention time and y for the peak width 

at  the base. The results together with  the  retention time relative to• dimethyl 

methylphosphonate are given in Table 3. 

. Table 3 
Resolution and retention times relative to dimethyl methylphosphonateI/  

of a number of methy1phosphonates -and  phosphates 	 

(110)
3
P(0) 

relative 
R = 	 retention 

	

1.00 	 CH
3  

	

1.29 	 C2H5 

	

2.57 	 n.0
3
H
7  

	

1.09n/ 	 i.0
3
H
7  

1/ Retention time is 200 sec, column temperature 140°C, for further gas 
chromatographic •conditionn see Chapter - 5 

II/ Tailing peak. 

resolution 
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From the results given in Table 3 it might be concluded that it is advisable to 

prepare either the ethyl or the n.propyl esters instead of the methyl esters. 

Nevertheless the use of the methyl esters is to be preferred for the following reasons: 

(a) Dimethyl methylphosphonate is detected. at least two times more sensitive 

than . diethyl methylphosphonate and dipropyl methylphosphonate. 

(b) When using the ethyl esters or n. propyl esters the arilysis time will be 

increased two or four times respectively in comparison with that needed for 

the methyl esters. 

(c) Méthanol is used as a main component of the eluent system to desorb 

methylphosphonic acid from the anion-exchange column. In that case the 

use of diàzomethane
(17)is recommended. 	. 

Owing to its specificity for organophosphorum compounds the thermionic detector 

was the detector of choice. The mean lowest detectable: amount of dimethyl 

methylphosphonate proved to be 0.23 ng (range 0.15-0.30 ng). The maximum injection 

volume was found to be 5 J-1.  Mare  solvent volume caused an extinction of the 

detector - flame. 

Dimsthyl methylphosphonate can  be identified by means of its retention index 

according to KOvàt412 ? The index amounts to 1427' when determined at 170°C on 

Triton X-305 as a stationary phase. Under these conditions trimethyl phosphate, which 

will be detected as well, has a retention index of 1483. 

To prove unam"-igumusly that the peak ascribed to dimethyl methylphosphonate is not - 

due to the presence of a non-phosphorus compound in relatively high concentration, the 

thgrmionic detector was  used in combination with a flame ionization detector. 	In case o: 

a non-phosphorus compound the last mentioned detector will give a relatively high pressure 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE 

From the results outlined in the preceding Chapter the following method was 

selected to verify the presence of nerve agents or their decomposition products in 

waste water. 

Hydrolysis:  The hydrolysis is carried out in sealed 750 ml Carius tubes containing 	• 

500 ml water samples adjusted to pH 3 using 0.5 N hydrochloric acid. The tubes are 

heated in an oil-bath at 160°C during 24 hours. 
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vol. 100 ml

Figure 1. Pea.r-chapeii f1ask to concentrate the column eluate.
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Isolation and concentration; After filtration through glass-fibre paper (Whatman, GI'/A)

the hydrolyzed sample is pa.ssed through an anion-exchange column (length 20 cm, i.d. llmm)

packed with AG 1-X8 (formate form, B IO-RAD) at a flow rate of 1-2 ml/min. After tYié

passage of the sample the exchange column 'ïs'washed with *30-ml of methanol. * Methÿl-

phosphonic acid and other acids adsorbed on the resin are eluted at a flow rate of

0.5-1 ml/min with 20 ml of acidified (with gaseous hydrochloric acid up to 3N) methanol.

The eluate, collected in a pear-shaped flask (Fig. 1),.is concentrated to a volume of less

than 1 ml by evaporation in a water-bath maintained at 50°C, using a gentle stream of air.

Derivatization: A solution of diazomethane, generated from N-methyl-N-nitroso-p-toluene-

suiphonamide and potassium hÿdroxidé(7), in ether is added to the residue of the eluate

until a yellow colour persists. The mixture is allowed to stand for 15-20 minutes.

The excess of diazomethane is removed by means of a few droplets of acetic.acid.

Clean-up procedure: After the addition of 10 ml of benzene the methylated,,.:solution is

concentrated by boiling under reflux using a Vigreux column (length 19 cm,:i.d. 11.-mm)

until a residual volume of 3-4 ml. To prevent bumping of the boiling liquid use-is

made of a device consisting of a glass bar bent in a U-form(7) During bôiling the

pear-shaped part of the reaction fls.sk "(Fig. 1) is immérsed in an oil-bath, which is

gently heated from room temperaturé up to 160°C iri tYie course of 45 minutes.

Silica gel, after pretreatment by heating for 48 hoizrs at 135°C, is partially

deactivated by shaking with 3 per cent (w/w) distilled water. After four hours the gel

is ready for use. To a column (length 19 cm, i.d. 8 mm) plugged with glass wool 1 g of

the silica gel is added, followed by 2 g of arihydrous sodium* sulphate(16). The column

is prewashed with 10 ml of hexane. Thé sample solution is transferred to the silica

gel column which is successively rinsed with 16 ml of benzene, 24 ml of ethyl acetate

and 8 ml of methanol at a flow rate of 0.2=0.4 ml/min. 'The eluates of benzene, ethyl

acetate and the initial 1 ml of methanol are collected separately. The methanol

fraction is set aside for further use.

Gas chromatography: The gas chromatographic analyses are carried out on a Becker gas

chr+matograph, type 409, equipped with a thermionic detector (TID), type 712. The

coiled glass column (length 2 m, i.ci. 1.5 mm) is packed with Chromosorb W-AW/DMCS 80-100

mesh coated with Triton X-305 (25 per cent w/w) after sieving in the particle range

from 149-177 Pm. The column, injector and detector are maintained at 150, 200 and

200°C respective lÿ. , Gas flôw rates are 40 ml/min for nitrogen, 65 ml/min for hydrogen

and 250 mi/min for air. Because of the use of a splitter at the end of the column.

[ratio (3:1)] only 20 ml of nitrogen pro minute reached the TID detector. The remaininn

part is led to a flame ionizatiôn detector. Maximum sample volumes of 5}zl can be

injected. Reference samples of comparable concentration are used for quantitative

measurements.
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q. APPLICAT IOId AND D ISCUSS I0i':

.Once developed t:ie complete verificatior" procedure was cherked by adding varying

quantities (0.1 }ah - 1 mg) of vn to 1 li.trf: of demineralized watt-:r and Rhine river water.

Based on dimethyl methylphosplionate a mean recovery of 73 11 per cent was obtained

in demineralized water. The clean-up part of the procedure was omitted in this case.

Considerable concentrations of phoophoric acid (approximately 0.2 mg/litre) were found

which were detected as trimethyl phosphate by gas chromatography. Phosphoric acid is

probably released from the wall of the glassware during hydrolysis._.

Samples obtained after the addition of a relatively high quantity (1 mg) of VX to

1 litre of Rhine river water were ana.lysed similarly. A clean-up of the sample before

the gas chromatographic analysis proved to be unnecessary because no interfering

substances were present at that concentration level and the comparable amounts of

dimethyl methylphosphonate and trimethyl phosphate could be sufficiently separated by

ga.s chromatography. Based on dimethyl methylphosphonate a recovery of 70 ± 1% (n=6)

was obtained.

In the analytical procedure carried out with small quantities of VX (0.1-1 ug)

added to 1 litre of Rhine river water the clean-up method had to be introduced because of

interferencesin the gas chromatographic analysis. First of all separation of small

amounts of dimethyl methylphosphonate from a"1000 fold excess of trimethyl phosphate

proved to be insufficient because of overlapping of the peaks. Moreover dimethyl

sulphate interfered seriously in the detection of dimethyl methylphosphQnate.
Depending

on the hydrogen flow the thermionic detector gave negative or positive peaks for dimethyl

sulphaté which influenced the response of dimethyl methy?.phosphonate, because of peak

overlap. Dimethyl sulphate was identified by the combination of ,-,as chromatography and

mass spectrometry (type JEOL JMS-OI-SG). It is most.proba.bly formed by methylation.of

sulphuric acid present.in the Rhine river samples (concentration level of sulphate

= 80 mg/litre). The interferences of excess trimethyl phosphate and dimethyl sulphate

could be overcome when using a..clean-up of the methylated sample before the gas

chromatographic analys^.i;;. In this way it hroved to be possible to analyse concentra.tions

of VX addedto Rhine river water samples down to 250 ng/litre. Based on dimethyl

meth,ylphosphonate a recovery of 80-90 per cent was found in Rhine river samples taken

25 Auguat 1975.
These recoveric:s were corrected for an amount of dimtthyl methylpl,oaphonatc

(0.7-0.8 )ig/litre) detected in the same Rhine river samples to which no VX was added.

The identity of this compound was approved by mass fragmentogra.phy on a. Finnigan

quadrupole gas chromatograph-mass spectrometér, type 3100-003D. The pea.k was scanned a^

three characteristic m/e values: 79, 94 and 109 which correspond with (CH30)P(0)H' ,

(CH3U)I'(0)H(CI13) + ). ^.nil (CI^l3)ZP(0)'' * . . The f^eak intensity ratio was 6:4-4:1 which

I
1
I
^
I
I

41
1
I
I
1
1
I
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equals the result obtained with a reference sample of dimethyl methylphosphoneté -, -  'Owing 

to t4mall:amountrthe - intensity of the - molecular ion waà too small for scanning, 

Later-on the same  compound  'Was detected in'thè Rhine river saMples of '3 .  March 1976 

(conc. 760 ng/litre). and - 4n the Meuse  river -sample of 23-F .bruary , 1976 (18,10 ,ng/litre). 

Obviously one or more emission sources in or at both rivers give rise. to the presence 

of a compound containing a PCH
3 
 group in the molecule. - LiteratUra gives no indication 

that such compounds occur 4n nature. 	It is known that a number of insecticides 

containing,a P-Cbondare commercially available e.g:: Dyfônate (ethy1S-phenyl 

ethylphcsphonodithioate): .  As  a result  of the  described analytidal Prôdedure dimethyl 

ethylp11951#1911ate will-result. —Apcording.to:itsretentionHindex- (1468) this:»compound . 

Will not - interfére'in'the g as  dhrôMatographic analysis of dibethyl : Methlphosphonate 
(5) (retention indexy1421/. gge-section2.6). -  However, Mecarphon -,tcj tnr-knowledge the . 

only commercially available pesticide containing a"PCH
3 

grolip will give rise'tô dimethyl 

methylphosphonate:on. application of the analytical proceduré:and Will - thus interfere  in 

the verification process. 

As stated in section 2.6 the mean lowest amount.of dimethyl methylphosphonate 

detectable by gas chromatography (section. 2.6).. is 0.23 ng of:dimethylmethylphosphonaté 

or 250 ng of VX per litre of water, being corrected for a mean recovery of 80 per cent 

and  an -Original .i,ieter - bample'vôltite  of  0.5 litrè, - Which was boncentratedtà a volUffie of 

1 ml, :This:meansthat:if a plant carries:off . at.least 5 kg of Vor..an equivalent 

quantity of its decomposition products or_starting materials in 24 hours into a river . 

with a flow of 250 m - /sec it will be detected. A survey of advanced waste treatment 

technology has revealed that carbon . adsorption processes' would be caPablé of rédncing 

a concentration of 1 mg/litre Cf phosphorus_containing insecticides in a waste Stream_ 
' (4) 

-4) less than 1).1g/litre 	. 	This concentration lies well above thp . detection limit of 

the procedure described. 

As to the Possible présence of PCI-1.
3 
_containing compounds may also be - due to a ' 

naturalor industrial background a reference sample upstream of the chemical production 

plant has to be. analysed in addition to a downstream sample. 	 . 

5. FUTURE WORK 

Further research is needed to get acquainted with the natural or industrial 

occurrence of compounds which will deliver dimethyl methylphosphonate after application 

of the described procedure. 

Experiments will be carried wit to investigate the applicability of the procedure in 

case of binary nerve agent systems in which the nerve agent is formed by mixing two 

compounds during the delivery of the projectile to its target. 
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I. 

HUNGARY 

À possible method of defining toxic chemical  ans  

Numerous working papers have been submitted to the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament, which are based primarily on the "step by step" approach, and in addition 

to the "general purpose Criterion" use some other specific criteria in their attempts 

atliefining theichetical agents to be covered by the prohibition. 

A number of definitions have been offered for "chemical agents .... which .... have 

the highest lethal effects" (CCD/346), "super-toxic chemical warfare agents" 

(CCD/PV.631) or "most dangerous lethal means of chemical warfare" (CCD/PV:642 and 643). 

Howeversuch definitions are in practice subject to various interpretations 

Several suggestions have been made to list the chemical agents to be.included in 

the prohibition, and some of the working papers.already contain such lists in annexes 

(CCD/335, 365, 414, 430, 515, 529). Such lists,.however,..can be valid or can serve as 

examples only at a given moment. 

Suggestions have also been made to define the chemical agents to be prohibited by 

reference to chemical structures or formulae (CCD/320, 365, 374, 333). However, this 

approach is possible only with identical groups of agents, but toxic chemical warfare 

agents do not all belong to the same group. • 

Besides the "general purpose criterion", a great number  of  working papers have 

proposed the use of the toxicity level. Most of them have proposed using the LID
50 

and 
LCt50 levels, and have also suggested certain thresholds. 

The following thresholds, for example, have been suggested for LD 50 : 

- 0.5 mg/kilogram (CCD/320, 335 and 374) 

- 1 mg/kilogram (CCD/322 and 373) 
- 30 mg/kilogram (CP/515). 

GE.77 -88810 

I 
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For LCt50 the following thresholds have been suggested:

- 35,000 mg.min/m3 (C®/430)

- 3,000 mg.min/ m3 (CCD/473)

. )- 2,350 mg. min/m3. _06®ï372
.

_
500 mg.min/3m (CCD/414). -

We believe that in the case of a"step by step" approach it is sufficient and may

be uriequivocal to use a joint definition of the "general purpose criterion" together

with the toxicity value.

Thus the'scôpe of the prohibition shottld be worded as follows:

"(1) Chemical agents of a toxicity value under LU50 -

= x mg/kilogram or LCt50 - y mg.min/m3,. and in quantities that have no justification

for peacéful purposes."

This definition, where the values of "x" and "y" are properly chosen,,yould

providé the following possibilities:

- (a) Taking ID 50 = 200 mg/kilogram or LCt 50

- 200,000 mg.min/m3, the ban would cover all toxic chemical warfare agents, including

a significant-part of irritants and psychotoxic agents. (See agents below line.(a),

in Annex I)

(b) Taking I1)5^ =.10 mg/kilogram or LCt50 -

= 50,000 mg.min^ 3, the.ban would cover practically all lethal chemical warfare
m

agents but would exclude irritants, psychotoxic agents and defoliants. (See agents

below line M in L:;ney. I)

(c) Taking ID 50 = 3'mg/kilogram or LCt50 -

= 3,000 mg-min/.3, the bazt-rould cover supertoxic agents, first of all nerve gases

and supertoxic solids. (See agents below line (c) in'Annex I)

A further possibility of simplification lies in the fact tlk,t, when the value-of

LCt50 is measured and when the body-weight of the test animal and the amount of air

the animal breathes per minute are 1mo4m, the value of LCt50 can be converted to ID
50

by the following formula:

LD50 (inhaled) = (LCt,,, value) . (inhaled air

body-weight

The LCt50 value should be given in mg.min/m3f the amount of inhaled air in

m3/min and the body-weight in kg.

t
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In this case the prohibition may be worded as follows:

"(1) Chemical agents of a toxicity value under LD50 =

= x mg/kilogram (inhaled or subcutaneous), and in quantities that have no

justification for peaceful purposes."

This definition, when the value of "x" is properly chosen, would provide the

following possibilities:

(a) Taking LD50 = 200 mg/kilogram, the ban would cover all toxic chemical

warfare agents, including irritants and psychotoxic agents. (See agents below line (a)

in Annex II)

(b) Taking LD 50 = 30 mg/kilogram, the ban would cover alllethal chemical

warfare agents. (See agents below line (b) in Annex II) '

(c) Taking LD50 = 3 mg/kilogram, the ban would cover supertoxic agents.

(See agents below line (c) in Annex II)

Conclusion

Though we continue to advocate a total ban on all chemical warfare agents, like

the other co-sponsors of draft convention CCD/361 and most other countries, vie believe

that in..drafting a possible partial ban the use of the LD50 value is feasible, and it

would make much more concrete the scope of the prohibition, covering also binary and

multicomponent weapons.
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AIvZIEX I

The LD50 and LCt50 values of some chemical agents

and their possible thresholds

LD 50 LCt50

mg/1<g mg.min/m3

I
I
I

1
I
I
I.

1000 -L Solids, liquids vapours, gases,
aerosols

(a) defoliants

100
CS, DZ CS, BZ I

+ 100,000

(b)

3

1

0.1

10

(c)

Chlorine
Hydrogen cyanide
Phosgene

binary
agents

0.01

0.001 J_

Mustard gas

T
supertoxic solids nervi gases

. I ,T
carbamates V-agents

1,000,000

50,000

10,000

3,000

1,000

100

1 ,o
1

:0.0001 ^ l 0.1

• (- ^
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The 
 50 

values of some chemical agents 

and possible thresholds 

1.1 50 (inhaled, subcutaneous) 

med.logram 

1000 

(a)  

Chemical agents 

- defoliants 

100-1 

10., Chlorine 
Hydrogen cyanide 
Phosgene (e ) 

3 
Mustard gas 

nerve gases 	. binary agents 
V-agents 

supertoxic solids 

carbamates 

0.01 
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Ir • . 	 . UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS 

. Some methods of monitoring compliance with 
'■ 

ir 	

an agreement on the prohibition of chemical  
weapons  

, 

From the technical standpoint there are two possible methods of verifying 

II compliance with an agreement on the prohibition of chemical weapons: 	 • 

intraterritorial monitoring and extraterritorial monitoring. Intraterritorial 

11 	monitoring is performed in the territory of the State in which the installation to 

	

! 	be monitored is situated or the activity to be monitored is carried on. • 

Il 	
, Intraterritorial monitoring can be subdivided into international and national 

Monitoring. The means of extraterritorial monitoring are situated outside the 

11 	
. 

	

, 	
territory, air space and territorial waters of the monitored State. 

In this connexion the question arises of the possible use of various methods 

of monitoring for each of the above purposes: laboratory (after sampling); 

Ille,-. 	reMote; indirect (analysis of statistics and other information); and conservative 

	

( ' 	(sealing up installations, telemetric or radiometric surveillance). 

Il All these methods are fully applicable for purposes of intraterritorial 
national monitoring. Some of the organizational forms of national monitoring were 

11 

	

	examined, in particular,  in the socialist countries' working paper CCD/403. ' However, the use of those methods in international monitoring is, as we know, 

li 	
inevitably associated with the disclosure of military, industrial and commercial 

secrets, and consequently cannot be justified from the standpoint of assuring 

the security and economic interests of the States parties to a future agreement. 

II 
applicability of the above methods to extraterritorial monitoring. 

. 	- 
Since any agreement on the prohibition and destruction of chemical Weapons 

• will contain provisions banning the development, production and stockpiling of 

chemical weapons and providing for the eliMination of stockpiles of such weapons, 

it is also desirable to analyse the possibilities of extraterritorial monitoring 

with due attention to certain special features of monitoring compliance with each 

of those  provisions.  

( 	GE.77-88753 

The present paper therefore takes as its starting point the need to assess the 
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Development (including testing) of chemical weapons

The development of newchemical weapon systems includes the discovery of new

chemical agents and/or devising new techniques for using chemical agents for

military purposes. The most characteristic signs that chemical weapons are being

developed are the, fôllowing:.

(1) The presence- of research entes (or sjrstéms of'such centres) where

interrelated solutions are found to chemical, biological and medical problems*;

(2) The presence of testing centres in active-operation;

(3) The presencé of specific systems of scientific and. technical planning

and financing.

If it is lsnota-i with sufficient certainty that any of the above signs exist,

there are serious grounds for,assuming that one or other State is developing chemical

weapons. A judgement on the facts concerning the development of chemical.weapons

cariâ,lso be formed from published patents and scientific and technical materials

which indirectly reflect the interests of specialized chemists taking part in the

devélopment uork:

Such analysis will form the basis of indirect extraterritorial monitoring.

Undeclared tests of chemical weapons can be monitored only by applying remote

techniques and'modern instrumentation.

Production of chemical weapons

The volume of production of chemical weapons is limited mainly by,the

production of cüf.:ical agents, which in t^..rn is determined '.-)r the level of

teclu7ological development and the availaLility of well-developed production

facilities. The characteristic feature of the production of chemical agents is,

above all, its close connexion with the production of initial, intermediate,

assimilable and similar substances, of which the vast majority.are not agents used

for military purposes. For this reason, plants and shops which.produce chemical

agents may be located at a large number of industrial works belonging to various

firms, departments and ministries throughout the territory of the State and even

in other countries. In cases where chemical,agents are being produced in secrecy,

monitoring can be carried on by recording and analysing the various.emissions into

the atmosphère and hydrosphere by remote techniques and with the aid of the latest

instrumentation. Great prospects for extraterritorial monitoring of the production

of chemical agents are held out by indirect methods and, in particular, statistical

analysis based on estimates of the consumption of initial and intermediate

substances used in the production of chemical agents.
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Stockpiling-.of chemical weapons 	. 

The stockpiling of chemical weapons, -  irrespéctiVe ofthe . method used-- be it 

production or acquisition'from.other States4-..consiSts of stockpiling chemical 

agents proper and stockpiling the means of delivery or other equipment designed 

to  use  chemical agents for military purposes.. : ..Stockpiles of chemical weapons may . 	_ 

be located,in a large number of storage places in different geographical parts of 

a particular State.and even in the territory of other States. In cases where 

chemical weapons are stockpiled secretly, the stockpiles are virtually impossible 

to detect by extraterritorial methods. 'Detection by reMote methods of secret 

transport operations may be the only indirect indication that chemical weapons'are 

being stockpiled. 

Indirect  methods may be of some importance: in particular, statistical 

- analysis of inter-State monetary and financial transactions. 

Destruction of stockpiles of chemical weapons  

The destruction of chemical. weapons inevitably entails the destruction of 

chemical,agents proper.and sometimes disarming'the'means of delivery or other 

equipment designed.to use Chemical agents for . military purposes. 

Extraterritorial monitoring of the destrUction of stockpiles of chemical 

weapons can be performed by a remote and an indirect method.. The basis of the 

remote method is the recording with sensitive instruments of  specific gaseous 

substances which may be discharged into the atmosphere when certain methods of 

destruction are used. Indirect monitoring, which in this case can play only a 

minor role, is feasible only where destruction entails making material preparations 

(building up stocks of degassing substances, transPorting chemical agents and 

degassers, .etc.). In this case it should also be borne in mind that the 

destruction of combat chemical agents entails substantial expenditure.which may be 

reflected in the budgets of the appropriate departments. 	- 

* 

Our examination of the question of the  applicability of various methods for 

monitoring compliance with,the provisions of a future agreement leads to the 

following conclusions: 

1. The basis  of a monitoring system which will furnish a comprehensive and 

effective solution to the problem must be national means used for the purpose of 

intraterritorial national and extraterritorial monitoring. 
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2. Laboratory, remote, indirect and çonservativemethods can be used in

intraterritorial national monitoring in all,cases

3. Ibctraterritorial monitoring can be performed chiefly by remote and

indirect methods.

-Remote methods of monitoring:;

Remote methods for use.in..both intraterritorial.and extraterritorial monitoring

must be based mainly on instrumentation. In principle it is possible to.develop

remote methods for use in the following two cases: .

(1) Where a sample for monitoring:is delivered "naturally" in a current of

air or water (by the wind or a watercourse),.thus making it possible to use any.

laboratory methods thereafter;

(2) Where.the analysis is.based on remote apprai-sal of some optical (spectral)

characteristics of the monitored sample, which may now be performed with the aid

of artiîicial earth satellites. .

In the first case,-the feasibility.of monitoring depends to a great degree on

natural conditions and phenomena. .. :In: ,the-second case-- that. of. remo.te appraisal.

by artificial.earth satellite the-results of monitoring will be more.,reliable...

Hence this method is of special interest in organizing remote extraterritorial..

monitori.ng. It has already been discussed in the.Committee on Disarmament; in ,

particular, working paper CCD/3.71 submitted by-the United Kingdom on 27 June 1972

examined the feasibility of remote detection of field tests of chemical weapons.

The working paper comes to the conclusion that by using satellite-mounted

sensors it,is technically possible to detect field tests with a sensitivity of

10-1 mg/m2 and a probability of 0.3 and 0.75 in winter and summer respectively;

when the analysed layer is 100 metres thick, detection sensitivity is 10-3 mg/m3.

At the present stage of development of science a nd technology, a photoconductive

detector such as the cadmium-mercury-tellurium ( CdHgTe).described in working paper

CCD/371 is not the most sensitive. Considerably greater sensitivity is attainable

with monolithic detectors based on impure crystals at ultra-low temperatures (a

condition easily attainable in outer space) coupled with an advanced system of

primary processing.

Other ways to achieve a high detection sensztivity involve the use of the

induced and resonance combination scattering (Shorygin) effect. Here the best

results are.obtained with modulated lasers, which make:it possible tooperate in

"windows" of atmospheric transparency. This will give access to a,:very high limit

of sensitivity (five or more orders higher than that of ordinary combination

scattering).
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Cybernetic methods of identifying chemical structures and statistical methods

of data analysis which are not covered in working paper CCD/371 make it possible

to expand considerably the potentialities of extraterritorial monitoring methods

in terms of increasing sensitivity and effectiveness in the identification of

structures. Characteristics'of the structures of chemical agents can be identified

by mathematical methods.

Substances can be identified from infrared spectra and spectra of the

combination scattering of light. In this case the spectral characteristics of the.

substances analysed should be fed into computer memories at the centres processing

the results.

Special interest attaches to the use of satellites in geostationary orbit

because in this case noise can be averaged.ôver time, thus providing an effective

means of eliminating noise disturbances generated by atmospheric fluctuations. By

this method, the sensitivity of the system can be increased proportionally to the

square root of the number of scans.

The technical solutions described above can be applied through the use of a

combined system in which one satellite is positioned,in geostationary orbit while

others revolve in low circular orbits at an altitude of about 250 km.

It follows from.the foregoing that, by improving technical means for the

remote detection.of chemical agents and using a system of certified earth

satellites, it will be possible to increase the effectiveness of the method

considerably, to ÿecord with a high degree of reliability tue presence in the

atmosphere of very low concentrations of chemical agents, and consequently to

detect the production of chemical weapons and field tests of such weapons.

Therefore the application of remote method making use of artificial earth

satellites i.s.quite sufficient for effective monitoring of compliance with many

of the provisions of a future convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons.

Indirect methods of monitoring

Indirect methods can be particularly effective for purposes of extraterritorial

monitoring when based on analytical processing of a wide range of information

accessible to the general public and covering the development, production and

stockpiling of chemical agents. In addition, use may be made of the national

information centres already in existence in various countries which analyse for

commercial purposes the activities of various fôreign research centres, factories,

firms and departments and the progress made by individual scientists and specialists
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ter 
employed there. Since such national systems for selecting and evaluating 

information in ail fields of science and technology exist  in the  majority of large 

and technically developed States, it is virtually impossible that any of them should 

be able to outstrip the others for a long period and on a.large scale in any branch 	111 
of fundamental military technology, including chemical weapons. 

Individual questions connected  with  the use of statistical analysis in 

production have.already been discussed in, for instance, the working papers 

submitted by,the United States of America (CCD/283) and Japan . (CCD/344 and to some, 

extent CCD/430). 

I/ • 

Thus the sum total of remote and indirect methods of monitoring afford adequate 

scope for extraterritorial monitoring by national means. By combining those methods 

with the specific methods of intraterritorial national monitoring (laboratory, 
conservative and other methods), a comprehensive and effective solution can be 

found for the entire problem of monitoring compliance with an agreement on the 

prohibition of chemical weapons.' 

I/ 

•

• 	• 
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS 

Verification of the destruction of declared  
stocks of chemical weapons  

Working paper CCD/497 of 29 June 1976, submitted by the United States, 

considered problems of monitoring the destruction of declared stocks of 

chemical weapons. The paper notes, in particular, that "the basic purpose of 

on-site monitoring would be to confirm information provided as to the type and 

quantity of agent destroyed". 

The main purpose of monitoring the destruction of declared stocks of chemical 

weapons should be to establish (a) the fact of the destruction of an agent of a 

certain type, (h) the quantity of the agent destroyed and (c) the quality of this 

agent, and to produce appropriately documented results of the verification. 

The present paper descri.bes one of the methods of attaining this objective. 

Taking as a basis the principle Cif national control over the destruction 

of chemical agents, it is necessary to bear in mind  that  

(a) chemical agents are destroyed by incineration or detoxification; 

(h) the planning of the destruction of chemical agents, as well as their 

removal from containers or warheads and collection in special receptacles, are 

regarded as preparatory operations which are undertaken without the participation 

of controllers; 

(c) chemical agents are transported to the place of destruction in special 

receptacles. 

The quantity of chemical agents brought for destruction is determined by 

weighing them or by measuring their volume. Where the volume is measured, the 

weight of liquid substance is calculated by the following formula: 

where V =  the volume, in 	Q = V . ,/e  m3, 

,,P= the density of the substance, in g/cm3 or t/m 3 , and 

. the quantity of the substance brought for destruction. 

GE.77-88757 
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The density of thé chemical agent is determined in the laboratory. For

measuring the density, uze may be made of kno4m densitometers (float-type,

pycnometric, piezometric and radioactive) which are likely to prove most suitable

for work with these substances.

The quantity of solid chemical agent.can be measured in a similar manner,

with minor difference.s-.n.nly..in..the._:ïnI_!IasUsemena._.of density-or- bulk weight.

On completion of the prodëss "^f' thë "'dë.s'trïicfïdri ôT the chemical agent, the.

quantity of the agent remaining in the receptacle -- Rrem -- is measured.

The quality of the chemical agent brought for destruction is determined by

the content„in per cent, of the basic substance in the agent - q(jo). The method

of .;.easurin,-, this can be illustrated by the examples of quality testing for

sarin and yperite.

For quality testing for carin, for example, it is possible to use the technique

based on its-ability to hydrolyze in an alkaline.medium. The control is effected

by monitoring the consumption of alkali, and the sarin content is calculated by

the following formula:

qI^ = 7.005(a.KNâ,OH - b.NC1) . 100
A

where a = the quantity 0,1 N of NaOH solution consumed for titration., in ml,

b the quantity 0,1 N of HCl solution consumed for reversé titration, in ml,

and

A dose by wei^;ht, in mg.

Another possible technique is based on the reaction of sarin-with hydrogen

peroxide in an alkaline medium, with iodometric monitoring of the consumption

of hydrogen peroxide. .

The sarin content is calculated by the following formula:

q% _

3.502(a-b).KNa

?
S
2
0 . 5.100

where a.= the.quantity 0,1 N of.Na2S203 solution consumed for titration, of the.

control sample, in ml,

b the quantity 0;1 N of Na2S203 solution consumed for titration of the

substance teste-d, in ml.
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. In quality testing_foryperite, it is possible to make use of its reaction _ 

with an .aqueous solution of chloramine T. The control is effected by monitoring 

the consumption of chloramine by the iodometric method. The yperite content is 

determined by calibration curves, obtained by titration of standard yperite 

solutions.. 	 • 	' 
_ 

In terms of the main substance, the trtie quantity of the agent destroyed'in 

(:)ne cycle  is  as followS: 

Qtr = (Q 	Q) 	• 	(m)  • rem 	e 

I C  

I ( 

I. 

It ls_.. impossible -to-rule out the-possibility.that-the-chemical - agent-brought -

for destruction may be non-homogeneous in quality. In this case, when the 

• substance is removed from the receptacle for destruction, it is necessary to 

, analyse at least three samples -- one at the beginning of the destruction process, 

,one in the middle and one at the end. 

P •- -- Thé- âàffitiles7 -can -bi-taken either directly from the receptacle with a • 

sampler from different layers.of the chemical agent, or from the flow by  -"the 

 ilaw...methocr_technique-when. the-substance-is-being.fed-to--thedestruction. • -  

. 	. 
Each sample is used for determining the content of the basic, substance and 

the density. From the values for the content of the basic substance and for 

q
1 	

q  2* 

where'q 1  , q 2  an0 q 
are the content, in per cent, of the basic substance in the 

. .' 	n 
first, second and n-th samples; and n is the number of samples taken.. 

In this case the quantity of the chemical agent destroyed, in terms of_ the  

- basic substance, would be: 	- 	 • 

137 	( m ) . 
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Quantitative data on the destruction of declared stocks of chemical weapons

should be recorded in a ledger. The ledger might have, for example, the following

entries:

Type of Quantity Quantity ► Mean value Quantity

Date: chemical of chemical of.chemical. of the:.. of basic Remarks
agent to agent on agent content o..

„
substance

be des- arrival remaining the basic destroyed ^
troyed (tons) (tons) substance (tons)

t

Q Q
rern......r q(^),

Q
tr ,

1 2 3 5 6 7

f t p ^
Total
(tons)

- - ^ - -- -- _ - _ _' - .

The final stage of laboratory chemical analysis should be the analysis of the

extent of decomposition of the chemical agents destroyed.

From the ledgers recording the quantities of substances destroyed at each

facility, it is possible to determine whether the quantity of the stocks of

chemical weapons actually destroyed corresponds to the declared stocks.

It would seem that stocks'of'chemicâ.l^" ïaés,pons declared for destruction should

be expressed in terms of the quantity by weight of the basic substance. This will

make it possible to exclude from the destruction records non-toxic elements

present in the composition of chemical agents destroyed.

Conclusion:

Effective monitoring of the destruction of declared stocks of chemical

weapons is feasible provided that preparatory work and chemical analyses are

undertaken, and that statistical records are kept -- in terms of the basic

substance -- of the quantity and quality of chemical agents destroyed.
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Prophylaxie against nerve agent poisonin^
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The administration of drugs to prevent casualties from nerve agent poisoning

as a prophylactic measure and after poisoning in the therapy of the effects of

absorbedagents, has been under study for many years. In many countries, the

results of such studies have been published in the medical and scientific

literature and have contributed to the saving of life from poisoning by insecticides

related in their mode of action to the chemical warfare nerve agents. The

United.Kingdom has consistently followed this practice of open publication, and the

present study reported in this paper is in the nature of a progress report. The

general status of medical protection against nerve agent poisoning was reviewed in

a recent Yugoslav working paper (ccD/503).

It was reported some 30 years ago that cats could be protected against the-

lethal effects of the organophosphorus compound DPP (diisopropyl phosphorofluoridate)

by pretreatment with the carbamate physostigmine. Subsequent'work in the

United Kingdom and elsewhere-led to-the.development of oximes for treatment of

organophosphorus poisoning. These act by reversing the combination between the

organophosphorus compound and the enzyme cholinesterase, but in the particular case

of poisoning by soman (1,2,2-trimethylpropyl methylphosphonofluoridate) the oximes

are relatively ineffective because the combination becomes irreversible. A British

report published in 1970 showed that preadministration of physostigmine and atropine

gave appreciable protection against poisoning by soman and that certain other

carbamates were`effective in protecting guinea pigs against soman poisoning whereas

a number of competitive anticholinesterases were inactive.

This work has been followed up and after a preliminary screening test for

protection against soman, four carbamates have been studied for their ability to

protect against a number of nerve agents in a<range of experimental animals: rats,. .... ..... ,_..
rabbits and guinea pigs. Supporting pretreatment was also given with the

oxime P2S (pralidoxime mesylate), which was also given therapeutically (i.e. after

llerve agent poisoning) along with atropine. The carbamates studied were

pyridostigmine, mobam, physostigmine and decarbofuran, and nerve agents used were

GL. 77-t38852
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soman, sarin (isopropyl methylphosphonofluoridate), tabun (ethY1 

idimethylphosphoramidocyanidate) and VX (ethyl S-2-diisopropylaminoethyl 

methylphosphonothiolate). 

Estimation of maximum si4in-free dose of carbamate  

Pairs of animals were -given- intramuscuiar - carbamate'in serial doses, differing 

by a,factor of 2 e _and were observed for a period of 3 hours. The times of 

occurrence. of  unmistakable signs of anticholinesterase poisoning (tremors, muscular 

fasciculations,.unsteadiness, inco-ordination or_salivation) were noted. When two 

consecutive doses were found such that signs were_evident at the upper but not at 

the ;lowér dose an additional test was carried out using a dose three quarters of the 

higher dose. If that dose caused no signs it was accepted as the maximum sign-free 

dose; otherwise.the dose immediately below it was used. The tdme taken for a 

minimally toxic dose to produce signs  of  poisoning - was used in protection experiments 

as the appropriate time interval between pretreatment andLthe. administration of the 

organophosphate ("pretreatment interval"). 

Safety ratio of carbamates  

• Acute toxicities were.determined in guinea pigs for the four. carbamates and_ 

thé safety ratio expressed as follows: 	 • 

LD50 
Maximum sign-free.dose 

Protection experiments 	 • 	• 

Animals were injected intramuscularly with a carbamate, with or withoUt P2S 

(15 mg/kg). After the appropriategpretreatment interval thé organophosphate was 

given subcutaneciusly followed one minute later . .(or at signs  of poisoning if . they 

appeared earlier) by therapy with 17.4 mg/kg atropine sulphate usually=mixed with 

15 mg/kg P2S (im). (In expeiments in which carbamate waS given without 	• 

prophylactic P2S, the therapeutic dose of  -the oxime was 30 mg/kg.); 1D50 valuesi ,  

based on 24 hour mortalities,: were calculated by the method of moving averages. 

The results of the protection experiments are expressed as the 

Protective ratio _ LD50 organOphosphate in treated animals  
LD50 .  organophosphate in untreated animals 

RESULTS  

Comparison of carbamates  

Of the four carbamates, three (pyridostigmine, mObam and decarbofuran) •  

appeared to be slightly superior to physostigmine in protecting guinea pigs against 

soman poisoning, as shown in Table 1. The safety ratios of the effective carbamates 

Safety ratio - 
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varied widely, from 7.5 (physostigmine) to more than 100 (mobam), indicating that 

the effective protective dose of a carbamate is not a fixed proportion of the lethal 

dose. Carbamate pretreatment did not - preVent the occurrence of signs  of  . 

anticholinesteraàe poisôning although'the reeponse to soman was variable. With 

physostigmine,'pyridostigmine and mobam signs of poisoning began to Occur two to 

'three minutes after poisoning with doses of soman belOw 4150: recovery was' * 

quickeàt with physostigmine pretreatment . (the animals iere markedly less affected 

by two hours) - and slowest With mobam. Recovery in pyridostigmine-treated animals 

was not sO smooth as in animals pretreated with other carbamates: there were 

recurring short periods (five to ten minutes) during which  the  animals relapsed 

and showed more severe signs of poisoning. In decarbôfuran pretreated guinea pigs, 

the signs of poisonindappeared more slowly (up to 20 minutes) and lasted for à 

shorter time. 	• 	- 

With higher  doses  of Soman Y(61Z50 or more) the carbamate pretreated animals 

became prostrate, with irregular breathing, within five to ten minutes and this 

state lasted for several hours. With decarbofuran  the  animaIsaIthough-severely 

affected, did not show the same degree of inertia. With all the carbaffiates, the 

surviving animals were us -daily recovered, or very much improved, by 24 hours after - 

soman poisoning. 

Variation in the dose of carbamate  

The protection afforded against éoman poisoning decreased, by a variable 

amount, as the dose of 'carbamate was reduced from the maximum  si n-free (Table 1). 

Nevertheless, all four carbamates gave significant protection (Protective ratio >4) 

at one quarter of the sign-free dose. Raising the pretreatment dose had only a.-- 

slight but variable effect: the:Protection afforded . by pyridostigmine was raised 

slightly whereas that by mobam waaréduced. However, the signs of sàman poisoning 

were More severe and prolonged. 

Duration of carbamate protection  . 

The time course of the protection depended on the carbamate. Pyridostigmine 

and mobam gave maximum protection one hoUr after injection and physostigmine and 

decarbofuran 30 minutes after. Pyridostigminé had the longest duration action 

(about four hours) and decarbofuran the shortest (two to three hours). 

Variation in supporting treatment  

The effectiveneSs Of carbamates in the treatment .  of animals poisoned by soman 

depends upon supporting treatment with .atropine. It may be expected that inclusion 

of an oxime in the treatment would not influence the protection afforded against 
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soman poisôriing but would reinforce the protective action against poisoning by

"oxime responsive" organopYiôsphate anticholinesterases. The effect of varying the

supporting treatment on the protection afforded to carbamate-treated guinea pigs

was determined against poisoning by sarin and VX ("oxime responsive"), tabui

I
(poisoning by which is riot resistant to oximes generally but only to P2S), and soman.

Pyridostigmirie, in the absence of any supporting treatmënt, did not afford

protection against poisoning by any of the organophosphates but neither did it ^

sensitize the guiiiea pigs to their lethal effects. In combination 1-rith atropine

therapy, protection was given against tabun or soman poisôniing and only 'marginal

protection against sarin or VX, although the latter was raised considerably by

incorporation of P2S into the therapy. Dividing the P2S trèatment into

prophylaxis and therapy gave increased protection against soman and Vi: poisôning

but not against sarin. The result for tabun was anomalous in that dividing dose

of P2S markedly reduced the protection. ^

Species differences in protection

The protection afforded to rats, guinea pigs and rabbits by carbamates ^

pretreatment supported by atropine/P2S therapy^against organophosphate poisoning is

summarized in Table 2. The drug tréatment was most effective in guinea pigs and,

with the exception of sarin, less effective in the rabbit. In was ineffective in

the rat apart from providing some protection against-UX-poisoning.

The maximum sign-free dose and the appropriate pretreatment time interval were

determined for each carbâmate in each of the species as described earlier.

DISCUSSI0H

The'protective action of carbamates against organophosphate poisoning no doubt

depernds primarily upon the ability of the carbamate to inhibit acetylcholinesterase,

forming a. semi-stable carbamjrlated enzyme which canspôntan.eously break down to

I
I
I
I

liberate the enzyme. The fraction of the enzyme in the tissues that was carbamylated ,

would be protected against phosphonylation by organophosphate. The gradual

decarbamylation of 'the enzyme in parallèl with the relatively rapid removal or

destructionof the organophosphate would release sufficient acetylcholinesterase

to maintain lifé.

The usual treatment for organophosphate poisoning is a combination of atropine

and oxime. This is not effective against poisoning by soman or-(as far as P2S'
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is concerned) tabun. The present study has shown that additional pretreatment

with a suitable carbamate gives protection against poisoning by either of these

oxime-resistant organophosphate without reducing the effectiveness of the

atropine-P2S treatment aqainst poisoning by the oxime sensitive organophosphates,

sarin and VX. It is thus possible that a combination of pretreatment with a

carbamate with oxime-atropine therapy could form the basis of a treatment that

would be effective against poisoning by any organophosphate antiacetylcholinesterase,

including all of the chemical warf are 'nerve agents.

I
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.TABLE 1  

The Protection of Guinea Pigs against Soman Poisoning by Pretreatment  
with Different Doses of Carbamates  

Pretreatment 	 Dose 	 Saféty -_Ratio, 
Carbamate 	Interval 	Multiple of Maximum 	Protective Ratio 	of-Dàse Of 

(min) 	 Sign-Free Dose 	 (95% limits) 	 Carbamate 

Physostigmine 	 10 	 1 . 
0.5 	

6.5 (4.7- 9.1 	 7.5 
7'5 p.4-19.3 	 15 

0 .25 	 6.0 	4.3- 8.5 	 30  

'Pyridostigmine 	 30 	 4 	 10.1 	6.4-15.1 	: 	15.8' 
2 	 10.1 	8.0-13.3 	 27..5' 
1 	 8.0 	6.6- 9.6 	 55 
0.5• 	

. 	
5.8 	3.7- 9.2 	 110  

0 .25 	 4.0 	2.9- 5.6 	 220 

Mobam 	 20 	 4 	 6.9 (4.6-10.5) 	>29 
2 	

5 
7.3 	r.2-17.3) 	« 	%, 58 

-,-117 1 	 8.0.9710.9) 	
' 

0.5 	 7.5 	5.8- 9.8) 	-2234 
0 .25 	 4.7 (3.4- 6.2) 	7 468 

Decarbofuran 	 10 	• 	 1 	 23.. 
6.24.4- i 	8.9 	 i 	46 
7.5 	(5.6-1

0.25 	 4.6 	2.7- 5.1 	 92. 
0.5 	

1 

Conditions: P2S (15 mg/kg) and carbonate were given (i.m.) at the pretreatment interValbefore: 
 soman (s.o.). P2S (15 mg/kg) and atropine sulphate (17.4 mg/kg)were givén 

1 min. after soman. 

Protective Ratio = LD50 Soman in treated animals  
LD50 Soman in untreated animals 

Carbamate Safety-Ratio = 	LD50  
Maximum Sign-Free Dose 

UM UM MS MI Mil 111111 11118 ILI MI 111111 	 MAI 811111 	• 
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TABLE 2

Response of Different Species to Cesbasiate Prophylaxis Against.Organophosphorus Poisoning

Prophylactic Protective ratio (95% limits)

Species Carbamate (Dose) Time Interval
(min) Tabun Sarin Soman VX

Pyridostigmine (0.1 mg/kg) 30 22.0 21.5 5.3 17.9
(16.1-29.9) (15.6-32.9) (3.9-7.1) (12.6-25.4)

Guinea Pig
Ifobam (2.5 mg/',cg) 20 6.3 23.0 5.0 23.6

( 5•5- 7•3) .( 9.8-54•0) (3.6-6.9) (16.2-34•7)

Pyridostigmine (0.1 mglkg) 30 4.6 27.0 2.7 5.0

( 3.3- 6.5) (19.6-37.6) (1.8-4.1) ( 2.9- e-7)
Rabbit

r7obam (2-5 mg/lcg) 20 6,9 38.0 '6.0 9.4

( 4•5-10.5) (22.5-45-7) (4.5-8.o) ( 6.4-14.3)

Rat Pyridostigmine (0.075 mg/kg) 20
1.2

( 0.9- 1.7)
1.5

( 1.1- 2.1)
1.7

(1.3-2.2)
5.0

( 2.6- 9•7)

Conditions: P2S (30 mg/kg) and atropine sulphate (17.4 mg/lcg) (i.m.) given therapeutically 1 min. after

the organophosphate (s.c.)
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CONFEREN_Ci OF THE COMN1ITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CCD/544* 
19 August 1977 

ENGLISH ONLY 

LETTER DATED 19 AUGUST 1977 FROM THE COUNSELLOR  OF  TEE 
PERMANFYT MISSION OF FINLAND TO THE UNITED NATIONS OFFICE 
AT GFNEVA ADDRESSED TO THE SPECLAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 
SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON 

DISARMAMENT ÇONCLIINING CHEMICAL AND INSTRUMMAL 
V ER IF ICAT ION OF ORGANOPHOSPHOHU S WARFARE AGENT S 

Upon instructions from my Government, I have the honour to forward 
to you herewith a booklet "Chemical and Instrumental Verification 

of Organophosphorus Warfare Agents" prepared for the Ministry for 

Foreign Affairs of Finland by the Advisory Board for Disarmament. 

I would be most grateful, if you could take appropriate steps. to have 

the booklet distributed in the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament an an offiCial document. 

(Signed) Juhani Muhonen 
Counsellor 

* A limited distribution of this document  ha s ben made tu the members 
of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. Additional copies 
are available from the Foreign Ministry of Finland in Helsinki. 

U. 77-89019 , 
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT
CCD/569
24 April 1978

Original: ENGLISH

SWEDEN

Working paper on a metbodo7ogiral investigation for
comnuterized scanning of chemical literature

Introduction

A disarmament treaty prohibiting development, production and stockpiling of

chemical weapons will need provisions for verification as well as other methods

for strengthening confidence between the parties to the treaty. Different methods

have been discussed in the CCD. The former leader of the Swedish delegation to

the CCD, Minister of State, Mrs. Alva 1tr-rdal, pointed out the potential value of

collecting, systematizing and disseminating information contained in scientific

and technical litëra,türé (ENCD/PV;391, 20 August 1968). This method has also been, . . .^ _... ..:.:.: : .

discussed at informal meetings with chemical experts at the Conference of the

Committee on Disarmament.

'Ma.nual scanning of relevant literature is a time-consuming task. Work of this

kind demands a wide coverage of journals and other open sources. However, there`is

today an increasingly large number of abstract publications which facilitate access

to the.world literature within a special subject. Many of these abstractl

publications appear also on magnetic tapes and are available for direct computer
, . _... ::... ...:

scanning. Thi: facilitates further the foJlowing of the literature within a

desired field. It therefore seemed worthwhile to irivestigate suitablé meâ.ns and

methods for utilizing such databased abstract publications and evaluate their

possible applicability.in connexion with a chemical weapons treaty.

Aims

The method for the computerized literature search should ideâ.Yly catch only

relevant items from the immense amount of papers and articles that are published.

When weighing.manual versus computerized retrieval of literature, one must

observe that computerized retrieval is advantageous when many combined concepts

shall be watched. It is possible to look out, "ma:nually", for materiâlùnder the

heading of one keyword, but to follow uombinations of keywords requires a much

larger effort. An evaluation of the size and usefulness of different databases

has made it clear that the most comprehensive coverage will be obtained when

several databases are searched simultaneously. However, this has not been applied

in the study reported on in this working paper.

GE .78-84607
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Investigation

1. In this study the computer-readable version of Chemic.l Abstracts (CA) was

used, i.e. Chemical Abstracts Condensates (CAC). This data-base provides access

to chemical information_included in-.more than 10,000 serial publications, printed

all over the world. In 1977 Chemical Abstracts contained references to,

ca 410,000 papers, patents, reports and books. Chemical Abstract Condensâ,tes,

which is issued weekly, contains the bibliographic description of every item

abstracted in the Chemical Abstracts,,plus the keywords used for the issue

index. The bibliographie description includes, e.g.,source document,.

bibliographic citations, document titles,.names of chemical substances. The

keyword index is produced by specialists in varioùs subject areas.

The study consists of two parts. First a.preparatorY study was carried

out on a material from five issues of Chemical Abstract Condensates within the

subject field ofbiochemistry and organic chemistry. This material consisted of

26,488 references and was manually searchedi read and analysed in order to find

.all relevant references.

The five issues of the printed version of Chemical Abstract Condensates

used were read through by two chemists experienced in questions related to

chemical warfare problems. References were se7,ected by the readers according to

the "most interesting subject" in the paper and with regard mainly to the degree

of toxicity. Th? selected references were then reclassified by a highly

qualified scientist in o-rde,r. to take into conoideration also the concepts

"novelty" and "military" interest. .

Different kinds of search strategies were formulated and tested on the

"known".material in order to find the most successful one, i.e. the search

strategy which would retrieve the relevant references. This "known" material

was also to be used as a standard for comparison with the output from the

subsequent computerized search.

Secondly, in the main study the selected search strategies obtained in the

preparatory study were applied to 20 subsequently published issues of Chemical

Abstract Condensates, containing 128,740 referencss. The output, i.e. the

lists of references, obtained by means of the applied search strategies, was

treated in the same way as the material in the preparatory study, i.e. they

were scanned by the two chemists and selected references classified by the

scientist.
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Formulation of search stratégiés 	- - 

Two search strategies were formulated in the following way in order to . 	_ 
retrieve the-largest-number-of-relevant references._ Keywords  were selected and 

compiled into different groups,-  and Combined into the search strategies,  which 

were tested. Two sets of combinations of these groups formed the search 

strategies finally used, Alfa and Beta respectively. 

The groups and examples of pertinent keywords are briefly described in 

table 1. 

---. ----Table 1,.-Description of keyword groups.used in the search.strategies 

Description ExaMple of 	 Number of keywords 
pertinent keywords in the group 

General expressions of , toxicity 	. TOXIN 	 4 
General expressions of warning or 	: - 
danger 	 ' . 'DANGER 	 21 

SUbStâncSb with effecte-  On - Skin--  ' '': ' ' 	- 
1-/  - 
	 .  

and mucous membrane , 	 MUSTA 	 --. •-• 	. 3 
Organs, :  i.e. lupg 	 PULMON1/ 	 .9 
Cholinesterase inhibitor's 	 CARBee 	 7 
Cholinergic system 	 CHOLINESTV 	 4 
Organs and.functions 	 . 	RESPIRAT11 	. 	. 	6 

Chemical structures 	 FLUOR 	 _ 	6 

-Chèmical warfare. agents 	 SàRIN 	 ' 	27 

Laboratory methods 	. 	 ISOLLIRL/ 	 6 
Gases and aeroSols 	 ' 	GAS11 	 5 

' 	]I Toxic, effects 	. . 	 VO u-J MI 	 32 
21 Delimitating or inhibiting effects 	BLOCK 	 7 

Total number of-keywords 	 5 	5 	 137 

11 Parts of words can be used as keywords. 

Alfa was intended to retrieve the largest possible number of relevant 

references within a reasOnable'amouPt of the references resulting from the 

computer Output-, i.e. recall  should be  as  high aspossible. Beta should result 

in a Still more'reduced output as compared to Alfa Without losing too many . 

- relevant references, and thereby' resulting in giVing a higher precision.»  

The measures used to'evaluate the search strategies Were expresàed as 

follows: 

• 	Number of retrieved relevant references 

Number of all relevant references in the database 



1 
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Number of retrieved relevant references 
Precision - 

Number of all retrieved refeDnces-H- 	 . . 	, ._ 
number of retrieved references 

Size of reduced datàbase - (per Cent) - 
total number of references in 
.the database • 

Results 

Some of the results of the study are presented in table 2. 

Table 2. Results obtained by 'the'search strategies, 
Alfa and Beta, preParatory and màin studies 

• 

Size of reduced 

.Search 	database 	No. of retrieved 
 	- 	relevant : 	Recall. 	Precision 

-- Profile 
Total No. of 	d 	 references 

/0 of 
retrieved original 
references 

database 
(output) 

,--- 
Manual 
search 	_ 	 - 	 35 	 - 

Preparatory 
study 	Alfa 	1 138 	4.3 	 31 	 6.89 	0.03 

Beta 	• 	260 . 	1.0 	 22 	 0.63 	0.09 

Alfa 	5 019 	3.9 	 88 	 - 	0.02 
Main study Beta 	1 159 	0.7S 	 60 	 - 	0.05 

7 
It is impossible to give recall in the main study because of the lack of 

knowledge of the total number of relevant references in the material. 

It was  calculated that the probability of retrieving new information 

relevant to the chemical warfare-subject by the described method is fairly 'high 

(p,0.8), assuming that such information appears in at least two or more different 

abstracted references. 

Conclusions  

The present methodological investigation has shown it is possible to 

formulate effective search strategies for computerized . searching . of databased 

literature references for information concerning chemical riarfare agents. The 

method makes' it possible to substantially diminish the amount of work needed for 

searching manually the corresponding amount of literature. The results imply 

that with search strategies of the types used it is possible to reduce the 

database (in this investigation Chemical Abstracts Condensates) to 1-4  per cent 

of its original Size, while's -till retaining 63-89 per cent of relevant referencee 

in the material. 
It seems possible to improve the method and also to apply it to several, 

more  databases, , 

x 100 
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CD/5
6 February 1979

Original; ENGLISH

ITI',LY

Working Piper on Chamical Disarmament Negotiations

1. During the past decade the problem of the prohibition of chemical weapons has

been one of tho crucial topics of disarmament debates.

Virtually all the participants in the negotiations undertaken at the Conference

of the Committee on Disarmament (C CD) and in the discussions held. at the

General Assembly of the United Nations have repeatedly voiced their commitment to

achieve, as a matter of priority, comprehensive chemical disarmament. C'i. number of

constiuctive working proposals and three draft conventions have been submitted to

this effect, over the years, to the negotiating forum by different countries.

In a communiqué of 3 July 1974, the Governments of the United States of America

and the USSR announced that they had agreed to consider a joint initiative "with

respect to the conclusion, as a first sttp, of an international convention dealinc

with the most dangerous, lethal means of chemical warfare". Such an initiative

however, despite protracted bilateral no-gotiations, has failed up to now to

materialize.

More recently, the special session of the General Assembly of the United Nations.

devoted to.disarmament solemnly reaff irmed that the comple.te and effective prohibition

of the development, ,production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons and their

destruction represents one of the most urgent mea.sures of disarmamont.

Finally, the General Assembly of the United Nations, at its thirty-third session,

reca.]1 i ^.(; l''f,^ ti^rC'J:1.i?".1S :1^Cr^11'^?1t l'JSOh1Gle1?^, LOrLT?c l1'r rC:cuested the

Committee on Disarmament, to undertake, as a.matter of high priority, at the

beginning of its 1979 session, negotiations with a view to elaborating an agreement

on effective measures for the prohibition of the development, production and

stockpiling of all chemical weapons and their destruction, taking into account all

existing proposals and future initiatives.

2. Bearing in mind the recommendations of the General Assembly, and in the light

of the growing concern of public opiniôn at the accumulation of lar^ stockpiles

of chemical weapons and the danger of possible development of new generations of

such weapons, Italy believes that new and concrete efforts should be promptly

pursuud within the Committee on Disarmament with a view to the early-conclusion of

a multilateral convention on the prohibition of chemical warfare.



The multilateral negotiations within the Committee on Disarmament; without

hindering current bilateral consultations between the United States •,f :'^merica and

the USSR, should, as a first atop,....xevie^•r.. existing.proposals and. options in ordcr

to recognize areas of agreement and disagreement and to identify issues and. problems

requiring further investigation and clarification, both f rom a technical and from

a legal point of vïew.

The "Compilation of material on chenical weapons f rom CCD wor.kinf-r papers and

statements 1972=76" circulated. by the Secretariat of CCD on 11 March 1977 would

provide a useful starting point for such negotiations, which should befrin, 'without

delay, immediately after the adoption of the agenda and the ra:les of proceduro of

the Cqmmittee on Disarmament.

Later during the current session -- i. e. during the week f ollowing thc-

"workshops" on the verif.icatiori of a chemical convention which are to be held in

the Federal Republic of Germany and in the United Kingdom - a series of informal

meetings with the participation of.experts might also be of- some value for the

purpose of evaluating the outcome of the "workshops".

The results of these negotiations could be reflécted, in a position piper to

be prepared by.the Committee, with the assistance of the Secretariat, before the

end, bf, the first session._

3. Not later than the beginning of the summer session the Committee should.

establish an Ld hoc Working Group, open to the participation.of all Mémber States

and., upon invitation, of- other interested Stàtes for an in-depth consideration of

the unresolved. problem.s standing in.the way of an agreement.

The ternis of reference of the Ad hoc Working Group, which would be assisted.

by experts whenever appropriate, should. be established by the Committec;.

In the opinion of. the Italian delegation the following controversial issues

might be included. in the terms of ref erence :

(a) Format and scope of the agreement;

(b) Destruction, under adequate control, of chemical wriapcns stockpil;.-^s and,

possible redeployment of research, production and storage facilities.

(c) Verification;

- organizational structure and. functions of an international verification

system.

- co-ordination and interaction between international and national

verification techniques.

(d) Possibility of international co-operative measures, with a view to early

detection of potential CW agents.
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. 4. I^t a further stage, and taking into consideration all the elei;icnts rusulting

from multilateral as well as, hopefully, bilateral negotiations, the nd hoc

Working Group should. be ent-rusted with the tayk of dcveloping a common und.e:L-standin^,

of substantive provisions to be agreed, upon and then preparing a draft convOntion

universally acceptable.

5.. In the view r,f the Italian delegation, the plan of action outlined abova,

without hampering progress in discussions proceeding on a bilateral basis, could

provide a useful background for such discussions, could contributo to earliUr

achievement of an effective comprehensive agreement, and give to the international

community evidence of spc^cific and fresh activity within the new Committee on

Disarmament.

I
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CD/6 
6 February 1979 

It  
THE  NETBERLANDS . 

Original; ENGLISH 

s' 
I. 

Some Procedural Suggestions with respect to the Development  
Of a Ban on Chemical Weapons  

As t  Representative of the Netherlands indicated in his . 
statement-Jon 26 January 1979, it is deemed important that the 
Committee on Disarmament as a whole should reactivate its discussions on a 
possible ban on chemical weapons. In this paper some suggestions are made 
on the possible procedure for such discussions. 

In the CCD, a substantial amount of . work was accomplished with 
respect to the chemical weapons question. Besides the presentation of 
nuMerous working papers and statements, as well as.the holding of . 
informal  meetings  with experts, several draft treaties were tabled. 
A substantial amount of background material is therefore available.- 
Most of this material was synthesized in an important informal paper. . 
by the Secretariat: "Compilation of Material on Chemical Weapons from.. 
CCD Working Papers and Statements, 1972-1976" .  of 11 March 1977. From - 
this paper it appeared that on many issues the views of the members of. 
the CCD were not far - apart, while on- others there were differences of view. 
In this connexion, reference is maqito the.statement by the Representative 

- of the Netherlands on 2 August 1977-J. 

In particularxiin the draft treaty presented by.the .:lelegation of 
the United Kingdomre, different views Were amalgamated. However, for 
some reason the draft did not become  the  basis for negotiations,. 	- 
inter  alla  because the bilateral talks between the USA and USSR had just 
started and because of objections by some members . to certain parts of the 
draft. A fresh approach to our discussions is therefore perhaps. useful. 

As was indicated, on several issues there did aeem to be a common 
view. However, these common elements for a future treaty never were 
formalized. The suggestion of the Netherlands delegation is to develop 
in a number of steps the basis for a convention on the prohibition of 
the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on 
their destruction. 

- As a first step, the Committee could try to develop a rather 
general paper, indicating the areas of agreement and areas where 
disagreement still exists. As an example, attention.is . drawn to an 
earlier working paper by ten members of the group of 15 of the CCD; 
document CCD/400. Without pronouncing any opinion on the substance of 
this paper, it may be pointed out that it provides some broad principles 

1/ CD/PV.6 
2./ 	CCD/PV.750 

CCD/512 
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for a chemical weapons ban. To start serious discussions in the Committee on 
CW, the development of such a general paper by the Committee during its spring 
session seems useful. Such a process would make the Committee aware of 
problem areas and could be .of important "educational".value Ityould 
also pCint to gaPs in knowledge Concerning particular questi-ons. 

an open mind as to whether it is 
oup for this purpose or whether two 
end of March or in April - would be 
of the Committee on this subject. 
prepared by  informal contacts made 

After the development of.a general paper, the Committee could 
decide on further steps. It could publish.the paper or it could keep 
it as an informal working document.. It could decidetc. set up 
technical and/cr non-technical groups to-further refine particular issues 
etc. If. possible, at the end of the session in August, a:more refined 
pape'r Could be agreed Upon, which.couId then be presented  to  the : 
Inited Nations. General AssemItly. This would allow non-members of the 
Committee t'o express views on the-.paper.which could be taken into account 
next Year.When_the Committee continues'its eonsideration of  the issue.  
The text - of a .treaty itself woulà probably follew without too many 
.problems  out of a detailed:paper which lays down : the' principles of. an  
. agreement. 	 . • 	. . 	. _ 

In the opinion of the Netheriands delegation these discussions in 
the Committee.would not hamper or hinder in  any  way the:bilateral 
talks between  the  USA and USSR on chemical weapons.  On the  contrary, 
they could be ofgreat assistance to these talks, since the views of the 
other states could be better taken into account. In the discussions in the 
Committee, the two powers could, individually or together, express views . which 
would undoubtedly weigh heavily. The.two powers could also decide that they 
do not have to work out a complete agreement between themselves but 
concentrate on particular problem areas.. This would, in its turn, 
assist the Committee in reaching agreement. The bilateral talks and 
talks within the Cbmmittee as well as other contacts between.states 
and experts to clarify particular issues, such as the "workshops" in 
the Federal Republic of Germany and the United - Kingdom could very fruitfully 
proceed concurrently. 

The procedure outlined would have the advantage - compared with 
earlier discussions with experts in the CCD, that  a. basis is laid in a 
more systematic way for an agreement, which is then refined step by step until 
a treaty is within reach. 

The Netherlands delegation has presented.these views in this early 
stage of our work to make it possible to think them over before the 
Committee takes up -  the consideration of its detailed  programme of work 
for this session. Any comments would be highly appreciated. 

The Netherlands delegation has 
useful to set up a formal working gr 
or three weeks - for example at the 
sufficient for informal discussions 
These discussions could possibly be 
before that time. 
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT
CD/11
9 April 1979

Ori^inal: EPTGLISH

GROUP Of 21

Workin,^, paper on ncrotiations on the prohibition of the
development, production and ; tock-pilirp-. of
chemical weapons and on their destruction

The use of chemical and biolo-r-ical weapons is prohibited in the Geneva Protocol

of 1925. lteL^otiations in the CCD resulted, 1972, in a convention on the prohibition

of the development, prôduci:ion and stock-pilirL., of bacteriological (bioloLlical) and

toxin weapons and on their destruction. The convention entered into force. in 1975.
< Pursuant to article IX of the convention each State Party to. it undërtalces to

continue neGotiations in îood faith with a view to reachirr,, early alrreement.on

effective measures'for the prohibition of the development, production and_stocl-piling

of cheoical rreapons and for their destruction, and on appropriate measures concernin`

equipment and means of delivery shecificallÿ dosi.Zned for-the production or use of

chemical agents for ireapono purposes. Since 1_;72 three draft conventions on

cher_lical weapons have been presented in the CCD by a.`roup of socialist States,..

Japan, and the United Xingdom réspectivélÿ. In 1974 the United States and the

Soviet Union announced their'intention to present to the CCD a joint initiative on

the subject of chemical weapons. Since 1976 these two States have held bilateral

tal,'cs for this purpose. In` the CCD a substantial amount of work was accomplished

with reGard to the chemical weapons question. In that respect a Croup of, non-alifgned

and neutral countries members of the CCD stated their position in a trorkin;; paper

(CCD 400).

A considerable amount of baclcc;round material is available. Most of this

material was synthesized in an informal paper entitled "Compilation of PIaterial on

Chemical Weapons from CCD Working Papers and Statements, 1972-1976", dated

11 March, 1977.

The United Nations General Assembly has iia..various resolutions. repeateûly

emphasized the importance of the chemical weapons issue.

The Final Document of the first special session devoted to disarmament underlined

that the complete and effective prohibition of the development, production and

stochpilir_r of all chemical weapons and'their destruction represent one of the most

ur^ent measures of disarmament.

GE.79-6105;
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The thirty-third session of the United Nations General Assembly adopted tuo 

resolutions with regard to the chemical weapons question. 

In resolution 33/59A the Assembly requests the Committee on Disarmament, as a 

matter of high priority, to undertake, at the beginnine of its 1979 session, 
negotiations with a view to elaborating an agreement on . effective-measures for the 

prohibition of the development, production and Steckpiling Of all chemical weapons 
_ 

and for their destruction; takinà'into account  ail  existing propàsals and future 
initiatives. • 	 • 	, 	• 

In the same resolution the Committee is requested to report.on the results of 

its negotiations to the General Assembly at its thirty-fourth session. 

In resolution 33/71 the Committee is requested to undertake on a priority basis, 

at its first session in January 1979, negotiations concerning a treaty or convention 
on the complete and effective prohibition of the development, production and' 

stockpiling of ail types of chemical weapons and on their destruction. 

As regards the bilateral talksthe•Soviet Union and the United States are urged 

(resolution 33/59) to submit their  joint initiative  to theCommittee in order to assist 

it'in achievine early agreement on the subject. .Prom the wording of both 

resolutions it is clear that neetiations in the Committee do not have to be preceded 

by the conclusion,of the.  bilateral talks. In othcr wordS.the neeotiations in the 

Committee may proceed parallel with the bilateral talks. It is the firm belief of 

the Group of 21 that the negotiations in the Comujittee would not hamper or hinder 

the bilateral talks. quite the contrary, the parallel negotiations would be of 

assistance to each other. 	 • 

In view of the above and taking into account that multilateral negotiations 

have not yet started the Group of 21 is convinced . of the urgent need to establish 

an Ad Hoc  Working Group, open to the participation of 'all Member  States of the 

Committee, with a view to elaborating a draft convention on the prohibition of the 

development, production and stockpiling of all .chemical weapons and their 

destruction. States not members of. the Committee would be entitled to submit to the 

Ad Hoc  Working Group written proposals or working documents and to participate in 

the consideration of the subjept-matter of such proposals and working documents. 

1 
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In disclharginC its responsability the Ad Hoc Ilorking Group would have as basic

texts for its work the draft treaties, proposals and rrorlcinkr, papers on a convention

on chemical weapons presented to the Committec and its predecessors as well as the

draft treaties, proposals and worl:in^r papers submitted to it during the course of its

wor1, by both members and non-members of the Committce.

In order to enable the Ad Hoc Working Group to accomplish its task the

Committee. would request the States participatir.E in the bilateral ne`otiations on

chemical weapons fully to inform the Ad Hoc llorhir^; Group on the state of ,

ne.Gotiationa indicating areas in ldzich aL;reement has been reached as irell as issueo

which still are outstandine.

In the process of els.boratine the draft convention the Ad Hoc Worl;iile. Group

would inter alia identify areas of agreement and possible new elements of importance

for the formulation of the scope and verification of a chemical weapons convention.
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 
CD/15 
24 April 1979 
Original: ENGLISH 

UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN & NORTHERN IRELAND 

Visit to Britain by Chemical Weapons Experts  
(14-16 March 1979) 

Nineteen governments Were represented on the visit which consisted of two 
parts: the first an inspection of a former nerve agent plant in the process of 
demolition at Nancekuke in Cornwall and the second a tour of a civil chemical 
factory near Birmingham. Notes on certain points connected with the visit are 
given below. 

I. 	Participation  

The following governments sent representatives to take part in the visit: 

Australia 	 . Japan 
• 

Belgium . 	 Netherlands 

Canada . 	 Norway 

Egypt 	 . . Pakistan 

France:  • 	 • 	Romania • 

Germany, Federal 	 Sweden 
Republic of 

Greece 	 • 	 Turkey 

Indonesia • 	 United States of America 

Republic of Ireland 	 Yugoslavia. 

Italy 

IL Chemical Defence Establishment, Nancekuke  

Note on some problems connected with dismantling a Nerve Agent Plant: 

1. 	The GB pilot plant at Nancekuke was closed down as a toxic facility in the 
mid 1950s. At that time, the whole plant was washed out . with  sodium  hydroxide 
solution as a decontaminant. A small part of the plant was dismantled  in the 1960s 
to enable part of the building tc be used for other work. The majority of the 
equipment was not dismantled until 1978/79. 
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2. On the basis of British experience at Nancekuke, the major tasks involved

can be summarized as follows:

(a) Re-establish..speoial medical control of staff.

(b) Re-establish.full.safety precautions.

(c). Install a detection monitoring system.

(d) pismantle item by item, working from the highest point.

Further decontaminate each plant item removed.

Recover valuable materials of construction.

Dismantle cubicles and ventilation equipment.

Maintain control of decontamination effluent.

3. Medical control of staff required that the blood cholinesterase norm for
every person be established before working in the toxic facility. During the
dismantling period this cholinesterase level was checked regularly and also
measured immediately if any symptoms of poisoning were observed. A medical
officer was based in the plant area in direct voice contact with the scientist in
charge and each person was medically examined for symptoms of poisoning before
leaving work each day. Arrangements were also made for medical treatment to be
readily available after working hours, should any symptoms develop then.

4. The safety precautions necessary for work in a toxic environment are that:

(a) All personnel change completely into works clothing.

(b) Access to the work area is limited to authorized personnel only,

with entry and exit being recorded.

(c) Entry into toxic cubicles is controlled and recorded.

(d) Full protective clothing and respirators are to be worn by

personnel entering a toxic cubicle.

(e) There is an alarm system to warn of an emergency.

(f) All personnel in the immediate area of the plant carry a

(g)

respirator.

There are adequate facilities for decontamination of personnel

and equipment.
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5. 	The dismantling of the plant must be done by a team of experts who are 
fully acquainted with all parts of the plant and experienced in toxic engineering 
techniques. It requires meticulous attention to detail and a painstaking approach 
to establish that every possible trace of liquid which could either be decontaminant 
liquor or trapped agent is removed before dismantling of a particular item 
commences. A systematic and planned procedure is necessary and as each joint is 
broken, whether in a vessel or in a pipeline, the ends are wrapped with neoprene 
sheet to prevent drips of material from contaminating other areas. 

6. 	The likely areas of contamination are in jointing materials and glands of 
movihg parts, e.g. agitators and valves. Although the original "wash-through" 
with decontaminant would serve to destroy the majority of toxic chemical, some 
will remain trapped by airlocks and absorbed on jointing and packing material. 
As each item of plant is removed it much therefore be totally immersed in sodium 
hydroxide solution to ensure complete decontamination. 

7. 	The primary material of construction used in the UK plant was silver, and 
this was recovered by smelting at high temperature and casting into ingots for 
re-use as a base metal. If other materialé of construction Were used (e.g. 
stainless steel or nickel alloys) it is likely that the equipment could be re-used 
for other purposes. However, if the equipment were homogeneously lined, say with 
enamel or lead, the lining.would have to be stripped out to ensure complete 
decontamination as pin-hole leaks may have allowed toxic material to be trapped 
between the lining and the base metal. 

8. 	Following the removal of all plant the cubicles and ventilation systems would 
be dismantled and finally the effluent tréatment and'control systems demolished. 

9. 	On-site inspection of the type demonstrated in the UK visit can establish 
that plant has been removed and in the case Of Nancekuke that theequipment was 
actually destroyed_by melting. It can also  show  that a facility has been 
completely immobilized through removal or dismantling of the essential ancillary 
element of a toxic plant, namely the means of totally enclosing the plant 
(cubiclisation) and the systems for ventilating the exhaust air through cleaning/ 
detoxification equipment. It should however be emphasized that the comments made 
apply to the final toxic stage of a pilot plant process to produce a nerve agent. 

Albright and Wilson Ltd., Oldbury, near Birmingham  

Civil chemical works covering twenty hectares and including about thirty-five 
separate units. Areas visited on 16 March were: 

(a) Phosphorus receipt and distribution; phosphoric acid; 
phosphorus chlorides. 

(b) Other phosphorus-using processes; phosphorus pentasulphide, 
alkali phosphates. 

(c) Organic phosphorus,compounds (phosphites, phosphates); 
general organics; malathion building. 

(d) Support facilities; research and technical service laboratories; 
works laboratory; medical centre, effluent treatment plant. 
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Prohibition of-the development, nroduction and stockpilinF of
all chemical weapons and their destruction: workinz paper

As the Committee on Disarmament is about to proceed at its current session

with the consideration of the substantive matters on its agenda, the question of

the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical

weapons and their destruction stands out as one of the pressing issues.

Indeed, the problem of the total elimination of these weapons from the arsenals

of States has been under active consideration for well over a decade. The

comprehensive discussions in the General Assembly of the United Nations and in the

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, often with the benefit of expert advice,

have helped to identify some of the crucial problems involved. .They also served

to clarify the positions of individual States and of the community of nations at

large with respect to chemical disarmament. Over the yea.rs, these positions have

found their reflection in three d.raft agreements tabled by the socialist countries,i/

by Japan^ and by the United IiingdomL as well as. in countless working documents

and General Assembly resolutions.

More recently,. the views of States with respect to the prohibition of chemical

weapons, have been put together by the Secretariat in a useful informal paper of

11 March 1977: "Compilation of Materials on Chemical Weapons from CCD Working Pe.pors

and Statements, 1972-1976".

It is a matter of record that Poland and other socialist States, spared no

effort, in the General Assembly of the United Nations and in the CCD, to bring

closer the conclusion of' an agreement on the complete elimination of chemical

weapons, i.e. indiscriminate weapons of mass annihilation which, if ever used,

would have most devastating effects upon innocent and unprepared civilians. There

was also the concern that unless a comprehensive ban on all chemical weapons is

j/ CCD/361.

2/ CCD/420.

3/ CCD/>12.

GE .79-619a0
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agreed upon, the technological progress in the field of chemical warfare could lead 

to unpredictable further breakthrough, posing even greater threat' to man and to his - 

environment. 

The Government of Poland shared in the widespread gratification at the opening 
..•._ 

and pursuit of intensive bilateral negotiations between the Soviet Union and the 

United States .seeking to elaborate a joint initiative on the prohibition of chemical 

weapons for.its subsequent presentation to and finalization in a treaty form by the 

CGD. Accordingly, the announcement of the negotiating parties earlier last year 

that in their negotiations large measure of agreement emerged  on «a number of issues 

while several important questions remained to be reeolved in the time ahead, 

particularly in the area of verification, was welcomed in Poland with satisfaction 

and .anticipation. 

it the same time, while believing that a political framework agreement between 

the USSR and the United States offered the most realistic approach to the 

multilateral effort aimed at an effective Cd ban, Poland considered that the CCD 

should continue giving its close attention to the question of the total  elimination 

of chemical weapons. 

That basic, view has been reaffirmed in paragraphs 45 and 75 of the Final 	. 

Document of the Tenth Special Session  of. the  General. AsseMbly devoted te disarmament 

as-well  as in operative paragraph 2.and 3 of resolution 33/59 of the General Assembly. -Aii 

• The interesting working papers contained in documents GD/5, CD/6 and GD/11, 	q 

. which address the Committeels responsibility in the,field of CV, deserve attention 	. 

in the first place as manifestations of the determination cf their authors and 

co-sponsors to contribu1e. to the elimination of the threat posed by the ever growing 

inventories of chemical weapons. 

Bearing in mind the differences of views with regard to the substance of the 

question  .of prohibiting chemical weapons reflected, as they are, in the three draft 

agreements as well as in other documents eubmitted in the Committee and . taking into 

account the various proposals concerning the method of .pursuing discussions within 

. the framework of the Committee on that subject, the Polish delegation suggests to 

establish, as a modest first  stop, an open ended and informal contact group. Its 

IIobjective should be to seek to define further the most appropriate mothods'and forms • 

of the Committee's work and to harmonize them with the bilateral efforts in order to 

accelerate progress towards early agreement 'on the prohibition of chemical weaponsr 

To accomplish its tasks, the contact group could hold consultations with the 

authors of the existing documents as well as with the representatives of the States ' 

1 

1 

1 
-i- 

participating in the bilateral negotiations. The group should subsequently submit 	' 

its  suggestions for  their consideration at a later stage of the currontecssion of 

the Committee on Disarmament. 	 II 
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CaMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CD/26
1 July 1979

Original: LITGLISI;

Compilation of Material on Chemical Weapons from
the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament and

the Committee on Disarmament Working Papers and Statements, 1972 1922
(prepared by the Secretariat at the.request of the Connittee on Disarmwnent)

Editorial Remarks

The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD), on 3 September 1976,

requested the Secretariat "to undertake, if possible before the beginnin,,.; of

the Committee's 1977 session, a compilation of appropriate mater:ial fr,ora working

papers and statements on the question of chemical weapons presented to the

Committee in recent years" (CCD/PV.727).

On 11 March, the Socretariat distributed an unofficial paper entitled,

"Compilation of Material on Chemical Weapons from CCD Working Papers and

Statements, 1972-1976." The paper consisted of (ij an outline listing the areas

covered in the compilation, (ii) the body of the compilation, and (iii) a list of

references.

In carrying out its task, the Secretariat adopted the following criteria:

(a) As requested, the compilation.referred only to statements and working

papers of the CCD.

(b) The compilation covered the material of the years 1972 to 1976, that is,

the period following the conclusion of the Convention on Diological Weapons.

Only occasional references were madé to earlier CCD sources.

(c) The compilation consisted of a summary description of the main points

covered in that material.

(cl) In the text of the compilation views were not attributed to any particular

member of the CCD. However, as mentioned above, a list of references to sources

was provided.

(e) No attempt was made to try to identify possible trends towards a

consensus on any of the various a ects of the question of chemical weapons.

Also, no attempt was made in the text of the compilation to refer to or summarize

statements as supporting or questioning specific suggestions.

GE .79--62107
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(f) While detailed technical inforPation.regarding Chemical. properties, 

toxicities, operation -of verification .methods-,.etc. ..; waS - ndt- SUMbarized, that 
. 	. 	 _ . 	_ 	. 

information could be easily identified by means of the list.of references. 	. 

(g) No references were made to •informal meetings with experts, since no 

official records existed for them. However, if material relating to informal 

meetings with expertswas Subsequently issued in official COD documents, it was 

covered in the compilation.. 

(h) The material of the compilation was arranged under headings that roughly 

followed the provisions of the draft agreements.submitted to the CCD.  

At its 31st plenary Meeting, on 27 April 1979, the Committee on Disarmament 

requested the Secretariat to bring up to date the informal document of 11 March 1977 

and to circulate it as . an  official document of the Committee (CD/PV.51, p.53). 

Pursuant to that request, the Secretariat has prepared this document, which 

follows the same criteria adopted for the original paper, as described above. 

The updated document.includes -  in the compilation material from working papers and 

statements preàented to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament during its 

1977 and 1978 sessions as well as those working papers and statements presented to 

the Committee on Disarmament during the first part of its 1979 session. 
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1. 	Introduction 	 • 

In 1971, the CCD started negotintions on a ben on biological weapons 

separately from negotiations on chemical weapons, but with the understanding , 

that the final objective remained:the prohibition and elinination of chemical . 

weapons as well. 	It uas also agreed that torins would be included in the ban, 

thus significantly broadening its scope. 	 . . 

The Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and 	. 

Stockpiling of Bncteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their 	• 

Destruction uns concluded by the CCD in 1971. 	It was counended by the 	• . 

General Assembly in resolution 2826 ()OXVI) and . entered into force on 26 March 1975. 

In the Preamble of the Convention the Stateb Parties recognied that an . 

. agreement on the prohibition of.biological and toxin weapons-represented a first 

possible step towards the achievement.of agreement on effective measUres also for 

the prohibition of the development, production and 'stockpiling of chemical weapons. 

Moreover, in Article IX  of the  Convention, each State Party affirmed the recognized 
1111 

objective of effective prohibition of chemical ueapons and, to that end, undertook 

to continue negotiations in good.faith with a viou  to reaching early agreementon 

effective measures for the prohibition of their development, prodUction and , -' 

stockpiling and for their destruction; and on appropriate Measures concerning .  - 

equipment and means of delivery sPecifical4r. designed for the production or uso of 

chemical agents for weapons purposes. 	Article VIII of the  Convention also provided 

that nothing in the Convention should be interpreted as in any way limitin or 

detracting from the obligations assumed.by 1.1,y State undez: the Protocol for the' 

Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous• and Other Wses, and•on . 

Bacteriological Methods of Warfare,  sied  at Geneva on 1 7,  June 1925. ' 	.. 

Beginning with its twenty-sixth session in 1971, and at its subsequent sessions 

the General Assembly adopted a number of rasolutions-dby uhich it requested the - CCD 

' and subsequently the CD to continue negotiations as a matter of high priority with 

a view to reaching early agreement on effective measures for the prohibition .of the 

development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and for their 

*/ Resolutions 2027A (XXVI), 2933 (XXVII), 5077 (XXVIII), 3256 (XXIX), 
3465(XXX), 31/65, 32/77, S-10/2, 33/59A and 33/71H. 
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destruction. It also invited all States that had not yet done so to accede to the

1925 Geneva Protocol cnd called for the Strict observance by all States of the

Objectives c6nt,-.L1ed therein.

From 1;72 to 197; the CCD a-11cJ_ the CD c'evôted intense efforts to the question

of chemical vea.pons. It considcred_ in detail all the main aspects of the cluestion,

Lic].uclùlg the scope of a boa, verification, cotâplaints procedures and o-^lie_° relâ,ted

r:lc.tt^r^.

The r:iain points considered by the CCD elnd the CD in this con-be..t arc ïeferred

to bcloij tu-i(ior the relevant sections.

2. Scope of ben

With respect to the scope of a bon o)-.t chcmical vec.ponc, two main approaclics

have becn diacussed: a côr:iprehensive ban in one step and c, step-by-step approach.

2.1 Comprehen-civc ban

The fol]o^ririg suggestions have been made in co;ule:tion with the question of a

couprehensivc boIZ :

Developmoilt, proclizction, stockpiling, acquisition or retention, of chemical

rro.rfare agents and of cher_iiccal ueapons should be hrolübited (1) as well as their

use (2). These activities ehoulcl aloo be prohibited with regard to mtuzitions,

ec;uipnënt and Moens of del.ivery (>). Chemical:Lrarfa-re agents, cheraical ireapons,

enuil)ment and r.iecno of c'.clivéry should be cleûtroyed or cLivertéd to hcacéful use (4).

Vc_rious kinds of mili'cary activitiey, such as offensive mili-târy tre.iiin-, should

be prohibitec? (5).

P...rties to any convention berulinG chemical weapons, in a.(?dition to assuming

the obligations as cletermi.ned by the scope of the convention, should undertake not

to trcnsfer to any recipiei-it irhatsoever and not in any iray assist e1iy State or

international or^eni,ation to zzanufac-ture or acc.!uire any of the aCeiZ-i;s, ueapons,

eC!Ltii7lle11t or raei.ns of c'.elivéry to bc ù=Zed undor the convention (6).

_1 convention shoulci not hinder rieasures for acquiring protection against

chonticc,l ^rarfc!.re (7), Liclud.ing assistance (3 ), propl-^yloxis aild medical

treatment (9).

In ordor not to encourage thc devel^,D;ieni: of chemical traxfc.r.e agents, it

shoi.zld be prohibited.- to issue i)c.tents for chemical warfare agents and presently

existing patent . s should be voic?ed (10).

The convention shoulc: provide for adequate verification (11) or a Ûystem of

t;^r..arclltecr, to ensure that all parties are complyi:zg with the obligations (12).

P_deopuate verification shoulcl be based on a combination of national w-iCL

international arratzgeiaents, including the creation of a consultative committce (13).

4
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Uy3on signi.ng or adhering to a convention (14), or when a convention enters

into forcé (15), parties should c'eclare their possession of cher:iical 11eapons,

agents and produ :tioiz 2c-cilities (10).

Any such convention shoulcl be implemented in a noxw.er d-esigned to avoid

li^clper-ing the economic or tecluzolo,;i cal developrsent in the field of peaceful

cheriic-a1. activities (17).

In a convention benzinG chemi cu1 weapons nothing should be interpreted in

^n;; w.--y liraitin,; or r'etracting from the obliGa.tions under the Geneva Plotocol, of

1;';'5 as ^.:cLl as unc^-er the EioloGice.1 Weapons Convention (10).

The neec! for o. further C;eneral position paper with a broad covering of the

subject has beerl expressed (19,)•

2.2 Gten-by--steh a;)-p-roach

Various suggestions, as indicated belov, have been made in connexion with this

approach, on the assur:lption that a comprehensive ban could not be attained in one

tep. Whc.t,these suggestions have in common. is that they c3efir-ie initial, limited.

steps which voulJ help achieve a comprehensive ban at a later stage (20). The view

lzas been e,.pressecl. that a partial approach introduces new technical elemento and

may stimulc>te military interest in sectors not covered by a partial agreement.

Bindin., obligations to continue negotiations woulcl then be neocled (21).

One suggestion is that a moratorium would be declared on the development,

production and ;tocltpiling of the most lethal chemical warf are a Gcnts, pending

a,;ïcer:ic.lt on the prohibition of such weapons (22).

!',-ccorc>.iiz- to another propoUe.l, the first stage would eonsic;t of a ben on the

Jcvcloprient, production and stockpiling of zzpertoxic chemical warfare a;ent;,

toco-t1x:r with the destruction of such agents (23).

:LZother formula enviso,Ges, as e, first step, the conclusion of a convention

cIec..ling with the most danGerous, lethal means of chemical varfc,re (24). .

The prohibition of all lethal chemical warfare agents, with or without a

phasec?. ^Iestruction of stoclzpiles, has also been envisage( I . (25).

Lzother proposal covers lethal chemlcal agents and other toxic cheriica1

agents iltenciecl primarily to cause 1o_zg-term phyr,iologieal he.rr_i to huuien beings,

with pho^Ûec1 destruction of such agents (26).

I
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VerifiabilitY of  prodùction of chemical Warfare agents  (soc  2.4..2 below) 

has been 'preposed as another possible criterion (27). 	This criterion might 
. — 

be  applicable  to ihe production of nerve gases, belonging to the so-called 

organophosphorus chemical compounds, which include many cômpounds having peaceful 

uses (20). 

Soma  comments have been made regarding the  elimitation of weapons, eçluipment 

and delivery systeMs to be banned (29). 	In one instance reference vas made to 

munitions instead of ueapons, with a view to covering binary chemical ueapons (70). 

With regard to activities to•be prohibited, a firs% step might comprise a 

ban on production vithout . destruction of stoekpiles (71). 	On the other hand, 

stockpiles might be destroyed, vhile production facilities uould be kept 	• 

"moth-balled" (32). 

A phased approach with regard to gradual deStruction .  of stocks but within a 

comprehensive scope has also been suggested . (55). 

A compre hensiveban might be reached in steps by bringing under the ban,at 

appropriate times, items which had been left'out (54). 	The scope of a convention 

should not-be such as to be discriminatory against Certain countries (35) . 	The  • 

use of chemical veapons may be more probable in regional conflicts than in a major 

var (36). 	Regional agreements might-  prove  to  be useful supplements to a convention 

and could increase the prospect that the international'cemmunity accept a chemica l . 

veapons ban (57). 	 • 

Principles for delimiting the scope might  be  set out in a protocol to the 

convention or draftéd  and  finalized outside the text of thd  basic agreement (58). - 

A method of . delimiting•the scope woUld be to list  the  chemical warfare agents 

to be• covered by a convention (59). • In this conneXion it  lias  been . suggested that 

the warfare agents which -the parties agreed . to>ban should be listed in an annex to 

the convention. As an alternative, one might -  list those agents which  iere to be - 

exempted from a ban (40). 	One could also exempt for some tiMe activities to be 

prohibited rather than agents (41). 

Tho principle of delimitatien vould also appli•with respect to the'distinction -
. 

betueen activities and agents related'exclusively to warfare  use,  referred to as 

"single-purpose"., and those which might also have a peaceful use, referred to as 

"dual-purpose" (42). 	A way of dealing with this problem might be to make a 

prohibition of single-purpose activities and agents unconditional, uhile the 

prohibition uould be conditional with regard to the dual-purpose activities and 

agents (43). 	The so-called "purpose criterion" (sec.2.4.1 below) could also be 	. 

used. in de,7.1i1g with this problem (44). 

II 
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2.3 Definitions regarding scope  

2.3.1 Activities  

With respect to the scope of activities which mieht be banned, three main 

cateeories of activities have been . considered, namely, development, production and 

stockpiling, coverine agents as wellas weapons. Also plannine, oreanization and . 

trainine for offensive purposes have'been mentioned. 

In connexion with a phased agreement, the question has been raised whether such 

an agreement should initially encompass all activities affectine only certain CW 

adents, certain activities affecting all agents, or certain agents as well as certain. 

 activities (45). 	 . 
Possible new elements of importance for the formulation of the scope of a 

convention may be identified in the  process of the elaboration of the draft 

convention (46). 

Reference has been made repeatedly to the fact that peaceful . activities must not 

be hindered  or  interfered with (47). 

With regard to development, production and stockpiline, it has been proposed that 

the general purpose criterion should apply (48). It has been sueeested.to examine the 

possibility that new types and new systems of chemical weapons be covered by  an 	. 

aereement . on new types and new systems of weapons .  of mass destruction (49). 

2.3.2 Chemical weapons  

,Chemical weapons . have been described as combinations of the effective component 

the chemical warfare aeent -- and the means and oreanizationa7_ structures for their 

military use (50). 	. 

Binary chemical weapons have been described as  chemical weapons in which two less 

toxic chemical :agents react to form a highly toxic aeent on the way to the tareet (51). 

.Chemical weapons are considered to be weapons of mass destruction (52). It has 

been pointed out that there is a real daneer that chemical weapons may be eradually 

assimilated-and accepted as conventional weapons, if no aereement is reached to .ban 

them (53). 

It has also been suegested that "multi-purpose chemical weapons" causing 

pysiological as well as mechanic and thermal effects should be treated as chemical 

weapons (54). The possible effect of chemical weapons on civilian populations and 

their sources of food and water make them detrimental to national and international 

security (55). - j 

1 
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2.3.3 Chemical warfare agents

Chemical warfare aZents are chemical substances which micht be used in war because

of their toxic properties (56). Effects on animals and plants should also be

considered (57). Chemicals used in war for other.purposes as, for instance, explosives,

eun powder, fuel, smoke-,generatine chemicals, lubricators and napalm, etc., (53) have

effects which are physical in their nature and do not belone to the cate^ory of

chemical warfare agents.

Those chemicals which are precursors to the active agents in binary chemical

weapôns are in a special position (59). The purpose criterion might.apply to them

as well as to incapaci,tatine agents (60). ..

A detailed definition of chemical warfare agents, includin^ binary components,

might be provided for in a protocol to.a convention (61).

Several criteria have been sueeested to describe the toxic properties of chemical

warfare agents. They refer to the. different.toxic.effects with regard to men, animals

and plants (62). They are related to the varioizs.types of toxic effects (63) and

penetration routes depending on the toxic ae.ents, involved (64).: The dee-ree of toxicity

has been suggested as a criterion for determining the delimitation,of single and dual

purpose chemicals from each other, and from those with only peaceful use, as well as

for delimiting super-toxic :substances from less toxic ones (65).

Not only.toxicity but,also.other properties have to be taken into account when

evaluating a chemical as a possible chemical warfare agent (66). Relationship with

respect to chemical structure has been mentioned as one delimitation criterion (67).

One should also consider that the absence of protection and medical treatment

facilities aCainst chemical warfare may make less toxic agents suitable as chemical

warfare agents in an attacl, against a country (60). Some of these criteria have been

discussed (69) and their relationships for delimitation purposes have been

analysed (70)..

Toxins are'already covered in the ]3!•1 Convention, but since they have been

characterized. as lethal chemical substances (71), and in order to avoid ambi`uitieo

in interpretation, it has been sueCested that they should be explicitly mentioned also

in any future C[I convention (72). Corresponding views have been expressed with respect

to herbicides and d.efo.liants about which:;it has been noted that certain restrictions

apply to their use under the Enmod Convention and the new Protocols to the Geneva

Conventions on Huoa.nitc.rivn Law in Armed Conflict,̂ , (73).
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Recently, consideration has been eiven to some chemical agents with respect to 

their particular effects, such as those resultine from delivery.of non 7toxic or low-

toxic agents to the taret  area, where •they, either by reactine with componehts in the 

target or makine it possible for CoMponents in the target to react with each other, 

result in some detrimental effects which directly or in the on  run may cause harm 

to human beings (74). 	• 

2.4 Delimita±ion.criteria  

2.4.1 Purpose and quantity criteria  

One'imPortant way to distinguish between activities and 'weapons (includine aeents) 

which are to be prohibited and those which are not to be'.prohibited, is to look for 

the underlyine purpose, i.e. the eeneral purpose criterion.-(75) Accordinely, all 

sinele-purpose activities and adents havine . use only for'war should be unconditionally 

prohibited. The purpose criterion mieht also cover incapacitatine agents as well as 

agents which-may be developed in the future (76). Dual-purpose-aeents mieht be - only 

conditionally prohibited, i.e. allowed as ions as no warfare  use was intended (77). 

The presence or absence of such intentions might be judeed from the amounts of possible 

warfare agents and equipment involVed. This quantity criterion is closely connected 

with the purpose criterion (70). With  regard  to the baSis•for justification of the 

quantities produced, which may vary considerably from thousands of tons to just a few 

kilograms a year (79), suggestions have been put forward - aiming at national analysis . 

of open-production statistics by the parties to a convention (80) (see 3.2.3.2 

below), or reportine Or declarations of production to some international body for 

fùrther analyses (01). 

2i4.2 Verifiability criteria  

There exists an inter-relationship between attainable prohibitions and the 

potential of various approaches to'verification (82). 

One criterion for decidine whether production of a pOtéhtial chemical warfare 

agent shall be banned. or not is the verifiability of the -  production (03). The 

application of this criterion to at least the oreanophosphorus , compounds has been 

considered to be possible (04), as these compounds have a relatively hemoeenous basis 

in the consumption of certain types of phosphorus and certain derivatives of that 

•• • element. 

(Verification issues' are dealt with in detail in section 3.2 below). 
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2.4.3 Effect criteria

The main property that mal;es a chemical substance a chemical warfare a`entis

its toxic effect. One definition of 'toxic" that has been suZ`ested is "poisonous

in the sense of caiisin` physioloC-ical injury to a human; th:.,c, includes blisterin.`,

blindness and death" (85). The expression "lonC--term physioloe.ical harm to hw:ian

beings" has also been used in this conne^;ion (86). Acçor.d.ine-l;,*, a system to determine

toxicities of chemical subatanceI s was sttiGested. early durinC_ the deliberations on

chemical weapons (87). This system has been re`arded as a possible tool for

determining the scope of a ban with respect to chemical warfare aeents (00). One

mi,ght, for instance, differentiate super-toxic, sinegle-purnose agents from less toxic,

dual-purpose a,-ents (89). Two different toxicity limits mieht be used to delimit such

less -toxic dual-purpose agents from super-toxic aCents and from other chemical

substances which cannot be used as warfare agents (90). A step-by-step approach

mieht utilize the purpose criterion, supplemented by the toxicity criterion (91).

Delimitation might be fâ.cilitatecl by combining structure and. toxicity criteria,

at least with reeard. to super-toxic, orCanophosphorus compounds (92).

Some of the technical discussions in the CCD have been devoted to suggestions on

actual numerical values of suitable toxicity limits (93). With regard to suitable

limits for super-toxic agents; several fieures have been suggested, which are all

within the same order of magnitude (94). These differences, nevertheless, irnply that

potentially important chemical warfare aeento may or may not be delimited as super-

toxic agents, amon` them binary and multicomporient weapons (95). llethods to establich,

the limits as well as the deE,:ree of confidence that may he placed in the different

approaches have been discussed (96). The need. for evaluatin` and. acreeinc. on

.ctandardized. procedures for toxicity determination have been stressed (97).

Somewhat different methods must be used to determine the toxic effecte, -- other

than lethal -- of harassine and i,Zcapacitatine aCents (96).

2.4,4 Chemical structure

'The scientific system for de5cribin•` the chemical structure of chemical coIDpoLUZds

allows prediction of the structure even of compounds which may not yet have been

synthesized. Thus it is theoretically conceivable to describe entire croups of to::ic,

chemically related compounds and sue-test that such `roups should be subject to

prohibition under a convention. Therefore, one should, in theory, be able to cover in

a convention even compounds similar to existinC chemical warfare aCents but not yet

synthesized (99). D:-amples of groups of chemical agents which might be delimited in

this way are the super-toxic ore-anophosphorus compounds, which include the nerve

agents, and also certain binary weapons components, mustarcl-type agents and

arsines (100).
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2.4.5 Other properties 	 . 	. . 	. 
Chemicarsubstances may be very toxic,. but, .for a number ofréabon.S . ,'ffiay - be 

unsuitable for use in.chemical weapons._ Dy evaluating to which extent the 

properties of a.chemical substance fulfil certain requirements, one could develop a 

method to determine whether a chemical substance can be considered to fall under the 

prohibitions .of a CV!. ban (101). Such properties comprise, among others, shelfrlife, 

	

volatility:and:explosion stability. Dy giving properties weighted,numbers, a . 	. 

combination - of suchscales could provide an index or. "evaluation number" that could ; 

 help determine whether chemical substances can be classified u as chemical warfare 

agents (102).- . 	. 
- 	! 	• 

A.Wa.y to establish whether known chemical agents fall under a ban is to list 

them (103). .., Combinations of criteria like toxicity and structural properties have 

been suggested in order to reduce the.number of substances yhich might.be  . 	. 
necessarj-  toIist (104). 

,Iists,.both of banned andexempted agents,. might appear in one annex to a 

convention, implying,that agents not mentioned in either of them would be covered 

by the:purpose criterion.of the convention which, in effect, would be • 

comprehensive.(105).. Such listscould be reviewed andupdated from time.to  time. 

. This,dynamiccharapter of the scope of the convention should be the subject of closer 

analysis,.with a view to determining whether this might provide for an effective ... 

steprby-step procedure towards.a cOmprehensive agreement (106). . 	. 
: -Using the (amended) single Convention on. Narcotic Drues of 1961 as a model . 

other-types of lists of CV agents could be constructed with a special view to, 

the desirability of different types. of verification. For this. purpose the UNEP 

International Reeister of Particularly Toxic Compounds,may be useful (107). 

I. 

di 
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3: Compliance

With respect to the question of compliance, the following aspects have been

considered.

3.1 Confidence-' Atildinr; measures

It has been suggested that confidence-building measures might occur both before

• and under a convention (103).

COPT1'i ^^1C0 ^1 G1!1^ c1aiC -J1lCir 0:1 111.t .t'lQaï: i00"Cs01i1,-: chcdaical ZTeapoils

Lt c1cclare thcir stac'_:;: (109). Parties could declare their possession''of

chemical weapons and production facilities either upon signin,r ,̂ the treaty (110),

x--ihen ratifying it (111), or upon its entry into force (112). With respect to

requests for information the principle of,equal security has been evoked (113) . Other

confidence-building measures, prior to the conclusion of a convention,. might:-be.

to invite other countr'ies,to observe destruction of declared stocks (114). or to

arrange technical éxchange visits to selected facilities (115).' Invitations to

technical visits were discussed in the Committee on Disarmament and results from

N
^
t
i

I
I

the visits have been described (116).' Exchange of information on protection

activities might also serve as a confidence-building measure (117). Partial

agreements might themselves be confidence-building with respect to reaching a

comprehensive ban (118). It has been pointed out that confidence-building and

verification are different concepts that'should be separated (119). Further

consideration of confidence-building measures might be''valuab3:e (120).

3.2 VerificaLion-measures

3.2.1 National verification mèasures-

One basic approach to the problemof verification is that the convéntion'should

to some degree be an expression Of trust among countries (121). A nation's continued.

assurance that a convention is complied with should. be based on utilizing -natiônal

means of verification in combination with some international measures (122).^ This

might imply setting up particular national verificationorganizations or côntrol

committees. Members of the committees might be representatives of governmental

agencies, public organizations and e.xperts. Their task should be to monitor that no

violations against the convention take place within a country. A national'

verification organization might also exchange and analyse nationally and

internationally available information (123). National means- of extra te rritorial

control could utilize a combination of remote monitoring, including the use of
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satellites, and indirect monitoring by means of statistical data analysis (124). 

Such an organization should put forwardsuggestions regarding necessary national 

legislation for compliance uith the treaty (123). One task might be to report 

. information about national activities to an international verification agency (126). 

Countries which lack national technical. facilïties.for establishing verification 

measures on their udn might be put at a disadvantage if a convention only 

provided for:national means of verification (127). In order to.work out 	• 

standardized programbes for'national verification agencies, it pight be useful to 

arrange international expert Conferences orcstablish basic principles 

internationally (120). The possibility of uàing supervision procedures in 

- addition to national means may be investigated. (129) 

• 3.2.2 International Verification  meaSures 

The view has been expressed that a country in possession  of a chemical weapons 

capability gives up asignificant military option if it becomes party to an-agreement . 

banning such weapons (130).and-that it would renounce the possibility of "retaliation 

in kind" if_it were attacked with chemical weapons. Ituould also lose the 

deterrent effect such-a capability might have (131).. For the sake of its own • • 

security, a country may wish to include in the agreement verification  provisions

--designed to prevent other parties to the convention from secretly preparing or . 

maintaining a chemical Weapons capability (132). Such provisions have  been suggested 

specifically to  comprise  internationalHierificationmeasures, including on-site 

inspections (133). Regularity of inspections would enhance confidence-building (134).. 

These measures should be sufficiently effective to aotually deter parties from 

possible violations (135). The verification measures need.not be 100 per cent 

effective (136). States armed forces should be exempted from international 

verification (137). In addition to its deterring effects, an international 

verification system would provide continuous reassurance to the parties that no 

violations were occurring (138). A country having been subject to on-site 

verification can share its experience with other.countries (139) 	International 

verification measures can be supplemented by national ones (140).. Concerning the 

degree of intrusiveness of methods, on-site inspection has been considered to be 

too intrusive (141). HoweVer, different degrees of intrusiveness can apply also. 

to on-site verification activities . (142). Different international.verification. 

1 
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methods, applied together, will reinforce each_other (14.j): Non-intrusive..

international verification measures may observe certain activities and involve

analysis of the observations, in order to obtain indi.cations' of possible violations

as a basis for further verificàtion and,çomplaints procedu-rés (144)•

3.2.2.1 Organizational aspects.*,

International verification activities could be conceived of as taking place on a

voluntary basis in co-operation with national control committees (145).

Consultative committees could also be established from among the parties themselves

as a result of a formal agreement (146). -

The agreed type of information.prepared by national verification committees, or

otherwise available, could be circulated, studied and analysed for consistency

either by particular expert groups called upon by the Parties to the Convention (147),

by a consultative body or committee (14E3); or by a verification agency (149). The

Secretariat of the United Nations might be assisted by experts in considering

verification problems (150). A comprehensive scheme would comprise an international

body authorized to carry out verification, when so requested by a party or on its

own (151). Such a body could also be entrusted to carry out on-site inspections (152).

Preparation of technical material, for use in the implementation of a chemical

weapons ban, for instance.in thé^form of an "analytical handbook" for chemical

analyses, is âTréady being ündertaken at•this stage (153).

With regard to international verification agencies,-different suggestions

regarding their names and functions have,been put forward (154). Some suggestions

also consider the specific need for international verification of a chemical ban

together with the question of international verification of a disarmament agreement

in general (155)•

Hxisting international organizations with technical resources, like WHO and iJNLi',

might suitably take on certain monitoring activities to ensure compliance with a

treaty (156). They could, for instance, collect technical information on properties

of chemical substances and methods of chemical analyses and also provide experts (157).

Costs and. manpower requirements for any international verification activities

and organizations should be kept as low as possible ( 150). There is a risk that

international verification méasures may lead to unwanted and illegal disclosures of

a nation's military, technical'and'industrial secrets to other nations (159) and

some measures to avoid'.such risks have been•suggested (160). Information on

chemical agents listed in annexed lists to a convention could contribute to

verification measures (161).-
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3.2.3 Verification for specific activities 	 • 

3.2.3.1 Deve1opment2  

Much development in the field of chemical weapons has originated from research 

and development for peaceful purpose, sometimes far in advance of the actual weapons 

development (162). One way of getting an early indication on potential chemical 

weapons applications is a systematic, computerized search of internationally available 

scientific and technical literature on a routine basis (163). Open reporting and 

internationalization of information has been Called for (164); Suggestions on 

voluntary exchange of information have taken into . account results of scientific . 

 research and developments'for peaceful purposes (165). 

One activity'that is related to the development of chemical weapons is field 

testing,' Pield tests might be detected and monitored by So—called remote 'sensing . 

 methods (166). What is usually Meant by remote sensing is the use of analyfical 

. equipment that can provide-information on phenomena at.a distance from the analysing 

equipment or the observer (167). The possibility of detecting  field tests with nerve 

agents by means of satellite based spectrophotomètric instruments (infra—red 

sensitive) have been analysed (168). -An analySis has also been carried  out regarding.  

• the capacity of similar  instruments, as well as of others based. on different 

principles, on the asslimption that such instruments would be placed on earth but 

outside the borders of countried . to be monitored. Geographical and meteorological 

conditions are found to influence all . the  methods discussed (169). 

3.2.3.2 Production  

Verification of non—production of chemical weapons presents the basic 

difficulty of proving the negative (170). Control measUres can be carried out in 

production facilities resulting in assurance of non—production of chemical warfare 

agents, without disclosure of production secrets. Such  measures could include 

regular on—site inspections, arranged . by  an international control agency (171). 

Verification problems relating to the production of chemical agents, munition. 

and equipment for delivery, and of facilities for filling the munition have been 

c'onsidered (172). Parties to a convention should declare means of production of 

chemical munitions and chemicals covered by the convention. (173) The difficulties 

of obtaining.access to military installations for verification purposes have been 

mentioned .(174). Confirmation by some method that production for.chemical weapons- 

2 Some of the methods mentioned in this section might be applicable also to 
monitoring air,, earth and water aroUnd production and destrUction facilities and be 
considered also in the next three sections. 

II 
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does not occur may be relevant only with respect to that particular verification 

activity and not necessarily prove that p violation had not.occUrred (175). Even if 

verification methods by means of which violations of a production ban  can be devised, 

their practical application would be difficult due to the magnitude and diversity 

of the .chemical industry (176) .  

Providing information on pertinent production activities for analysis by _ 	. 	 . 
concerned parties constitutes one way of providing material for verification 

activities (177) .  Historically known chemical warfare agents might be continually 

listed as a basis for information on chemical production facilities (178). 

Reference has been made to the use of production  statisticb,- trahsportation data, 

etc., as a means to follow the production of relevant chemical substances in 

different countries (179). As. an illustrative example of slich an accounting method, 
, 

a verification system relating to the production of organophosphorus compounds, to 

which the nerve agents belong, has been workedrout in some detail and a number of 

limitations e , including possible evasions, have been - described. That system 

envisages.that both national and international organizations would operate. The 

system requires that information be available from independent sources. Verification 

personnel .should be allowed to visit production sites and would require basic 

information from different production levels to check the overall balance of the 

system, when warranted by analyses of statistical material (180). Verification 

measures should encompass also other chemical warfare agents than those of 

organophosphorus origin (181). • 

With regard to proposals for verific3tion of a ban on production of dual-purpose 

agents for warfare use, it has been indicated that the production of dangerous 

chemical agents is being increasingly brought under both national and international 

regulations (182). 

Several methods to control the actual production of chemical warfare agents 

have been suggested.. On-site inspection has been requested for verifying that 	. 

proscribed chemicals are not prodUced in facilities for similar substances (183). 

It has been debated whether photographing from satellites or airplanes, or mere 

ocular observation from the outside of a production plant might provide useful 

information (184). Remote sensing methods for monitoring outlets and surroundings 

of chemical plants are conceivable under certain conditions (185). Highly sensitive 

chemical analysis of actual samples from such  ares  is also conceiVable (186). 

Attempts may be made to detect those products that may develop when GU agents, as 
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well as other chemical substances involved. in their production, leak out into the

surroundings. Also, the presence of certain binary weapons precursors could be

demonstrated (187). Also, it may be possible to analyse and follow chdmical traces

in the environment for some time after a release, or in connexion with an alleged

use (188).

One prerequisite for resorting to such methods is either to get access to the

place from which the material to be.analysed. can be obtained, or to ensure that

unmanned analytical equipment can function undisturbed. at the place. The

possibility of sampling of material by means of unmanned "black boxes" for actual

chemical analysis in situ or elsewhere, as well as the usefulness of these methods,

should be investigated (189).

In this connexion, several technical devices characterized as "on-site but

non-intrusive" have been presented. with the aim of ensuring thaty.after an

agreement has been reached, relevant equipment or areas are not tampered with.

These might include production facilities which, in accordance with the.agreement,

would cease production and remain "moth-balled" without on-site inspection

a technique that has also been developed to safeguard. nuclear facilities.

Monitoring of compliance of that agreement might then take place by means of.a

country's "own national means of verification" (190). Non-intrusive verification

methods of "moth-balled" production facilities could^not substitute for destruction

or conversion to civilian uses of the facilities (191). Absence of safety measures

in e production plant may be a sign that no CW agents,are produced there, even if

in some instances production of substances with low acute,.but high chronic

toxicity exist (192).

Possibilities for "familiarization exchange" of information, as discussed. in

connexion with other arms control treaties, have been suggested (193).

It_has been suggested that by utilizing a proposed: system for delimitation of

potential chemical.warfare agents by means of a combination of evaluations relating

to the different properties of a substance (194), one might find a means of

directing the activiti.:s of a verif ication.agency with regard to development or

production of chemical substances for potential warfare use (195).

It is considered that verification of production of chemical weapons must

reflect -the fact•that this productiôn has more in common with biologiçal weapons

than nuclear weapons (196).

1
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3.2.3,3 Stockpiling

Discuss.ion. on this subjecthas dealt with munitions and bulk storage of

chemical agentà (197). Reference has been:made to.the problem.of how to verify L-lhat

chemical munition is not stored together. Frith ordinary munit-on (198). Remot•e

monitoring of munition transports may b,z the only way of finding secret stockpiles

(199). A comprehensive ban might facilitate verification of munition stockpiles,

since. no chemiçal munitions at all would. be a.llôwed (200). The difficulty of finding

hidden stockpilés has been mentioned (201). Declaration of stocks.before the

conclusion of a çonvention,.or upon its entry into force, could inspire confidence

among-parties concerned (202), and facilitate planning of.a destruction

programme .(203). A*convention should contain provisions for declaration of

stockpiles (204).

Monitoring the stateof known stockpiles by sir or satellite reconnaissance

seems to have only.limited possibilities (205). On-site visits to known stockpiles

may confirm the nature of the stockpile, if admittance to the storage façilities

is allowed. Possibilities would exist to find. out whether stockpiles contain

chemical weapons and what:typeof agent they contain, if measurements were allowed

immediately.outside the actual.site (206). 1,;hen stored over @long time, munition

and bulk storages may begin.to leak and deteriorate, necessitating adequate

arrangements for taking care of such situat:.ons. Such measures may or may not be

observable depending on whether particular precautions had been taken (207).

3.2,3,4 Destruction of stockpiles

Vaxious technical aspects of destruction of stockpiles and the possible means

of verifying such destruction have been discussed in a number'of.working papers (208).

It has,been suggested that the possibility of using additional supervision procedures

for verifying destruction.of stockpiles might be discussed (209)..

It is conceivable that also undeclared stocks may be d.estroyed.ê for instance,

in the case of the need to destroy `'obsolete" munition (210). The possibility of

verifying such destruction is, however, related to the problem of.finding the stacks

in the first place ( 211). The information contained..in some working papers

indic atss that destruction of stockpiles is.a protracted process involving, inter alia,

hazards for the environment, and that rigorous procedures must..be followed in

carrying out such operations, which under some conditions might be observed (212).

The consequences of a possible. long destruction period. on the formulation of a

convention have to be taken into consideration (213). .
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Monitoring of destruction of stockpiles should account for - the particular 

agent that is destroyed,  and the quantity and quality of . the destroyed. agent, 

considering also weight - and volume of other components in the stockpiles (214). 

If on—site access to a stockpile destruction is not permitted, the activity 

cannot be verified by - any presently known methods (215).. Extraterritorial monitoring 

may be"of some use (216). 

Different suggestions have been given to find as non—intrusive Verification 

methods for stockpile.destruction as possible. One suggestion is that a country 

may choose a destruction site where on—site access would'be acceptable (217). The 

destruction could be checked  in situ  by observers, as distinguished from 

inspectors (218). In this connexion, the possibility has been mentioned  for the 

"familiarization" of other parties with the site of an activity through information 

exchange, a technique which has also been discussed in connexion with other arms 

control measures (219). Observatian.of destruction of stockpiles would. not 'need to 

be looked upon as a recurrent on—site inspection measure, since a stockpile can be .  

destroyed or converted to'peaceful:uses,' and thus inspected once only (220). 

The degree of disclesure related to the technical verification methods referred 

to above ranges from total disclosure of the destruction process of the agent, and 

the quantity being destroyed, to only an assurance  that some toxic  substance  is 

being destroyed or converted into a less toxic one (221). 

Ways of evading effective verification have been described (222). 

The verification process'should not result in-unwarranted-•isclosure of •' 

military information leading to proliferation of chemical weapons or in disclosure 

	

. of industrial secrets (223). 	- 

In connexion with  suggestions for arranging technical exchange visits during 

ongoing negotiations, the usefùlness of visiting also working facilities for 

destruction of chemical weapons has been mentioned (224). International co—operation 

in this field might be useful (225). 

3.2.3.5 Other military actiVities  

A chemical warfare capacity comprises not only developffient, production and 

stockpiling of chemical agents and weapons but also other activities like planning 

and training of personnel (226). 

A comprehensive ban on chemical weapons-might, perhaps, lead to observable 

changes in military doctrine, training, organization and equipment, and thus serve 

	

verification purposes (227). 	• 
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The difficulty of-distinguishing between defensive and offensive measures  ha s 

been nôted (228). 

A cenvention should cover adequately the situation when a country has on its 

territory chemical weapons belonging to, and under the control of, another 

country (229). 

As previously mentioned, it has been suggested that proteCtive Masures 

against chemical warfare should not be banned-(250). * •n-this -connexion, it has• 

been suggested that international co—operation regarding protection against 

chemical warfare might take the foin of regular meetings of experts, or exchange 

of information, eapecially relating to organophosphorus poLsoning, •herapy and • 

profylaxis (231). It has also been proposed that a convention  should ensUra •  that 

support and assistance  be rendered to a country victim of a 'chemical weapon 

attack (232). 	• 

3.3 Complaints and clarification iprocadures 	. 	 • 

A complaints procedure must be baSed on a number of interrelated . measures to 

be appropriately •included in any CW agreement (233). 

The procedure for submitting a comPlaint to the Security Council under thé 

provisions of the Charter could. be  spelled out in a convention (234). Due to the 

political nature of the decisions of the Council, it Might be desirable to resort 

to international investigation and fact—finding procedures before a complaint is 

lodged with the Security Council (235). 

Parties to a convention could undertake to consult with each other (236). 

Consultations could aIso take place within the multilateral framework of a 

consultative body (237), a consultative committee (238) or a Verification 

organization (239). 

Consultations might be arranged so that requests for clarification do not 

need. to appear as fOrmal complaints or allegations of violations with ensuing 

political difficulties (240), • 

A partyto a convention which wanted to allay suspicions or respond to the 

provisions of the convention might take initiatives for verification by: -  

invitation (241): Verification might be an obligation under a convention providing 

for co—operation by'a party when challenged by other'parties (242). If such 

challenges were met with negative replies, they could lead- to  suspicion ( 243). 

When consultations fail or if actual comPlaints are filed with a competent: 

body, further measures might be taken requiring additional information, fact—finding 

Investigations or inspections (244). With regard to fact—finding measures being 

taken as a result of complaints, adequate expertise for assistance (e.g. for 

chemical. analyses and toxicity determinations) should be available either within 

the competent body itself or through experts or expert groups (245) available 

nationally or in international organizations (246). 
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It has been emphasized that possible conclusions by an international 

organization with respect to results from technical analyses and fact—finding 

should be expressed in language that can be-eaSily grasped by egencies and 

personnel in developing countries and açcordingly be useful when making complaints 

accompanied by evidence (247). 

4. 	Other provisions  

4.1 Review conferences and amendments  

Review conferences should be held periodically (248). Review conferences should 

serve to ensure that.the preamble and the provisions of the convention are 

complied with (249). Review conferences should take bato account new technological 

and scientific developments relevant to the convention (250). 

:Parties should have a right to suggest amendments to the convention. Various 

systems for accepting such amendments have been envisaged_(251). 

4.2 Technical assistance and use of disarmament savings  _ _ 
Scientific and technical development in the field of chemistry should benefit 

peaceful,activities and to this end, exchange of information and. equipment for 

peaceful purposes should be facilitated (252). 

The principle . that a substantive part of savings derived from.disarmament 

measures should be used to promote economic and social development, particularly in 

developing countries, must be recognized (253). 

. 4.3 Duration and withdrawal  

The convention could. be  either of unlimited  (254) or  limited duration (255). 

When the supreme interests of States are threatened, parties should be able to 

withdram from the treaty after prior notification .(256). 

4.4 Adherence, entry into force, depositary agent  

Different provisions for signature, -ratification end entry into force of the 

convention have been suggested. (257). Governments coul d  act as depositaries (258) 

or, as a result of discussions within the framework of the United Nations, another 

depositary could be designated (259). 

4.5 Protocolsend annexes  

Some provisions and procedures of an agreement might be contained in protocols, 

annexes or "agreed interpretations". They might include principles for delimiting 

different kinds of chemical warfare agents (260), definitions, lists-of agents, 

reporting procedures (261), and stipulations for a possible consultative 

committee (262), or verificatien organization (263). 

1 

1 
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157. SlTedeil, PV.549, p.13; Yugoslavia, PV.712, p.36.

USA, CCD/360, p.11; Poland, PV..611, p.11; USA, PV.613i p.18;
Sweden, PV.622, p.10; Japan, P1.631, p.11.
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159- Poland, PV . 551, p.28; USSR, PV . 593, P-9; Non-aligned worhing, pape r CCD/400,
para0raph 15; USA, PV.613, p.16; Czechoslovakia, PV.621, p.3; USA, PV.702,p.12.

160. Sweden, CCD/4.85, P-1-

161. Japan, CCD/PV.739, p,ll; Japan, CCD/529, p.4.

162. USA, CCD/36o, P.7.

163. Sweden, CCD/395, P.3; SN-re.den, PV.590, p.11; Sweden, CCD/PV.705, P•8;
Sweden, Ccv/569; Italy, CD/5, p.2; USSR, CCD/538, p.2.

164. Sweden, PV.463, p.7; Sweden, PV.569; p.20.

165. Socialist workine paper CCD/403, p.2.

166. Canada, CCD/334, p.1-5; UIC, CCD/502.

167. USh, CCD/36o, p.9.

168. UIC., CCD/371; USSR, CCD/538, p•4•

169. Canada, CCD/334; UK, CCD/371; UI{., CCD/502.

170. UIç, CCD/308, P-4.

171. Federal Republic of Cennany, CD/PV.29, pp.17-18; United Kingdom CD/PV.29, p.22.

172. USA, CCD/360, p.5.

173. USSR, CCD/PV .788 , P-7; USA., CCD/PV.802, p.20.

174. Lumt, PV.555, p.12; Dletherlands, PV.560, p.8.

175. USA, PV.618; p.10.

176. USA, CCD/283; USA, CCD/293; USA, CCD/360'.

177. Sweden, CCD/395; Sweden, PV.590, p.11; Socialist ororkinC paper CCD/403, p.2.

178. USA, PV.740, p.26.

179. Japan, CCD/301, P.1; USA, CCD/311; US&, CCD/368; Italy, CCD/335, p.2;
Japan, CCD/344, p.3; Socialist working paper CCD/403, p.2; USA, CCD/437, p.6;
USA, PV.702, p.13; USSR, PV.704, p.17; USSR, PV.714, p.30;
Australia, CD/PV.2, p.38; USSR, CcD/530, p.2.

180. USA, CCD/437, p.3; USI^, PV.702, p.13.

181. L Oyli t, CD/PV. 31, p.16.

182. Sweden, PV.549, p.13; USA, CCD/369; Sweden, CG'D/384; Japan, CCD/466.

183. Au.stralia, CD/PV.2, p.33:
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Canada, CCD/434; 
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184.USA, 

185.USA, 

106. USA, 

COD/295; USA, PV,702, p.12. 	• 

CCD/352, p.5-6. 

CCD/332, p.6-7; Finland, CCD/501; UK, CCD/502, 

187. Netherlands, COD/PV.748,  1 .22; Netherlands, CCD/553; 

108. Finland, OCD/412, p.2; Finland, OOD/453,  p.2-3. 

189. USA, PV.702, p.15; Sweden, CCD/405, p.6. 

190.USA, COD/532; USA, CCD/360, p.8; USA., PV.702, 

191.Poland, COD/PV.764, p.12. 

192.Federal Republic of Germany, CD/PV.29, 

193.USA, PV.702, p.12-13; Poland, PV.722, 

194.Federal Republic of Germany, CCD/458; 
p. 6. 

p.1; Finland, CCD/577. 

USSR, COD/550, p.2. 

USA, CCD/498. P.4, 14; 

195.Sweden, PV.676, p.7. 

196.Poland, CCD/PV.735, p.12. 

197.USA, CCD/366, p.2. 	 . • 

198.Netherlands, PV.552, p.17; Egypt, 13V.555, p.12; Netherlands, PV.560, 
USA, OCD/366, p.5; Netherlands, CCD/PV.741, p.19. 

199. USSR, ccD/558, p.3. 

200.Netherlands, CCD/PV.741, p.16. 

201.USA, PV.654, p.11-12; Sweden, COD/485, p.1; USA, PV.702, p.8; 
USSR, COD/550, p.3. 

202.Yugoslavia, PV.714, P.34; UK, draft convention OCD/512, Article II, UK, 
PV.720, p.10-11. 

203; . Netherlands, CCD/PV..758, p.24. 	 . , 	. 

204.USSR, CCD/PV.788, p.7; USA . , CCD/PV:802, p.20. 

205.USA, CCD/366, p.2. 	 • 

206.Sweden, OCD/405, P.7. 

207.USA„CCD/366, p.1-3. 	, 

208.Sweden, COD/324; USA, CCD/360, p.6; USA, CCD/366; 
Finland, CCD/381; Socialist . working paper COD/403; 
USA, COD/436; Sweden, CCD/485; USA, CCD/497; USA 
German Democratic Republic, CCD/506. 
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209.USSR, COD/522, p.9; USSR, CCD/PV.720, p.20. 

210.USA, CCD/367. 

211.USA, PV.654, p.11-12; Sweden, CCD/45, p.1; Poland, OCD/PV.735, p.12. 

212.USA, CCD/367, p.2; USA, CCD/456; Canada, CCD/434. 

213.Sweden, CD/PV.29, p.34. 

214.USSR, CCD/PV.759, p.12; USSR, CCU/539. 

215.USA, PV.654, p.12; Sweden, OCD/405, p. 

216.USSR, CCU/538, n.3. 

217.USA, CCD/436; USA, PV.654, p.12. 

218.Japan, draft convention CCD/420, Art.II-3; 

219.USA, PV.702, p.12-15; Poland, PV.722, p.9. 

220.Non-aligned working paper CCD/400, paragraph III-c; Sweden, PV.622, P.9. 

221.Sweden,'CCD/405. 

222.USA, CCD/436; Hungary, PV.721, p.11. 

223.USSR, PV.647, p.19; Sweden, PV.652, p.10; USSR, PV.652, p.19; 
Sweden, CCU/485; Sweden, PV.704, p.6. 

224.USA, PV.711, p.9. 

225.Netherlandd, COD/PV.758, p.22. 

226.Sweden, 
USA, CCD/PV.740, P.24. 

227. Netherlands, PV.560, p.8; Sweden, CCD/PV.764, p.16; Netherlands, CCD/PV.750, 

p.25. 

220. UK, CCD/308, P.4. 

229.Yugoslavia, CCD/PV.742, 

230.Japan, , draft convention 
Article I-a. 

251. Yugoslavia, CCU/503, p.0; Yueslavia, PV.714, P.35 - 56 ; UK, draft convention, 

COD/512, Article XII(I); UK, COD/PV.761, p.10; UK, cpD/541. 

232. Egypt, PV.744, p.11. 

Japan, PV.631, p.0. 

p.9. 	 . 	. 

CCD/420, Article I-a; UK, draft  convention  COD/512, 

233. Sweden, PV.569, p.25. 
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234. USA, CCD/360;.p.12; Socialist draft convention CCD/361., Articles VI, VI-l, VII,
Non-aliened working paper CCD/4.00, paragraphs 16-17; UK, draft

convention CCD/512, Article X-2.

235. Sweden, PV.549, p.11; Netherlands, PV.560, p.ll; Sweden, PV.569, p.2
Pakistan, PV.571, p.21.

236. Socialist draft convention CCD/361, Article V; Netherlands, PV.560, p.10;
Non-aligned worl-.ing paper CCD/400, paragraph 13, Japan, draft
convention CCD/420, Article VII.

237. USA, CCD/360, p.10; USA, PV.702, p.16.

238. UIC, draft convention CCD/512, Articles VIII, X.

239. Japan, draft convention CCD/420, Article VII.

240. Sweden, CCD/395, p.3; Sweden, PV.590, P-11-

241. Japan, draft convention CCD/420, Article.IX-l; Japan, PV.631, p.11.

242. Sireden, PV.499, p.12; Japan, draft convention CCD/420, Article IX.

243. Sweden, CCD/395, p.5; Sweden, PV.590, p.11; Japan, PV.631, p.11.

244. Non-aligned working paper CCD/400, paragraph 17; Japan, draft
convention CCD/420, Article VIII-3; UIC, draft convention CCD/512, Article X-1.

245. Japan, draft convention CCD/420, Article VI.

246. Finland, CCD/381; USA, PV.702, p.16; UIC, draft convention CCD/512,

Article X-1.

247. Egypt, Pv.572, p.26.

248. Socialist draft convention CCD/361, Article XI; Japan, draft
convention CCD/420, Article XVII; UIC, draft convention CCD/512, Article XIV.

24.9. USA, CCD/360, p.12; Socialist draft convention CCD/361, Article XI; Japan,
draft convention CCD/420, Article XVII; UIC, draft convention CCD/512,

Article XIV.

250. USA, CCD/360, p.12; Socialist draft convention CCD/361, Article XI; Japan,
draft convention CCD/420, Article XVII-1; UIC, draft convention CCD/512,

Article XIV.

251. USA, CCD/360, p.14; Socialist draft convention CCD/361, Article X; Japan,
draft convention CCD/420, Article XVI; Uh, draft convention CCD/512,

Article XIII.

252. USA, CCD/360, p.13; Socialist draft convention CCD/361, Article.IX-1;,
Non-aligned wor'ting paper CCD/400, paragraph 1; Japan, draft
convention CCD/4.20, Article XIV-1; UK, draft convention CCD/51.2,

Article XII-l.
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253. Non-aligned -orking paper CCD/400, paraGraph 5; Venezl^ela, CD/PV.29, p.10.

254. Socialist draft convention CCD/361, Article XII-1; Huncary, PV.554, P-15;
Japan, draft convention CCD/420, Article XVIII-1; UX, draft
convention CCD/512, Article XV-1.

255. USA, CCD/360, p.14.

256. Socialist draft convention CCD/361, Article XII-2; Japan, draft

convention CCD/420, Article XVIII-2; UK, draft convention CCD/512,

Article CV-2.

257. USA, CCD/360, p.13, Socialist draft convention CCD/361, Article XIII; Japan,

draft convention CCD/420, Arti cle KI^:; UI{, draft convention CCD/512,

Article XVI.

258. Socialist draft convention CCD/361, Article XIII-2; Japan, draft
convention CCD/420, Article XI?:-2.

259. UIt, PV.720, p.12.

260. Sweden, PV.569, p.26; USSR, PV.567, p.18; Non-aligned working paper CCD/400,
paragraph 10; Poland, PV.611, p.9.

261.. Japan, draft convention CCD/420, Article IV; UIC, CCD/PV.741, p.31.

262. UK, PV.720, p.5.

263. Japan, draft convention CCD/420, Article IV; Venezuela, CD/PV.29, p.10.
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verification of non—production of chemical' weapons: 
Experience gained  in the Federal Republic of Germany 

c 

I L  

1. 	In the negotiations • on a convention on the prohibition of the development, 

production and stockpilingof chemical weapons and on  their destruction the most . 

difficult problem is that of verification. 	Adequate verification of a CW—ban must• 

cover the following areas in particular: • 

(a) destruction of existing stocks of chemical weapons, 

(b) destruction or shut—down of existing production facilities for such 

weapons, 

(c) control of current production of sensitive chemical agents to the•extent 

necessary for the observance of a production ban. 

2. 	This working paper is a contribution to the discussion of the item referred to •. 

under (c). Part I describes practices and principles of effective and economically 

unharmful control in the light of the Federal Republic of Germany's experience with . 

the surveillance of its undertaking not.to  manufacture chemical weapons. 	Part II 

is a summary of the results of the international-morkshop on the verification of 

the non—production of chemical weapons held in.the Federal Republic of Germany 

from12 to. 14 -March 1979. • Part III puts forward for discupsion-ensuing principles • 

for verifying a chemical weapons production ban. • 

• 

The Federal Republic of Germany, already a party to the Geneva Protocol of 1925, 

which prohibits the use of biological and chemical weapons in war, undertook.as  early 

as 23 October 1954 not to manufacture nuclear, biological and chemical weapons and 

thereby agreed to controls by the Armaments Control Agency of the  Western European 

Union to ensure that this undertaking was being observed. 

The -Armaments Control Agency established by the revised Brussels. Treaty  of 

23  October 1954, has been monitoring the non—production of chemical weapons in the 

Federal Republic of Germany since 1957/58. ,Controls consist of the evaluation 	t. 41  

of written information, supplied upon request, of visits  and  on—site inspections. 

• The experience which the Federal Republic of Germany has gained from VEU controls 

demonstrates that the practices outlined below could be useful  in  establishing 

effective and economically'unharmful verification of a world—wide ban on the 

manufacture of chemical weapons. 

GE.79-62489 
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1. Controls are extended to all substances specified in a list together with their

chemical formulae. The list is continuously reviewed by experts and modified or

supplemented as necessary.

2. Excluded from controls-are all apparatus, parts, equipment,:installations,

substances and organisms which are used for civilian purposes br.for scientific,

medical and ind'ustrial research in the field of pure and applied science. This

affects not only those chemical products used.primarily for civilian purposes

(e.g. hydrocyanic acid and cyanogen chloride) and intermediate and end-items not

suited to military purposes,.but also, for example, small and therefore militarily

irrelevant quantities of substances which are recognized as warfare agents. Such

minimal quantities are required for medical purposes and for the research,

development and testing of chemical defence equipment and techniques.

3. Production controls are applied to end-items and not to manufacturing processes.

Accordingly chemical factories as a whole are not subject to control but rather

individual substances of military relevance.

4. Non-production controls are applied to substances with characteristics which

hâve been defined as necessary for the production of chemical weapons. These

"characteristic.substances" are'not chemical.warfare agents but are deemed to be

initial or key products without which prohibited warfare agents could not be

manufactured. Depending on which other chemical substances are added to them, they

are suitable for the production of end-items for civilian purposes or for the chemical

warfare agents on a prohibited list. ' The aim of controls at production plants is

therefore to ensure that such substances are not used for the production of the

prohibited chemical warfare agents.

5. Controls are carried out in the decisive phase of reaction, the so-called

controllable stage. The starting point for non-production control of chemical

warfare agents is defined as follows:

"Controls in factories regarding a chemical product (chemical weapons) on

the list approved by the council, can take, as their starting point, the

chemical reaction or reactions immediately preceding.the possible creation

of the product on the list, in whatever form it may be".

Thus the controllable stage'star.ts with the phase of production which, during the

full production process,immediately precedes the completion of the end-item. This

is thè only stage -at whicti controls at production plants can.be- carried out.

6. Chemical substances which can be used for both military and civilian purposes

are not deemed to be chemicâ,l warfare agents if`the quantitiesproduced do not

exceed peaceful civilian requirements. The controls determine whether the

quantities produced do in fact exceed those requirements.
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7. The initiative for on—site-inspections lies with the Armaments Control Agency 

of the WEU. 	The director . of thé agency  appoints  two to four officials of different- 

nationality, one Of them a . national of the country in which  the inspection  is to be 

carried out. 	A representative of the coMpetent national authority assists the 

• agency in.the execution of its controls. 	 • 	 • 

- During such controls the representatives of the  agency enquire about the 

organization, operation and production programme of the plant. 

The subsequent visit to the  production plant  covers only those departments 

dealing with  the  decisive phase of reaction. 	The inspectors are shown bUilt—in 

measuring  instruments  so that they can verify the quantities of the pre—preducts 

employed in the production of a substance and  the final output. If further 

clarification iS required, the-findings are compared with the factory's records or 

books. 

8. The ïrispeCtors pay special attention to the factory's safety precautions.' These 

arc  always Olear;ly visible and .cannot be cencealed and together .with the lack of • 

special equipment and - installations, provide the clearest  possible • indication that no 

chemical warfare agents 'are being produced in the -plant. 

9. In special cases sampling as a means of Pontrol-is useful and effective for 

identifying specific Substances and - determining whether they 'are prohibited warfare 

agents. 	The highdegree of toxicity of most of these substances poses the.problem 

of liability in the case of accidents or damage caused or suffered by inspectors. 

- 10. The inspection  is carried  out in stages in order to avoid, as far'as possible, 

any interference with the civilian sectoi.. 	As  seon as the inspectors are satisfied 

that the non—production pledge is . being kept, the control must cease. 	If the visit ' 

to the production plant, including the inspection of spedial. bafety precautions 

(first control measure), is not deeMed to be sufficient, ihe control may be•extended 

to the employment of initial and intermediate products in the controllable stage 

(second Control measure). 	If there is•Still:ne certainty that chemical weapons'are 

not being produced, the factory's records may be checked against the instrument  

readings (third control measure). 	Samples may be taken'as.the fourth and last 

• measure. 

11. After  each  on—site inspection the inspectors' report orally to the director of 

the agency. 	They also prepare a - written classified report whichremainS in the 

agency's files. 	It may not be brought-to the notice of any person outside the ' 

agency. 	Neither the •factoryebncerned nor the 'Competent national authority is 

Consulted in the preparatien of the report. 	 • 
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The representative of the national authority who has taken part in the 

inspection also prepares a report so that the authority concerned may have its  ovni  

documents available in the event of recurrent inspections. 	This report is 

transmitted to the management of the factory concerned. 

12. The staff of the Armaments Control Agency are international officials. They 

must in no circumRtances whatever reveal to third parties information obtained as 

the result of their official tasks, 	Special protection is. accorded to industrial, 

economic, commercial and scientific information, whether classified or not. 

13. The Armaments Control Agency submits annual reports to the Council of the 

Western European Union. 	These reports contain the numbercf controls, the names of 

the companies concerned, and the results, stating such difficulties or problems that 

may have occurred without, however, going into detail. 

II 

1. The workshop held in the Federal Republic.of:Germany from 12_to 14 March 1979 
served the purpose  of  illustrating. to an international.audietcd_of experts, by means. 

of practical examples, the experience gained from WEU controls. 

The objection occasionally raised to on-site inspections as a means of , 

controlling current  production in  civilian chemical plants is that they would be 

intrusive and liable to harm the legitimate interests of the producers since they 

would involve the disclosure of classified information of a technological and 

economic nature. 

The Federal Republic of Germany fully acknowledges the need to protect 

production secrets; being a country with a highly developed chemical industry it 

has itself an interest in such protection. 	It is, however, convinced that it is 

possible for on-site inspections to prove, without disclosing any classified 

information on the production process, that chemical warfare agents are not being 

produced. Warfare agents are distinguished from compounds for peaceful uses by 

their considerably higher degree of toxicity. 	Consequently, the production of 

highly toxic substances on a scale required for military use necessitates Safety 

precautions which are visible in certain constructional features of the production 

facilities. The absence of such safety precautions is easily seen during the 

course of a plant inspection and provides evidence that no highly toxic compounds 

are being produced. .Even where safety precautions are continually improved, as 

existing facilities are developed or.new facilities.established, they will fall far 

short of the protection technology required in factories producing warfare agents. 

Hence, this method of verification does not require the disclosure of any production 

secrets. 
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2. In the light of e,_perience gained from this international vcrification, the

purpose of the workshop held in'the FederalRepublic of Germany was theref.ore to

show:

- that international on-site inspections of t,ie.current production of

substances which, by their chemical structure arc related to warfare

agents, are an effective rneans of verification of a production ban and

that such inspections can be carried out without any impairment of the

factory's industrial processes and legitimate commercial iaterc^;ts.

This was thé aim of the invitation Federal Chancellor Schmidt made to member

States of thc United Nations at the Special Session of the United Nations

General Assembly devoted to disarmament in May 1;'78 to participate in a workshop

in the Federal Republic of Germany. The State Secretary of the Federal Foreign

Office, Herr van lJell, renewed this invitation. on 26 January 197c,) at the opening

session of the Committee on Disarmament. 55 experts toolc part in the workshop

coming from Australia, Belgium, Cauada, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France,

the Federal Republic of.Germany,. Greece, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Japan, Kuwait,

Mexico, the Netherlands, Pakistan, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzérland.,

the United Kingdom, United States of America and Yugoslavia. A representative

of-the United Nations Secretary-Ge.neral also attended the workshop.

The programme, co-ord.i.nated with the Federation of Chemical Industries offered

the participants, after an introductory mecting in Bonn, the opportunity to visit

the production plant of one of the three biggest chcmi.cal companies of their choice;

either the hostat',.ion and afugari production in -the Knapsack plant of Hoechst A .G. ,

or the parathion and azinphos prod.uction of Bayer, L.G. at their plant-prot^;ction

factory in Dormagen, or the thion acide ester plant of BASF tktiengesellschaft in

Ludwigshafen, i.e, in each case, the production of insecticides on a phosphorous

basis. Phosphorous insecticides are, in their chemical structure and reactions

and in this aspect only -- related to warfare agents.

The participants had the opportunity to ^;ct acquainted with the praçtice of

international on-site inspection. The main purpose of this ex.ercise was to

demonstrate that

- in the absence of safety precautions no supertoxic compoundN can be

manufactured in,the production plants at present available to the chemical

industry,

- the absence of such safety precautions is perceivable in the course of a

plant inspection and thus -to prove the non-production of warfare agents,

/T4Y%
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- a rapid conversion of available prodùction plants into plants producing

warfare agents is technically not possible, and that

- the chemical industry in the Federal Republic of Germany does not object

to controls of its production plants with regard to the possible production

of warfare agents or of characteristic pre-products of warfare agents.

The final discussion on the workshop showed that it served its purpose.

3. It became apparent that any effective verification of a chemical weapons ban

must include the application of international control measures. Naturally they

can and should be combined with national ones. Rog.tlar on-site inspections carried

out by an international control authority should, however, be an indispensable

component of any international control measures designed to ensure the non-

production of chemical weapons as laid down in a convention. Other international

control measures such as near-site inspections (emission analyses), satellite

monitoring, statistical control of production figures, and the consumption of raw

materials and basic chemicals do not suffice to replace on-site.inspection, nor.can

off-site inspections and the opto-electronic sealing of shut-down factories be a

satisfactory substitute.

III

For the practical verification of a world-wide ban on the production of chemical

weapons, the following principles can be drawn from this experience:

effective verification of a production ban necessitates adequate on-site

inspections of current production,

- such inspactions can be carried out without any impairment of the industrial

processes and legitimate' commercial interests of the plant concerned.

The necessary prerequisites are that

chemical weapons be precisely defined, and existing lists be modified

and/or supplemented,

the fields of pure and applied research and of civilian use should be

excluded from controls,

information be furnished in reply to an annual request'by a verification

authority in respect of chemical weapons; this would ease the task of

-selecting those factories which were eligible for non-production controls,

the controllable stages be defined; specific characteristic substances

would have to be defined as initial products,

principles should. be worked out for the gradual implementation of

non-production controls and that

the civil peaceful requirements of specific (ambivalent) chemical substances

on the prohibited list should be roughly estimated; they would have to be

reported regularly each year.
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LETTER DATED 16 jULY 1979 FROM THE AMBASSADOR (POLITICAL AFFAIRS) 
OF THE PERMANENT MISSION OF FINLAND TO TEE UNITED NATIONS OFFICE 
AT GENEVA ADDRESSED TO THE SECRETARY OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 
AND PERSONA', REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF TEE UNITED 
NATIONS CONCERNING THE IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL ORGANOPHOSPHORUS 
WARFARE AGENTS - AD APPROACH FOR THE STANDARDIZATION OF TECHNIQUES 
AND REFERENCE DATA 

Upon the instructions of my Government, I have the honour to forward to ycu 

herewith a study entitled "Identification of Potential Organophosphorus 

Warfare Agents - An Approach for the Standardization of Techniques and 

Reference Data" prepared at the request of the Ministry for Foreign 

Affairs of Finland. I would be most grateful, if you could take appropriate 

steps to have this study (listributed as an official document of the 

Committee cn Disarmament. 

(Signed) Eskr Rajkoski 
Ambassador 

* A limited distribution of this document in English has been made to the 
members of the Committee on Dioarmament. Additional copieo are available 
from the Foreign Ministry of Finland in Helsinki. 
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Scope

1. Q: Can we agree that a CW-ban will be comprehensive, i.e. that it will cover

thé whole CI-l-problem and will therefore not imply a partial approach? (This

is not withstanding the fact that the destruction of existing CU-stockpiles will

take considerable time for technical reasons.)

2. Q:

3. Q:

If the answer is yes, what will the ban exactly cover:

(a) banning the development of CW-agents and weapon systems?

(b) banning the productiôn of all single-purpose agents,

including single-purpose précursors?

(c) banning the.production for C14-purposes of dual-purpose

agents (including dual purpose precursors?)? Does it cover

only lethal agents or also incapacitants? Tear gas?

Herbicides and defoliants?

(d) the destruction of existing stockpiles of CW-agents and

weapon systems? What is the time limit?

(e) the dismantline.^of existing C4d-production facilities, or

the "moth-balling" of al-plants, or the conversion of

existing facilities to those for peaceful use?

(f) banning the production of MI-munitions, equipment and

means of delivery?

(g) banning planning, organization and training for offensive

chemical warfare?

(h) not banning protection against C-warfare?

(i) banning the use? (relationship with Convention of 1925)

(j) banning the transfer and acquisition of CU?

What are the exemptions on the production ban? (medical pur poses,

protection, military toxic materials which cannot be used for chemical

warfare etc.)

CE.79-62999
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4. 	Q: 	(a) Can it be concluded that the main elements . for the definition 

of banned CW-agents are the general purpose criterion and 

to::icity? 	 • 

(b) Can it also be concluded that other criteria play a role 

in the verification-and_licensing prOCeSs, such as structural 

formulae and criteria for the usefulness of agents for 

C-warfare? 

(c) Are Complete lists of banned or allowed agents necessary or 

• are examples siafficient? 

Verification 

	

5. 	Q: 	Can it be concluded that in the context of a CW-ban, parties need 
- 

a national system . of control (or at least parties with a chemical 

industry) for the implementatio'n of internal legislaticin and as liaison 
_ 

for international verification . procedures? 	 • 

	

6. 	Q: 	Can it be assumed that part Of thé international Verification 

measures will  be  based on the concept of"verifiCation'bY challenge" 

while other international verification measures Will be of a more 

systematié character? • 	 • 

	

7. 	Q: 	If the answer is yes,can it be assumed that systematic international 

verification measures will be concentrated on: • 

(a) The destruction of existing stockpiles of CW-agents 

• (and munition?)? • 

(b) The dismantling of ex4stin CW-production'plants, or that 

"moth4palled" plants are not uSed, or that plants are 

converted to Peaceful activities. 

(c) The non-production of single-purpose highly toxic (mainly 

nerve) agents, including single-purpOse precursors? 

	

8. 	Q: 	What kind of structure does one need for the different international 

verification tasks? 'What kind of support could such a structure give 

to the national control agencies? 

	

9. 	Q: 	Is it conceivable that,.complementary to a world-wide ban, in 

Certain regions countries may decide to accept more stringent regiànal 

verificationmeasuree 

•i 
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Confidence building measures  

10. Q: 	Would it be helpful if States would: 

(a) declare their stocks and production facilities after signing 

but before entry . into force of a convention? Before signing.? 

(b) organize technical exchange visits? 

(c) co-operate in protection measures against C-warfare? 
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Original: ENGLISH

P OI,ILND

Outline of a convention on the prohibition of the development,
production and s:tockpilin,^, of chemical weapon,-,.. and. on their.

dÉ'struct L. i. on, worIC111g paper

In the process of' formal and. informal' consultations between membe:s of tol.

Committee with a view to defining the most apprôPriate methods and .foxTns of its work

in order to a.ccelerate progress towards an early agreement on the prohibition of

chemical weapons, a wide area of agreement has emerged as to the need for its

harmonization with the ongoing bilateral efforts in that area.

Bearing in mind the objective of working out a draft international convention

on the prohibition of chemical weapons and the urgent need to pass from procedural'

to substantive considerations in that respect, it has been broadlyar;reed that -the

most useful course of action for the Committee to follow in the.remaining time of

its current session wouldbe to proceed forthwith to the drafting of an outline of

a possible convention. It is felt that such an outline should be basecl on the

t
t
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proposals and suggestions contained in the documente submitted so far, or to be

submitted, to the Committee., iniparticular on the threé drafts of a convention on

the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical.vreapons

and on their destruction, contained in documents CCD/361, CCD/420 and CCD/512,as '

ti-rell as document CCD/4.00,

Having analysed the above documents and having studied the informal working

paper circilatecl on 13 July 1979 by the delEgation of the Netherlands, the :'olish

delegaticn'believes that in elaborating the said outline of.a convention on the

prohibition of chemical weapons, the Committee on.Disarmament should talce into account

the following framework provisions: ,

1. Pre,i;nble: objéctive^of convention- effective prohibition of chemical weapons

contributing to (facilitating) achievement of general and complete disarmament,

including, in particular, -the prohibition of all types of weapons of mass

clestruction. Important significance,of the Geneva Protoçol of 1925,Convention on

Prohibition' 'of 13acteriôlpgical (73iologica.l) Weapons and Convention on Prohibition of

Itilitary or any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques. The need.

of co-operation to contribute to easing international tension.and to realization of.

Purposes and pririciples of United Nations Charter.

; "2,79-637.34
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2. Scope of prohibition: undertaking never in any circumstances to develop,

produce, acquire, stockpile or retain agents of chemical warfare (chemical a,ents

and munitions),

3. Prohibition oï CW agerits.on the basis of purpose criterion (chemical agents

of types and in quantities having no justification for technological, prophylacl:ic,

protective or other non-military purpose.s).

4. Additionally: purpose criterion supplemented with toxicity criterion.

5. Differentiation of chemical agents - levels of toxicity: highly toxic lethal

chemical agents and lethal chemical agents.

6. Undertalcing not to transfer to any State or organization CW a,;ents and not t:,

assist or encourage any State to.pursue activities contrary to convention.

7. Declaring (after entzy, into force of convention) of stocks of CW agents and

of al agent production .capacities.

8./ Declaring of plans for destruction or conversion to peaceful purposes of

dé-cl.ared stocks as well as plans for elimination or.dismantlino- of production

capa.cities. Specific time limits for execution of such undertakings.

9. Information about process of.destruction of stocks of CW agents-, about

liquidation of DI agent production capacities as well as about completion of such

processes.

10. Adoption of ineasures to protect,civilians and environment during process of
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destruction of stocks of CW agents and the liquidation of théir production capacii;i_:,

11. Provision for possibilit,y of reten•tion, Eroduction, acquisition and use of

banned (,^41 agents fo-,, legitimate technolo'gical, prophylactic or other peaceful

purposes, includingr CZ1 defense pur2^oses. Procedures connected with limitation of

type s and quanti tie s of such agents.

12. Adoption of internal measures to prohibit activities contrary to convention,

13.. Control: Combination of national and international procedures.

14. Possibility of establishing national control organizations. Their fLUZction:-,,

Undertaking not to interfere with use of national means of control.

15. Consultation and co-operation in solving problems arisin,r frcin application „l'

convention, Use of appropriate international procedures within the fraunewox•k of

United, Nations as,well as other international organizations.

16. Requests to other States Parties, in connexion with suspected :violation of_

convention, for information or permission for on-site clarification of factual

circumstances. Conditions and procedures of control.

1
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17. Consultative Committee. Functions and. procedures. Assistance in enchango of 

information, consultation and co-operation Preparatory Committee (Commission). 
. 	. 

•8. Possibility of lodging complaints with United Nations Security Council. 

Co-operation in carrying out investiàations. 

19. UndertakinP to provide and support  assistance to any State Party  threatened as 

a result of  violation of  convention. 

20. Convention not to be interpreted as in any way limitinp or detrp.ctinz from . 

obligations a.ssumed under Geneva.Protocol of 192'3 Convention  on Prohibition of 

Bacterioloeical  (Biological) Weapons  and Convention on Prohibition of Military  or 

any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques. 

21. Convention not to hamper economic and technological development  of Sta -Pes Parties 

nor international co-ope ration. . 

22. Comprehensive  character of convention.  Participants. 

23. Amendment procedure: convention review conference: withdrawal procedure: 

ratification:  depositaries: entry into force: deposit of convention. 

I .  

p. 
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I. 

I. 
Representative of the 
USSR to the Committee 

on  Disarmament 

Representative of the 
• United States to the 
Committee on Disarmament 

GE.79-63545 

- LETTER DATED 7 -  AUGUST 1979"ADDRESSED TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 
COMUITTEE ON DISARMAMENT FROM THE REPRESENTATIVEs OF THE • 

USSR AND THE UNITED STATES TO, 
THE COMMITTEE OH DISARMAMENT 

We have the honour to transmit and to request, for the information of the 

Committee on DisarMament, the circulation of the following document entitled 

"USSR-United States Joint Report on Progress in the Bilateral Negotiations on the 

Prohibition of Chemical Weapons". 

(Signed) 	V.L. ISSRAELYAN 	(Signed) 	A.S. FISHER 
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JOITIT USSR -UriiTEp Sl'A'iE S REPORT ON PROGRE SS IN TIE, I3II11TLPu1L
IIEGOTIATIONS ON THE PROHIBITION OF Ci-]EMICt1L 6•lFAPONS

Durin; the Vienna meeting of the leaders of the United States and the USSR in

June 1979, both sic'es affirmed the importance of a general, complete, and verifiable

prohibition of chemical weapons and agreed to intensify their efforts to prepare an

af:reed joint proposal for presentation to the Committee on Disarm•ament. The USSR

and'United States deler;ations are guided by this provision at the 10t1i series of the

bilateral negotiations, which began on 16 July 1979.

In the negotiations, the United States and USSR delegations take into account

the fact that prohibition of çhemical'weapons is, as was sti,ess6d in the Final Document

of the United 1?;,,tior_s ':en.cral _,ssembly Special Sc:,aion on Disarrr.:ment, onc of t_ï^_- ?ncst

urgent and. vital p-roblens in the arca'of disarmament. They are also Zuided by the

requirement that a convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons, as any other

international agreement in the field. of arms control and disarmament, should enhance.

rather than diminish the security of the parties.

The USSR and. United States dèlegations, taking into consideration the interest

expressed by many delegations in the Committee on Disa . rmament concerning the status

of the bilateral negôtiations on 'a prohibition of chemical weapons, present the

following Joint Report:

1. The two sides believe that the scope of the nrohibition should be de'termined on

the basis of a general purpose criterion. Parties to the.convention should assume

the obligation never in any circumstances to develop, produce, stocltipile, otherwise

acquire or possess, or retain super-toxic lethal chemicals, other lethal or highly

toxic chemicals or their precursors, with the exception of chemicals intended 'for

permitted purposes of such types and in such quantities as are appropriate to these

purposes, as well as 'cliemical munitions or other means of chemical warfare.

Negotiations are continui.ng on several issues relating to the scope of prohibition.

2. Permitted purposes are understood to mean non=hostilè purposes (industrial,

research, medical, or other peaceful purposes, law-enforcement purposes, and purposes

of development and. testinC, of means of protection against chemical weapons), as well

as military purposes not related to chemical warfare.
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3. In order to facilitate verification, it would be appropriate to use, in addition

to the general purpose criterion, toxicity criteria and certain other provisions.

1
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4. Agreement has been reached on the following approximate values for the 

additional criteria of toxicity mentioned above: ' 

(a) LCt50 = 2,000 mg min/m 3  for inhalation and/or 

LD 	= 0.5 mg/kg for eabcutaneous injections; 
. 	50 

• (b) LCt50 
 -  20,000 mg min/m 3. for inhalation and/or .  

50  = 10 mg/kg for subcutaneous injections. LD 

On the 1;asis of these criteria, it will be possible to separate chemicals into 

appropriate categories,  to  each of which the general purpose criterion would be applied. 

5. Different degrees of prohibition and limitation as well as - differentiated. methods 

of verification would be applied on the basis of these toxicity criteria and certain 

other provisions. 	These issues continue to be subjects of negotiations. 

6. Negotiations are also continuing on definition of terms and several other 

issues. 

7. The two sides have agreed that parties to the convention should assume an 

obligation not to transfer to anyone', whether directly or indirectly, the means of 

chemical warfare, and not in any way to assist, encourage, or induce any State, 

group of States, or any organization to carry out activities which parties wculd 

undertake not to engage in pursuant to the convention. 

8. The two sides  have  come to an understanding regarding the necessity for States 

to declare, immediately after they become parties to the convention, both  the Volumes 

of acquired stocks of means of chemical warfare and the means of production of 
- 

chemical munitions and chemicals covered by the convention. Plans for destruction 

of declared  stocks  of chemiOal weapons should also be declared. 	These declarations 

should contain information on the volume and timetables for destruction of such 

stocks. Plans for destruction or dismantling of relevant means of production 

should also be declared. 	In the course of the bilateral negotiations, the two sides 

are continuing to make efforts td agree on the  specific content of the declarations 

concerning stocks of means of chemical warfare and concerning means of production. 

In this connexion, the basic concept of means of production is also a subject that 

remains to be resolved. 	. . 
9. Agreement has been reached that stocks of means for chemical warfare should be 

destroyed or diverted for permitted purposes within ten years after a State becomes a 

party. /leans of production should be shut down and eventually destroyed or 

dismantled. 	The destruction or dismantling of means of production should begin not 

later than. eight years, and should be completed not later than ten years, after a 

State becomes a party. 
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10. In this connexion, the United States and the USSR believe that a future

convention should contain provisions in accordance with which parties would

periodically exchange statements and notifications concerning: the progress of the

destruction of stc:;ks of means of chemical warfare or their diversion for permitted

purposes, the progress of the destruction or dismantling of ineâns of production of

chemical munitions and chemicals covered by the convention, and of the completion of

these processes.

11. The USSR and the United States believe that the fulfilment of the obligations

assumed under the future convention should be subject to the important requirement of

adequate verification: They also believe that measures with respect to such

vérification should be based on a combination of national and international measures.

12. International verification measures should include the creation of a

consultative çommittee. This committee could be convened as appropriate by the

depositary of the convention, as well as upon request of any party.

13. The activities of the consultative committee in the interval between meetings.

should be carried out by a secretariat. The mandate of the secretariat is a

subject of negotiations.

14. The participants should exchange, through the consultative committee or

bilaterally, certain data on super-toxic lethal chemicals produced, acquired,

aecumulated, and used for permitted purposes, as well as on important lethal

chemicals and the most important precursors used for permitted purposes. To this

end, it is envisaged to compile lists of the relevant chemicals and precursors.

The two sides have reached a significant degree of mutual understanding in

developing agreed approaches to the compilation of such lists. The scope of the

data to be presented. remains to be 1greed.

15. Additional functions for the consultative committee remain under discussion.

16. In order to ensure the possibility of beginning, the work of the consultative

committee immediately after entry into force of the convention, the United. States and

the USSR believe it appropriate to begin the creation of a preparatory committee upon

signature of the convention.

17. A convention should include provisions in accordance with which any party should

have the rirht on a bilateral basis, or through the consultativé committee, to request

from another party with respect to which suspicions have arisen that it is acting in

violation of obligations under the convention, relevant information on the actual.

state of affairs, as well as to request investigation of the actual state of affairs

on site, providing apprôpriate reasons in support of the necessity of such an

investigation.
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18. A party may agree to such an on-site investigation or decide otherwise,

providing appropriate explanations.

19. It should also be provided that any party could turn to the Security Council

with a complaint which would include appropriate rationale. In case of suspicion

regarding compliance with the convention, the consultative committee, upon request

of any party, or of the Security Council of the United Nations, could also take ste;os

to establish the actual state of affairs.

20. The question of other international verification measures remains unresolved.

21. National measures would include the use of national technical means of

verification in a manner consistent with generally accepted principles of

international law. In this connexion, parties should not impede, including through

the use of deliberate concealment measures, the national technical means of other

parties in carrying out the aforementioned verification functions.

22. The USSR and the United States believe that a future convention should reflect

the obligation of each party to take appropriate internal measures in accordance with

its constitutional procedures to prohibit and prevent any activity contrary to the

provisions of the convention anywhere under its jurisdiction or control.

23. Possibilities for confidence-building measures are being explored.

24. A future chemical weapons convention should include a withdrawal provision of the

type included in other arms control and disarmament agreements.

25. The question of the conditions for entry into force of the convention remains

unagreed.

26. The two sides believe that an effective prohibition of chemical weapons will

require working out a large number of technical questions which would be dealt with in

annexes to the convention and. which are now being studied.

The United States and the Soviet Union note the great importance attached to the

elaboration of a convention by the General Assembly of the United Nations and the

Committee on Disarmament which manifested itself, in particular, in the identification

of the question of the prohibition of chemical weapons as one of the priority items on

the agenda adopted for the current session of the Committee on Disarmament. Both

sides will exert their best efforts to complete the bilateral negotiations and present

a joint initiative to the Committee on Disarmament on this most important and

extremely complex problem as soon as possible.
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

•
• TEE NETEERLANDS 

• Chemical weapons  
- 

Answers td questionnaire contained in CD/41  

Question  1: Can we agree that a Clei-ban will be comprehensive, i.e. that it will 

cover the whole GW-problem and will therefore not imply a partial 

aPproach? (This notwithstanding the fact that the destruction of 

'existing GW-stockpiles will take considerable time for technical 

reasons.) 

The -answer ié definitely yes. 	Only a comprehensive approach will provide a 

treaty that Will be as free as possible from misunderstandings due to differences 

in interpretation. 

- Question 2: If the answer is yes, what will . the ban exactly cover: 

(

■ a) banning the deVelopment of CW-agents and weapon system? 

The answer is clearly yes. 	 • 

(h) banning the production of all single-purpoSe agents, including 

single-purpose precursors?• 

The answer is yes. 

(c)•banning the production for CW-purposes of dual purpose agents 

(including clual.  purpose precursors?)? 

Does it cover only lethal agents or also incapacitants? Tear gas? 

Herbicides and defoliants? 

Dual purpose agents that are produced with the intention to use them as CW-agents 

should be prohibited. However, it will be difficult to - prove such production 

since these agents -- like phosgene and hydrocyanid acid --. are identical for 

military or for peaceful  uses. 	Incapacitating agents should be prohibited. 

Tear gas and herbicides can be donsidered as dual purposé agents. 	Production for 

chemical warfare purposes should be prohibited.. (This doeénot exclude some 

specific military uses which cannot be considered as chemical warfare (such as 

riot control, e.g. in prisoner of war camps or clearing excessive vegetation 

aroUnd bases),). 

CD/49 
0 August 1979 
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(d) the destruction of existing stockpiles of CW-agents and weapon 

systems? What is the time limit? 

Here the answer is again yes. It would not be attractive to the majority of 

nations to allow chemical weapon States to keep their stockpiles. Natural decay 

is a very slow process. 	The timeframe. Of the. destruction will mainly be 

determined by the great care.that-quà to-be taken•regarding,..the safety of the 

personnel  involved and  the impact upon.the environment. 	One. of the latest,estimates 

is that it will be of the order.of•ten years 

(e) the dismantling of existing CW-production facilities, or the 

"moth-balline• of CW-plants, or the conversion of existing facilities 

to those for peaceful use? 

The preference sheuld be in the order of dismantling -- moth balling -- conversion 

as the  latter would.add greatly to the burden of verification. Moreover, it 

does not seem attractive from an economic point of view. 

(f) banning - the production'of CW-munitions, equipment and means.. of-

delivery? 

The answer is yes, keeping.in mind that some of these-munitions could be used for 

the dissemination of smoke. 

(g) banning planning, organization  and. training  for offensive 

chemical warfare? 

• This is•a very important item and the answer should be•definitely yes. 

(h) not banning protection against C,-warfare? 

The answer is ye-as the availability of .a reasonable amount of protection will be 

a powerful  dissuasive  measure regarding infringements of a treaty. 

(i) banning the use? 	(Relationship with Convention of 1925). 

The answer is yes, provided this does in no way- interfere with existing treaties 

and international law. . 	 • 

(j) banning the transfer and acquisition of Cie. 

The answer•is yes. • This  item should not only include hardware but also.know-how. 

Question 3: What are the exemptions on the production ban? 	(Medical purposes, 

protection, military.toxic materials which cannot be used for 

• . 	chemical warfare, etc.).• 	 • 

The three items mentioned are not equivalent. The first two are the actual 

chemical warfare agents 	The amounts, of course-will vary considerably between.the 

nations which are involved  in researchand development of protective systems. For 

a country like The Netherlands most of the needs can be covered by quantities of 

the order of 1 kilogramme per year, in fact a rather small amount. 



The third category  is  something completely different.  • Here for instance missile 

and torpedo fuels are meant; some of these have a certain toxicity. 	As it does 

not seem very likely that these will be produced with the primary intention of 

being used as C\1-agents  , they need not be covered by a convention. 

Question 4: 	Can it be concluded that the main elements for the defini .ii. ion 

of banned  CV-agents are the general purpose criterion and tonicity? 

The answer here is that the only  important  criterion is the general purpose 

criterion. Toxicity can never play an important role here. 

(13) Can it also be concluded that other criteria play a role in the 

verification and licensing process, such.as  structural formulae 

and criteria for the usefulness of agents for C-WarfareT 

Yes, these criteria, together with the.toxicity criterion -- which is very 

important here -- will play a role. 

(c Are complete lists of banned or allowed agents necessary or 

are examples sufficient? 	• 

As a complete list of banned agents will be. impossible to compose, as such a list 

proves extremely difficult to change and as a list always gives the impression 

that something not on the list  is  not prohibited, these lists will probably do 

more harm than good. Oh the 'other hand, a list of agents temporarily exempted 

could  'se  very useful. • 

Question 5: Can it be concluded that in the context  of a OW-ban, parties need 

a national system of control (or at least parties with a chemical 

industry for the implementation of internal legielation and as 

liaison for international verification procedures? 

The answer is yes. 

Question C: Can it be assumed that part of the international verification measures 

will be based on the concept of "verification by challenge" while 

other international verification measures will be of a more 

systematic character? 

The answer is yes. 

CD/49 
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question 7: If the answer is yes, can it be assumed that systematic international

verification measures will be concentrated on:

(a) the destruction of existing stockpiles of 011-agents (and munition?)?

(b; the dismantling of existing Ctil-production plants, or that

"moth-balled" plants are not used, or that plants are convcrted to

peaceful activities.

(c) the non-production of single-purpose highly toxic (mainly nerve)

agents, including single-purpose precursors?

The answer is yes in all three cases. As mentioned before, in the second case

conversion will give much greater problems than dismantling..

Question 8: ^Jhat kind of structure does one need for the different international

verification tasks? What kind of support could such.a structure

give to the national control agencies? .

This will -- of course -- depend on the tasks of this group, will it only be

concerned with chemical weapons or will it also be involved with verification of

other arms control and disarmament matters. The staff should be small and should

mainly occupy itself with information gathering. ..There should, however, be a

"roster of experts" from which scientists with laboratory ;facilities. can ,be drai.m.

that could be involved in the.problems-of near site and on-site inspections.

I'foreover;.this group could also be of assistance to nations who. may have difficulties

in manning and equipping their national verification agencies.

Question 9: Is it conceivable that, complementary to a world-wide ban,.in certain

regions countries,may decide to accept more stringent regional

verification measures'?

If the convention is comprehensive and unambiguous, there would be no need for

additional measures. If not, then regional measures could strengthen confidence

between parties in a particular region. .

Question 10: Would it be helpful if States would:

(a" declare their stocks and production facilities after signing but

before entry into force of a convention? Before signing?

(b) organize technical exchange visits?

(c) co-operate in protection measures against C-warfare?

The last two items of the question can be answered definitely in a positive sense.

The last year or so have shown that there are a great many possibilities here, all

giving rise to confidence building. Concerning the first part we have to assume

that nations mi.ght not be willing to declare their stocks and production facilities

before a treaty has been concluded. But at a later stage such declarations --

together with declarations by nations that they do not pôssess chemical warfare

agents nor have the intention to acquire them -- might be very useful to build

mutual trust.
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CuN1MiT"fEt ON LiSaniviAMrNi^
CD/52
13 Augv.st 1979

Original: ENGLISH

FRANCE, ITALY AND THE NETHERLANDS

Chemical Weapons

Evaluation_of the discussion in the Committee on Disarmaznent in 1979
with respect to prohibition of chemical weapons

Discussions on issues relating to a prohibition of chemical weapons were held

in the Committee on Disarmament from 16-27 July, 1979, as well as after the

presentation on 31 July of a substantial joint,statement by the USSR and

United States of America on their bilateral negotiations with respect to an

intended joint initiative on chemical weapons (CD/48).

An exploratory discussion took place with respect to some elements of a

prohibition of chemical weapons, including an outline for a convention on this

question, in which several delegations participated, including some non-CD members.

On certain issues similar views were brought forward while on others differences of

view were apparent. The discussion also revealed that many technical and detailed

problems had to be dealt with in the future. Although no consensus could be

reached at this stage, the following could be tentatively distilled from the

discussion.

(a) Views seemed to coincide that the objective is the general, complete

and verifiable.,,prohibition of chemical weapons. The development, production,

stockpiling, acquisition, retention and transfer of chemicals for chemical weapons

purposes, and of chemical weapons would be prohibited. Although it was recognized

that a prohibition of chemical weapons should not detract from the obligations

assumed by states under the Geneva Protocol of 1925-1, theré were different views

expressed whether the use of chemical weapons should also be covered in a ban.

(b) The scope of the Prohibition would be based on the general purpose

criterion. Other additional criteria could be used, in particular toxicity.

A distinction would have to be made between chemicals which are primarily useful

for chemical weapons purposes and chemicals which have peaceful applications.

(c) Activities would be permitted for non-hostile purposes (industrial,

research, medical, or other peaceful purposes, law-enforcement purposes and for the

protection against chemical attack), as well as for military purposes not related to

chemical warfare. Activities relating to offensive chemical warfare, including

training, would not be permitted.

Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous
or other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare.

(`P. ^7C1 G2LZf1
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(d) In the context of.a prohibition of chemical weapons, there would be 

provisions for the declaration and destruction of existing stockpiles of chemicals 

acquired for chemical weapons purposes and of ahemical weapons within 

a specific period. There would also be proVisiens for.the declaration, 

shutting-down  and. destruction or dismantling_of . production.facilities within a 

specific period. A period of ten years has-been mentioned - in this respect. 

(e) The fulfilment of obligations under a prohibition of chemical weapons 

should be adequately verified. Verification should  'ce  based on a combination of 

national and international measures. 

(f) International measures could include.  the creation of a consultative 

committee of partieSto a ban, with a permanent secretariat, to help solve problems 

arising from the application of the prohibition of chemical. weapons. 

(g) .  Views seemed todiffer under which circumstances and for what .  Purposes 

.international verification procedures - would be employed, including on-site 

inspections. Although it.was recognized that on-site inspections  by challenge 

coUld form part of the Verification' arrangements, views were exPressed that 

mandatory  on-site inspections  would b&necessary with respect -to certain activities. 

(h) Parties :te a: ban should not impede the national technical means of 

verification of other parties. 

(i) . It was understood that there would be a need for national arrangements 

for the iMplementation of the Statee' obligations under a chemical.weapons Pan. 

.(j) A prohibition of chemical weapons should not interfere with permitted 

*activities, such as the industrial . déVelopment and peaceful international 

co-operation in the cheMical field. 

(k) It was recognized that measures to strengthen confidence could help in 

the bringing about and application of a ban on chemical weapons. 

d 
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

I. 

• 	 POL,ND  

Chemical weapons -- a possible procedural approach to the 
tasks facing the Committee  on  Disarmament: working naper 

1. .At the 1979 session of the Committee on Disarmament, virtually all its members 

referred to the urgency and importance of reaching early agreement on an international 

convention on the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of 

chemical weapons and on their destruction. 	In the light of its discussions in 1979, 

the Committee recognized in its report to the thirty-fourth session of the 

General Assembly. that "the prohibition of chemical . weaponsis one of the most urgent 

and vital problems in the area of disarmament"— It stated moreover that it would 

proceed with negotiations in the field of chemical weapons at its session in 1980. 

That statement received important support in the General Assembly resolution 34/72. 

2. In fact, the question of the prohibition of CW has• been for many years under 

close and sustained scrutiny within .the context of multilateral negotiating efforts, 

often with the assistance of experts. 	The extensive and wide-ranging exploration of 

the major issues involved in an effective ban on chemical weapons encouraged over the 

Tears the submiSsion of scores of working papers and documents, including three 

formal drafts of a CW convention.. However, perhaps the most productive and useful 

exchange of views in the Committee took place only in 1979, coinciding -- as it 

were -- with the simultaneous bilateral efforts. 	Indeed, the combined efforts in 

the field of CW last year helped to crystallize the identity or near-identity of 

views in certain specific. fields of key importance to a future comprehensive and 

universally acceptable .  CW ban. 

3. These efforts, apart from clarifying different aspects of an agreement on the 

prohibition of chemical weapons, led to the identification of those complex areas 

where more attention needs to be focused, with the view to resolving the outstanding 

issues, both substantive and technical. • In this respect, it will be recalled that 

the Committee on Disarmament, welcoming with  satisfaction  the substantial joint 

statement of the USSR and the United States of Ameriea on their bilateral talks, which 

they submitted last year, noted thoir stated intention to exert best efforts to 

complete these talks and bring their results to the Committee as soon as possible. 

E.80-60273 
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4. While an encouraging advance was recorded in the substantive consideration of 

the CW issue in 1979, it regrettably proved impossible for the Committee on 

Disarmament to reroh complete agreement  a  te the most practical:and dûsirable 

procedural course of action conducive to effective work of . this body_wih a view to 

the elaboration of a text.of-CW convention . 	In this respect -  as the Representative 

of Poland indicated in his statement on 5 February 1980, Poland.  and  other socialist 

States have been flexible all along. 	They were and still are prepared to consider 

with an open mind any constructive  suggestion in that regard, including the 

possibility of referring the question of CW-to a subsidiary  body of  the Committeû. 

It was . only the evident lack Of consensus in 1979 as to the practicability of 

establishing an Ad Hoc  working group which prompted the Polish delegation to seek 

to overcome the impasse by proposing that, as a first step, a general outline of a 

future CW'convention be developed in the Committee. - 	 • 

5. • The preliminary and exploratory discussions last year on the concept of such an 

outline and on other possible approaches, and also some private consultations with 

several delegations this year would seem to suggest that the concentration, in the 

first instance, on the  elaboration - of a definite Outline, or a general framework, 

of a future CW convention would offer ample scope for an open-ended Ad Hoc working 

group. 	Supporting the earlier proposals to establish such an Ad Hoc  working group, 

therefore, the Polish delegation feels that its specific task should bc, in the 

.first place, to workout an-agreed general outline of a future convention on the 

prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on 

their destruction. 

It is to be understood, of course, that the ultimate objective of such a 

working group mould be the elaboration of a draft of such a multilateral juridical 

instrument. 
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THE PIETHERU.TDS

Working Document

Draft Initial Work Pro; rarmmnè of the Ad Hoc WorkingGroup on Chemical Weapons

It is suggested that th6 Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons might proceed

as follows in the initial phases of its work:

(step 1) Examine working paper CD/41 of 25 July 1979, containing questions relevant

to a Convention prohibiting Chemical Weapons and, on the basis thereof as

well as of any other relevant material available, draw up an official

Questionnaire of the CD on Chemical Weapons.

(step 2) As soon as this is accomplished, the Working Group should report this draft

CD-Chemical Weapons Questionnaire to the Plenary for adoption and appropriate

action, hopefully well before the end of the 1980 Spring Session.

(step 3) The CD-Plenary should take a formal decision bringin- this CD-Chemical

Weapons Questionnaire to the attention of Member Governments requesting

those who wish to do so to submit their views on the questionnaire,

preferably in a uniform manner, to the Secretariat of the CD before a

certain date, e.g. the beginning of the Sui:mier session of the CD.

(step 4) During the Su,mier session the Working Group, with the aid of the Secretariat

and of qualified experts from capitals, should examine the answers received

and draw up a report composed of the following four sections:

(a) the official CD-Chei;iical Weapons Questionnaire;

(b) a systematic compilation of the answers received;

(c) an analysis of or a conumentary on those answers;

(d) an objective, factual, narrative account of the discussions that took

place in the Working Group. x/

X/ Worl_ing paper CD/52 of 13 August 1979, containing an "Evaluation of the
discussion in the Conu;iittee on Disarmament in 1979 with respect to a prohibition of
chemical weapons" (France, Italy and the Netherlands) could serve as a model.

GE.8o-60760
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(step 5)

(step 6)

The report of the Working Group composed of abovementioned four documents

together would form (the beginning of) an outline of the Convention^ thus

laying the basis for further work next year.

In order to ensure that the woric mentioned above under can be

accomplished with maximum efficiency it is desirable that a certain period

of e. g. 2 - 3 weeks during the Summer session be ag-Tecd upon well in
. .

advance, so that experts from ca:pitals can be available during that

designated period.
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TRAM  DATED 13 APRILq980 FROM THE DEPUTY MINISTER  FOR  
FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE DDIOCRATIC REPUBLIC  OF AFGHANISTAN  
ADDRESSED TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT  
TRANSMITTING A »DECLARATION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE  
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF AFGHANISTAN ISSUED ON 11 APRIL 1980" 

American and British imperialists, Chinese.hegemonists, and their 

flunkeys are unceasingly carrying on their undeclared war against the people 

of Afghanistan, using the bases in the immediate neighbourhood of the 

country. 

These  forces;  rallied around a reactionary axis, are resorting to anY 

attempt for disrupting the normal peaceful life of our countrymen. 

They shamelessly embarked on any indecent method to perpetuate their 

vicious aims and never renounce from any dirty act of destruction that 

is denounced by the United Nations and all democratic countries. The 

Democratic Republic of Afghanistan brings to the attention of all moslem 

people of Afghanistan, all states and nations, and entire national and 

progressive forces of the world that: 

As facts and realities evidenced in the course of the recent events, 

the subversive bands used, in their fight against the democratic Afghanistan, 

the country which is an independent member of the United Nations, and a , 

member of the non-aligned movement, lethal chemical weapons. 

On March 25th this year in the province of Herat a military security 

patrol of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan collided with a subversive 

band which had infiltrated the country from the outside. After wiping out 

the band they captured arms and weapons which were recognized as poiSoning 

American-made chemical grenades, the lethal effects of which last for a long 

time in the atmosphere. 

The Democratic Republic of Afghanistan government possesses irrefutable 

proofs that show the said grenades had been handed over to the subversive band 

from the outside of the country. 

GE.60-60994 
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The government of Afghanistan expresses readiness to investigate 

and examine, along with competent international authorities, the use and ' 

the functioning of these American-made grenades and show how these exported 

mercenaries use them against the peaceful population. The government of 

the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan deems it necessary to remind.that 

in spite of international protests these chemical weapons were used by  the 

USA in the . criminal war waged against Vietnam to eliminate the civilian 

population and inflict serious damages to the environment. 

AS is known, it is not incidental that a few days ago the US mass-media, 

which is under strict control of the CIA and the Pentagon, voiced out hues 

and cries about the use of poisoning products by the Democratic Republic of 

Afghanistan  forces,  against subversive bands. 

American and some West European press media even went further.by  saying 

that the limited Contingents of the Soviet troops, requested for. assistance by 

the - Democratic - Republic of Afghanistan in accordance .with international law 

and the UN Charter, have used chemical weapons against the Afghan civilian 

population. These assertions can only be shameless lies and accusations if 

brought into the'light of recent events and facts. 

The government of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan-expresses-its'desp 

indignation and wrath over the training and organization of these mercenary 

formations and resolutely protest' against the infiltration of armed bandits 

.with chemical weapons, which is - done with the help of international imperialism, 

regional.reaction, and who - resort to savage - murder of the civilian population. 

The government of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan draws the 

attention of those neighbouring countries that put their soil at  the  disposal 

of mercenaries and subversive bands that they take the full responsibility of 

allowing American espionage organizations to operate chemical weapons by 

using their'soïr. • 

The government of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan calls on all 

democratic states, national and progressive movements and the entire world . 

community to condemn the criminal - US imperialist activities and prevent them 

from their aggressive,plansand schemes against Afghanistan. 
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I would like to request Your Excellency to have the above.declaration 

published and circulated as an official document of the Committee on 

Disarmament. 

(signed) A. Hadi Mokammel 
Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of the Democratic Republic of 
Afghanistan 

P C 
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Proposed definition of a chemical warfare agent and chemical munitions

I. Definition of a chemical warfare agent

In attempting to define the attributes which constitute a chemical warfare
agent, one may apply a number of criteria,. none of which, however, proves
sufficient in itself. On the contrary, it appears essential to resort
cumulatively to all these criteria in order to be able to delimit as precisely
as possible the concept of a chemical agent.

(a) Criteria for efforts to establish a definition

1.. General purpose.

II
In accordance with this criterion, a chemical warfare agent is any

chemical substance used because of its toxic properties against man,

animals or plants.. This criterion therefore implies, the intention

to use for hostile purposes the toxic effects of certain specific

chemical products. It thus clearly separates these chemical warfare

agents from the other chemical products used in the course of

hostilities, such as fuel for rockets or torpedoes, sm,eke-generating

products, etc. The toxic properties, related to the intention to

use them as such for a hostile purpose, are therefore necessary for

a chemical warfare agent to exist.

2.. The concept of toxicity.

^
I

u
1

This ccncept must be described in detail. Different approaches have
already been attempted in the past in order to define it more precisely.

(a) The quantitative approach

This approach.is based on the concept of lethality alone (LD50,
.LCt50).,.whieh,.strictly speaking, is insufficient because

..toxicity,--below a.certain threshold, does not necessarily imply

a lethal effect. Complementary criteria relating to-

incapacitating effects, both physical and mental, are therefore

desirable.

(b) The qualitative approach

WHO has developed this approach by distinguishing three levels of

r., s;n_Ain irr

toxicity in chemical substances according to the type and
intensity of the effect sought:

Substances termed lethal because they are intended to cause
death;

Incapacitating agents, which create a temporary physical or

mental indisposition and whose incapacitating effects continue

well beyond the period of exposure:

Tear gas, whose harassing effect lasts for little longer than
the period of exposure.



It should be noted that these. three types of effect are related

to.the doses received. Thus, for example, slight intoxication

by nerve gas will have only an incanacitating effect without

causing death. As can be seen, the borderlines between these

three categories are relatively fluid. Here again complementary

criteria are desirable.

(C) The descriptive approach

Oiz the basis of general structural formulae, it is possible to
determine the character of certain tyrnes of chemical warfare

agent. This would be possible, inter alia, for the cate`ory of
nerve,gases, most of which are of organophosphorus origin.

(d) The nominal approach

In this case a non-restrictive list-of names of relevant products

is drain up.

(e). The approach based on suitability for military use

Specific characteristics such as shelf-life, volatility and
explosion stability arc not always essential requirements for
a toxic substance to be classified as a warfare agent because
volatility is related to tactical use, ci:plosion stability is
not necessary in the case of aerial dissemination and shelf-life
is not essential if the substance is produced in situ, as in the

case of binary weapons.

(b) Proposed definition

1. General-purpose criterion must therefore'be complemented by toxicitk
criteria bàsed on both lethality and other properties, combined with
a supplementary description of structural formulae and accompanied by
a non-restrictive list of names.

2. Accordingly we may say: "11 cher.2ica1 warfare agent is any chemical
substance or any combination of chemical substances which is used by
reason of its duly aefined toxic propertics, whether they arc thosc: of
the substance itself or those of' one of the final prôduc.ts of the
combination".

(c) Application of the definition to binary weaponÛ

The introduction into this definition of the concept of the "final product"
of a combination, in other words, the result of the final synthesis between two or
more components, is made essential by the existence of binary weapons, whose
characteristic is preciscly that they rcleo,se a. toxicity which is based not on the
substances themselves (components or precursors), but, rather on the final product
which they generate.

Thus, the detection of a non-highly-toxic substance capable of being used as a
Iirecursor of a binary product would.not constitute proof of' the violation of a treaty
unless the existence in sufficient quantity of other precursors, and hence of the
combination.griving rise to the final product, i.e, the chEmical warfare agent created
by the marriagc: of the binary elements, had been demonstrated.
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The reference to the concept of a precursor contained in the joint USSR-.
United States'statement of August 1979 is related to this difficulty, namely, that
a given substance can hardly be considered to be a precursor as long as the final
product i s not known.

In the two cases, it.'is essential to compile a list of known (identified)
precursors of chemical warfare agents, which cannot be used for other purposes.

All these questions, whose origin lies in the existence of biriary i . reapons,
prompt the conclusion that such weapons admittedly constitute a special case but
do not represent -a-scparate category. In the light of the general-purpose
criterion,.chemi-cal agents for non-military purposes wôuld ipso facto be covered
by the -prohibition established in a treaty as soon'as they were associated with
a precursor-such. that the- combination resulting therefrom would have the effect
of generating a'toxic final-product.

(d) Distinction between single-purposc agents and dual-purposc.agcnts

(a) As regards, single-purpose warfare agents, in other words, agents which
can be used solely for military purposcs,it is obvious that they should
be prohibited, except in the quantities necessary.for the study of
protective measures and for research in general. These two activities
require only minimal quantities which can in no circumstances be used
for purposes other than those for which they are intended, i.e.
essentially laboratory work. Thus, as far as Belgium is-concerned
for example, a few hundred milligrams per annum per substance are ample.

(b) As regards dual-purpose agents, on the other hand; the question is
obviously more delicate. Many such agents, particularly phosgenc and
cyanhydric acid, are widely used in the commercial sector. In the case
of these agents,- the treaty could^be said to be violated only if an
amount in excess of thatauthorized for the licit use of the product
was stockpiled. If such a situation did ôccur,"'thcrc wôùld be a
violation if a satisfactory ec;nomic explanation could not be given for
the site of the stocks detected.

It should be noted that, because of special.circumstances relating to

production, situations might exist in which dual-purpose products were

stored in quantities appreciably greater than could be accounted for
on economic grounds. The discovery of situations of this to would

inevitab.ly.give rise to interminable discussions and would unquestionably
arouse distrust. It would secni that this could be averted only throu^;n
the declaration of such stocks and their placement under the surveillance
of a verification body.

(c) Consideration should also be glvon to the situation in which the chemical
substance, instead of being, stockpiled, was converted into chemical
weapoyis and stored in this form.

II. Definition of chemical munitions

(a) Justification of efforts to eUtablish such a definition:

1. Recause of the problem posed by weapons which can be obto,ined in complete

form or whose operation is b1sed on new technologiçal principles, it is

impossible to limit oneself, in defining a chemical weapon, to its

essential component, the chemical..yro,rfa.re a.arcnt.
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2. The definition of a chemical weapon must be conceived in its most 
general sense in order to cover all chemicarweapons. 

3. The conversion of a chemical substance into a chemical .  weapon could 
constitute a loophole in verification,in particular of the 
stockpiling of chumical substances. 

(b) Proposed definition 

1. Chemical munitions are any munitions in which the conventional charge  
is replaced either by a-chemical substance or by a combination  of 
chemical substances and which are -  used by reason of their duly defined  
toxic properties, whether they are the properties of the chemical  
substance or those of the final product of the combination. 

2. It is self-evident that this definition of chemical munitions covers any 
container whose purPose is to propagate or disseminate the ---CheMical 
substances in question. 	Chemical munitions are not necessarily 
conventional'in typo. DuaL,purpose chemical substances delivered in 
bulk, in other words, not in the  faim  of conventional munitions, 
may be disseminated by other methods. In this connexion, one las in 
mind mainly aerial dissemination l  possibly by the technique  which 
enables thickened substances to be scattered from very high altitudes. 

3. The poisoning of hectolitres of drinking water.by a few  grains of 
toxins also oonstitutes a form of dissemination. 

It logically follows that any method of dissemination comprising a 
chemical charge whose -characteristics conform to the definition of a 
chemical warfare agent should also be prohibited. 

.(c) Tear gas and grenades containing such gas  

Although what is in fact involved is a chemidal warfare agent stockpiled in 
the form of a complete chemical waanon, the situation cf such agents is a 
special one. .They constitute an exception when they are used in operations 
for the maintenance of order. 

d 
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Ad Hoc worlcinp, proup on C11 - Initial IJorlc Programme: Woil:inn Document

The Committee on Disarmament has a.Creed that, the Ad Hoc worlcin,^ Croup on çhemical
ireapons should seel; to defiiio, throuCh substantive e.cc.mination, issues to .l^é clee,zt
with in the nedotiation of a multilateral convention on the complete and effective
prohibition of the development, production and stoclcpilinC of chemical weapons and
on their destruction. To this end the Group has been instructed to talce into account
all existing proposals and future initiatives.

Bearine in mind the fact that the Group has been established for the duration of
the Committee's 1900 cession, it would seem desi-rable for the time factor to be
reflected in a draft of the Croup 's initial work pro,-,rcunme. l,ccordingly, it would
appear impracticable for the Croup to attempt, in the time available to it, to do
more than to proceed to definine., throuCh substantive analysis, the specific issues
which need to be reflected in a CV1 convention as its key elements.

A close examination of some relevant documents recently tabled in the Committee,
particularly CD/26, CD/44, CD/l;.9 and CD/52 as well as re-e.:amination of some of the
views expressed in the Committee's chemical weapons debate will certainly support the
conclusion that there are important areas where the USSR-United States Joint Report on
progress in their bilateral. C61 neCotiations corresponds to some e„tent to
rrorkine- document CD/44 in which the Polish deleC.ation outlined a possible structure of
a CW convention. It is felt, therefore, that in view of the time element as well as
the propose.d initial work programme, it would be appro3riate for the Ad Hoc workinC
eroup on chemical weapons to proceed first to a prelim'inary e;ainination of the
question of the scope of prohibition based upon purpose criterion. S'pecifically,
the ilorlcind eroup could consider a formula under which States Parties would assume a
commitment never under anycircumstances to develop, produce, stockpile or
otherwise acduire, possess or retain supe_to:ic léthal chem_co.l a`ents, other lethal
or hidhly to,cic chemical agents or their precursors, with the exception of chemical
adents of tlypes and in quantities havine- no justification for other than peaceful
purposes as well as chemical munitions and other means of chemical warfare.

to:

it is felt, furthermore, that the Ad Hoc irorltin` croup could usefully seel,

(a) prepare a differentiated list of CW aCents to be banned, providin` îor the

necessary exemptions on production, acquisition, stoclcpilind and use of specific types

of CLT adents for peaceful and other permissible purposes, includinC. CW protection

purposes;

Gl;.oo-61o7n.
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(b) elaborate definitions of chemical agents falline into specific cateeories 
of permitted purposes, havine in mind the possibility of resortine to such 
definitions in the process of consideration of the basic structural elements of a 
CW convention at further stases of the workine group's activity, as appropriate. 

The Polish deleeation stronsly believes that the nositive results which the 
Ad Hoc workine group.on chemical weapons could . secure in pursuing. the initial  work 
progralre  in I900 -vould.  amount  to - a major breakthrough in diachare -the 
Committee's responsibility for the nceotiation and elaboration of a multilateral 
convention on the complete and effective prohibition of the development, production 
ancLstoclzpiline .  of chemical Weapons and on their destruction. 	. . 

Above all, such a proeress would pave the way. to elaborating a àefinitive 
structure Or outline of a future CW convention and, subsequently, to addreSsine in a 

more substantive way other, more involved aspects of such a convention. 

il 
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II SWEDEN 	 • 
Working Paper  on  the Prohibition of Chemical Warfare Capability 

1. The ultimate objective of GD nezotiations on chemical weapons is to prohibit the 
acquisition and retention of a chemical warfare capability. Existing facilities and 
moans for maintaining a chemical warfare capability should be declared and destroyed 
or, if possible, converted to peaceful uses. To be effective a prohibition of a 
warfare capability must cover a number of activities, facilities and materials 
(including chemical weapons as such). The fulfilment of the obligations under the 
prohibition should be adequately verified. 

2. The concept "chemical warfare capability" should include every activity, facility 

11 	
and material intended to utilize the toxic properties of chemical substances for 
hostile purposes in an armed conflict. Exceptions should be allowed for activities, 
facilities and materials intended for peaceful purposes, including some measures of 
a military nature and measures for protection against chemical warfare. II 3. 	The prohibited activities, facilities and materials should be determined on the 
basis of a general purpose criterion. In addition other delimitation criteria should 

11 	be.used, i.a. regarding toxicity, quantity, verifiability and chemical structure. 

4. Activities to be prohibited should include: 

P  :7T l ac it  it ei.Plv 	e  planning , g estr ei  atleovnr t  training ,. in1  :1Swis2 t  nt4sionn'  ceD7f FlioultUin ,_ and 

11 	 • 
other activities intended for a chemical warfare capability. 

5. Facilities to be prohibited should include: 

11 	
development and testing facilities, production facilities, resources for planning 
and organization, training facilities, including schools, information, and other 
facilities• and resources intended for a chemical warfare capability. 

I/ 	
6. Equipment and materialà to be prohibited should include: chemical agents 
(in amounts larger than those required for protective or peaceful purposes), warheads 
and weapons systems intended for chemical warfare. 

Il 7. 	States parties to a Convention should co-operate and consult in order to solve 
any problem arising in relation to the Convention. 

11 	8. 	Compliance with the obligations under the prohibition should be monitored and 
verified through national and international means. 

II 9. 	International means should include procedures for investigation, verification 
and confidence-building measures.. On-site inspection should form part of the 
verification arrangements. There should be provisions i.a. for the establishment of 

16 ( 

	

	

a Consultative Committee with sufficient resources to monitor implementation of the 
Convention, including a permanent secretariat and technical expertise. 

II 	

10. Detailed provisions regarding definitions, criteria, verification methods, 
Consultative Committee, etc.; should be outlined in annexes to a Convention. These 
should constitute an integral part of the Convention and should have the same binding 
force. 

GE.80 -61093 
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IETTI;R L^ TID 19 JURE 1980 ADDR^SSED TO TIM, CIU^IRI,IAiI 0^^
.TBE COIII•iITTEE ON LIâAR1,11îI1IIT PROPI T=, ACTING I3Ec1L OF
THE CHII TESi; DT; EGATIOII TO TEE COI21ITTEE OIT DISlsR1,L'=?T
TRfiidSHITTIIIG A Z•IORKIITG PAPER ON THL "CHIIII;SI; ï)ELEGIi.TIOi1S
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Workinp. Pape

Chinese Deletation's Proposals on the liain Contents of
a Convention on the Prohibition of Chemical 4eapons

The use of chemical veapons has lont^ been stront,ly denounced in the worl<l.

The Protocol for th,:.) Prohibition of the. Use in ^lar of l^ûphyxiatin^, Poisonous or
Other Gases, and of Dacteriological Eethods of ?larfare, concluded in Géneva back

in 1925, voiced the uishes of the people all over the world. I:Iuwever, because the

Protocol . only placed restrictions on, uitliout providin^: f or verif ication of , the
use. of chemical weapons, all kinds of chemical.weapons have, since its conclusion,
been developed, produced and stockpiled by some big powers, and were repeatedly

used in mars. Particularly in the recent period, there have been numerous reports

claimiin,-;, that chemical weapons were used in Afghanistan, L,-o^ and I:ampuchea. All

this constitute a grave threat to world peace and security and have aroused
increasing concern axwn` the States for a prohibition of chemical weapons. Facts

prove that it is an ur,,-ent task of the Committee on Disarmwent, to conclude an
international convention on the complete prohibition of..thé development, production,

stoclcpilin[,;, acquisition, transf er and use of chemical veapons and on their complete

destruction.

Paraorahh 2 of the operating section of Resolution PTo. 34/72 adopted by the
General AsÛembly at its thirty-fourth Session reads :"Urges the Committee on
Disarmament to undertake, at the beeinning of its 1980 session, negotiations on an
agreement on the comnlete and effective prohibition of the development, production
and stockpiling of all chemical weapons and on their destruction, as a matterof
hiLh priority, takin,.- into account all e.;isting proposals an d.future initiatives."

Since talcing part in the work of the Committee on Disarmament, the Chinese

Delegation has studied the draf-t- conventions, workinC;papers and concrete proposals

subrnitted by the member State;, or croups of the Committee and wislies to state its
basic position on the conclusion of a convention on the prohibition of chemical

weapons as f ollovs s

1. The convention on the prohibition of. chemical weapons should be comprehensive.
The scope of prohibited activities in connexion mith chemical weapons should include
their development, production, stockpilin^;, acquisition, tranufer and use; the
scope of prohibited chemical weapons should include all chemicals determined by a
generâ,l purpose criterion, i.e. whose types and quantities fail to justify the claim
that they are intended for peaceful purposes, and weapon;, systems usinL-; these
chemicals.

2. The elistin[^ stocks of chemical veapons should be completely destroyed, and
the existinF production facilities dismantled. Shuttinm down the facilities for

the production of chemicâ.l weapons or converting them to peaceful production is
not the best approach, for this will only increase the work load of verification

and malce it more difficult.
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5. After entry into force of the convention, the Contracting Parties should, 
mithin a specified time, disclose information pertaining to the possession, 
stockpiling, and facilities for the manufacture of chemical meapons. Any 
Contracting Party having a stockpile and facilities for the production of chemical 
meapons should d:Lsclose their numbers  and mhere these facilities are located as 
moll as cive a time table for the thorough destruction of the said meapons and the 
dismantlinc of the facilities mithin the shortest possible time 

4. 	There should be stringent and effective  measures for international control 
and supervision to ensure the strict implementation  of. the provisions of the 
convention. An appropriate orcan of international control should be set up for 
this purpose charged uith the responsibility of verifyinc the destruction of 
chemical ueapon stockpiles and the dismantling of facilities for their production. 
The organ should also be empowered to investigate charges on the use of chemical 
meapons and on any other violations of the convention. 

5. Appropriate measures should be spelled out to deal mith verified cases of 
violations of the convention with a viem to brincinc about their prompt cessation 
or providing strong assistance to imperilled Contractinc Parties. 

6. There should be included a clear understanding that no provision in this 
convention should be interpreted as limiting . or detracting in any may the 
obligations undertaken by the Contracting Parties in accordance mith the 1925 
Geneva Protocol. 

1. 
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LETTER DATED 24 JUNE 1980 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE 
OF FINLAND TO THE UNITED NATIONS OFFICE AT GENEVA ADDRESSED 
TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT TRANSMITTING 
A DOCUMENT ENTITLED "IDENTIFICATION OF DEGRADATION PRODUCTS 
OF POTENTIAL ORGANOPHOSPHORUS WARFARE AGENTS" 

I have the honour to transmit to you a document entitled 

"Identification of Degradation Products of Potential 

Organophosphorus Warfare Agents". This study represents a 

further contribution of the Government of Finland to the work 

of the Committee on Disarmament on Chemilel Weapons. 

(Signed) Paavo Kaarlehto 

Ambassador 

• Permanent Representative 

of Finland 

* A limited distribution of this document in English has been made to the 
members of the Committee on Disarmament. Additional copiés are available 
from the Foreign Ministry of Finland in Helsinki. 
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27 June 1980

ENGLISH
Original: FRENCH

Elements of a reply by the French delegation to the questionnaire
relating to chemical weanons submitted by the Netherlands

to the Committee on Disarmament CD ^,l

1. Scope of the convention

The use of chemical weapons is already prohibited by the Geneva Protocol,
of which France is the depositary. The purpose of the future convention should be
to ban the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons and

provide for the destruction of existing stockpiles and of prcduction facilities.

In this connef.ion, it should include strict and effective international verification
procedures.

2. Areas to be covered by the convention

The convention should in particular:

Banthe development, production, stockpiling, acquisition, possession and

transfer of chemical weapons and CW-agents, as well as the corresponding

specific munitions, equipment and means of delivery necessary for their use;

Cover toxic and supertoxic lethal chemical agents as well as their specific
precursors. France considers that it w-ould be unrealistic to seek to ban

the production of products used.for both civilian and military purposes

(subject to suitable control of quantities produced and their.use).,_.but that
on the other hand there should be a complete ban on:

Toxic products for specific military use and their precursors;

Incapacitants-and dangerous harassing agents (i.e., harassing agents

whose safety coefficient - effective dosage/lethal.do.sage..- does.not
exceed. a given threshold);

Provide for a declaration of possession or non-possession, and for the
destruction within a specific period (for example 10 years), of stockpiles
of chemical agents used for military purposes and also of stockpiles of
chemical weapons. One of the convention's provisions should r;ti,)ulc:te that every
signatory country should make known a detailed quantitâtive and qualitative

inventory of the toxins in its possession as well'as an estimated.timetable

for the destruction of the stockpiles. It would also be desirable for
priority to be given to the destruction of weapons containing highly toxic
products;

Provide for a declaration of possession or non-possession (location,

capacity, etc.) and for the dismantling of CW-production facilities.

They could be dismantled on.the basis of.,.e,n approved....timetable.through

destruction or "moth-balling" of the facilities or the conversion of the
plants to peacéful uses.

GE.8o-62994
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3. Licensed activities

The convention should, however, upon conditions to be defined, license the
conduct of activities which involve the production of chemical agents normally

^.. _. , ....... .. .banned:

l. Exclusively for scientific-and medical-research;

2. Exclusively for testing means of protection of the potential for defence
against chemical weapons.

Periodic declarations should be made concerning the nature, and quantity of
such production.

4. Criteria

The general purpose criterion, on which the banning of the production of toxic
products for military ptirposes is based, shrnzld be ta:kén'"8a the main: criterion.
It should be supplemented by more technical criteria, such as the toxicity
threshold, adjusted to the specific characteristics of each -toxin by means of an
effectiveness threshold/lethal dosage safety coefficient, and/or the structure
criterion.

It seems both difficult and self-defeating to draw- up exhaustive and
continuously updated lists of banned or licensed chemical agents. It would be
more realistic to envisage the use of approved lists of chemical reference products.

5. The national system of control

Every State should set up a national system of control enabling it, within the

framework of its on institutional arrangements, to ensure compliance uith the
p'rovisions of the international convention.

6. .Internation^-.l verification

France considers that it is essential to define the procedures for any
international control of compliance with the provisions of the convention.

In this connexion, the convention should provide not only for non-interference
with the national systems of control and for "verification by challenge"
procedures, but also for the organization of international investigation and
inquiry procedures. (National control measures shoul.d not hinder the international
verification procedures, but rather support them; international control should tako
precedence over national measures.)

In both cases an important place should be given to on-site verification as

well as to the most modern control methods.

7. S,ystc:maticinterna:tional verification measures

International verification measures should involve, in accordance with

approved procedures, regular on-site verification to ensure in particular:
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Compliance with provisions governing the destruction of stockpiles; 

Compliance with provisions governing the destruction, "moth-balling" or 
conversion to peaceful uses of facilities forthe production of chemical 
agents and of weapons; 

Compliance with provisions governing the non-production of toxic products for 
specific military purposes and single-purpose precursors; 

II 	
Monitoring of facilities for the production of agents akin to organo- 
phosphorus compounds (pesticides, in particular); 

II 	• 

	 The control  of licensed laboratory production for basic research and for 
defence research. 	 . 

II 
	

B. 	International verification structure  
• 	

• 

The responsibility for on-site international verification should be 
entrusted to a committee open to all parties. The committee might include a 

II 	
. permanent secretariat and a corps ofint.3pectors responsible for verification. The 

services of a specialized laboratory should be envisaged. 

111› 	9. 	Regional measures 	 . 	. 

None of the clauses of the future convention should restrict the right of 
States which so wish to accept regional measures which are Stricter than those 

II , -- 	• laid don  by the convention itself. 	 . 

U 	•

. 

10. Confidence-building measures  

II The convention should provide for confidence-building measures. Such measures 
might in particular take the form of a declaration of possession or non-possession 

II 	

of.chemical • eapons  ai; the time of entry into force of the - convention, as well as 
of exchanges  of  technical or information visits in the field of protective measures 
against chemical warfare. 
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FRAHCE 

Workin paper 	 • 

Control of the non-manufacture an..  non-nossession 
of af7ents  and ueapons of  chemical uarfare 

• Many countries, including France, rightly consider that it uould be more 
dangerous for the security of the countries affected to prohibit the manufacture 
and posàession of chemical agents and weapons uithout providing means of verifying 
the strict application of the prohibition than to have no agreement uhatsoever. 

Thé prohibition of manufacture should be adapted to the category of chemical 
warfare agents coVered: for single-purpose (super-toxic and incapacitating) agents, 
the prohibition would be total, uhile for dual-purpose agents and irritants, the 
manufacture only of amounts required tc meet civilian needs uould be authorized. 

Control of non-manufacture would therefore cover exclusively the first category; 
in the case of dual-purpose agents, control would be confined to ensuring that the 
amounts produced do not enceed a certain level determined by the volume of civilian 
manufacture and, where they do, to checking that the surpluses are not used in 
chemical munitions or devices. 

Sinle-purpose chemi  cal  uarfare auents 

1. 	Control  and  verification 

Single-purpose agents obviously comprise the class of super-tonic substances 
and, uithin this class, the category of organophosphorus compounds, over uhich the 
greatest vigilance should be exercised. 

Hon-manufacture should be monitored at tuo levels: 

By ascertaining that manufacturing plants specializing in the production 
of organophosphorus nerve acents have indeed been closed  don or 	• 
converted and have consequently ceased all military activity; 

By ensuring that plants producing. related compounds (pesticides) are 
not improperly converted into factories for .the manufacture of nerve 
ar,-,ents; such conversion uould be possible in a feu months. 

The first step, without uhich all control mould become difficult if not 
completely ineffective, would be the registration by countries Possessing them.of 
all installations producing or having produced organophosphorus nerve agents. 

GE.00 -63000 
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Presumine, that this requirement is correctly applied, effective control can
only be exercised throujh on-site inspection, zohether periodic and tunaiuzounced,
on request or on the comnlaint of a member country or international orl:-,,cmization.
There is no other method of ensurinC for certain that a country iihich has committed
itself to an a^°reement prohibitin^; manufacture i s not violatint,.- the provisions of
that a`reement. Such on-site inspection must.be thorouL^h if it is'to be effective;
it is therefore not discreet, and some countries may be reluctant to accept it,
f earin` that it mijht involve a disclosure of military, industrial or trade secrets.
In .the case of super-t;oxic- substances, this feo,r does nôt appear justified because,
by definition, they are intended only for military purposes ond, in the spirit of
the a,-^reer.lent i tcelî , taere can be no military or industrial secrets in this area.

Because cî the doubts to which the idea of thorou^h on-site inspections have
jiven rise, efforts have been made in the Conf erence of the Committec on Disarmament
to find methods wliich could be applied in both the above cases and would necessitate
the presence of an observer or controller, not in the plant itself, but merely in
the neiChbourhood. The,,e methods mill be considered below for each of the two
cases.

The suggestion that there should be remote.sensine of indications.of clandestine
manufacture of nerve arents, eliminatiriU even the need to enter the national territory
of the country under inspection, however, -;oes much further.. The sucLS7ested
methods include:.

Proces:,inC- of statistical data provided by member countries;

Remote detection of chemical agents in ûaseous effluents v,.sinC
ultra-,sensitive detectors mounted on satellites or based on
land outside the territory of the country bein^ monitored.

All these methods have the same. serious disadvan-tace: they are rather unreliable
and the absence of any positive indications of clandestine manufacture does not
ensure beyond. doubt that there has been no violation of the terns of the a;,reement..
It has, hovever, been su6.t:,ested that the laclc of reliability could, to some extent,
be offset by usinC; several of these methods, and that the mere fact of their announced

applic'ation could play a dissuasive role and make any attempt to circumvent -the

terms of the agreement e_cerssively complicated. Even if this was so, the
installation of such a system would be too cumbersome and rlould not yield results
that vere certain.

2. Analysis of statistical data

It has been felt that the analysis of er.istint statistical data on the
production, importation, e;-portation and use of raw materials and products involved
in the manufacture of chemical varf are agents could reveal any undue chan^e in
the volume of products consumed that could imply clandestine manufacture of
chemical acents.
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This process would be applicable primarily to organophosphorus nerve agents, 
among which-it has been suggested that the following products should be monitored: 
phosphorus; phosphorus trichloride; phosphorua péntachloride phosphorus oxychloride; 
phosphorus pentasulphide; phosphites of dinothyl, trimethyl, diethyl and triethyl; 
pinacolic alcohol; dichloride .and-difIuoridesof-nothyL-phesphonio - acid:-  .21.13: -these 
prodUcts, except perhaps the last two, have industrial applications. 

However, atatistical data at present published on these products are usuallY 
very.incomplete; the content and presentation.vary in differentcountrios. 	If they 
are to be utilized, therefore, they should be submitted in the same form by all 
countries and supplemented in order to cover all products selected as .indicative. 

. This method should not give rise to exaggerated expectations, since: 

There are considerable annual fluctuations in the statistics in question for 
reasons that have nothing to do with. the  production of chemical agents; • 

• these variations Could lead to unjustified suspicion; .  

By contrast, ln 'a highly industrialized country producing pesticides and 
 consuming large,amounts of raw materials, a small withdrawal of about 1 per cent, 

which would initially bé ' imperceptible,  could be used to manufacture hundreds of 
tonnes of nerve agents every year. 

In this area, too, a great deal of technical work will have to be done before 
the'nethod can be used with any Chance of success- This work should be entrusted to 
a group of experts, the main task of which would be to harmonize data collection in 
member countries. 	In this sphere of statiatical data collection and utilization, it 
could also study the legislation in force in each country and the possibilities of 
using United Nations studies on certain related subjects  (environnant, drugs, etc.). 

3. 	,Remote sensing 	• 	. 	• 	• 	- 	_ 	. 	 . 	. _ 

It has been uggested that it might be possible to detect the presence of 
supOr-toxic substances or intermediat9 producta in gaseous effluents from a factory 
under suspicion from Very great distances. 	SoMé 1/ conside'r that highly sensitive 
detectors, either mounted on satellites in geostationary orbit or based on earth 
outside the countries being monitored, would be able to detect concentrations of 
10-1  mg/m3  with a probability of 0.3 in  winter and 0.75 in summer. Others 2/ believe 
that even greater sensitivity is obtainable with monolithic impure crystal detectors 
at the ultra-low temperatures found in outer space or by using the induced and 
resonance combination scattering (Shorygin) effect. 

Identification of the substance  could be based on the infra-red and Raman 
spectra. 

1/ CCD/371, 502 
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Although they are possible in theory, no experimental verification of these 
methods haé yet been attempted and it may be doubted whether they are applicable in 
the near future, given the present level of technology in this sphere. 3/ 

4. Closure and surveillance of  existing manufacturing plant  

In addition to the dissemination by each memb'er country of a list of factories 
which have manufactured chemical warfare agents (including super-toxic substances) 
and were scheduled for . closure or conversion under the agreement, the agreement 
should lay down . the procedure for ensuring that they have not recommenced operation. 

It has been seen that only periodic and thorough on-site inspections could 
indicate with certainty that no illicit activity has been carried on in a factory 
that has been shut  clown.  However, in order to avoid permanent, burdensome and 
encumbering surveillance, a method has been suggested which would not necessitate the 
continuous presence of observers or inspectors. 	It would consist in affiXing 
virtually unbreakable sealing devices to the apertures and certain central components 
of the manufacturing equipment (Controls, valves, etc.). In this way, valves could 
be enclosed . in  aluminized-glass cases with a number of channels incorporating 
optical-fibre cables. 	Since each of •these cables has its own imprint, any attempt 
to use the valves would be easy to detect. 	The a.luninization of the glass would 
enable any .attempt to pierce a hole in the casing to be detected. 

Other methods for detecting the fraudulent use of a factory that has been shut 
down 	seismic detectors, thermal detectors, closed-circuit television systems --- have 
been redommended, although their efficiency has not been verified. 

All these•measures require the presence on site, at least periodically, of 
inspectors. 

Monitoring of plants manufacturing organophosphorus compounds and new plants  

There should also be monitoring of plants manufacturing organophosphorus compound 
pesticides and of new plants which could, through certain changes in equipment, 
produce .  organophosphorus nerve agents. Thorough on-site inspection could involve 
the disclosure of industrial secrets in these cases. 

5. 

Efforts have therefore been made to find methods Of detecting Whether a 
particular installation is'manufacturing nerve agents without necessitating the 
indiscreet presence of inspeCtors in the factory itself 	• 

The first method consists in reducing inspection to a brief and superficial 
visit aimed merely at evaluating the safety measures adopted, the scope of which can 
reveal whether chemical agents are being manufactured. The second is based on 
examination of the effluents leaving the plant. 	 • 

3/ COD/360 
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(a) P,rief inspections

The sole purpose of. such inspections, which would not ^o into production
details, would be to detect signs of the unauthorized production of chemical 1,;a-rfare
agents; particular attention would be paid to the nature and extent of the safety
measures applied.

Buildings in which highly toxic products are manufactured are generally designed
in such a way that production or processinG units are airtight and are kept at less
than atmospheric pressure in order to prevent any leaks. Since certain intermediates

in nerve-agent production are pyrophoric, the presence of an inert üas in the vessels

containing them could be detected; similwrly, pipes could be equipped with an

inert-^_,as rapid-purge system. :Ls there are no leakproof pumps, liquids are often

made to flow by gravity. In production area,s, there will be an evident increase in

remote controls and monitoring and alarm devices (cages of test animals, alarm
detectors).

I
M

I

I

The staff will be equipped with masks and often dressed in special impermeable
clothing. "Hot" spaces i-rill be entered i5y Toclcs fitted witlï sprinlclers.
Installations will be equipped with automatic sauipling devices.

The factory itself will have its oim plant • for emergency air and power supply.

Finally, although médical supervision is the norm in many facilities producine
organophosphorus pesticides, its nature and extent (frequency of blood cholinesterase
doses, resuscitation, présenre of specific antidotes) might constitute indicators.

One should not, however,.entertain any illusions concerning the usefulness of
such a brief inspection by'it;elf; it can only serve as a complement enablin^ other
indicators collected elsewhere to be confirmed. First of a112 assessments 01 the
level of safety needed vary from country to country. Moreover, safety measures of
similar type are often 'applied durinL-; the final phase in the produ.ction of certain..
toxic pesticides.in order to '^;uard 'o,^:ainot the danger of a substantial quantity of
the substance bein_^ accidentally dischar^;e^:.

(b) Effluent analysis

This method is based on the fact that, in the manufacture of organophosphorus,
compounds, some of the products used in the final phase of the manufacturing process

and the end-product itself are to be found in very low concentrations in liquid

effluents and the surroundin(, atmosphere: even if these prodû.cts have undereone some

degradation durinG effluent treatment, the controlled hydrolysis of super-toxic

organophosphorus compounds invariably producea methylphosphonic acid, which is

readily by its phosphorus-methyl l,roup: with a few exceptions,

organophosphorus pesticides yielçl pho.sphoric acid in the same conditions.

When concentrated, samples of such effluents and of the air in the immediate
vicinity of the suspected factory would enable the products concerned to beidentified
and analysed. There are various methods which can theoretically be applied for

I
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such analysis: gas chromatography, thin-.Aayer chromatography, infrared spectrometry,
emission spectrography, mass spectrometry, magnetic-resonance molecular spectrometry,
paramagnetic electronic resonance, colorimetry and enzyme analysis.

These methods, which have proved themselves in the laboratory, have never been
tried in the practical conditions of a check requiring a simple, rapid, accu'rate
and practicable procedure with easily transportable and inexpensive equipment. Among
the physical methods, gas chromatography, which is in common use, is the most readily
applicable in the present circumstances; a chromatograph coupled with a thermionic
flame detector would permit detection to 1 x 10-13 g. However, this method would
need further refinement to be applied to effluents discharged into awatercoürse,
for experience has shown that some watercourses ( for example, the Rhine) are
normally polluted by interfering products which are detrimental to measurement
reliability. ^

41
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Dual-purpose chemical warfare agents

In the case of dual-purpose agents and precursors, the only available monitoring ^
method is statistical data analysis aimed at detecting the manufacture of possible
surpluses above civilian réquirements.

Such monitoring can be done only at the level of the filling of munitions andof _ _. and

I

devices, since it is not possible to prove thatsurplus stocks of such products are
not intended for civilian purposes. Efforts should therefore be concentrated on the
detection of filling facilities; such detection will doubtless be even more difficult
than in the case of single-purpose chemical warfare agents.

Prohibition of production in the various draft conventions

Problem of-verification

.1. Prohibition of development, production and stockpiling

Three draft conventions have been submitted to.CCD. The prohibition of the
development and production of chemical warfare agents is dealt with.in the following
articles of the various drafts:

Draft of the socialist countries; articles-IV and V;

Draft of Japanc articles V and VI;

Draft of the United Kingdom: articles III, V, VIII and IX.

^ CCD/553.
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The drafts of the socialist countries (article IV), Japan (article V) and 
the United Kingdom (article V) formulate in  more or  less the same - térbs the scope 
of the prohibition of the development,produc,tion or retention (stockpiling in 
the United Kingdom text) of agents, weapons (munitions in the United Kingdom text), 
equipment and means of delivery (systems in the United Kingdom text). 

Article III of the United Kingdom proposal is far more precise regarding the 
score  of the prohibition. 	It embodies an undertaking: 

To close.down, dismantle or eonvert any.factories producing chemical 
. warfare agents; 	 • _ 

Hot to convert any existfng factories or establish any new factories for the 
production of chemical warfare agents; 

To  close down, dismantle or convert filling facilities. 

'Article V of the socialist countries' draft merely stipulates that any problems 
which Might.arise Shall be solved by consultation and do-operation between the 
Statés*Parties,.possibly through international procedures (unspecified): 

The drafts of Japan and the United Kingdom are more comprehensive and make 
express provision for the prOcedures to be applied. 

The Japanese draft calls for national verification orcans which would supervise 
the national. activities related to • the subject matter of the Convention, report to 
an International Verification Agency, provide it with.the necessary statistical 
data and co-operate with it. 

The International.Verification Agency would analyse and  evaluate periodic 
reports and information  from the national organs, request .explanations and, if 
appropriate,. send observers, participate in inquiries or inspections and, lastly, 
carry out decisions. 

The United Kingdom draft provides for a Consultative Committee with functions 
similar to those of the International Verification Agency: 

Analysis and evaluation of periodic reports and statistical and other 
information; 

Requesting of information and conduct of inquiries and inspections; 

• . • Co-operation with  the 'national  organizations. 

•On the other hand, article IX of the United Kingdom draft cives a detailed 
description . of the obligations of ,States Parties in this  regard: 

Acceptance of inspection within six months of the entry into force of the 
Conventien, of any fadtory formerly prodlicing chemical warfare agents, and 
taking  ofsampies; 

Acceptance of sealing and periodic inspection of factories formerly producinc 
chemical agents and munitions; 

- 
Acceptance of a number of inspections of specified facteries. 

The Consultative Committee would ensure the Performance of these tasks. 
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2. Complaints and investir~ations

Draft of the socialist countries: article VI;

Draft of Japan: articles VIII, I:, X;

Draft of the United Kingdom: articles IX and

The socialist countries' draft provides (article VI) that a State Party which
finds that there has been a breach of the provisions of the Convention may lodge
a complaint with the S.ecttrity Council. The other States are required to assist
in carryin[; out any investigation decided upon by the Security Council on the basis
of that complaint.

The Japanese draft envisaG^es a different procedure: a State which suspects
that there has been a breach of the Convention may request an explanation, directly
or throu ;h the International Verification Af,,ency, and-the ALency itself may take
the initiative of recluesting explanations. The suspected State co=operates in
r-,ood faith:, it *ma•y request an inquiry or an inspection to remove suspicion.

Onl^J when the e.cplanations requested are found to be inadequate will the
International Verification Agency request an inspection which the suspected State
shall make ever;j effort to accept, unless it C;ives valid reasons for refusing such
inspection.

The United Kingdom draft (article.x) provides in the first part for a procedure
similar to that of the Japanese draft: request-for an explanation in the event of

a breach, but also request for an investigation with an on-site inspection to be
carried out by the Consultative Committee, which must be accepted by the

suspected State. ..A complaint may also be lodged with.the Security Council.

In conclusion, control of the non-production of chemical warfare agents
raises two probler.ls: monitoring and verification.

11hilé a number of monitoring procedures have been proposed, there are two
contrasting approaches in the matter of verification. One is that only on-site
inspection under international supervision can permit effective verification of the
non-production of,chemical agents; this approach is reflected in the dre,ft
convention proposed by the.United hinGdom. The-other approach rejects this
procedure and emphasizes national,means of verification, international intervention
bein; limited to the application of monitoring procedures whose reliability is open
to question: the socialist countries have submitted a draft along these lines.

In the view of the French delegation, the first monitoring procedure to be
developed should be statistical data analysis. It applies both to single-purpose
and dual-purpose agents. Effectiveness requires that each of the Convention's
siLnatorJ^ countries should undertalce to supply the..follorrin^ information:
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"nature, quantity and utilization of organophosphorus compounds, raw materials and 
intermediates used in their production, and:precursors of such chemical warfare 
agents; 

Nature, quantity and utilization of dual-purpose chemical agents produced; 

Proposed activities of newly constructed chemicals factories. 

The signatory countries should also undertake to submit periodic reports on 
their compliance with the provisions of the Convention, and these reports should be 
approved and transmitted at the governmental level. 

Remote-detection monitoring procedures do not seem capable of providing 
information on the nature of the products manufactured. 

As to the problems raised by verification, it must be acknowledged that only 
on-site :inspection of an international character, possibly accompanied by the taking 
of samples, can afford fully adequate guarantees. 	Such arrangements are considered 
essential both for systematic verification and for a check resulting from a challenge 
procedure. 	If non-technical conditions were to lead to the acceptance of an 
agreement providing for national verification, such verification should at least be 
accompanied by international procedures for the monitoring of declared sites for 
the production of single-purpose and dual-purpose chemicals. The procedures 
introduced should permit both verification of the non-reactivation of "mothballed" 
factories and monitoring of the environment of operating factories. 	Observation 
satellites might be suitable for the former purpose and periodically read "black 
boxes" for the latter. 

In all cases of a breach or a request for an inquiry, on-site inspection by an 
international body should be accepted by the suspected State. 

The establishment of an international body -- for instance, a 
Consultative Committee -- is therefore essential. 

The problems raised by "binary" weapons have not been dealt with. They warrant 
special study and examination of an extremely comprehensive nature. 
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Working Paper on Medical Protection Against Nerve Gas Poisoning  ' 
(Present Situation and Future Possibilities) 

In July 1976 the Yugoslav delegation submitted the working paper CCD/503 to the 
CUD which contained a comprehensive review of the relevant data regarding the 
Problem of medical protection against nerve gas poisoning. 

This werking .paper, which bsars the same title as the one submitted four years 
ago, endeavours to present the current situation in this field and some investigations 
that..are• in progress. Scientific and professional achievements' of those countries 
that engage in active theoretical and practical research in this plane were considered. 

1., MODE OF ACTION 

Regarding the mode of action Of nerve agents, nothing new or important 
(spectacular) has happened up to date that could alter-the generally accepted 
knowledge. 

2. DECONTAMINATION 

Concerning decontamination, both personal and total,- some - armies have . suceeeded 
in finding highly efficient decontamination material.. It, therefore, seems that the 
problem of decontamination does not exist any•more in its previous form. However, 
the ingredients that are necessary for decontamination material are very expensive 

-- and, having in mind the required amounts,.it would not be realistic to expect that 
with the exception of highly developed countries•-- the greater part of the world 
could possess them in sufficient quantities, especially as part of a first-aid kit. 

-• 3. ANTIDOTAL THERAPY  • 

'Gas masks (or 'protective masks) and protective clothing can provide effective 
protection against nerve gas attacks. However, in battlefield conditions, antidotes 
must be used in the following situations: 

- when the lapse•of time between the attack and the fitting of the gas mask is 
more than ten seconds (it is sometimes even shorter when the initial 
concentration of nerve gas is extremely high); • 

- when protective equipment does not fit properly;• 

- when it has been damaged; and 

- in cases when the sorptive capacity of the respirator filter or'protective suit 
becomes saturated under conditions which do pot permit immediate replacement: 

GE.80 -63195 
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3,1 Atrorine  still remains  the drug of choice. Although sme attempts hnve been made 
to utilize other compounds instead of atropine (dexetimide and others), none of thon . 
were proven to  rive  botter protection. 

3.2 Oximes.  Of the  hundreds of oximes 'Jiat have been synthesized and tested on 
experimental animals Deisen ,4 bY ne#ELEPA., 	 have_found a_place-in medical 
practice: pralidoXime (also knewn_as . variation ?25)., trimedoximo (known as 
dipiroxime) and obidexime -(knewn as texcgonine). 

It seems that pralidoxime is losinE its priority to obidoxime and trimedoxime 
because, for sono  armies, the combination of trimedoxime with atropine and benactyzine 
is at present the most attractive one. Nevertheless, even this combination d•es flou 

 offer satisfactory protection against one of tho nerve agents, i.e. soman. 

• An important  achievement in protection has been made bY combining the different 
routes of oxime application (peroral and intramuscular) in order to maintain an 
effective concentration of antidotes in the blood for some hours. 

3.3 In symptomatic therapy, it seems that diazepam is not in the experimental stage 
anymore but has become a standard supportive drug in the treatment of convulsions 
induced by nerve gas poiSoning. 

It has been calculated that in battlefield conditions an efficient protection 
against up to 5 DD 50  of nerve gas poisoning could be offered by using antidotal 
mixtures that couneract -upon the agent which has been used. In view  of this, the 
best protection coUld be obtained in the case of VX poisoning while it is less , 
effective in case of poisoning by sarin,  and less still in case of poisoning by 
tabun and -soman. 	 • 

4. •FURTHER IUVESTInTION  

In recent years great efforts have been made in seeking compounds which would 
provide effective treatment against soman poisoning. Among a number of such 
compounds, the on. coded HI-6 has proven . ery effective on L_:perimental aniMal.s• -  
poisoned by soman. However, the HI-6 compound is totally ineffective in case of tabun 
poisoning. -  

,During the course of the past two years another group.of antidotes coded as HGG 
compounds appears to be the first "universal" oximes, as  their application in 
combination with atropino.offers protection against all four standard nerve agents, 
i.e. sarin, soman.,. tabun and VX. It should be underlined that HGG compoundS are 
still in the initial experimental stage; while .HI-6 is in a Mere advanced one. It 
should also be pointed out that a serious setback of the HI-6 ,compounds is thoir 
low stability in water and buffered solutions. 'Until the stability problem is solved, 
they cannot replace pralidoxime, obidoxime and trimedoxime in autoinjectors .intended 
for first aid and treatment. It looked as if the problem of oximes of low toxicity' 
which could penetrate the blood brain barrier had a good chance  ta  be solved in 1976.. 
However, this opinion was proven excessively o .ptimistic. The oxime propam was 
unstable and, what is perhaps even more important, reactivated brain' 
acetylcholinesterase it did not have any remarkable protective advantage over 
standard oximes in experimental animals poisoned by nervo agents. 	 •  
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The •atteript to increase the efficiency of therapy by adding othi:r drugs to
atropinc - oxine mixture, with the exception of the aforementioned benactyzine, and
the separate addition of diazepam, has failed so far: The veratrine-li].ce compounds
which seemed so rromising in 1976, seem to have also been abandoned.

The United Kingdom delegation presented a paper in 197Y (CCD-541) about the

possibility of using.carbamates as prophylactic agents against nerve gas poisoning.
As far as is known, this work is still in progress.

llnothur possibility was Mentioned in 1976 regarding protection by "shielding"

acetylicholin^,sterase in order to protect critical sites affected by nerve agents.
However, no promising results have been obtained until the present.

The previously mentioned activities concerning active and passive immunization
seem to be ineffective from the practical point of view.

It was stated in 1976 and should be repeated now, that the continued research in

the field of medical protection against nerve gas poisoning is in steady progress,

particularly during the last four years when it has made a remarkable stop towards its
goals.

It is with the greatest satisfaction that it can be said that the first steps
in international co-operation of scientific research on prophylaxis and therapy for
nerve gas poisoning have taken place. Numerous scientists from various countries met
at the Pugwash meetings on Medical Protection against Organophosphorus Poisons
Workshops, twice in Yugoslavia and once in Finland. They also met in the German
Democratic Republic. On these occasions, they exchanged views, ideas, expériences
and results achieved in this field.

As a direct result of the meeting held in 1978 in Yugoslavia (Dubrovnik) the

Institut fur Aerobiologie, Grafschaft, Federal Republic of Germany, the Prins Mauritz
Lab. TNO Rijswijk, Holland and the Institute for Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry
from Zagreb, Yugoslavia organized a control experiment. The aforementionc^d substance
HI-6 was syntheti:.ed in each of the three institutes and sp:::cinens of it f:xchanged.

The comparing of results obtained in all threu institutes including all three

specimens showed that there was neither physico-chemical nor biological difference

between them in vitro and in vivo experiments.

An increasing number of papers that deal with the protection of experimental

animals against nerve agents, especially soman, appear in scientific literature. The

most interesting information comes from the Federal Republic of Germany, -the

Netherlands, Canada, the United Kingdom, Poland and Yugoslavia. However, nothing new

or interesting comes from some other countries which are knoum to have much ^:,xperioncc:

in this field. Sor_le promising publications of this kind are also coming from India,
China and some other countries as well.

This brief review is an account of the efforts made by scientists in various
countrios in seeking the solution for protection against poisoning by nerve agents.
Unfortunate].y, the results show that an efficient antidotal therapy against all
four chemical agents mentioned here does not exist for humans.

These facts on how dangerous the use of nerve agents as chemical wcapons could be
for mass destruction speak for themselves. It is, -therefore, the responsibility of
all concerned to find the quickest and most effective way to ban chemical weapons.
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YUGOSTAVIA 

Workin7 Par on the Definition of Chemical Warfare Arrents (CWA) 

In 1976 the Yugoslav delegation submitted a working paper entitled "Definition 
of chemical warfare agents" (COD/505 of 5 July) aibed at offering the bases for a 
definition that would be more comprehensive than all - previous ones. 

The proposed definition would read as follows: 

All chemical compounds intentionally used in quantities and manner, 
which directly or indirectly, immediately or after some tine can produce 
physiological disturbances or cessation of physiological functions in man, 
animals and plants should be considered as •chemical warfare agents. 

As is evident, our draft definition encompasses the following in recluced 
form: 

(a) intention of use 	• 

(h) the quantity used 

(c) manner of utilization 

(d) the direct or indirect toxic effect 

(e) immediate or delayed toxic action 

(f) the effect on all living structures 

The following was borne in mind (with regard to items a - f): 

- that the proposed definition expresses in a somewhat more precise 
manner that which was proposed as a definition in "Health Aspects of 
Chemical and Biological Weapons", the WHO, Geneva 1970, inasmuch as the 
term "employed" has been replaced by "intentionally used»; 

- the term 'Llsed. in quantities" was intended to point out that one should 
not exclude the possibility of applying chemical compounds not classified 
as chemical agents in quantities (concentrations) not envisaged (necessary) 
for their usual utilization (pesticides, for instance, etc.) which also 
exists apart from the use of classified chemiCal agents; 

- all weapons, regardless of their primary purpose, are to be classified 
as CW if they invariably cause injury or death during or after their 
utilization because of foreseeable anddminant toxic action; 

GE.80-63201 
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- due to the chemical properties and toxicodynamics of a certain
compound, symptoms of poisoning can manifest themselves immediately
as well as after a shorter or longer time interval;

- as far as the direct and indirect action and the effect on all
living structures is concerned, we are of the opinion that no
additional comment- is necessary.

All proposals for the definition that have appeared since 1976-until the
present have not, in our opinion, offered the elements that oiould require
substantial modifications or amendment of our definition of chemical warfare
agents. We,therefore, thought it appropriate to pronounce it once again in
the Committee on Disarmament.
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LETTER DAMD 7 JULY 1930 ADD1USZD TO THE CII4IRDAN OF THE 
COMMIE ON DI3/1,11WIENT FROM TIM REPIUSENTATIVES OF THE 

USSR AND 'LIE UNITED STATES TO 
THE COIIIIITTED ON DISARMAMENT 

We have the honour to transmit and to recuost, for the information of the 

Committee on Disarmament, the circulation of the following document entitled, 

"USSR—United States Joint Report on the Progress in the Dilateral Necotiations 

on the Prohibition of nanical WeaDons." , 

(Signed) V .L . ISSRAE'LYAN 	 (Sied) CHIMES-  C.  PLOWER= 

. Representative of the USSR 
. to the Committee on. Disarmament  

Representative of the United States 
to the Committee  on • Disarmament • 
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JOD4T US-MSSP^ PEPORT ON PIIOGPI;S ^ TST `21D] DILA'i'L;:',AL
IT^Cî'l'IA`.^'IOIZS ON `l'ILr PROH]ZITI011 Oi' CIE1iICAL l•lLAIPONS

The llele^ations of the US' and the US^^11, Cv.idecl b^r the fact that prohibition

of chemical wee;-on.s is, as ^r^^ r.tresr;ed, in the Final Document of the United Nations

General Asaembly S,^ecia7. Session on Disarnianient, one of the most urgent and vital

,problens in the aree. of ^^isalmai:^ent ^ ^^jc^. consiâcrin- the c.lecire oî :^tin^^ iner.ll^er : ta tcs

of the Coinu.,iittee on Disarnk.r:ient to be informecl about the ctate of a.fîaira at the

bilatera1 net;•otia.tion, conce-rne<1 with the Orei^axation of a joint initiative on the

prohibition of c_Lernica.l treaponr, have subinitted to the Conu2ittee on, llisarntivnent

joint reports regra-r^Iing DrogreÛs at their negotiations. The Dele;a.t ion.c of the

US and the USSR subr_zitted the last such report on 31 July, 1979 (Document CD/40).

Since that ti:~le, two more rounds of the bilateral ne,-otiations on the

prohibition of chemical vea ion-s have been he1d, in the course of which the

Delet;ations of the US and the USNR continued their efforts toward earliest

development of a joint initiative on the prohibition of chemical weanono and its

presentation for consicleration 1^^^ the Corv.Littee on Disarnkvnent. Given the

interrelationship between the various issues, the two sides will be able to report

definitive agreement in, any l^articular area only alter they have com,leteci their

negotiations. The iresent report of the two delegations reflects, however, the

current status of the ne^otia^iona.

1. The two sides ;.oroceec' from the ,)remise that the scope of the prohibition in the

.,eneral -purpoÜe criterion.future convention woulcl be deternLined on the basis of the g

They believe th- '. the parties to a. conv-:ntion alzould asclu^^:. the obli(,!-ation never to

develop, produce, othérwise acquire, stock-Alo or retain su;)er-toxic lethal, othe-r

lethal or other ha.rniful chemicals, or _wecursors of such chemicals; the

obligation should not eXten,l to those substances in these categories which are

intended for nonhostile y)ur'r)oses or militaxUy purposes not involvin,, the use of

chemical wear.ons, pzovic,.ed their types and quantities are consistent with such

pur-ooses. The two side;, also helieve that the parties to a convention should

undertalce never to develo-o, oroduce, ot'_ierwic;e a.cquire, stockpile or retcin.

munitions or devices cpecifica.lly cle^i.-med to cau:,'c. dea.th or other lla.rm through

the toxic lxoL)erties Of cllemic,ls released as a rec^zli of the employLent of tbeec

munitions or devices, or edui-_oraent specifically designed for use directly in

connexion with the enmloyi;ient of such munitions or devices. No agreement has yet

been rea.ched in.. some ti-peciî.ic a:.recta of 'cheae -oroi)o,;ed undertahin^;r,, including the

extent to wliich irritants, to,cins and precurso-rs shoulcl be covere^ , and the two

sides are seel.in., to resolve their diiferencco.
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2. 	Tbe tuo sides• consider that a convention should include definitionb for a 	• 

number of basic terms uhich mould be used in its provisions. They have deVeloped 

a common understanding of the follouing-terms: 

(a)by "chemical ueapons" ("means  of  'chemical marfare").tbey mean chemicals, 

munitionb devices, or equipment that mould be covered by the obligationà outlined 

in paragraph 1 of this. report; 	 • 

(b) by "super-toxic lethal chemical" they mean any toxic chemical uith a 

median lethal dose-Mhicb is less than or equal to 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous 

administration) or 2,000 mg-min/m3  (by inhalation), ihon measured by an agreed method; 

(c) by "other lethal chebical" they mean any toxic chemical uith a median 

lethal dose uhich is greater than 0.5 mg/kg (suboutaneouS administration) or 

2,000. mg-min/m3  '(by inhalation) and uhich is Iess than or equal td•10 mg/kg 

(subcutaneous administration) or 204000 mg-min/m 3  (by inhalation), Mhen measured 

by an agreed metho4 	 • 	• 	• 

(d) by 'nether harmful chemical" they. mean any toxiethemical mith a median 

lethal dose uhich is greater .tban 10 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) or 

20,000 mg-min/m 3  (by inhalation), uhen measured by.an agreed method; 

(e) by "nonhostile purposes" they mean industrial, agricUltural, research, . 

medical or other peaceful'purposes, lau-enforcement purposes, or purposes direc .t.iy 

related tu protection against chemical ueapons. 

The tmo sides  are  continuing mark touard developing, for the purposes of a 

future convention, common understanding .  on the meaning of some additional terms. 

•. 	The tuo side's believe tbat the use, in addition to the general purpose 

criterion, of the aforementioned toxicity criteria uhich serve as a basis for 

identifying super-toxic lethal, other lethal and other harmful chemicals, aa.mell 

as of some other proviàions, mould facilitate verification -. Different degrees 

of prohibition and limitation, asMell as differentiated verification methods, 

mould be applied on the basis of - these toxicity criteria and sôme other provisions. 

4.. The tmo sides consider that.tbe Parties to a convention should assume the 

obligation hot to transfer to anYone, directly or indirectly, any chemical ucapons. 

The parties should also undertake not to transfer to anyone,diréctly or indirectly, 

except to another. State party, any super-tox.ic lethal .chemicals produced or otberuise 

acquired for permitted purposes, of types or in quantities uhicb are suitable for 

chemical ueapons purposes. In addition, the parties should undertake not to assist, 

encourage or induce, directly or indirectly, any person, organization, State, or 

group of States, to engage in activities they themselves uould be obligated to 

refrain from under a convention. 
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5. The two sides consider that States should mcl:e declarations -• uithin 30 days

after they become partie.s to the convention -- regarding both their stocks of

chemical t-.ea.pons and their means of production of such weapons.. Plans for the

destructif^)n orr. mhere appropriate, diversion for permitted purposes of declared

stocks of chemical vieapons should also be declased; such plans should specify

the volume and timing of destruction. Plans for the destruction. or dismantling

of relevant means of production should be declared not later than one year prior

to the beginning of the destruction or, dismantling. The two sides are continuing

negotiations regarding the time-limit for de.clarii-Z plans for the destruction or

diversion of chemical veapons stocltis, as well as regarding the specific content

of the declarations pertaininC to stoclzs of chemical meapons and raeans of

production. In this conne.cion, no common understanding has, yet been reached of

the basic concept of means of production.

6. Destruction or diversion of declared stocks should be completed not later

than tenyears after a State. becomes party to the convention. No agreement has

yet been reached on the question of the time for beginning the destruction or

diversion of stocks and some other related issues.

7. The two sides believe that parties to a. convention uhich possess chemical

veapons should have the right to convert temporarily forriier chemical ijeapons

production facilities for the purpose of destroyin^ their stocl:s of such weapons.

Some aspects of the possibility of es.tablishinC?; a specialized`facility or

facilities for the destruction of chemical neapons are under discussion.

O. Both sides rciaain of the opinion that the parties to a convention should shut

doun and eventually destroy or dismantle the means of production declared in

accordance with the convention. Each State party having such means of production

should initiate their, destruction or dismantling not later than eight years,

and complete it not later than ten years after it becomes a party to the convention.

0ther issues in this area are the subject of continuing negotiations.

9. The US and the USSR continue to believe it advisable that the future convention

contain provisions in accordance with which the parties would periodically e.-.change

statements and notifications concerning progress of the destruction.of stocks of

chemical ,ieapons or their diversion for permitted purposes, the p-rogress-of the.

destruction o-r' dismantlinu of means of production, and of the completion of these

processes.
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10. In the course of the negotiations, agreement  bas  been reached that the aggregate 

quantity of super-toxic. lethal chemicals for nonhostile military purposes, produced, 

diverted from stocks, and otheruise acquired annually, or possessed at any Given time, 

should be minimal. .Tbe tmo sides believe that, in any event, that amount should 

not exceed one metric ton for any party. A party to the convention producing 

super-toxic lethal chemicals for nonhostile military purposes should carry out 

such production at a single specialized facility, the location of mhich should be 

declared and the capacity of uhich should not exceed a fixed limit. Details 

regarding such a limit are under discussion. 

11. The US and the USSR believe . that the fulfilment of the obligations assumed 

under the future convention must be subject to  the important requirement Of adequate 

.verification. ,The tuo sides bave.continued to search for solutions of issue s. 

 relating to verification of compliance uith the obligations under a.  future convention. 

They are in agreement that measures mith respect to such verification should be 

based on a combination of national and international measures. There are, houever, 

important issues relating to international verification measures ubich remain 

unresolved. 

12. As  indicated in their report of 31 July• 1979,, the tuo sides believe that 

international verification measures .should include the creation of o. Consultative 

Committee. Specific aspects of the proposed functions of the Committee outlined in 

tbat report are the subject of further negotiations. 

13. The US and the USSR . continue to believe that any party to a convention should 

have the right on .a bilateral basis, or through the Consultative Committee, to 

request from another party uith respect to uhich suspicions have arisen that it is 

acting in violation of obligations under the convention, relevant information on the 

actual state of affairs, as uell as to request investigation of the actual . state 

of affairs on site, providing appropriate reasons in support of the necessity of 

sucb an investigation. A party may agree to such .a request or decide otheruise, 

providing appropriate explanations. 

14. The question of uhether this type of on-site investigation, together uith 

other verification measures, mould constitute a verification system capable of 

providing adequate assurance regard ing the implementation of a convention remains 

unresolved. 

15. The tuo sides believe that.it is n cessary to develop procedures  for on-site 

investigation, including provisions regarding the rights and functions Of the 

inspection personnel, and the rights and functions of the host side. Specific issues 

in this area are the subject of continuing negotiations. 
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16. The tmo aides continue to believe that it should also be provided that any 

party could turn to the United Nations Security Council uith a comPlaint mhich 

mould include appropriate rationale. In case of suspicion . that the convention 

is not being comDlied mith, the Consultative Committee, upon request of any party, 

or of the Security Council, could undertake an investigation of the actual state 

of affairs.' 

17. National measures of verification mould include the use of national technical 

means of verification in a manner consistent mith Generally accepted principles of 

international lam. In this connexion, parties should not impede, including through 

the use of deliberate concealment measures, the national technical means'of other 

parties carrying out the aforementioned verification functions 

13. The US and the USS remain of the viem that it Ipuld be advisable to reflect 

in a future convention  the obligation of each party to take appropriate internal. 

measures in accordance Mith its constitutional procedures to prohibit and prevent, 

anymhere Under its jurisdiction or control, any activity contrary to the provisions 

of the convention. 

19. Possibilities for confidence-building measures continue to be explored. 

20. The US and the USSR proceed from the premise that a future convention on 

chemiCal meapons mould include a mitbdramal provision similar to the relevant 

provisions  contained in other arms control and disarmament-agreements. 

21. The question of the conditions for entry into force of a convention remains 

• unagreed.. 	 • 

22. The tmo sides believe that inasmuch as an effective Prohibition of chemical 

meapons requires morking out a large number of technical questions it is advisable 

to deal mith them in annexes to a. convention. This matter remains a subject of 

discussion. 

The United States and the Soviet Union mish to inform the member States of the 

Committee on Disarmament of their earnest intention to continue their persistent 

efforts to find mutually acceptable solutions to the extremely complex unresolved 

issues relating to a general, complete and verifiable prohibition of chethical 

meapons, uitb  a vie m to completing successfully the bilateral US-Soviet negotiations . 

and presenting a joint initiative to the Committee on Disarmament at the earliest 

possible :time. 
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

CAPL^'i.D11

0rnanization and Control of Verification
;;ithin a Chemical Ueanons Convention

CD/113
C' July 1980

0-rie- inal : LNGLISiI

Chemical weapons would be quite useful for warfare under many circumstances
and it_is necessary that.adequate verification measures be available and that

intérnat ôonal control of these meaclures be sufficient to ensure the security of
(a:1l. Statcs. It has often been su`Cested and in fact agreed, as it appears in
the 197,0"joint report from the United States of America and USSR, that a

Consûltative Committee supported by a seçretariat should )e available to monitor
verification and compliance.

Due to the comple:: nature of chemical rreanons, the numbers of toxic chemicals

which are suitable for this role, and the variety of activities which must be

monitored, it is unlikely that a Consultative Committee alone will adeciuately

provide this service and the nature of its supportin,- elements requires further
definition.

For example, one could contemplate the establishment of an international
verification control.ae.ency for this purpose. It would be directed by an
executive officer such as a Director General, and would contain a,sec'retariat
to provide for co-ordination of the necessary services and dissemination of
information. It could also include inspection teams and other technical personnel
to provide for the processing of economic information and various scientific data
includind the analysis of chemical samples. The agency would report to the
Consultative Committee as well as to the United Nations. The Consultative
Committee would- meet regularly to review events and at other times in response
to a challenge or other request by one or more signatory States.

Each Hember State would be expected, as it has been suggested, to establish -Is--,
a national verification aeency as well, to review national activities under the
treaty and to report results and pïo vide technical and other verification
information to the international aLericy. It would also act as contact-; and hosts

for any international inspection teams which were required to enter the country

and it would provide candidates for -the international secretariat and its
technical staff.

The monitoring of national activitie.s_.._,t?ç11 as stockpile destruction, agent
production plant demolition, æeséarch and--for peaceful and
defensive ptirpoe,,e:, the non-tr'nsf-er-el aderl^ ; inïoimation and weapons -to other
nations, and eventually the non-i)roduction of new chemical weapons will require
some on-site inspection. National affencies urould have a role in carrying out
this control but this should be done in conjunction with international arranCements,
particularly at critical phases of soi-,le activitiess and in challenge situations.

GL.00-634.72
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For some activities the tahin` of on-site and near site samples will be necessary.

This must be clone by standardized techniques and, on those occasions when

international inspectors are present, duplicate samples would be tal.en for

comparison analysis in li.boratories of both the national and international

agencies.

Other mechanisms of ve.rification control crizich'should occur under a

convention, and may be assiûtèd'"bÿ the national and international aeencies, will

include the.initial declarations, periodic exchane-es of statements and review

conferences to update definitions, criteria and aeent lists. Bilateral discussions,

appeals to the Consultative Committee and if necessary, appealo to the

United Nations Security Çou,zcil or General Assembly. These mechanismssegm to
be those which are necessary to provide adequate international control of the
verification process. and the dearee of co-operation between national, and.
international a`encies as outlined should ensure that national interests are
not compromised by this process.
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AUSTRALIA

Rep1y at this stage submitted by the Australian. De1eoation to the
questionnaire relating to chemical weapons submitted 'cy the Netherla.nd s
to the Committee on 1Jisarmanent -in Document CD/41

1. We agree that a CW Convention should be comprehensive.

2.(a) We agree that TJ agents and delive_!y systems should not be developed.

(b) We agree to a ban on the production of all single purpose C[d agents and

all single purpose precursors.

(c) We agree to a ban on the production for chemical weapons purposes of

dual purpose agents and dual purpose precursors. Lethal agents an6

incapacitating agents should be prohibited. We share the view that

herbicides and defoliants are more appropriately covered by the

EDtMOD Convention and it would not therefore be necessar,y to include these

in a CW Convention. It would not be appropriate, in our view, to includE:

nôn=toxic riot control agents. These have some legitimate and humane

uses and do not cause lasting harm to civilian populations.

(d) We agree that the 'ban should cover the destruction of existing stoclL-piles

of chemical warfare agents and weapons systems. We appreciate that the

time necessary for the destruction of stockpiles is influenced by the

size of the existing stocks and by the stringent safety requirements

required during destruction to ensure the safety of personnel and the

environment. We have noted that one current estimate is that the

destruction process could take of the order of ten years.

(e) We agree that the.Convention should cover the dismantling, "moth-ballin-sr"

(f)

or conversion to peaceful use of existing facilities. 13ecause of the

greater difficulties involved in verification of a"moth-ba7.led" or

converted facility our preference is for the complete dismantling of

existing CW facilities.

We agree with the banning of production of munitions, equipment and means

of delivery for CW purposes.

GT.80-63512
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2.(g) 	We agree that planning, organization and training for offensive chemical 

warfare should be banned. 

(h) 'We agree that protection against chemical warfare should not be banned, 

at least until comprehensive and effective . verification measures have 

ensured full compliance with the 'provisions of the Convention calling for 

the destruction of all CW stocks and production facilities. 

(i) r .  We -agree that the Convention should prohibit '.the _use. of Cil  provided this 

is not interpreted as limiting or detracting from the obligations 

undertaken in the 1925 Geneva Protocol and other international law. 

(j) We kTee that the prohibition must include the transfer and acquisition 

. of offensive chemical warfare capability in the form of hardware and 

technological knowhow. 

3. 	•We agree that there would be a number of permitted purposes within the 

production bai.  These would includef 

(i) the  manufacture of small quantities ofidentified chemicals  for  medical 

purposes; 	 • 

(ii) production of soMe toxic materials which have a military use (such as 

rocket  fuels) but which would not be used as chemical warfare agents; 

(iii) small agreed quantities of certain chemicals required, during the period 

in Which stockpiles still exist, for research and development of 

CW protective Measures. 

4.(a) and We believe that the most important element in defining prohibited CW agents 
(h) 

5. 

(0) 

is the "general purpose" criterion - i.e. that the intended purpose of and 

use for the agents is chemical warfare. Toxicity and possibly other 

criteria are important supplementary elements in the definition which 

can assist in verification of theban. 	 • 

We would agree that a list of agents temporarily exempted from the ban 

could be a usefUl measure. We would consider, however, that a complete 

list of banned  agents woilld be impossible to draw up and hence would be 

inadequate. 

We agree that each party shoUld establish the necessary system of 

national control for the implementation of internal legislation that would 

enable it to cemply with the provisions of the Convention. 
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6. 	We consider the international verification measures to be implemented' 

under the Convention to bs of great importance and that these should 

be carefully spelt out within the provisions of the Convention. 

These measures should provide for the concept of "verification by 

challenge". An important place will need to be given to on-site 

verification and other control methods. Systematic measures for, 

inter alia, the organization of international investigation and innuiry 

procedures will need to be included. 

7. 	We agree thatsystematic international verification measures will need 

to be concentrated on: 

(a). the destruction of existing stockpiles of CW agents; 

(b). the dismantling of existing CW production plants, or ensuring that 

moth-balled plants are not used e -or ensuring that plants are converted 

to peaceful activities; 

(c) 	the non-production of single purpose highly toxic (mainly nerve) agents, 

including single purpose precursors. . 

8. 	• We would support an international verification structure that would include 

a Consultative Committee open to all parties to the Convention. A small 

permanent secretariat and an international "roster of experts" with 

specialized laboratory facilities could service .  the Committee. The 

experts could be involved in the problems of near-site and on-site 

inspections. Assistance by this group could be provided as required to 

national control agencies with advice on manning and equipping their own 

control organizations. 

9. 	The Convention should not restrict the right of any States who wish to 

accept regional measures stricter than those laid clown in the Convention. 

While these should not be necessary in a coMprehensive and unambiguous 

Convention they may be seen as a useful confidence building measure in 

the short term. 

10.(a) 	We consider it important that States possessing CV stocks and production 

facilities declare these 'stocks and facilities at the earliest possible 

date. Declaration by States  that  do not possess  CI agents, nor have any 

intention to acquire them, would also be useful as a confidence building 

measure. 

10.(b) and We agree that technical visits for the exchange of-information between 
(c) 	States Parties would be helpful. We would also agree that co-operation 

and exchanges of information between States Parties in the field of 

chemical warfare protection measures would be helpful. 
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C.P.LEADIA. 

Definitions and Scope in a Chemical Weapons.CbnVention 

During  th è seminar attended by experts on 24 and 25 June much technical 
information was - presented on the definition of chemical warfare agents. In 
particular papers by.thelustralian-and.Czechoslovakian experts provided excellent 
summaries of some .of-the'criteria.. On the  other hand - papers . which -discussed •the 
usefulness of a toxicity criterion failed to.reach a -consensus demonstrating . that 
in this area in particular confusion remains as to the definition. 

• This paper will attempt to clarify these concepts and provide a further 
analysis of the criteria necessary to define a chemical warfare agent in relation 
to the scope of a convention on chemical weapons. 

When the Geneva Protocol was written in 1925 a rather Simple description of 
chemical agents in terms of asphyxicating, poisonous or other gases was used. This 
was thought to.be sufficient because the intent not to use any such materials 
again in warfare was thought to be clear. HOwever, as new types of toxic chemicals 
were developed differences of opinion arose in some bountries as to whether they 
were included and it has become clear that such a general statement is not adequate 
and must be supplemented by other criteria which leave no doubt as to the intention 
of the convention. 

On some occasions it has been proposed that materials tb be.banned could be 
simply listed and perhaps attached to a convention as an annex to be updated as the 
science of chemistry advanced. Undoubtedly experts could prepare a list very 
quickly which moUld contain all of the known chemical warfare agents, both single 
and dual purpose, including sarin, tabun, soman, VX, mustard, chlorine, phosgene, 
hydrogen, cyanide, cyanagen chloride, lewisite, and so on. Even  soma  intermediates 
and binary precursors could be easily included. It may still be desirable to append 
such a list to  the convention,  however it is immediately obvious that this does 
not solve the problem. These chemicals are merely representatives of large families 
of toxic substances and modern chemical science has produced many more that have 
not yet been associated with chemical warfare, but which have toxic properties that 
might be quite useful in that role. Furthermore as the more lethal materials become 
banned and defensive postures relax, many chemicals having lesser toxicities could 
become threats. 

If chemical weapons are to be eliminated, they must first be so defined that 
there is no doubt now or in future years as to what is included. In her uaper at the 
informal session on 24 June, the Australian export Dr. Freeman suggested a simple 
-definition as follows: "A militarily effective.anti personnel weapon which deuends 
on the toxic action of a chemical to render troops hors de combat". This contains 
many of the essentials of an adequate definition, however as it became evident later, 
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this definition deals primarily with lethal agents and w-ould not include some of the
materials such as harrassing agents and antiplant agents which many States feel are
types of chemical weapons which should not be used in combat situations. In this
way the liustralian definition may have been too narrow for a comprehensive ban.

Unquestionably the final definition chosen and what it will include must be
negotiated, however to facilitate these negotiations perhaps' a m^rë comprehensive
definition could be considored. Some countries, most notably Belgium in CD/94
and Sweden in CD/97 have recently attempted such a definition. Our own attempt
might be expressed as follow-s: A chemical ;,reanon is a weapon which incoi7)or?tes
a chemical mixture and is designed to achieve mili^ary objectives in wafaro through
its toxicological action on biolorTical ^ystems.

This would include effects on plant and animal systems as well as man himself.
Toxicology in this context is taken in the broad sense of any toxicological
response of'w-hich lethality is but one example. Thus both physical.and metal
incapacitation, irritancy and detrimental effects on plants would be included as
well.as other effects which may become threats in the future such as genetic
alteration, human pheromones, or even the use of chemicals for torture, truth
serums and mind control.

This definition w-ould not include weapons which produce physical effects
and may be used in other types of warfare including for example high explosives,
rocket fuels, smokes and flame warfare agents.

The identification of "single purpose agents" within this definition is perhaps
the easiest as there is little doubt of their lethal effect on humans and they
have no other use than military for which they may be mass producod. Controversy
however arises when attempts are made to generalize the scope of this category
through the use of a toxicity criterion. Various figures have been suggested that
are meant to ensure that all kriown and likely single purpose agents are included.
Canada itself attempted such a definition as far back as 1973 in CCD/414. More
recently the USA and USSR suggested figures in their joint statement of
August 1979 (CD/.t8) and others were prol::•sed by several ex_.,erts during the informal

session on 24 June.' It should be recognized that whatever figures are chosen,

exceptions will soon be found. Some toxic substances will be found that lie below
the line yet have no obvious use other than in chemical weapons and as soon as it

is declared that a substance above the line is a single purpose agent and subject

to a total ban, someone will devise a commercial use for the material. The only

solution to this situation is to choose a reasonable set of figures and to provide

within the convention a mechanism, such as an annex, to set forth a list of,
exceptions. The:,(- are materials to be banned which are found to fall outside

the normal toxicity limits of t':^e single purpose category.. A second. list might
be included of' materials falling within the scope of the single purpesc^ category
which are. allowcd to be manufactured for certain peaceful purposes for which
they have been found useful. 'l'he'ability to deal with these situations as they
arise must be included in the verification control functions of the convention.

For the purpose of establishing the normal limits of a single purpose agent
category, the figures suggested .Within the joint statement of the USL and USSR
of August 1979 (CD/J,B) would appear to be satisfactory.
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11iuch
has been said recently about "binary chemical weapons" and the

complications they create both for definition and for verification purposes. With

respect to the definition criteria the acquisition of such weapons would fall under

the ban on the single purpose agent which was finally produced at the target.

^-lhere possible, certain of the binary precuisors having no other peaceful use could
be included in the ban by placing them on the list of additional materials.
Othercrise binary precursors must be treated in the same fashion as "dual purpose"
chemical agents .

While dual purpose chemical agents are readily placed within the definition
given, the banning of the production and stochpiling of materials in this category
is not possible. In many instances it may be possible to ban the development,
production and stockpiling of critical components of the weapon systei-iis utlizing
these materials, such as a projectile filled with the agent. Unfortunately this
would lead to difficulties with materials such as tear gases and herbicides which
would require dispersal systems for non-warfare uses. This leads then to the
conclusion that it may only be possible to ban chemicals having dual purposes on
the basis of their use in warfare and this inuaediately raises the question of
encroachment on an existing treaty that is the 1925 Géneva Protocol.

It uaibht be a,rgued on this basis that the use of all dual purpose materials
for chemical warfare is already banned by the Geneva Protocol and nothing more can
be done. However it has also been seen that the Geneva Protocol lacks both an
adequate definition of a chemical weapon and a verification mechanism. Either the
Geneva Protocol must be somehow supplemented by a better definition such as the
one we have.presented above, or a new convention negotiated by the Committee on
Disarmament must include a ban on the use of chemicals in warfare in order to deal
effectively with dual purpose agents, and a verification mechanism.

It would appear that the use of a comprehensive definition of chenii.cal weapons
such as given in this paper provides an adequate.means to define the scope of a
chemical weapons convention and could form the basis for further negotiation.

t
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, Some of the issues to be dealt with in the negotiation 
on a GU  convention:  working paper 

The Committee on Disarmament, seeking to facilitate its work in the area of 

the prohibition of chemical weapons, has established the ad hoc  working groUl5with 

a mandate which instructed it "to define; through substantive examination; issues 

to be dealt with in the negotiation on such a convention", naturally, with due 

account taken of all exiSting proposals. 

•Among the major issues which have so far emerged from such an examination 

are the following: 

Character.  of a ban  

In the'view of the Polish delegation a CU convention, in accordance with 

the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly devoted 

to disarmament, should provide for the complete and effective prohibition of the 

development, production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons and for their 

destruction. Such càmprehensive ban shoUld be universal and verifiable. 

• Scope of a ban  

The ban should cover the development, production, acquisition, stockpiling, 

retention and transfer - on the basis of single purpose criterion and additional 

toxicity criteria - of super toxic lethal, other lethal and other harmful CU agents 

and their precursors. ' It should also cover assistance or encouragement to 

acquire CW agents. 

The ban should also cover binary weapons. 

Exempt from the ban should be CW agents intended for civilian or nonhostile 

military purposes of agreed types and in agreed quantities. 

Exempt from the ban, moreover, should be sUCh dual purpose GU agents as are 

demonstrably destined for nonhostile use. 

Approach to the question of use of CW  

It is felt that-any restatement in a CW convention of the ban of 

use of CW would be inapPropriate'since it would objectively tend to ' 

underMine and detract from the 1925 teneva Protocol, thus piatting into 

question the continued effectiveness of that instrument. As it is known, 

such.restatement  of the  ban of use has not been incorporated in the 

Cenvention on the Prohibition of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin 

Weapons. 

GE.8O -64051 
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. . . 	On the other hand, it might be desirable to incorporate in the 

preambular part of a future CW convention a reference to the important 

significance of the Geneva Protocol of 1925, the Bacteriological 

(Biological) Convention and th“onvention on the Prohibition of Military. 

or any Other Hostile Use  of Environmental Modification Techniques, as well 

as a reaffirmation...of .adhéreneetc..their_principles and objectives and an 

. appeal for their-universalization 	. 
-.Verification-. • 

S . 	• Adequate verification of compliance with the obligations assumed under a 

CW convention can effectively be assured through appropriate combination of 

national verification measures and specific international mechanisms and . . . 

procedures. • 

The frmnework of national verification measures would be provided by 

specific legislation enacted by each State Party to the convention whereas 

international mechanisms would:be developed around an international consultative 

committee (body) and a complaint procedure.involving the UN Security Council. 

In case of suspected violation of the provisions of the convention . any 

party to the convention would have the. right, bilaterally or through the: ; ,,, 

consultative. committee (body), to approach the suspected part,y.asking for  • 

clarification, investigation of facts on site or off site. It is to be under- 

,stood that responding to such - a well founded request, the party thus approached 

would offer .appropriate clarification of fact, issue an invitation for on-site 

investigation or take other- substantiated decision. 

It is generally recognized that verification problem in a CW convention 

is at least as important as it is complex. Precisely in order to facilitate 

such verification, the USSR and the United States in their Joint Report (CD/112) 

have suggested the use, in addition to.the general purpose criterion, of • 

 supplementary toxicity criteria. 

In the context of the recent consideration of the question of the ban of 

chemical weapons, both in the Committee on Disarmament and in  its ad hoc  

working c,,roup, a view was expressed that while desirable, an absolutely 

effective verification system may be impossible to elaborate. For one thing, 

the verification of a ban on .precursors of identified .single purpose CW agents 

is quite difficult in view of their wide application in a variety of peaceful 

industrial processes. Indeed, to tell whic1i  one: of  such precursors could be 

used for CW purposes,•in violation of the CW convention, might well border on 
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the impossible. A similar degree of difficulty would pose the verification in 

the case of dual purpose agents. With regard to binary weapons in particular, 

effective control Would be practically impossible. Even on site inspection of 

the entire chemical industry manufacturing pesticides would not prove with any 

certainty whether or not binary weapons are orcan be produced. 

It is also a widely held view that a fully effective verification of the 

destruction of CW stockpiles would require the physical inspection of each and 

every military warehouse of a State party. 

It can, therefore, be Concluded that in each of the above mentioned cases 

the verification process is likely to depend to a large extent on voluntary 

declarations of States party to a.CU convention. 

It is consequently believed that whatever verification system is 

eventually devéldped and agreed upon in a CW convention, its effectiveness 

would be enhanced by and largely depend on good will, good faith and mutual 

understanding of States parties. Such a verification system should in no case 

give rise to an impression that any provision of a CW convention could 

legitimately question the reCognized principle of international law which says 

that treaties are implemented in good faith. Indeed, unless there is good 

faith - no agreement can be trusted. 
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Proposed definition of chemical weapons

CD/122
21 July 1980

ENGLISH
Original: FRENCH

"Chemical weapons" means systems of weapons based on solid, liquid or gaseous

chemical components designed or likely to cause:

Death, serious injury or physical or mental illness to people;

Extensive, lasting and serious damage to the natural environment.

GE.80-64293
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PLIOITGOLIIIPOPTL' S MI?'UBLIC

Worl;ing document

Interrèlationship between the future convention on the
comlete prohibition and destruction of chemical

weapons and the Geneva Protocol of 1925

Lil.e the other sponsors of the draft convention on the prohibition of the

dévelopm,ent, production and stocl.piling of chemical. weapons and on their destruction;

submitted for the consideration of the Committee on Disarmament in 1972, the

delegation of the HongolianPeople's Republic çonsidersthat the conclusion of an

international convention on the complete prohibition and destruction of chemical

weapons will be yet another real measure of diaarmament, evcluding from the lifeof

human society ono of the most dangerous kinds of weapons of-mass destruction.

Thus, with the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and

Stockpiling of B:-cteriolo.gical (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their

Destruction, which already entered into force in 1975, the conclusion of a convention

on the complete prohibition and destruction of chemical weapons, and measures to

secure its universality, will be a loZical completion of the Geneva Protocol of 1925,

which in turn plays a significant part in the achievement of such international

agreements.

The present document has been prepared because certain delegations in the

Committee on Disarmament have spoken in favour of the inclusion in the future

convention on the complete prohibition and destruction of chemical weapons of a

provision concerning the non-use of chemical weapons, as well as of. provisions

concerning the prohibition of their development, production and stockpiling, and -their

destruction. In particular, such a proposal is to be fo.und in document CD/102 of

19 June 1930.

In this connexion, the delegation of the Mongolian People's Republic deems it

necessary to draw the attention of the members of the Committee to the following

considerations:

1. The use of chemical and bacteriological means of warfare is already prohibited

under the Geneva Protocol of 1925. Consequently, the duplication of this important

norm of international law in another document may be detrimental to such an

authoritative international treaty as the Geneva Protocol, whose efféctiveness is

widely recogniaed by the world.community.

Gr_ OC, -U-236
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2.. At the present time it is not lcnowm how many and what States will be parties

to.the-•convention.which is to.be prepared, and there is no guarantee that all the

States partics to the Geneva Protocol, of which there are.already more than 100, will

also become parties to the future convention on the complete prohibition of chemical

weapons.. The Geneva.Prqtoçol is unique 14. ..the sense that,i^ts characteristic feature

is the participation in it of all five Powers which are permanent members of the

United Nâ.tions.Securïty Council, and of other militarily significant States. It

woûld therefore be undesirable to take any steps which, directly or indirectly, may

undermine the effectiveness and efficacy of this important instrument.

3. Under the relevant resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly, and

particularly resolution 34/72, adopted at the Assembly's last session, it is a

priority responsibility of the Committee on Disarmament to undertake negotiations on

an agreement on the complete and effective prohibition of the development, production

and stockp.iling of all chemical weapons and on their destruction. Those reaolutions'

do not speak of the prohibition of the ûse of chemical weapons. The statement

concerning the complete prohibition of chemical weapons in the Final Document of the

tenth special session of the United Nations General Assembly, devoted to disarmament,

is in the same spirit.

4. It would be appropriate to mention the importance of the Geneva Protocol in the

preamble to the future convention, and also to include in the convention an article

to the effect that no provision of the convention should be interpreted as in any

way limiting or detracting from the obligations assumed under the Geneva Protocol

by States; for such a provision is to be found in menjr agreements-concluded in the

sphere of disarmament. A duplicate prohibition of the use of chemical weapons will

undoubtedly create difficulties of a legal nature, however, and may constittrte a

precedent with serious consequences for possible attempts to review other exi.sting

agreements on the limitation of the arms race and on disarmament.

5: The Geneva Protocol prohibits the use, both of chemical and.of bacteriological

weapons. Bacteriological weapons, and their development, production and stockpiling,

are fully prohibited and subject to complete destruction under the 1975 Convention;

and there is of cour.-e no provision in that Convention concerning the non-use of

bacteriological weapons. There is no reason why the future convention on the

prohibition of chemical weapons, covering the second of the different kinds of weapons

of mass destruction considered together in the Geneva Protocol should, unlike the-

1975 Convention,, contain a provision on non-use. This would only result in a

weakening both of the Geneva Protocol and of the future convention on the complete

-prohibition.of chemical weapons.
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1. 	Definition of  Chemical Warfare  Agents, and  their  Classification  

Indonesia holds the view that under the term of single purpose 

warfare agents is understood agents used solely for military purposes; • 
the Geneva Protocol of 17 June 1925 prohibits their use in War or in 
armed conflict.. In this respect, as far as Indonesia is concerned, .for 
purposes of study on necessary protective measures, on health aspects 

of personnel as well as on general laboratory work, a few:hundred milli-

grams per annum per type of  cheMical warfare agent may - be allowed. 

On the other hand, as regards dual-purpose agents thé question 

is more complex. Many . sUch  agents,  particularly phosgene and hydrocyanic 
acid, are widely used by some sectors of the chemical industry. Concern-

ing these agents, the treaty should contain a definition based on general 

purpose criterion. Chemical substance that is used as chemical warfare 

agents should be Prohibited. Its civilian use as raw material should be 

subject to negotiation in order to find agreement on its development 

and application in industry. Since  in. certain  circumstances such chemical 

substances, instead of being stored in that condition, could be converted 

into chemical weapons by a special process and stockpiled as such, special 

attention should be given in the relevant discussion. The Indonesian 

delegation suggests that the generarpurpose criterion should be comple-
mented by criteria of toxicity in relation to its lethality and other 

properties, and supplemented by structural formulae of chemical substance. 

Accordingly, it is suggested that the definition- should be as follows: 

"A chemical warfare agent is any chemical substance or 
any combination of chemical" substances, which, due to 
its toxic properties, may cause severe casualty effects 
on human being, animal or plant whether by direct con-
tact or through other forms of contamination." 
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As `o binary weapons, the Lndonesian Delegatic_z is of the

opinion; that the proposed definition also applies to binary weapons,

whose characteristics of releasing toxicity is not based on the invi-

vidual substances (components or precursors) themselves, but on the

final product they combinedly generate.

Chemical warfaré-agents may be classified intô 2 (two) main

groups : anti-personnel.agents.and.anti-plant agents.

alia:

Anti-Personnel Agents may be further classified into inter

a. . Lethal'agents-comprising :

( i) Choking agents such as phosgene, disphosgene, Chlorine;

( ii) Blister a^ents such as Sulfur-Nfustard, Nigrogen Mustard,
Lewisite, etc.;

(iii) Bloôd agents such as Hydrogen Cyanide, Cyanogen Chloride;

( iv) Nerve a^ents such as Tabun, Sarin, Soman, VX, etc.

( v) Lethal Toxins such as Botulin, Ricin, Saxitoxin
Shellfish poison).

b= -Incapacitating ag I ents such as LSD, BZ (3-Quinuclidinyl-benzilate).

c. Harrass:_ng agents such as Tear gases:
Chloroacetophenoné (CN), 2-Chlorobenzalmalorionitrile (CS).

As regard to Anti-Plant Agents, they may be classified into

inter al'ia:

a. Defoliant and Herbicide such as:

- 2, 4, - Dichlorophenoxy acetic acid (2,4-D)

- 2, 4, 5 Trichlorophenoxy acetic acid (2,4,5,-T)

- 4 Amino - 3, 5, 6, - Trichloropicolinic (Picloram)

b. Anti Crops Agents such as Dimethylarsinic.Acid (Cacodylic Acid)

C. Soil Sterilant, such as:

5 -Bromo-3-sec-butyl-6-methyluracil (Brômacil)

3 -(p-Chlorophenyl)-l, 1-dimethylurea (Manuron)

Under these classifications, problems may arise-,with regard
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- Phosgene, HydroCyanic Acid, Herbicides as dual-purpose agents; 

- Tear gases.  as riot control agents or:harrassing agents. 

Therefore the criteria of prohibition of chemical warfare agents may 

include the following: 

a. General purpose criterion; 

b. Toxicity criterion. 

The toxicity of chemical warfare agents differs quali-
tatively and quantitatively from one another since each 
chemical warfare agent has its own lethal dose 

(LD50 
or LCT

50
). 

Aà regards the existing .chemical munitions, stockpiling and 

means eproduction should be prohibited.. They should gradually be 

totally destroyed within a fixed time-frame. All devices and equipments 

that would be used for  specific delivery of chemical warfare agents 

should be prohibited. 

2. 	Verification  

The verification aspect of the prohibition of chemical weapons 

is an important element to be included in any future convention. The 

target of verification in the first place is military stockpiles and 

their installations. The second one, which is more complicated, is 

éivilian industries, especially those manufacturing organo-phosphorous 

compound. In this connection the verification should be carried out at 

every stage of the production process as well as on its  final product. 

Indonesia supports the idea of having an international body 

as well as a national agency, to carry out such functions. 

Method and scope of verification both international and national are 

similar; therefore one approach or system in verification should be 

applied. 

National measures of verification should include the use of national 

technical means and taking into account the particular condition of 

each State. 
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At ne international level, the organizational structure of 

inspection should include a number oi technica_Lexperts of different 

backgrounds of knowledge, constituting a team of verification. - 

*********** 
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Report. tô the Commïttee on Disarmament

*Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons

1. In the course of consideration of item 4 of its 1980 agenda, entitled
"Chemical Weapons", the Committee at its•sixty-ninth plenary meeting on
17 March 1980, adopted the following•decision contained in document CD/80:

"In discharging its responsibility for the negotiation and elaboration
as a matter of high priority, of.a multilateral convention on the complete
and effect^ve, prohibition of the development, production and, stpckpiling
of chemical w•eapons and on their destruction, the Committee on Disarmament
decides to establish, for the duration of its 1980 session, an.ad hoc
w•orking group•of the Committee to define, through substantiveëxamination,
issues to be dealt with in the negotiation on such•a convention, taking
into account all existing proposals and future.initiatives.

The ad hoc working group will report to the Committee on the progress
of its w-ork at any appropriate time and in any case before the conclusion

of its 1980 session."

2.. At the 80th meeting on 22 April 1980 the Committee elected Ambassador Y,.Okawa,
Japan, as Chairman of the ad hoc Working Group. rLrs. L. Waldheim-Natural, Chief,
Geneva Unit, United.Nations.Centré for Disarmament, was appointed Secretary of the.

Working Group.

3. At their request and on the basis of decisions taKen by the Committee on
Disarmament at its eighty-sixth and ninety-first sessions, contained respectively '
in documents CD/PV.86 and CD/PV.91, representatives of Denmark, Finland and
Switzerland attended meetings of the Group in addition to members of the Committee

on Disarmament.

4. The Group held 16 meetings between 23 April 1980 and 1 August 1980.

5. In carrying.out its mandate the ad hoc Working Group took into account

paragraph.75 of the Final. Document of the first special session of the
General Assembly of the United Nations devoted to disarmament, which stated that the

conclusion of a convention on chemical w-eapons was one of the most urgent tasks

of multilateral negotiations.

6. In the conduct of.its w•ork, the following working papers were circulated to

the Working Group:

GE.so-65o52
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(a) a "Working paper introduced by the Chairman" (CD/CW/^^IP.l)

(b) a w-orking paper entitled "List of Documents" (CD/CW/^,lP.2 and its
addenda 1 and 2) containing a list oî Committee on Disarmament documents
relevant to the , work of-the ad hoc Work'ing..Group. on Chemical Weapons,
circulated betw-een July 1979 and July 1980

(c) a working paper by the United States of America entitled "Issues

to be defined by the Ad Hoc Chemical Weapons Working Groun"

( CD/CW/ti1P . 3 )

(d) â working paper by Sweden entitled "Issues to be dealt with in the
negotiation on a Convention on Chemical Weapons" (CD/Ctrl/hlP.4)

(e), a w'orking paper by the Federal Republic of Germany entitled "The
impact of on-site inspections of current civilian production on-the
chemical industry" .(CD/CW/WP.5)

(f) a^w-orking paper submitted by France entitled "Criteria for the
Definition of Chemical Warfare Agents" (CD/CW/WP:6)

7.. The Chairman stated that all existing proposals and all future initiatives
would-be treated on an equal basis by the Working Group. He was of the view-that
document CD/26, ".Compilation of materizl on Chemical Weapons from the Conference
of the Committee ôn Disarmamènt and the Committee on Disarmament Wôrking Papers and
Statements 1972-1979 (Prepared by the Secretariat)" was a useful reference for
the group in its w-ork.

8. At.the suggestion of the Chairman,. the Group agreed to structure its riork

under three general héadings: "Scope", "Vérification" and' "Other matters". In
a first round, one meeting was devoted to each of these headings, follow*ed by a

second round in the *sezne ôrder. During the course of these meetings, delegations

made statenents of substance on the issues under consideration.

9. The Chairman also provided the group with Conference Room Papers w*l-iich
contained lists of issues raised under the three general headings under which the
Group conducted its substantive deliberations. These Conference Room Papérs
were later consolidated into one document*, CD/CW/CRP.3/I?ev.l, is wriexed to t'_ii_s

report as, an aide-mémoire from the Chairman, for future reference.

10, In order to define the issues to be dealt with in the negotiation'on u

convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons, the Working GrouD undertook a
substantive examination under thethree general headings,mentioned in paragraph 8

a.bove.. In this context, there appeared to be a general convergence of views among

the delegations who participated in the discussions on the following issues:
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A. , Comprehensive scope of a prohibition 

(1) Issues relating to activities that could be prohibited under a 
convention: 

a development 
b production 
c 	stockpiling 
d) acquisition 

• e) retention 
f) .transfer and assistance to other States 

(2) Issues relating to specific items, subject to agreed definitions, 
that could be prohibited under a convention: 

M l  chlemical warfaj n  eagents 

1  precursors chemical weapons,equipment or systems 
e) means of/facilities for the production of the above 

(3) Issues relating to the criteria that cduld be used as the basis in 
determining the. scope of the prohibition: 

a) general purpose criterion 	• 	' 
b); toxicity criteria 	 . 

' . c) additional criteria 
- 

(4) Issues relating to actions that States Parties to a convention could 
be required to take in impleMentation-orthe prohibition: 	• 

• (à). declaration and destruction, ,  within specific periods, of 
existing  stocks of  chemical weapons 

(b) declaration and destruction or dismantling, within specific 
periods, of means of/facilities for production 

(5) Issues concerning the excePtions that could be allowed under a 
convention: 

(a) for civilian pusposes, such as: 

- medical 
- scientific  and research 
- industrial 
- agricultural 
- riot control 

(h) for certain non-hostile milita'  purposes and for military 
purposes not related to the use of chemical 'weapons 
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B. 	Verification  

The importance of adequate• verification was recognized. It  ras  held that 
verificatio -  Measures Should be Oom-nensurate with the scope of the prohibition 
and other aspects of a convention. 

• , (1) Issues relating to national verification measures that could be 
provided for under a convention: 

1/ (a) internal legislation 
• 

(2) Issues relating to international verification measures-that could be 
. . . provided for under a convention: • 

a) consultation and co-operation 
b) establishment of a consultative body 	. 
(c) on-site inspections under certain conditions and iprocedures 
(d) handling of complaints 

11 C. 	Other Issues . 	 • • 
• 

(1) Confidence-building measures 

	

	 • 	
11 

 
• 

(2) International 'Co-operation 

11. Ih the course of substantive examination of issues to be dealt with in the 
negotiation on a convention  under the three general headings mentioned in paraeraph 8 
above, there appeared to be no convergence of views among delegations who participatee 
in the discussions on, inter alia, the following issues: 

A. 	Comprehensive scope of the prohibition 

(1) The view was expressed that a convention shoUld.cover "chemical 	 11 
ie;rfare cap, bility"'and tat this concept should include every 

• activity,.facility'and material ,intended to  utilize the toxic 	
11 properties of chemical substances for hostile purposes in an armed mu conflict. In this view exceptions should, however, be allowed for . 	. 	. 

• peaceful purposes, including  sonie  measures of.a military nature and 
measures for protection against chemical warfare. Others expressed 

11 serious doubts about the value of this  concept  Ult. the question was not 	• 
discussed in. depth. 

11 (2) Issues relatine to activitie s  that could be prohibited under a 
convention: 

(a) Use 	
11 

It was common ground that the convention should not detract from 
the 1925 Geneva Protocol. Some held that the issue of use was 

• already adequately covered by that Protocol, while others were of 
• the view that a ban• on the use of chemical weapons would be an 

essential element of a comprehensive convention. 

• 
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(b) Planning and Organization 

One view was that planning and - organiation were essential 
elements of the development  of a capability for chemical warfare 
and.should therefore be banned, Another vieW held that a ban on 
planning  and oreanization wOuld be practically impossible to 
verify ,and hence hard to enforce; in any event it would not be 
:heeded if other elements were successfully banned. 

(c) Training 

• Some delegationsheld the viou—that, since it was difficult to 
-, 	distinguish between offensive' and defensive trainine, all 

' training should be prohibited; others believed that training in 
protective measures would contribute to deterring possible 
violations of a convention and, therefore; should be allowed; 

• still others thought that protective training should be permitted 
.e.t least until all stocks of chemical : weapons were destroyed. 

• • 
(3) Issues relating to specific items; subject to agreed definitions, that 

could be prohibited under a convention: 

(a) Means of/facilities for production. 

The issue of - what ..specific -types of means_of/facilities for 
production mould fall.under the•prohibitien• was not e:zamined in 

* depth. 

(b) Biochemical warfare agents. 

Some held that potential biochemical -warfare agents that fall in 
the  so—called grey area between biological and chemical warfare 
agents sholild be prohibited. The issue was not the subject of 
furthere:caminatipn.. 

(4) Issues'relating to the criteria that could be used ae the basis in 
determining the scope of the prohibition 

(a) There were differine views regarding the relative importance of 
the various criteria mentioned in para. 10..4%.(5) above. 

(i)) With reference to to:dcity criteria, although several approaches 
. for defining tœdcity were discussed — including quantitative, ' 

' 	qualitative, descriptive and nominative — no attempt was made to 
narrow the issue to a particular approach or combination of 

• . approaches. 

(c) Varying views were expreesed on • hether a list of chemical agents — 
either positive, negative or illustrative — should be established. 

(d) ‘ Tho question of the treatment to be accorded to  single and. dual 
purpose agents and precursors respectively was not discussed in 
detail. 
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(5) Issues relating, to action that State Parties to a convention could be
required to take:

(a) Some held that means of/facilities for nroduction should be
destroÿed, dismantled or converted to peaceful uses. Others,
e,.pressing concern about the verification problem involved, were
of the opinion that all means of production should be destroyed.

(b) Differing views were expressed on the content of the declaration
of e: isting stocks and the declaration of pl,-ns for the

destruction of such stocks, as well as on their timing, including
whether these declarations should be made-before; at the time or
after a convention came into force.

(b) The issue of what specific riot control aZ-ents would be
e:ccepted was not,discussed.

I
1

t
t
1

^(^ ) There.was a divergence of views on whether an exception for
.protection purposes should be allowed under a convention. I!1 view
was expressed that the exception of "protective measures!" may
create serious problems of verification and control.

(c) Differ'inE! views were also e;cpressed on the c-)ntent of the
dec].aration of plans for the disposition of means of/facilities
for production - and filling facilities, as well as on their
timing, including whether these declarations should be made
beforey at the time or after a convention came into force.

(6) Issues cbncerning the exceptions that could be allowed under a
convention:

(c) It was pointed out that any exception which would be allowed
would have to be clearly and precisely defined.

B. Verification

(1) General approach

Opinions differed as to what would be a realisti.c verification system
which responded adequately to the requirements of a convention, since
a totally effective verification system, while desirable, appeared to
be technically unattainable. Some held that an effective convention
called for very stringent verification measures, while others felt
that less stringent measures could suffice and still meet the
requirements of a reasonable verification system. Since the different
aspects of verification were related to the scope of the prohibition
and other aspects of a convention., some delee-atiôns withheld their
comments on this issue for the time beind.

1
1
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(2) Zlhat is to be verified?

(a) Differing views wore c::pressod' on the reqtLiremcnts of verification
in -the followr_n^ arcas :

(i) destruction of chemical rreapons' stocks

(ii) destruction or dismantling of means of/facilities for
production of chemicaJ. wc:apons

(iii) non-production of chemicals for prohibited purposes

(iv) production of certain chemicals for non-hostile military
purpose3

(b) Some held that non-production of chemicals for prohibited purposes
could be verified even in highly industrialized countries with
reasonable means and withou ' t ; prejudice to the interesto of Lh^
cheiaical. industry. Others were of the vieir that inspection of
ent#e.çhemical industries would not be praçticable. In this
coi't ext..some held that verification of a ban on identified dual-
purpose agents and their precursors, and in particular binary
weapons,could pose insurmotuztable difficulties. Others disagreed
t-rith this view. .

(c) Differing views were expressed on whether prohibition of planning,
orranizâtion and training, if included in a convention, could be
verificd.

(3) Verification procedures

1'Thile delegations wore of the view that a verification-^:.ystem eèuld be
based on an appropriate combination of international and national
measures, there were differences as to their relative effectivenéss.
One view was that a vcrificatioiz system should rely priniarily on
international measures.•Another viei,r was that national measures, with
certain international p-rocedurés,.rrould provide adequate assurance of
compliance.

(a) Issues relating to national verificutiôn measures

I

There appeared to be no convergence of views on uhether national
organs for verification should be envisaged, in a convention and, if
so, on the role and importance of such organs. Diffcrin -a views
were expressed regarding whether or not standardized programmes
for national or._-ans for verification, including thcir or`anization,
functions and obligations, should be provided for.

(b) Issues rclâting to international verificaticn measures

(i) V1liile d^leZalcions believed that international verification
measures should include arrangements for on-site verification,
their views differed on specifics of such arrangement:,,.
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(ii) Therewere differences of view as to whether or not
systematic on-site inspections would be necessary to verify:

- destruction of chemical weapons stocks;

- destruction or dismantling of means of/facilities for
production of chemical weapons as well as filling
facilities.;

- production of certain chemicals for non-hostile military
purposes; and

- non-production of chemicals for prohibited purposes.

(iii) On the issue of conversion of facilities, some delegations
held that, if conversion was allowed, systematic on-site
inspection of converted facilities'wou.ld be required.

(iv) According to one view, the establishment of an international
verification agency, in addition to the consultative body,
would be desirable in the system of international verification.
Others did not share this view. Still others believed that
the establishment of such an agency was a broader question
that transcended the framework.of a chemical weapons
prohibition.

(v) While some delegations were of the opinion that complaint
procedures could involve the United Nations Security Council,
others believed that the United Nations General Assembly
could be a more appropriate body.

C. Other Issues

(1) Confidence-building measures

The view was expressed that international.means of verification should
include procedûres,for confidence-building measures, but the issue was

not examined in detail.

(2) Negative guarantees

One view was that such guarantees should be considéred in the course of
the elaboration.of a convention. Others held the view that the question
of non-use was covered by the 1925 Geneva Protocol.

(3) Co-operation in the development of protective measures

Suggestions were made that a convention should contain specific
provisions regarding co-operation and technical assistance in the field
of protective measures. This question was not examined in depth.

(4) Co-operation and technical assistance

It was - suggested that a conv.;iltion s'__nnl:
regarding co-operation and techriical assistance in the peaceful uses
of toxic chemicals as well as on the transfer, especially to developing
countries, of resources released by the prohibition of chemical
weapons. This question was not examined in depth.

f
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12. At the suggestion of the Chairman, the Working Group noted that, inter alla,  
the following issues had not been discussed in depth during the 1980 session and 
would have to be taken into consideration at a later stage: 

- Preamble 

- Conditions for entry into force 

- Signature, ratification, accession, etc. 

- Depositories (Governments or Secretary-General of the United Nations) 

- Duration 

- _Review conferences 

- Withdrawals 

- Protocols and annexes 

- Procedures for amendment 

13. Various definitions of "chemical weapons" and other terms were suggested 
during the discussions. .At the suggestion of the Chairman the Working Group noted 
that the question of definition of terms and the clarification of various concepts 
would need to be taken up at a later  stage.  

14. The discussions confirmed the general recognition of the urgent need to 
negotiate and -elaborate a multilateral Convention on the complete and effective 
prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons 
and on their destruction. 

15. The Working Group recommends that at the beginning of its 1981 session the 
COmmittee on Disarmament set up a further working group under an appropriate 
mandate to be determined at that time to continue and advance the work undertaken 
by the 1980 Working. Group in the discharge of the Committee's responsibility for 
the negotiation and elaboration of such. a 	 ccnvmrti-on. 

- 
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CD/CW/CRP.3/Rev.1 
17 July 1980 

Original': ENGLISH 

. 	Annex I  

Issues raised at the Meetings of the  
Ad Hoc Workinr; Groxip on Chemical•Weapons  

(Aide-Mémoire from  the  Chairman) 

..
. I 7 SCOPE 

1. Aimà and PürpOsé of a convention 	. 

- as set forth in the rinal Document of the Special Session of the 
General Assembly 

- as set forth in CD/97 (Sweden) 	. 

- as set forth in CD/48 (USSR/USA) 

_ , 	as set forth in CD/44. (Poland) 	 . 
• 

- , other propesals 	
. 

2, Relationship with other international conventions .. 

. . (a) Geneva Protocol of 1925 

i) carry over prohibition of use into a chemical weapons convention 
( ii)  need for strengthening 

(b) Biological Weapons Convention of 1972 

i) need to ensure symmetry between two conventions 	. 
ii) need to cover loopholes, grey areas 
iii) ensure that all. biochemical agents are covered 

(c) Enmod Convention of 1977 

3. Comprehensive nature of ban  

(a) Activities that could be banned 

(i) development 
(ii) production • • 
(iii) stockpiling 	 • , 
(iv) acquisition 
(v) retention 

• (vi) 	transfer and assistance 
(vii) use 
(viii) planning 
(ix) organization 
x) 	training 
-xi) 	dissemination of information 
-srii 	ni-11prn 
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(b) Items that could be dealt with

M Chemical weapons agents, including precursors

definition
- criteria

gerieral purpôsc
- dïsfirictïôn béti•rëen single pùrpo'sê "a Cents and

dual purpose agents

- toxicity: - . quantitative approach
- qualitative it

- descriptive (chemical formula)
- nominati.ve. _ .. . "_ _
- fitness for military use

- binary weapons

(ii) Chemicâl weapons munitions

- definition

(iii) Chemical weapons equipment or systoms, includin.- means of delivery

- definition

(iv) Chemical weapons facilities

- for developmentand research
- for production
- for trainingin their use
- others

(c) Action-,, that could be required under a conventior

Declaration . ,

- of existing stocks
- of production facilities, including location
- of time programme for destruction, conversion, etc.

(ü) Conversion to peaceful purposes or mothballing

- verification disadvantages compared to destruction
- economical and social consequences

iii) Destruction of stocks
iv) Destruction or dismantling of production facilities

i
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4. 	Protection against MI attack 

(a) 

(h) 

Distinction between "protective" and 

Type of instrument  .in which protection 

"defensive" capability 

would be provided for 

(f ) Other matters 

II) 

(iii)  

(iv) 

Exceptions 

(a) For c 

(i) 

iii) 
iv) 
(Y) 

relationship between protective measures and verification •systems 
cost of protective measures 
exchange of information on protective measures  (sec  also 
"confidence building measures") 
advisory and:training facilities for developing countries 

or "permitted activities° 

PaZe 3 

in the convention itself? 
in an annex to the convention? 

(iii) in a separate instrument? 

(c) Modalities of protection 

-protective measures 

- medical 
- equipment 
- others 

ii) 

(i) 

	

(ii) 	training for protection 

i iii) treatment of victims 
iv) additional-  issues regarding protection of civilians.  

Decontamination 

equipment and facilities 
(ii) training 

protective Measures be prohibited? 

prohibition would be counter-productive as it would lead to a -
search for - security .  through.a Cd deterrent . • 

excessiVe protective measures may induce others to increase 
chemical weapons capabilities • 
they . should not  be  prohibited, since protective measures are a 
stabilizing factor .  . 
protective measures will in any case be elaborated in relation 
to accidents in the civilian chemical industry 

ivilian purposes 

For scientific and research purposes 
For medical purposes 
For industrial purposes 
For agricultural purposes 
For riot control -  and other police activities 

(b) For certain non-hostile military purposes 

For protective purposes 
For rocket fuel, etc. : 

(a) 

(e) 'Should 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(i) 
(n) 
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l. Ub,jrÿctivo^

(a) To onsi,,^c compliance with the obligations of a co:"vention

(b) To enhance credibility of a convention and induce countries to adlior-. to it

(o) Others

2. Guidin;; Principlcs

(a) Respect for equality of all Parties

(b) Respect for sovereignty

(c) R cspcc^t for international solidarity and co-operation

(d) Non-interferencc in internal affairs

(e) Others

3. What is. to be werified :

(a) Destruction of stocks of 01.1 agents and munitions

(b) Conversion or mo-thballine. of production facilities, . 'Uc.

(c) Destruction or disi3lantline of production facilities, etc.

(d) ïnsure that prohibited agents are not beinG, produced

(e) Planning, organizing and training for tasks listed above

(f) In the initial stages prizarily.to be, directed atô

- well-Inaown agents

- super 'i;o'l_ic agents

4. National Verification

(a) National organ

^acli 'State to set up national..sys-tcm
- Iiodalitics to be left to each party in initial staGe?
- Need for internal legislation?

(b) l'o2;siLlc functions

- Observation and supervision of relevant national activities
- Collection of pertinent data

- l're»aration of- reports (periodic and upon, rçquc.si;) to international
vcrif.ica tion organ

- ilctini^ as contact and host for international inspection tc-'Llms
- Providin- of candidates for international secrctariat and its

technical staff
- Others

i
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• 5. 	International Verification  

(a) International organs 

(i) Consultative Committee? 

- membership 
mandate 

- secretariat 
- financing 

(ii) International Verification (Control) Agency? 

s. 
- membership 
- mandate  
- compostion of secretariat, 
- laboratory services 
- financing 

(h) Possible functions 

including technical staff' 

I .  
I .  

- collection of data through national organs 
- analysis and evaluation of such data 
- compilation and distribution of re -suits of above 
- handling of complaints of alleged hreaches of the convention 
- on-site inspections. 
- off-site inspections 
- collection and analysis of material evidence 
- reporting to Security Council or United Nations General Assembly 
- others 

6. Other means to supplement the verification procedure 

(a) Initial declarations - 

(b) Periodic exchange of statements 

(c) Review Conferences 

(d) .  Periodic up-dating, of definitions, criteria and agent  lista  

7. 	Handling of complaints (see also 5 (b) above). 

(a) Procedures 

(b) Role  of Consultative  Committee 

(c) Investigations into 

- alleged use 
- alleged production 
- alleged stockpiling and research 

(d) Recourse to United Nations Security.  Council and/or the General Assembly 
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3. Confidence building measures -

(a) General principlcs

(b) Objccti-,cs

(c) ncasures

(i) Preconvention measures

(1) declaration of stocks, productioi..,facilitica

(2) invitation to visit. to C'd..facilitie::

(ii) Ecasures to be provided under convention

(1) çxclic.nge of information

- military protcctive . measures against C11 a,-,onts

- protective measures for civilians aGainst M( a,-cnts

- protcctive mcasures aZains.t industrial accidents

(2)' exhibitions in fiamework._of the United Nations of protective
measures and ectuipment

(3) invitations to visit production facilities to be
destroycdon voluntary basis

Gencral.considerations

(a) Verification should be seen in li&ht of and as a function of the

scope of a convention

(b) National means of verification and international vc3^ification should

complcmc-:it each other

(c) National means alone would not be credible, and not all Otatcc have

means to verify beyond their bo-rders

(d) All .2tates parties to the convention should be enabled to participate

and benefit from verification procedures

(e) Relationship betwcen level of protection .a;ainst CW attachs, level
of sophistication uf CW attacks and nrobability of detection

.(or verification)
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III - CUED. IIATMRS 

1. 	Security assurances for 1.arties to the  convention 

(a) Negative guarantee or non-use declarations 

(b) Positive Guarantees 

(i) - 	medical assistance to State victim of CU attack 
(ii) co-operation of parties in development of protective measures 

and equipment 
(iii) international advisory body could be established under the 

convention to help developing countries 
(iv) economic co-operation on peaceful uses of toxic substances 

- assistance in acquiring know-how would further confidence 
(y) 	political and military assistance 

2. Right of withdrawal from the convention 

(a) Specify conditions for withdrawal 

• 

2 Issues such as review conferences, entry into force, amendment procedures, 
etc. were not raised at the meetings of the Working Group. 
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PAKISTAN 

\-/OPLUDIG P1'.PETL 

of the Government •of 'Pakistan submitted in 
response to the circulation of .document CD/09  

I 

1. The urgency of Poncluding an effective an on chemical weapons has increaced 
in recent months-in-the light of persistent reports regarding the use of 
chemical weapons in Afghanistan and certain other regions of the world. Several 
statements have been made in the Committee on this subject. Pakistan initially 
refrained from commenting on the  natter  because  of  its desire to avoid 
exacarbating . the . already charged political atmosphere in the Committee. HoweVer, 
the circulationof- document.CD/09, transmitting a telegram from the so-called'. 
"Deputy Miniàter for rdweign Affaire" of the present imposed regime in Kabul, 
and some of the statements which.were made to defend this document, obliged  • 
Pakistan to express its vial-is on the subject. 

2. For'some time now, persistent reports have emanated from refugeeslcoming - 
from Afghanistan, and some Of these have appeared in the world prase, about • 
the use of chemical toxic agents against the civilian population of Afghanistan 
and  against the Afghan nationalist resistance- It has been asserted that these • 
reports are "fabrications", or that,'at best, there is nb "conclusive proof". 
As,  yet i  there may be no - " .00ncluSive proof".that lethal chemical weapons have 
been used in Afghanistan....However, from all that is knOwn, it appears that 
some kinds of chemical - toxic agents have been used in Afghanistan against the 
civilian population and Mujahedeen alihe. In thic  report a particularly 
disturbing report appeared in the French newspaper "Le Monde", of 27 March 1900. 

3. Although it remains to be established that lethal chemical weapons have been 
used in Afghanistan, even less toxic substances, which may be non-lethal if used 
in certain quantities, could become lethal if utilized in concentrated forms or . 
against people who have no protection against euch chemical agents. And, as the 
reprerientative of Sweden stated  on 24 April 1979 in the Committee on Disarmament, 
"launching attacks with incapacitating agents and irritants in war ic by most 
countries considered to be prohibited by the Geneva Protocol of 1925". 

4. 	In this content, the assertion emanating from the Kabul regime, reflected 
in document CD/09, that "subversive bands" have used "lethal chemical weapons" 
given to them "from outside of the country", appears to be a patent concoction 
designed to shift attention from the particularly brutal manner in which the 
Afghan patriots are being suppressed. lkire disturbingly, this is considered by 
corne  to be an en-post-facto attempt to justify the use of chemical weapons 
against the Afghan population. 

GE.00-65055 
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5. The Government of Pakistan has already rejected and continues to reject
any imputation that the Afghan na-cionalist resistance is being provided with any
kind of weapon by or through our country. Pakistan has consistently followed a
policy of scrupulous non-interference in the internal affairs of Afghanistan,
despite repeated provocations, malicious propaganda and the influx into our country
of nearly one million Afghan refugees.

6. Pakistan has taken note of the "readiness" expressed by the Xabul regime
"to invecti^ate and examine, alon;; with competent international authorities", the

use and functioning,. of the chemic.al grenades. aJ.legedly, in the possession of the

Nlujahadeen in Afghanistan. .Although.this..appears.:to be a diversionary manoeuvre
by the Kabul re;;ime to gain international acceptance and respectability,

nevertheless, Pakistan believes that an impartial investigation is necessary
of all reporte of the use of chemical weapons in Afghanistan - and elsewhere, if
necessary - in order to establish the facts and to determine whether the
provisions of the 1925 Geneva Protocol have indeed been violated.

7. For the conduct of an impartial and effective investigation into all these

reports, an appropriate body should be constituted by the CD or some other

international forum. Such an investigation body Should be provided access to all

areas in Afghanistan where the use of chemical substances, and other. inhumane
weapons and methods of warfare, has been reported. The investigating body should

also be able to interview refugees and others from Afghanistan who claim to have

knowledge of the use of such weapons in that country. Pakistan is prepared to

co-operate fully for the purposes of such an investigation without prejudice to

its position regarding the legality of the present imposed regime in ILabul..

S. Finally, Pahistan reiterates the hope, which is shared by the vast majority
of the world community, that forei,,;n troops will be speedily withdrawn from

Afghanistan. This will assist in creating suitable conditions for the Afghan
refueees in Pakistan to return to their. homeland and enable the people of
AfEhanistan to freely determine their.o= destiny.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The Committee on Disarmament submits to the thirty-fifth session of the 
United Nations General Appembly . its annual report. on its . 1980 session, together 
with the pertinent documents and records. This report also includes an account of 
the-organization of the Committee (part II) and of the Committee's work based on the. . 
agenda adopted for 1980 (part III). 

OR.GANIZATION OF THE COMUTTEE 

A. 1980  Session of the .Committee  

2. The Committee was in session,from.5 rebruary to 29 April and from 12 June to 
9 August 1980. During this period,.the Committee held 48 formal plenary meetings 
at which members set forth their Governments' views and recommendations on the 
questions before the Committee. 

3. The Committee also held 45 informal meetings on various subjects, including 
its schedule of work, organization and procedures, as well as items of  the  agenda 
considered by the Committee. 

4. In accordance with rule 9 of the Rules of Procedure, thé-following Member States 
assumed the Chairmanship of the Committee.: Canada for February, China for March, 
Cuba for April and the'recess between the first and second part of the 1980  session 
of the Committee, Czechoslovakia.forthe remainder of June, -  Egypt for July, and 
Ethiopia for August and the recess until the 1981 session of the.Committee. 

B.  Participants in thé Work of the Cohmittee  

5. Representatives of the following Member-States participated in.the work of the 
Committee: Algeria,.Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria . ,  Burina, Canada, 
China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Ethiopia,  France, German Democratic Republic, 
Germany, Federal RepUblic of, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Japan, Kenya, 
Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Netherlands, Nigeria,. Pakistan, Peru, Poland, Romania, 
Sri Lanka, Sweden, Union Of-Soviet:Socialist Republics,'United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, 
Zaire. The lists of participants are included as Appendix I to the report. 

C. Agenda for  the ],280  Session and Programme of.WOrk 
for  the rirst and  Seçond•Parts  of the  Session.  

6. At the 61st plenary 'meeting the Chairman submitted - à proposal on the provisional 
agenda of,the Committee, in conforMity with rule 29 of the Rüles_ of Procedure. In 
submitting that proposal, the Chairman 'stated the folicwing: 

1 

"In accordance with rule 27 of its ràles of procedure the Committee, 
in adopting its agenda for 1980 (contained in Working Paper No. 1) shall 
take into account the recommendations made to it by the General Assembly, 
the proposals presented by members of the Committee and the decisions of 
the Committee. 

J 
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"The recommendations made to the Committee by the General Assembly at its 
thirty7fourth session, some pf which contain specific requests to report to the 
Assembly'at its thirty-fifth session, are referred to in the letter of the 
Secretary-General in document CD/55. They are the follewing: 

34/72 	'Chemical and bacteriological (biologica) weapons( 

34/73 	'Implementation of General Assembly .  resolution 55/60 1  

34/79 	'Prohibition of the development and manufacture of neu types of 
weapons of mass destruction and. new systems of such ueapons' 

54/6 5 B 'Report of the Committee on Disarmament' 

34/05  8 Non-use of nuclear weapons and prevention  of nuclear war' 

34/8 3 J 'Nuclear weapons in all aspects i  

34/84 	. 1  Conclusion of an international convention on the strengthening 
of guarantees of the security of non-nuclear-weapon States' 

34/85 - Conclusion of an international convention to assure the 
non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or-threat of use of 
nuclear weapons' 

34/86 . 	'Strengthening of the security of non-nuclearueapon 
against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons' 

'Conclusion of an international convention prohibiting the 
development production; stockpiling and use of radiological 
weapons' 

'Prohibition of the production of fissionable material - for 
weapon purposes'. 

I, 
 

"In addition to the items inscribed in the previsional agenda,  proposais 
 were presented by members of the Committee concerning the inclusion of (a) as a 

sub-item of item 2, the question o:f  'Non-use of nuclear weapons and prevention 
of nuclear war', (b) additional items on 'Conventional weapons', on which an 
official docUment has been circulated during the current session of the 
Committee, as well as oh.  'Disarmament and development', and (c) a separate item 
on 'Radiological weapons'. 

"Previous decisions of the Committee relating to the items on the 
provisional agenda are contained in its report to the General Assembly at  is 
thirtY-fourth session (document CD/55). 

"It is understood that members of the Committee will take into account the 
recommendations made to it by the General Assembly at its thirty-fourth session 
under the relevant items of its agenda, and that, in accordance with rule 30 
of the rules of procedure, it is the richt of any Member State of the Committee 
to raise any subject relevant to the work of the Committee at a plenary meeting 
and to have full opportunity of presenting its views on any subject which it 
may consider to merit attention. 

"It is further understood that the annual report of the Committee (item 7) 
will, inter  alia,  deal with the follouing two questions: (a) State  of. the 

 consideration. of the proposals and suggestions listed in paragraph 125 of the 
Final Document of the tenth special session of the General Assembly devoted. to 
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disarmament, which were transmitted to the Committee with General Assembly
resolution 33/71 L., and (b) Consideration of the modalities of the review of
the membership of the Committee, referred to in General Assembly

resolution 33/91 G."

7. Some delegations made,statements in connexion with the provisional Agenda, which

was adopted by the Committee at the same plenary meeting. At the 67th plenary

meeting of the Committee, the Chairman submitted a proposal concerning the programme
of work for the first part of the session, which was also aaopted. by the Committee.
The text of the agenda and programme of work for the first part of the session

(document CD/62 and Add.l) read as follows:

"TheeCommittee on.Disartcament, as the multillteral nego.tiating forum,

shall promote the attainment of genér.al and complete disarmamont under

effective international control.

"The Committee, taking into account inter alia the relevant provisions of
the Final Document of the first special session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament, will deal wi th the cessation of the arms race and
disarmament and other relevant measures in the following areas:

I. Nuclear weapons in all aspects;

II. Chemical weapons ;

III. Other weapons of mass destruction;

IV. Conventional weapons;

V. Reduction of military bud;ets.;

VI. Heduction of arr,ied forces;

VII. Disarmament and development;

_VIII. Disarmament and international security;

D. Collateral measures; confidence-building measures; effective

verification method.s in relation to appropriate disarmament

measures, acceptable.to all parties concerned;

X. Comprehensive programme of ditiarmament leading to general and
complete disarmament under effective international control.

"Within the above framework, the Committee on Disarmament adopts the
following agenda for 1900 which includes items that, in conformity with the
provisions of section VIII of its rules of procedure, woulC, be considered

by the Committee:

1. Nuclear test ban.

2. Cessation of the nuclear arms race and. nuclear disarmament..

3. Effective international arrangements to assure ^non-nuclear-eieapon
States a^,ainst the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons.

4. Chemical weapons.

1
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New type:, of ^Jeapons of mass destruction and new systems of.such
weapons; radiological weapons.

6. Comprehensive programme of di5armament.

I

.

7. Consideration and adopticn of the annual report and, any other
report as appropriate to the General Assembly of the United Nations.

"In compliance with rule 20 of its rules of proceGure, the Committee
also adopts the follotiiru; programme of crorh for the first part of its 1930
session:

PP^OGRAT-11,10, OF, ! 4ORIC
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5-15 February Statenient:; in the plenary. Consideration of
the agenda and programme of worl._.

19-29 February Preliminary consideration, including the question
of the establishment .of ad hoc ;iorking) groups,
of the follol;ing. items: nuclear test ban;
effective international arrangements to a,ssure
non-nucleal weapon States aCtinst the use or threat
of use of nuclear weapons; radiological weapons;
chemical weapons. and comprehensive programme of
disarmament.

3-7 March Nuclear test -vin - Chemical weapons - Consideration

of the question of the establishment of ad hoc
working ^3roup:,.

11-12 March Effective international arrangements to assure
non-nuclcar weal)on States a-ainst the use or
threat of use of nuclear weapons.

13-14 March Chemical weapons - radiological weapons.

17-2e March Con7prehensive programme of clisar:.ment.

31 I'^rch - 4 April New type- of ueapons of mass destruction and new
:^ystemo of such weapons;. radiological ^^ieapons.

7-13 April Cessation of the nuclear' arms race and nuclear

disarmament.

21-25 April Nuclear test ban.

28-29 April Neportÿ of s.0 hoc workinG,Sroups., if any.

"In aaopting, its agenda and programme of work, the. Connnittee has kept in
mind the provisions of rules 3Q, and 31 of its rules of procèdure".



12-16 June 

17-20 June 

23 June - 4 July 

7-16 July 

17-25 July 

20 July - 	August 

Nuclear test ban. 

.Cpnsideration of the reports of the ad hoc 
Working groups on (a) effective international 
arrangements to assure non-nuclear weapon States 
against  the  use or threat of use of nuclear weapons 
.(b) comprehensive programme of disarmament 
(c) radic -.ogical weapons an (d) chemical weapons; 2/ 
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0. During the second part of the 1900 session of the Committee, the Chairman 
submitted, at the 04th plenary meeting, a proposal on the programme of work'for the 
•second part of the session. 	Insubmitting that proposal, the Chairman made the 
follouing statement: "It is the Chairman's understanding that in scheduling 
meetings of Ad hoc  Working Groups the Chairman of the Committee and the Chairmen 
of the Working GrTaps will, inter alia, tDke into account the availability of 
technical experts, bearing in mind the need for an equitable allocation of -eime 
among the Ad hoe  Working Grou:Ds". 

9. 	At the saine  plenary meeting,the Committee. adopted the.proposal of the Chairman. 
It read as folloub (document CD/101): 

"In compliance with rule 26 of -its Rules of Procedure and taking into 
account rule 30, the Committee on Disarmament adopts the following programme 
of.work. for the second part of it 1900 session: 

Consideration of the programme of work for the 
second part of the 1900 session. 

Nuclear test ban. 

. Cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear 
disarmament. 22/ 

New types of ueapons of mass destruction and new 
systems of sueh weapons; radiological weapons. 

Consideration and adoption of the annual report to 
the General Assembly of the United Nations. 

Members of the Committee wishing to make statements in the plenary on items 
before the ad hoc  working groups may do so at any time. 

".1/ As decided by the Committee at its 02nd plenary meeting on 29 April 1900, 
the period 24-26 June will also be devoted to informal meetings uith experts on 
matters related to chemical weapons. 

2/ Reports of ad. hoc  working groups that are ready may be considered at 
plenary or informal meetings earlier. 

j/ In accordance with rule 44 of the Rules of Procedure, the draft reports 
• to the United Nations General Assembly shall be made available to all Member States 

of the Committee for consideration at least tuo weeks before the scheduled date 
fer.their. 	adoption. 	The annual  report of  the Committee.uill, inter alia, deal 
with the following two questions: (a) State of the consideration of the 
proposalS and, suggestions listed. in paragraph 125 of the Final Document of the 
first special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, and 
(b) Consideration of the modalities of the review of the membership of the 
Committee. 	Informal meetings to consider these two questions.uill  'se 

 scheduled earlier." 

ii 
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nIn accordance with the-decision taken by the Committee at its 
82nd plenary meeting on 29 April 1900, the ad  hoc  working groups established 
by the Committee shall meet for the first time during the second part of 
the 1900 session on the following dates: 

- Radiological Weapons on . 	 16 June at 3.00 p.m. 

- Chemical Weapons on 	 • 17 June at 3.30 p.m. 

- Effective International Arranagments 
to assure non-nuclear weapon States 
against. the  use  or throat of use of 
nuclear weapons on 	 18 June at 3.00 p.m. 

- Comprehensive Programme of 
Disarmament on 	 19 June at 3.00 p.m. 

Thereafter.  the ad hoc working groups shall hold at least one meeting per ueek, 
as  follows: 

- Radiological Ueapons on 	 Mondays afternoon 

- Effective International Arrangements 
to assure non-nuclear weapon States. 
against- the use or threat of use  of 

 nuclear weapons on. 	 Tuesdays afternoon 

- Chemical Weapons on 

- Comprehensive Programme of 
Disarmament on 

Wednesdays afternoon. 

Thursdays afternoon 

I 

"Additional meetings of the ad hoc working groups will be convened weekly 
. after consultution between the Chairman of the  Committee and the .Chairmen of 

the ad hoc working groups, according to the circumstances and needs of the 
various groups, as well as availability of additional time for meetings, -bearing 
in mind theneed for equitable allocation of time among the ad hoc  working groups. 

"In adepting its programme of uork, the Committee has kept,in mind the 
provisions of its Rules of Procedure.", 

10. At its 93rd plenary meeting, the Committee decided -  to close its 1900 session on 
8 August. 	At its 99th plenary meeting, the Committee decided to postpone the - 
closing date to 9 August. 

•D. Participation by States  not members  of the Committee 

11. In conformity with rule 32 of the Rules of Procedure, the following States not 
 members of the ComMittee communicated their intention to attend the plenary meetings 

of the Committee: Austria, Burundi, Denmark, Finland, Greece, the Holy See, Jordan, 
Hew Zealand, Spain; Switzerland, Turkey and Viet Nam. 

2. The Committee received and considered requests to participate in its work from 
- States not members of the Committee. 	Several delegations made statements in this 

connexion. 	The statements of two of them were circulated. as official documents of 
the Committee on Disarmament (CD/03 and CD/137). 	In accordance with its rules of 
procedure, the Committee invited: 
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(a) the representatives of Denmark and Finland to participate in the formal
and informal meetings of the Committee ciealino With chemical ti•reapons, as well as in

sion;smeetings of its ad hoc Worlcing Grôup on the same item cl:uring its 190U0 se

(b) the representative of Spain to participate in the formal meetings of the
Committee dealing ni th chemi c^,' !earons -,11.1rinC i±Û 1^30 session;

(c) the repreoenta.tive of Austria to participate in the formal. and infori:al

meetings of the Corru;iit'.;ee dealing with effective international arranCenlente, to assure

non-nuclear wea»or. States ,_LL;aiust the -u;;e or threat of use cf nuclear weapons, as
well as in ;necti ng., of it ;aü. hoc l•!o.kin^ Grouh on the sünle i ter-, d:urin`; its 1930
session; and

(il) the renresentativc of ,iitz.,rlanù. CO harticip^;t^e in meetings of its ad._hoc
Worl;i.n; Group on cher.iical weapons d.ur.in, its 1900 ceosion.

13. At the request of the Socialist Republic of Vict Nain ((^/i'V.3 CD/103), the
Committee decided to post1ione consideration of the question of its parti cipation in
the discussion onchemical weapons. Several statements were made in this conte:ct
(PV/76 and PV/07).

14. At the . 69th plenary meeting of., the- Cenuiii tteo, the, Chairman s.tate?c' - that it was
understood that, in accordance with rule 32 of the Rules of Procedure, representatives
of. non-member States should have reserved. -^eats_ in the., conference room. during. the
meetings of the ad hoc WorkinLg Groups established by the Committee to continue to
negotiate with a view to -rëafilii^ng-a-reement on effective, international arrangements
to assure non-nuclenr weapons and to initiate negotiations on the compreliensiw;
programme of disarmament.'

15. At its 06th plenary meetinC, the Commit-tee decided that the informal meetings
with experts on chemical weapons held (]uring the pcriod 24 to 26 June shoul(.be open
to States not members of the Committee and to the public.

16, At its 92nd plenary meétirie.;, the Comr;ittçe also «ecicieO. to invite States not
members of the Committee whi.rh are members or. the. Ad hoc Group of Scientific Experts
to Consider International Co-Qperative Measures to Detect and Identify Seismic Events
to be present ;nt the informal meeting with e:q)ert.^ members, of that C.roup, held on
18 July 1930 to consider the Tenth progress report of the Group, (G`D/119) and the
subjects referred to in document CD/93:

E. Pronosal toAme:nd the?tule_; of Procedure Remarlintc
Partic:i:-oation by States not mombers of the Conmmi "ttec;

17. The delegation of lIexico submitted on 31 July 1930 ((,`D/PV.95) for consicieiMtion
t the: ^_n^;_^. -r;^ ,.._ ï'1 cf t11•. L0:_ll ïtt?^, a'.i.^,rlan; Parer COn"t^ined in 6.ocL':ent CDl12'j,

dated 2; July 1900, entitled "Working Paper ContainlnE Draft Amene,.ment;; to
Section 1Y, of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee on Di^arn^ament, entitled
'Participation by States not members of the Committee "'

.^ . Communications from Non-Go^iernmental 0rrranization:,

1E3. In accordance with Article z^2 of the Rules of Procedure, a-list of all
conununications from non-governmiental ort;anizations was circulated. to the Committee
(CD /ATrC.2).
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III. WORK OF THE • COMMIT TEE DURIUG ITS 1980 SESSION  • 

19. The work of the Committee durine its 1900 session was based on its agenda and 
programme of work adopted for the year. The list of documents  issued by the 
Committee, as well as the texts of those documents, are included as Appendix II-to 
the report. An index of the verbatim records by country and subject, listing the 

 statements made by delegations during 1900, and the verbatim records of the meetings 
of the Committee are attached as AppendiX III to the report. 

20 The  Committee also had before it a letter dated 25' January 1900 frOM the, 
Secretary-General of the United Nations (CD/55), transmitting all the resolutions on 
disarmament adopted by the General Assembly at its thirty-fourth session in 1979, in 
particular those entrusting specific responsibilities to the ComMittee .  on Disarmament, 
which are mentioned in paragraph 6 of this report. 

21. In the same letter the Secretary-General drew attention, in particular, to the 
followinE provisions of those resolutions: 

(a) In resolution 34/72, operative paragraph 2 urges the Committee on 
Disarmament to undertake, at the beginning of its 1930 session negotiations on an 
agreement on the Comeete and effective prohibition of the development,  production and 
stockpiling of all chemical weapons and on their destruction, as a matter of high 
priority, taking into account all existing,proposals and future initiatives; and 
operative paragraph 3 requests the Committee on Disarmament to report on the results of 
its negotiations to .the General Assembly at : its thirty7fifth session.' • 

(b) In resolution 34/73 >  operative paragraph . 4 requests the Committee on 
Disarmamentsto'initiate negotiations oh% treaty to achieve the Prohibition of all 
nuclear test explosions  by all States for . all time,  as a matter of the highest 
priority. 

(c) In resolution 34/79, operative paragraph 1 requests the Committee on 
Disarmament, in the light of its .existing priorities, actively to continue 
negotiations, with the assistance of qualified governmental experts,. with a view to 
preparing a draft comprehensive agreement on the prohibition of the development and 
manufacture of new types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of such 
weapons and, where necessary, specific aereements on particular types of such weapons; 
and operative paragraph 2 requests the Committee on Disarmament to submit a report on 
the results achieved to the General Assembly for considertion . at  its 
thirty-fifth session. 

(d) • in resolution 34/85 B, operative paragraph 1 urges the Committee on 
Disarmament to proceed, without any further delay, to substantive negotiations on the 
priority  questions of disarmament on its agenda, in àcdordance with the provisions of 
the Final Document of the  Tenth Special Session of the . General Assembly and the other 
relevant resolutions of the Assembly on these subjectsi .  operative paragraph 3 
requests the Committee on Disarmament to initiate negotiations at its next session on 
the comprehensive programme of disarmament, with a:view to completing its elaboration 
before the second special session of the General Assembly on disarmament and, in 
doine so >  to take as a basis the recommendations adopted.by .the Disarmament Commission; 
and operative paragraph 4 requests theÇommittee on Disarmament to submit a report on 
its work to the-General Assembly at its thirty-fifth session. 
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(e) In resolution 34/33 G, operative paragraph I decides to transmit to the

Committee on Disarmament the views of Statés concernine the non-use of nuclear
weapons, avoidance of nuclear war and related matters; and operative paragraph 2
requests the Committee on Disarmament to take those views into appropriate
consideration and to report thereon to the General Assembly at its

thirty-fifth session.

(f) In resolution 34/83 J, operative paragraph I reauests the Committee on

Disarmament to continue at the beeinnine of its 1980 session consideration of the

item."TTuclear weapons in all aspects" and to undertake preparatory consultations on

the negotiations referred. to in paragraph 2 of the same resolution; operative
paragraph 2 requests the Committee on Disarmament to initiate, a3.a, mat-ter of high

priority, negotiations, with the participation of all nuclear-vreapon States, on the

question of the cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament, in

accordance with the provisions of paragraph 50 of the Final Document of the

Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly; and operative paragraph 3 further
requests the Committee on Disarmament to report on the results of those negotiations
to the General Assembly at its thirty-fifth session.

(g) In resolution 34/84, operative paragraph 4 requests the Committee on
Disarmament to continue riegotiations on a priority basis during its 7.980 session with
a view to their.early conclusion with_the elaboration of a convention to assure
non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of use of nuclear.t•reapons.

(h) In resolution 34/35, operative paragraph 4 recommends that the Committee on

Disarmament should'conclude effective international arrangements to assure

non-nuclear-weapon States against"the use or threat of use of nuclear weaponsduring

its 1980 session; taking into account the widespread support for the conclusion of

an international convention and giving consideration to any other proposals desi`ned

to secure the same objective.

(i) In resolution 34/86, operative paragraph 3 requests the Commit-tee on

Disarmament to continue its efforts at its n(-.-.:t session with a view to reaching
agreement on efféctive international arrangements further to strengthen the security

of the non-nuclear-t•reapon States and report to the General Assembly at its

thirty-fifth session.

(j) In resolution 34./8'7 A, operative paragraph 2 requests the Committee on

Disarmament to proceed as soon as possible to achieve ap.reement, throuUh negotiation,

on the text of an international convention prohibiting the development, production,

stockpiling and use of radiological weapons and to report to -the General Assembly

on the results achieved for consideration by the Assembly at its thirty-fifth session.

(k) In resolution 34/87 D, its operative paragraph requests the Committee on

Disarmament, at an appropriate stage of its work on the item entitled "Nuclear

weapons in all. aspects", to pursue its consideration of the question of adequately

verified cessation and prohibition•of the production of fissionable material for

nuclear weapons and other nuclear explosive devices and to keep the General Assembly

informed of the proEress of that consideration.

22. By the same letter and in compliance with paragraph 6 of General Assembly

resolution 34/83 H, the Secretary-General transmitted to the Committee the report and

recommendations of the Disarmament Commission on the elements of a comprehensive
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programme of disarmament, which are contained in document A/34/42. In accordance 
, with General.Assembly resolutions 34/79, 34/36 and 34/87 A, the Secretary-General also 

transmitted to the Committee all documents relating to the subjects considered by 
those resOlutions. 

23. At the 53rd plenary meeting of the Committee on 5 February 1980, the Secretary 
of the  Committee and Personal Representative of the Secretary-General conveyed to 
the Committee a message from the Secretary-General on its 1980 session (CD/PV.53). 

24. The Committee received the following documents concerning various items of the 
agenda: 

(à) Document CD/57, dated 11 February 1980, submitted by the delegation of 
Romania and entitled "Romania's position on disarmament". 

(b) Document CD/58, dated 12 February 1980, submitted by the delegation of 
the German Démocratic Republic, transmitting the communiqué adopted at the meeting 
of the Committee of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the-Warsaw Treaty 
Member States held at Berlin on 5 and 6 December 1979. 

(c) Document CD/60, dated 13 February 1980, submitted by the delegation of 
Poland and entitled "Poland's Policy on détente and disarmament". 

(d) Document. CD/63, dated 3 March 1980, submitted by the delegation of 
Bulgaria and entitled "The position of the People's Republic of Bulgaria on détente 
and disarmament at the present stage". 

.(e) .Document CD/64, dated 27 February 1900, entitled "Statement of the Group 
( 	;of 21 1 ../ on the establishment of working groups on items on the annual agenda of the 

II 	Committee on Disarmament in 1980". 

, 	(f) Document CD/67, dated 28 February 1980, submitted by the delegation of 
Poland and entitled "Resolution of the Eighth Congress of the Polish United Workers' 
Party". 

(g) Document CD/71, dated 4 March 1980, submitted by the delegation of the 
Union   of Soviet Socialist Republics and entitled "Extracts from the address delivered 
by Mr. L.I. Brezhnev, General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union and Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme -Soviet of the 
USSR, at the meeting of electors in the Bauman electoral district, Mbscow, on 
22 February 1930". 

(h) Document CD/80, dated 14 April 1980, entitled "Letter dated 11 April 1980 
addressed to the Chairman of the Committee on Disarmament from the Permanent 
Representative and Head of the Delegation of Egypt to the Committee on Disarmament 

II in connexion with CD/71 of 4 March 1900". 
/  

2 ../ Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Burma, Cuba, Egypt, Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, 
Iran, Kenya, Mexico, -Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Venezuela, 
Yugoslavia, Zaire. 	 • 
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27. In addition to the reporte subm' .ed by the Ad Hoc Group, the following documents 
were•presented to the.Committee 	ing the year•in connexion with  the item:  

(a).- Document 0D/7 . ated 4 March 1900, entitled "Statement of the Group of 21 

	

on a Comprehensive 	ear Test Ban Treaty". 

(b) D. ment CD/73, dated 5 March 1900, submitted by the delecation of the- 
Federa 'epublic of Germany and containing a working paper entitled "Workshop on the 

stration of procedures 'to obtain seismic data at individUal stations under 
- 	• •• 	-• 	. 
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(i) Document CD/92, date 17 April 1900, submitted by the delegation of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and entitled "Letter -from the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs of the USSR addressed to the Secretary-General of the Unitèd Nations 
concerning the tasks of the Second Disarmament Decade". 	 • 

(j) Document CD/90, dated  1 7 June 1980, entitled"Letter dated 9 June 1980 
from the. Chargé d'Affaires•A.I.  of the Permanent. Representation of the Polish People's 
Republic enclosing the Declaration of the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty adopted 
at the meeting of thé Political Consultative Committee in Warsaw on 15 May 1900". 

(k) Document CD/99, dated 12 June 1900, entitled "Letter dated 10 June 1900 
from the .Permanent Representative of Canada forwarding a document 'Compendium of Anus 

 Control Verification Proposals": 

(1) Document CD/100, dated 12 June 1900, entitled "Letter dated 10 June 1900 
from  the Permanent  Representative of the Mbngolian People's Republic, enclosing the 
te:ct of-a statement dated 20 May 1.900  by the Government of the - Mongolian People's 

• Republic in support of the Declaration adopted at a meeting of the Polities.' 
Consultative Committee of the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty, held at Warsa•  on 
14 and 15 May 1900". 

(m) Document CD/107, dated 27 June 1980, entitled  "Lettes  dated 27 June. 1930 
from the Permanent Representative  of. the  German Democratic Republic transmitting a 
letter of Mr. Oskar- Fischer, Minister.of Foreign Affairs of the German Democratic 
Republic". • 

gill(n) Document CD/127 dated 29 July 1900, entitled "Letter. from - the Counsellor of 
the Permanent Mission of  -Canada forwarding a document  'Quantitative  Working Paper on  
the Compendium of Arms. Control Verification .Proposais'". 

A. Nuclear test ban 

25 1112Q ihem Qn tho aEonda cntitl d "Nbolcal teat ban".ueo con3idcrcd b y >6" 
Committee, in accordance with its program° of work, during the period›.-29 February, 
5-7 March, 21-25 April, 1720 June, 17-25 July and 1-5 August. 

26. The Committee had before it the progress reports on 	Ninth and Tenth Sessions 
II 

. 	 . 

of the elloc  Group of Scientific Experts to consider . ternational Co-operative 
Measures to Detect and Identify •Seismic Events (... ents CD/61 and CD/119) which.  - 
met from 11 to .15 February and from 7 to.16. -- _y. 

II 
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D. Chemical weapons

50. The itou on th;: agcnda c:ntitlod "Ch::üi'cdl.weapc.no" was cor_„idcrcd
by the Committee, in accordance with its programme of work, during the following
periods: 19-29 February, 3-7 March and 13-14 March.

51. In addition to c arli,r documcr.ts the following wuro br,fore the Coc.raittoe
in connexion with the item:

(a) Document CD/59, dated 12 February 1980, submitted by the delegation
of Australia and entitled "Chemical weapons: Proposal for Informal
Meetings with Experts".

(b). Document CD/68, dated 28 February 1980, submitted by the delegation
of Poland and entitled "Chemical weapons - a possible procedural
approach to the tasks facing the Committee on Disarmament: working
paper".

(c) Document CD/82, dated 20 March 1980., entitled "Letter dated
.18.March 1980 from the Chargé d'Affaires ad interim of the
Permanent. Mission of the Socialist Republic of Viet.Nam transmitting

a document entitled'Memorandum on the use of chemioals by the

United States of America in Viet Nam, Laos an cl. Kampuchea'."

(d) Document CD/84, dated 26 March 1980, submitted by the delegation
of the Netherlands, containing a working document entitled 'rDraft
Initial Work Programme of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical
Weapons".

(e) Document CD/85, dated 27 March 1980, entitled "Letter dated
26 March 1980from the Permanent Representative of the Permanent
Mission of Democratic.Kampuchea transmitting two documents
entitled 'Statement of 5 February 1980 by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, ôf Democrc.tic Kampuchea on the intensification
by Hanoi of the use of chemical weapons and other activities to
exterminate the Kampuchean People' and 'The use of chemical
weapons by the Vietnamese,aggressors in Kampuchea; Report issued
by the Ministry of Information of Democratic hampuchea on
25 February 1980'."

(f)

(g)

Document CD/89, dated 14 April 1980, and entitled "Telegram dated

13 April 1980.from.the Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of

the Democratic Repub.lic of Afghanistan transmitting a 'Declaration
of the Government of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan issued

on 11 April 1980'."

Document CD/94, dated 18 April 1980 submitted by the delegation
of Belgium and entitled "Proposed definition of a chemical
warfare agent and. chemical munitions".

(h) Document CD/96, dated 22 April 1980, submitted by the delegation
of Poland and entitled "Ad Hoc working group on CW - Initial Work
Programme: Working D ocument." .

(i) Document CD/97, dated 24 April 1980, submitted by the delegation

of Sweden. and entitled "Working Paper on the Prohibition of

Chemical Warfare Capability".
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(j) Document CD/102, dated 19 June 1980, entitled "Letter dated
19 June 1980 from the Acting Head of the Chinese delegation,
transmitting a working paper on the 'Chinese Delegation's
proposals on the main contents of a convention on the prohibition
of chemical weapons'."

(k) Document CD/103,.dated 24 June 1980, entitled "Letter dated
24 June 1980 from the Permanent Representative of Finland
transmitting a document entitled 'Identification of degradation
products of potential organophosphorus warfare agents'."

(1) Document CD/105, dated 27 June 1980, entitled "Elements of a
reply by the French delegation to the.questionnaire relating to
chemical weapons submitted by the Netherlands to the
Committee on Disarmament (CD/41)".

(m) Document CD/106, dated 27 June 1980, submitted by the delegation
of France, containing a working paper entitled "Control of the
non-manufacture and non-possession of agents and weapons of
chemical warfare",

(n) Document CD/110, dated 2 July 1980, submitted by the delegation
of Yizgoslavia and entitled "Working Paper on Medical Protection
Against Nerve Gas Poisoning (Present Situation and Future
Possibi,lities) "..

(o) Document CD/111, dated 2 July 1980, submitted by the delegation
of Yugoslavia and entitled "Working Paner on the Definition of
Chemical Warfare Agents (CWA)".

(p) Document CD/112, dated 7 July 1980, submitted by the delegations
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the
United States of.America, transmitting a document entitled
"USSR-United States Joint Report on the Progress in the Bilateral
Negotiations•on the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons",

(q) Documènt CD/113, dated 3 July 1980, submitted by the delegation
of Canada and entitled "Organization and Control of Verification
Within a Chemical Weapons Convention".

(r) Document.CD/114, dated 9 July 1980, entitled "Reply at this stage
submitted by the Australian Delegation to the questionnaire
relating to chemical weapons submitted by the Netherlands to the
Committee on Disarmament in document CD/41.".

(s) Document CD/117, dated 10 July 1980, submitted by the delegation
of Canada and entitled "Definitions and Scope in a Chemical
Weapons Convention".

(t) Document CD/121, dated 17 JIily 1980, submitted by the delegation
of Poland and entitled "Some of the issues to be dealt with in
the negotiation on a CW convention: working.paper".

(u) Document CD/122, dated 21 July 1980, submitted by the delegation
of Morocco and entitled "Proposed definition of chemical weapons".
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.(v). Document CD/123, dated 21 July 1980, submitted by the delegation 
of.Mongolia, containing a working document entitled "Interrelationship 

• between the future convention on the complete prohibition and 
destruction of chemical weapons and the Geneva Protocol of 1925". . 

(w) Document CD/124, dated 24 July 1980, submitted by the.Delegation 
of Indonesia and entitled "Some views on the prohibition of chemical 
weapons". 

(x) Document' CD/132, dated 1 August 1980, containing a working paper 
- e entitled "Views of the Government of Pakistan submitted in response 
:.to the Circulation of Document CD/89". 

52.  • In discharging its responsibility for the negotiation and elaboration, as a 
matter of high priority, of a multilateral convention on the complete and effective 
prohibition of the .deveiopment, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons 
and on their destruction, the Committee on Disarmament decided at its 69th plenary 
meeting on 17 March 1980 to - establish for the duration of its 1980 session, an 
Ad Hoc  Working Group of the Committee to define, through substantive examination, 
issues to be dealt with . n the negotiation on such a convention, taking into 
acdount.all existing proposals and future initiatives. The Committee further 
decided that the Ad Ho  b  Working Group would report to the Committee on the - progress 
of its work at any appropriate time and in any case before the conclusion of its 
1980 session (Document CD/80). 

53. At its 80th plenary meeting on 22 April 1980 the Committee also decided to 
nominate the.representative of Japan as Chairman of: the Ad Hoc  Working Group. The 
Ad Hoc Working,GrOup held 16 meetings betWeen 23 April and 1 August 1980 and the 
Chairman also conducted infoimol consultations during that peribd. As a result of 
its deliberations the Ad Hoc Working Group submitted a report to the Committee 
(Document GD/131/Rev.1).-----, . 

54. As proposed in Document . GD/59 and in accordance with the decision , taken at . 
its 82nd plenar• meeting, the Committee held four informal meetings with experts 
on chemical. - weapons during the period,24 to 26 June 1980. 

55. Both prior and subsequent to the establishment of the Ad Hoc  Working Group 
on Chemical WeapOns, the Committee had, in plenary and informal meetings, useful 
discussions of issues relating to the prohibition of.such weapons. Preàentations 
by experts during  the informal meetings referred to in the preceding paragraph 
were welcomed as useful and provided further insights into•the issues involved. The 
Joint Report on the progressin USA-USSR bilateral negotiations (CD/112) was 
commented upon, and further .clarifications on certain points were provided by the 
two negotiating parties.. The need to ensure strict respect - for the 1925 Geneva 
Protocol was stressed, especially in view of controversial allegations of the use 
of chemical weapons. In this connection, the need for appropriate international 
measures to determine the facts was emphasized. However, varying views were 
expressed concerning what type of measures s would be appropriate, 

56. At its 100th plenary meeting on 9 August 1980, the Committee adopted  the 
 report of the Ad Hoc  Working Group, which is an integral part of this report and 

reads as follows: 

II 
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1. In the course of consideration of item 4 of its 1980 agenda,
entitled "Chemical Weapons", the Committee at its sixty-ninth plenary
meeting on 17 March 1980, adopted the following decision contained in
Document CD/80:

"In discharging its responsibility for the negotiation and
elaboration as a matter of high priority, of a multilateral
convention on the complete and effective prohibition of the
development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and
on their destruction, the Committee on Disarmament decides to
establish, for the duration of its 1980 session, an ad hoc working

group of the Committee to define, through substantive e_Kani.nation,

issues to be dealt with in the negotiation on such a convention,

taking into account all existing proposals and future initiatives.

The ad hoc working group will report to the Committee on the
progress of its work at any appropriate time and in any case
before the conclusion of its 1980 session."

2. At the 80th meeting on 22 April 1980 the Co=.ittee elected
Ambassador Y. Okawa, Japan, as Chairman of the ad hoc .Working Group.
Mss. L. Waldheim-Natural, Chief, Geneva Unit, United Nations Centre
for Disarmament, was appointed Secretary of the Working Group.

3. At their request and on the basis of decisions taken by the
Committee on Disarmament at its eighty-sixth and ninety-first sessions,
contained respectively in Documents CD/PV.86 and CD/PV.91, representatives
of Denmark, Finland and Switzerland attended meetings of the Group in
addition to members of the Committee on Disarmament.

4. The Group held 16 meetings between 23 April 1980 and 1 August 1980.

5. In.carrying out its mandate the ad hoc Working Group took into

account paragraph 75 of the Final Document of the first special session

of the General Assembly of the United Nations devoted to disarmament,

which stated that the conclusion of a convention on chemical weapons

was one of the most urgent tasks of multilateral negotiations.

6. In the conduct of its work, the following working papers were
circulated to the Working Group:

(a) a "Working paper introduced by the Chairman" (CD/CWATP.1);

(b) a working paper entitled "List of Documents" (CD/CW/WP.2 and
its addenda 1 and 2) containing a list of Committee on
Disarmament documents relevant to the work of the ad hoc
Working Group on Chemical Weapons, circulated between
July 1979 and July 1980;

(C) a working paper by the United States of'America entitled
"Issues to be defined by the-Ad Hoc Chemical.Weapons Working
Group" (CD./CWrr1P.-3);

(d) a working paper by Sweden entitled "Issues to be dealt with

in the negotiation on a Convention on Chemical Weapons"
(CD/CW/4IP.4) ;
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(e) a working paper by the Federal Republic of Germany entitled 
"The impact of on-site inspections of current civilian 
production on the chemical. industry" (CD/CW/UP.5); 

(.::) a working paper submitted by France entitled ."Criteria for 
the Definition of Chemical Warfare Agents" (GD/CW/W.P.6) 

7. The Chairman stated that all existing proposals and all future 
initiatives would be treated on an.  equal basis by the Working Group. 
He was of the view that Document GD/26, "Compilation of material on 
Chemical Weapons from the Conferenee of the Committee on Disarmament 
and the Committee on Disarmament Working Papers and Statements 
1972-1979 (Prepared by the Secretariat)" was a useful reference for 
the group in its•work.. 

8. At the suggestion of the Chairman, the Group agreed to structure 
its work under three general headings: "Scope", mierification" and 
l'Other mattere. In a first round, one meeting was devoted to each of 
these headings, followed by a second round in the same order. During 
the course of these meetings, delegations made statements of substance 
on the issues under consideration. 

9. The Chairmm also provided the group with Conference Room Papers 
which contained lists of issues raised under the three general headings 
under which the Group conducted its substantive deliberations. These 
Conference Room Papers were later consolidated into one document,. 
GD/GW/CRP3/Rev.1, which is annexed to this report as an aide-mémoire 
from the Chairman, for future reference. 

10. In order to define the issues to be dealt with in the  negotiation 
on a convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons, the Working Group 
undertook a substantive examination under the three general headings 
mentioned in paragraph 8 above. In this conteict, there appeared to be - 
a general convergence of views among the delegations who participated 
in the diScussions on the following issues: 

A. Comprehensive scope of a prohibition 

(1) Issues relating te activities that côuld be prohibited 
under a convention: 

a) development 
b) production 
c) stcckpiling 

(d) acquisition 	. 

i 	
' . e) :- retention 

f) .  transfer and assistance te other  States  

(2) Issues relating to specific items, subject to agreed 
definitions, that could be prohibited under a convention: 

a) chemical warfare agents 
b) chemical munitions 
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(c) precursors 
(d) chemical weapons, equipment or systems 
(e) - means of/facilities for the production of the above 

(5) Issues relating to the criteria that could be used as the 
basis in determining the scope of the prohibition: 

(a) general.pUrpose criterion 
(b) toxicity criteria 
(c) additional criteria. 

(4) Issues relating to actions that States Parties to a 
convention could be required to take in implementation of 
the prohibition: 	 • 

(a). declaration and destruction, within specific periods, 
of exiSting stocks of chemical weapons 

(b) declaration and destruction or dismantling, within 
specific periods, of means of/facilities for • 
production 

(5) Issues concerning the exceptions that could be allowed under 
a convention: 

(a) for civilian purposes, such as: 

- medical 
scientific and research 

- industrial 
- agricultural ' 
- riot control 

(b) for certain non-hostile military purposes and for 
military purposes not related to the use of chemical 
weapons 

B. 	Verification 

The importance of adequate verification was recognized. It was 
held that verification measures should be commensurate with the 
scope of the prohibition and other aspects of a convention. 

(1) Issues relating to national verification measures that 
.could be provided for under a convention: 

(a) internal legislation 
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(2) Issues relating to international verification measures
that could be provided for under a convention:

a) consultation-and co-operation
b) establishment of a consultative body
c) on-site inspections under certain conditions

and procedures
(d) handling of complaints

I
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C. Other Issues

(1) Confidence-building measures

(2) International Co-operation

11. In the course of substantive examination of issues to be dealt
with in the negotiation on a convention under the three general
headings méntioned in paragraph 8 above, there appeared to be no
convergence of views among delegations who participated in the
discussions on, inter alia, the following issues:

A. Combrehensive scope of the prohibition

(1) The view was expressed that a convention should cover
"chemical warfare capability" and that this concept should
include every activity, facility and material intended
to utilize the toxic properties of chemical substances

for hostile purposes in an armed conflict. In this view

exceptions should, however, be allowed for peaceful purposes,
including some measures of a military nature and measures

for protection against chemical warfare. Others expressed

serious doubts about the value of this concept but the
question was not discussed in depth.

(2) Issues relating to activities that could be prohibited under
a.convention:

I. (a) Use

It was common ground that the convention should not
detract from the 1925 Geneva Protocol. Some held that
the issue of use was already adequately covered by that
Protocol, while others were of the view that a ban on
the use of chemical weapons would be an essential
element of a comprehensive convention.



I
(b) Planning and Organization

One view was that planning and organization were essential
elements of thedevelopment of a capability for chemical
warfare and should therefore be banned. Another view held
that a ban on planning and organization would be practically
impossible to verify and hence hard to enforce; in any
event it would not be needed if other elements were
successfully banned.

(c) Training

Some. delegations held the vietr that, since it was 'difficult to
distinguish between offensive and defensive training, all.
training should be prohibited; , others believéçl that training
in protective measures would contribute to deterring
possible violations of a convention and, therefore, should be
allowed; still others thought that protective training

should be permitted at least until ail stocks of chemical

weapons were destroyed.

Issues relating to specific items, subject to agreed definitions,
that could be prohibited under a convention:

(a) Means of/facilities for production.

The issue of what specific types of ineans of/facilities for.
production would fall under the prohibition was not examined
in depth.

(b) Biochemical warfare agents.

Some held that potential biochemical warfare agents that fall
in the so-called. grey area betzreen biological and chemical

warfare agents should be prohibited. The issue was not the
sub'ject of further examination.

(n^) Issues relating to the criteria that could be used as the basis
in determining the scope of the prohibition:

r,

(a) There were differing views regarding the relative importance
of the various criteria mentioned in paragraph 10.A.(j) above.

(b) With reference to toxicity criteria, althou8h several
approaches for defininc- toxicity were discussed-- including
quantitative, qualitative, descriptive and nominative -no
^.ttempt was made to narrow the issue to a particular approach
or combination of approaches.
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(c) Varying views iere expressed on whether a list of chemical 
agents -- either positive, negative or•illustrative -- should 

. be established. 

(d) The question of the treatment to be accorded to single and 
dual purpose agents andPrecursors respectively was not 
discussed in detail. 

(5) Issues relating to action that State Parties to a convention could 
be required to take: 

(a) Some held that means of/facilities for production should be 
destroyed; dismantled or converted to peaceful uses. Others, 
expressing concern about the verification problem involved, 
were of the opinion that all means of production should be 

. destroyed.• 

(b) Differing views were expressed on the content of the 
declaration of existing stocks and the declaration of plans 

.  for the destruction of such stocks, as well as on their 
timing, includine whether these declarations should be made 
before, at the time or after a convention cane  into force. 

(c) Differing views were also expressed on the content of the 
oleclaration of plans for the disposition of means of/ 
facilities for production and filling facilities, as well as 
on their timing, including whether these deolarations should 
be made before, at the time or after a convention came into 
forte. 

(6) Issues concerning the exceptions that could be allowed under a 
convention: . 

(a) There was a diverence of views on whether an exception for 
protection purposes should be allowed.under a convention. A 
view waa expressed that the exception of "protective 
measures" may create serious problems of verification and 
control.. 

(b) The issue of >what specific riot control agents would be 
excepted was not discussed. 

• 
(c) It was pointed out that any exception which would be allowed 

would have to be clearly and precisely defined. 

B. 	Verification  

(1) General approach 

Opinions differed as to what would be a realistic verification 
system which responded adequately to the requirements of a 
convention, since a totally effective verification system, while 
desirable, appeared to be technically unattainable. Some held 
that an effective convention called for very stringent 
verification measures, while others felt that less stringent 



measures could suffice and still meet the requi-rements of a
reasonable verification system. ;incé the different aspects of
vërification woie related to the scope of the prohibition and
other aspects of a convention, some delegations withheld their
comments on this issue for the time being.

(2) What is to be verified?

(a) Dif f ering views were e;:nre s sed on the requirements of
verification in the followind cuéas:

(i) destruction of chemical weapons' stocks

(ii) destruction or dismantling of means of/facilities for
production of chemical weapons

(iii) non-production of chemicals for prohibited purposes

(iv) production of certain chemicals for non -hostile military
purposes

(b) Some held that non-production of chemi'cals for prohibited
purposes could be verified even in hie.l:ly industrialized
countries with reasonable means and without prejudice to the
interests of the chemical industry. Othçrs were of the view
that inspection of éntire chemical industries would not be
practicable. In this context some lield that verification of
a ban on identified dual-purpose agents and their precursor:
and in particular binary weâpons, could pose insurmountable
difficulties. Others disagreed with this view.

(c) Differing views were expressed on whether prohibition of
planning, orE.anization and tra,inin,n, if included in a
convention, could be verified.

(3) Verification procedure;,

While delegations were of the 'vierr that a verification system
could be based on an appropriate comlJinatioii of' international and
national measures, there were differences as to thcir relative
effectiveness. One view was that a verification system should
rely primarily on international measures. Another viev was that
national measures, with certain international procedures, would
provide adequate assurance of compliance.

(a) Issues relatint to national verification mea,ures

There apneared to be no converL;ence of views on ^,rhether
national orzans for verification should be envisaGed, in a
convention and, if so, on the role and importance of such
organs. Differing views were e.cprccsed re,- ardinü whether or
not standardized proC.rammes for national organs for.

verification, includinE their organization, functions and
obligations, should be provided for.
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(b)• Issues relating to international verification measures 

(i) Uhile delegations believed that international 
verification . measures should include arrangements for 
on-site verification, their views differed on specifics 
of such arrangements. 

(ii) There •ere differences of view as to whether or not 
systematic on-site inspections would be necessary to 
verify: 

- destruction of chemical weapons stocks; 

- destruction or distantling of means of/facilities 
for production of chemical weapons as well as filling 
facilities; ' 

production of certain chemicals for non-hostile. 
military purposes; and 

- non-production of chemicals for prohibited purposes. 

(iii) On the issue of conversion of facilities, some 
delegations held that, if Conversion was allowed, 
systematic on-site inspection of converted facilities 
would be required. 

(iv) According to one view, the establishment of an 
international verification agency, in addition to the 
consultative body, would be deeirable in the system of 
international verification. Others did not share this 
view.. Still others believed that the establishment of 
such an agency was a broader question that transcended 
the framework of a chemiCal weapons prohibition. 

(v) While some deleéations Were of the opinion that 
complaint procedures could involve the - United Nations 
Security Council, others believed that the 
United Nations General Assembly could be a more 
appropriate body. 

C. 	Other Issues  

(1) Confidence-building measures 

The view was expressed that international means of verification 
should include procedures for confidence-building measures, but 
the issue was.not examined in detail. 

(2) Neéative guarantees 

One view was that such éuarantees should 'ce  considered in the 
course of the elaboration of a convention. Gthers held the view 
that the question of non-use was covered by the 1925 Geneva 
Protocol. 
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(5) • Co'-operation in the development of protective measures 

Suggestions were made that a convention should contain specific 
provisions r'egarding co-operation and technical assistance in the 
field of protective measures. This qwstion was not examined in 
depth. 

(4) Co-operation and technical assistance 

It was suggested that a convention should include provisions 
regardineco-operation. and technical assistance in the peaceful 
usesof toxic chemicals as:well as on the  transfer, especially to 
developing:countries, of reuources released by the prohibition of'• 
chemical - weapons. This question was not examined in depth. 

12. At the suggestion of the Chairman, the Working Group noted that, inter 
alia, the followine issues had not been discussed in depth during the 1980 
session and would have to be taken into cohsideration at a later stage: 

- Preamble 

-. Conditions fôr•entry into force_ 

- Signature ;  ratification, accession,  etc; _ 	. 

- Depositaries (Governmentsor Secretary-General of the United Nations) 

- lieuration 

- Review conferences 	• 

- Withdrawals 

- Proocols and • annexes  - 

- Procedures for amendment' 

15. Various definitions of "Chemical weapons iy and other ter= were suegested 
during the discussions. At the  suggestion of the Chairman the Working Group 
noted that the question of definition of terms and the clarification of various 
concepts would need  to: be taken up at a later stage , . 	- 

14. The discussions confirmed the general - recognition of the urgent need to 
negotiate and elaborate a multilateral convention on the complete and effective 
prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons 
and on their destruction. 

15. The Working Group recommends  that  at the beginning of its 1981 session the 
Committee on Disarmament set up a further working groUp under an appropriate 
mandate -to be determined at that time to continue and advance the work 
undert*en-bythe -,1980Werlçing , Group:in.thedischarce of. the Committee's 
.responsibility for the negotiatien and elaboration of such a.multilateral 
convention." 

1 
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"Annex I

Issues raised at the* Heetin;.-s of the
Ad Hoc '.fork-inrf Grow, on Chemical IIeawns

(Aide-1,16-moire from the Chairman)

I - SCOPE

1. Aims and PuUose of a convention

as set forth in the Final Document of the Special Session of the
General Assembly

as set forth in CD/97 (Svodon)

as set forth in CD/J,.3 (USSP^/USA )

as-set forth in CD/44 (Poland)

- other proposals

2. Relationship with other intcrnational conventions

3.

(a) Geneva Protocol of 1925

(i) carry over prohibition of use into a chemical weapons
convention

(ii) need for strene-thenine

(b) Diolooical kleapons Convention of 1972

(i) rieed to ensure symmetry between two conventions
(ii) need to cover loopholes, O-rey areas

(iii) ensure that all biochemical agents are covered

(c) Enmod Convention of 1977

Comprehensive nature of ban

(a) Activitiéa that could be banned

(i) development,
(ii) production

(iii) stocl.pilinE
(iv) acquisition
(v) retention

(vi) transfer and assistance
(vii) use

(viii) planning
(ix) organization
(x) training

(xi) dissemination of information
(xii) others
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(b) Items that could be dealt with

(i)

- general pur-hose '
- distinction between sinjle purpose aCents and

dual purpose ajento

- toxicity: - quantitative approach
- qualitative ; '
- descriptive if (chemical formula)
- nominative
- fitness for nilitar-Y use

- binary weapons

(ii) Chemical weapons.mtuZitions

- definition

(iii) Chemiçal.ucapons-equipiaent or systems, includinC means of
delivery

- definition

(iv) Chemical weapons facilities

for development and research
for production
for traininC in their use
others

(c) Actions that could be required under a convention

(i) Declaration

of existing stocks
of production facilities, including location
of time programme for destruction, conversion, etc.

(ii) Conversion to peaceful purposes or mothbâlling

- verification disadvantages compared to destruction
- economical and social consequences

(iii) Destruction of stocks
(iv) Destruction or dismantling of prôduction facilities

Chemical weapons agents, including precursors

- def init.iôn
criteria I
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4- 	Protection aeainst C •  attack 	• 

(a) Distinction between uprotectiveo and 'Tdefensive capability 

(h) Type of instrument in which protection would be provided for 

(i) in the convention itself?. 
(ii) in an annex to the convention? 
(iii) in a separate instrument? 

(c) Modalities of protection 

(i) protective measures 

- medical. 
- equipment 
- others 

(ii) training for protection 
(iii)'treatment of victimS . 	_ 
(iv) additional.  issues  regarding protection  of  civilians 

(d) Decontamination 

equipment and facilities 	 • 

training 

(e) Should protective measures be prohibited? 

(i) prohibition would be counter-productive as it woUld lead to 
a search for security•through a CU deterrent 

(ii) excessive protective measures may induce - Others. toA.hcrease 
chemical weapons capabilities 

(iii) they should not be prohibited, since.protective measUres 
• are a stabilizing factor 	.. 

(iv) protective measures will in any case be elaborated in 
relation to:accidents in ,  the civilian chemical industry 

• 
• (f) Other matters 

(i) relationship betueeng)rotective - measnres and verification 
. systems. • 	. 

(ii) cost pf . protective beasiares 
(iii) exchange of information on protective measures (see also 

il confidence building measures") 
(iv) advisory and training facilities for developing countries 

5. Exceptions or "permitted activities" 

(a) For civilian purposes 

(i) For'scientific and research purposes 
(ii) For medical purposes 

(i)  

(ii)  
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(iii) For industrial purposes

(iv) For agricultural purposes
(v) For riot control and other police activities

(b) For certain non-hostile military purposes

(i) For protective purposes

(ii) For rocket fuel, etc.

II - VERIFICATION

1. Objectives

(a) To ensure compliance with the obligations of a convention

(b) To enhance credibility of a convention and indu ce countries to

adhere to it

(c) Others

2. Guiding Principles

(a) Respect for equality of all Parties

(b) Respect for sovereignty

(c) Rëspect for international solidarity and co-operation

(d) Non-interference in internal.affairs

(e) Others

3. What is to be verified?

(a.) Destruction of stocks of CiJ agents and munitions

(b) Conversion or mothballing.of production facilities, etc.

(c) Destruction or dismantling of.production facilities, etc.

(d) Ensure that prohibited aeents are not being produced-

(e)*.Planning, ortanizing and training for tasks listed above

(f) In the initial stages primarily to be directed at;

well-known agents

- super toxic agents

4. National Verification

(a) National organ

- Each State to set up national system

- Modalities to be left to each party in initial staee?

- Need for internal legislation?
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(b) Possible functions 

- Observation and supervision  of relevant national activities 
- Collection of pertinent data " 
- Preparation of reports (periodic and upon request) to 

international verification organ 
- Acting as contact and host for international inspection teams 
- Providing of candidates for international secretariat and its 

technical staff 
- Others 

5. 	International Verification 

(a) International ergans 

) Consultative Committee? 

membership 
- mandate 
- secretariat 
-; financing 

(ii) International Verification (Control) Agency? 

- membership 
- mandate 
- composition of secretariat, including technical staff 
- laboratory services 
- financing 

(b) Possible functions 

- collection of data thrugh national . organs 
analysiS and evaluation of such data 

- compilation and distribution of results of above 
- handling of complaints - of alleged breaches of the convention - 
- on-site inspections 
- off-site inspections 
-* collection and analysis of material evidence 
- reporting to Security Council or United Nations General Assembly 
- others 

G. 	Other means to supplement thé verification procedure 

(a) Initial declarations 

(b) Periodic exchange of Statements 

(c) Review Conferences 

(d) Periodic up-dating of definitions, criteria and agent lists 



7. 	Handling of complaints  (see also 5 (h) above) 

(a) Procedures 

(b) Role of Consultative Committee 

(c) Investigations into 

- alleged uso 
- alleged production 
- alleged stockpiling and research 

(d) Recourse to United Nations Security Council and/or 
the General Assembly 

8. 	Confidence building measures  

(a) General principles 
- 

(b) Objectives 

(c) Measures 	 • • 	• 

(i) Preconvention measures 

(1) declaration of stocks, production facilities 

(2) invitation to visit to CW facilities 

(ii)  Measures to be provided under convention 

(1) .  exchange of information 

- military protective measures against CW agents 
- protective measures for civilians against GW agents 
- protective measures against industrial accidents 

(2) exhibitions in framework of the United Nations 
of protective measures and .equipment 

(3) invitations to visit production facilities 
to be destroyed on voluntary basis 

1 
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9. General considerations

(a) ^;^rification should be seon in light of and as
a function of the scope of a convention

(b) National means of verification and international
verification should complement each other

(c) National means alone would not be credible, and
not all States have means to verify beyond their
bord ers

(d) All States parties to the convention should be enabled
to paxticipate and benefit from verification procedures

(e) Relationship between level of protection against CW
attacks, level of sophistication of M•1 attacks and
probability of deteçtion (or verification)

)

III - OTHER P7ATTERS

1. Security assurances for Parties to the convention

(a) Negative guarantee or non-use declarations

(b) Positive guarantees

(i) medical assistance to State victim of C11 attack
(ii) co-operation of parties in development of

protective measures and equipment
(ii_) international advisorf body could be es-ablished

under the convention to help developing countries
(iv) economic co-operation on peaceful uses of toxic

substances - assistance in acquiring know-how
would further confidence

(v) political and military assistance

2. Right of withdrawal from the convention

(a) Specify conditions for withdrawal

J Issues such as review conferences, entry into force, amendment
procedures, etc. were not raised at the meetings of the Working Group."
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^Tié^rs of the Go elnraent of Palcistan c:ubni tted in
response to the circulation of document CD T"9

1. The urCency of concluding an effective ban on chemical weapoir has i nc-reaoed
in recent month;, in the liGht of persistent reports regarding the use of
chemical weapons in Afghanistan and certain other reGions of the world. Several .
statements have been made in the Commit,tee on this subject. Paki-ctan initially
refrâined from commenting on the matter because of its desire to avoid
exacerbating'the - alread^r charged political atmos_^here in the CoLUmi ttee. Ilot^rever,
the circulation 'of document CD/09, transmittinn, a teleC;ram from the so-called
"Deputy Minister for Pôrei^n Aîfaire" of the present imposed re^ir:^e in I^aD ul,
and some of the stater.ierits ti.rhich-were riade to defend this docur.ient, o'oliGéd
Pakistan to e-.,-press its viërrs on the subject.

2. For some time now, persistent reports have emanâted from refu^ees comin^
from Afghânistan, and :one of these have appeared in the world prés-s, about
the use of chemical to;:ic agents aCainst the civilian population of Afghanistan
and, against the Afghan na'tïonali st . i esi,eta:zce . It has been asserted that these
reports are "fabrication.,", or that, at best, there is no "conclusive prooi".
Az yet, there may be no `conclvcive proof" that lethal chemical rreapon-- have
been used in Afghanistari. 'However, from all that is :,cnotr^_n, it appear.s that
some Icinds of chemical toxic aSents have been used in Afghanistan aGainst the
civilian population and Ilujahedeen aliLe. In this report a particularly
disturbing report appeared in the French newspa-per "Le I-Ioncle", of 27 March 19C.)G.

3. A7.though it remains to be eotablished that lethal chemical weanons have been
used in Afghanistan, even less to,:i c cubstances, which 17ay be non-lethal if used
in certain cluantitieti, could become lethal if utilized in concentrated forrls or
against people who have no protection against such chemical aEent:.. And, as the
repre,sentative of Sweden stated on 24. :pril 1979 in the Conmittee on Disarmament,
"launching attacha with incapacitatinL agents and irritants in war is by most
countries considered to be 1orohibited by the Geneva Protocol of 1925"-

L; In this conte..t, the assertion enanatin^ from the Kabul re^;ir_le, reflected
in document CD/009, that "subvercive âand-o" have used "lethal cher7ical rreapona"
given to them "from outside of the country", appears to be a patent concoction
designed to shift attention from the 1articularly brutal manner in which the
Afghan patriots are beinG suppressed. Hore c]istLU'ainGly, this is considered by
some to be an e.-post-facto attempt to juctify the use of chemical weapons
a6^,ainst the Afghan population.

GE.8O-65033
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5. The Government of Pakistan has already rejected and continues to reject 
any imputation that the Afghan nationalist resistance is being provided with any 
kind of weapon by or through our - country. Pakistan has consistently followed a 
policy of scrupulous non-interference in the internal affairs of Afghanistan, 
despite repeated provocations, malicious propaganda and the influx into our country 
of nearly one million Afghan refugees. 

6. Pakistan has taken note of the "readiness" expressed by the Kabul regime 
"to investigate and examine, along with competent international authorities", the 
use and functioningrof the chemical grenades.allegedly in. the posseSsion of the 
Mujahadeen in Afghanistan. .Although. this appearsto be a diversionary manoeuvre 
by the Kabul regime to gain international acceptance and respectability, 
nevertheless, Pakistan believes that an impartial investigation is necessary 
of all reports of the use of chemical weapons in Afghanistan - and elsewhere, if 
necessary - in order.to establish the facts and to determine whether the 
provisions of the 1925 Geneva Protocol have indeed.been violated. 

7. For the conduct of an impartial and effective investigation into all these 
reports, an appropriate body should be constituted by the CD or some other 
international forum. Such an investigation body Should be provided access to all 
areas in Afghanistan'where the use of chemical substances, -  and other inhumane 
weapons and methods of warfare, has been reported. The investigating body should 
also be able to interview refugees and others from Afghanistan who claim to have 
knowledge of the use of such weapons in that  country. Pakistan is prepared to 
co-operate fully for the purposes of such an investigation without prejudice to • 
its position regarding the legality of the present imposed regime in Kabul. 

S. . Finally, Pakistan reiterates the hope, which is shared by the vast majority 
of the world community, that foreign troops will be speedily withdrawn from 
Afghanistan. This will assist in creating suitable conditions for the Afghan 
refugees in Pakistan to return to their homeland and enable the people of 
Afghanistan  to freely determine their own destiny. 
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SWEDEN 

CD/142 
10 February 1981 

Original: ENGLISH 

ÛiSAftiViAML?aï 

I 4 

Workinp.  Paper 

Prohibition of retention or acquisition of a chemical warfare 
nabl . . c2.- use of chemical -weal ons (4 Lnnexes) 

1. Sweden considers that in order to ecure an effective abolition of chemical 
weapons and chemical warfare, it is not sufficient to prohibit development, production 
and stockpiling of chemical weapons. It is also necessary to prohibit activities, 
facilities and materials aimed at using chemical weapons in the battlefield or 
elsewhere in war. The reason for the Swedish position is that unless such an 
extended prohibition is accepted there would not exist any major difficulties for 
a Party either to retain or acquire the •ability . to use chemical weapons within a 
comparatively short time, were it to withdraw from a .  ban on development, production • 
and stockpiling. This is illustrated in Lnnex I. If preparative activities aimed 
at the acquisition of a'qualified capability to use chemical weapons were not 
prohibited, they would also not be subject to verification measures. This would 
undoubtedly cause the prospective parties to a convention to feel a lesser degree of 
security, and might lead to a reluctance on their part to pdhere to such a• convention. 
In Sweden's view these circumstances have to be taken into consideration in the 
drafting of the convention on chemical weapons•now being negotiated in the CD. The 
following considerations appear relevant in this context. 

2. L. chemical warfare capability consists of two elements: 
• 

(a) ability (including resources) to use chemical weapons in a militarily 
effective way against an adversary, 

(b) ability 'm perform combat duties on different levels in an environnent 
 contaminated through the use of chemical weapons, one's own or the adversary's, that 

is a protective capacity stretching from only surviving to actually continuing combat . , 

Both tasks require proper protective equipment  and  training. However, in order to 
use chemical weapons effectively some specific measures are required as exemplified 
in Annex I. 

Recognizing the almost unanimously held view that a capability to protect oneself 
against attacks with chemical weapons is to be allowed in a chemical weapons 
convention, the Swedish delegation holds that• the particular measures required to 
obtain or retain a capability . touse chemical weapons could and ought to bo prohibited 
in a convention. As discussed in the following, such a prohibition would -- apart 
from rendering it more meaningful -- increase significantly the possibilities to 
verify compliance thereof. 

Tho expression used by Sweden so far to describe the suggested prohibition has 
been formulated "prohibition of planning, organization and training for a chemical 
warfare capability". This expression is to be taken as referrinz to a capability  to 
use the chemical weapons. 

Z.81-60175 
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3. Before discussinE_- the Swedish proposals more in detail, some important
conditions will b,: considered.

(a) Th;; Svedi.sh dclegc.tion is aware that its sugmestioi:s concorn i_iuch more of
purely milit^2_rir mattc:rs usually guarded by strict secrecy measures, than would a
convention banning only d,-velopment, production and stoclcpilint of c:hemica]. weapons.
However, since the ultir.iato Coc ..l. is-'the finel abolition of chemical w.^.rf<c,re, the
Swedish delcCation is convincëd that normal nilito,ry socrecy in relation to specific
measures r::quirc:d for a chcuical wc.rfr^re capo,bility need not be uphold in the long run.

(b) It is. ofton arcued that since a, protectiv,: capability a,^.ainst chenical
weapons would be allowcd, it would in practi ce be possible to disguise ; fforts to
obtain a cap-,bility to use chemicc,l weapons among allowed offorts to acquire or
maintain such a protective capability. There are indaed particular activities ^,rhich
do not fall within the ,^,roa of cenerel protection, such as training of flight
bc:haviour or munition transportation directives (sou i_nncx I). Sw^^den therc:fore
believes that the opportunities offered by thc distinction that can thus be macL:;
should be explored in order to obtain an effective prohibition.

(c) Ln option inherent in Sweden's approach is the. possibility •to incroe.s,:^
si`nificantly the effectiveness of the verificatiori of compliance with the convention.
If agreater nuriuer of activities were covered by a prohibition, this would clearly
incre,"e the possibilities to verify compliance thereof. It would also improve th,::
grounds on which the Parties might adhere to or continue adheranco to the convention.
E;;amples of the activities to be rionitored are given in Annex I.

(d) It is sonc tirr,e s a,rMued tl;c,t the most effective way to sc cure the abolition
of chemical warf^.re would be to prohibit also protective ;:-easuros. It must be
recalled, however, that a very long time would be nceded to inplemcnt provisions
concerning, inter <:.:lia, destruction of existent stockpiles of chemical weapons.
Obviously durinr., such .^ time many States would w,7,nt to roto,in t1lc;ir capacity for
protection o.`ainst chemical wec.pons. If protective ineasures were to be prohibited
from the outset, i!- would irlply a diminish;^d s•:2curity for thc c States for *:rhorn
chemical weapons at prescnt'have a nilitary sijnific<uzc;^ cnd eiiTht cause ther,l not to
c.dherc to ^.trcaty in the forescecblo futurc. This trould obviously detr^.ct from the
value of the conv ;ntion.

To this must be s;,dded that,, certain cah^..ity, milit<^.ry i-"s well as civilian,
will <llways be neccssa,ry to protect cLe,-.inst accidents and catastrophe:; involving
poisonous chemicr,l substances, not intended for use as che:_lice,l we,.pons.

^^.. '_ prohibition of a capability to use chc:mic^.l weapons would require specific
un(Lrtckinlfs to bc, spellcd out in annexes to a convention. The following ara possible
(.xamnlr:ïs of such unclert,l.ings:

1
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to d. ca .rc t1i(^ content of, or th--- non-cxistencc of, doctrines, manuals end
chains cd' cOr:1lit'nd for the u:,^<: of chemicc,l weapons.•,

- to dc;clca.rc: schc:ols, tro.inin^m f_-,cilities and curri culc, intended for tec,cl.in,^,f

the use of chrnm.icc.l wce,I+onSÿ

to d[:clcJ.r.; !-TCC.pons T)roduction and training plra.ls. (Itens th-.t in1,r,h't bi,;

inclu .,cî i n such dc:clarations would concern Punition hc,ndlin`: instructions,
ilicludirl lc;b lling ^^r^.cticc;s, c,rtill,:ry firinE tables, air plane flyin^.•

^,n^l. boebin;:; in::tructions, otc. ) .•,
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- to declare the organization of protection units against (NB)C warfare; 

- to invite observers or inspectors to attend military manoeuvres in general, 
and those which include training in (KB)C-protection in particular. In the - 
latter case observers might be allowed to monitor also electronic 
communications; 

- to issue a general order for all armed forces that no planning, organization 
and training for retaining or acquiring a capability to use chemical weapons 
is allowed as long as the State is a party to the convention; 

- to co-operate regarding specific protective activities, e.g. exchange 
information on therapeutic means; 

- te allow regular visits -- on site inspection -- to military units, munition 
stockpiles and air fields;, 

- to allow on site inspection when complaints about violations of a prohibition 
of the kind discussed hore are made; 

- to provide parties to a convention with information, either direct or through 
e.g. a consultative committee, concerning items exemplified in Annex. IL 

These different undertakings would be carried out on different occasions during  the 
implementation of the convention, e.g. when the convention enters into force, when 
declared stockpiles have been destroyed and when a certain number of States have 
adhered to the convention.. 

. 	To illustrate the proposal that  a  convention on chemical weapons should also 
jxohibit activities, facilities ami materials aimed at using . such weapons in war, . 
a text is given in Lnnex IV containing the elements which might be included in the 
,corresponding provision of the convention. 

I .  
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ExampLes of time scales for preparatory activities aimed at the

acquisition of a qualified capability to use chemical weapons.

Years Technique Staff
preparations

7

5

4

Decision

Developmentl) Strategy2)

Munition Tactics 2)
testing

{

Logistics

f

2)Production l) ^ransrec Eort
ivesa,

ti eo^c.
i

Stock pilingl)

Training 3)
^ preparations

3

^
2 Training 4) T

i

(Acquisition of
chemical munition,
etc, from e.g. an
allied country)

Munition distri-
bution

0 Chemical weapons ready for use

(1) Activities to be covered by'a ban on development, production and
stockpiling of chemical weapons. The time required for production
and stockpiling may vary depending on the agent and quantity envisaged.

(2) E.G., studies, doctrine evaluation, manual writing.

(3) Higher staff training, preparations for training of the units of
the armed services which are to deliver chemical charges.

(4) Not protective training alone but for specialized activities.
like donning protective equipment when handling munition, varying
transporting routines for different kinds of munition, training
particular flight manoeuvres at take off and lanriino dvnpnriino nn



"Visibility lino" = the approxirao,to tir:je rcn,,r during which a certain
activity cannot be k;:pt secret any lon^^ r.

Cor_iments :

It is clùr:r from the table that bannin^..- only development, production and
stoclcpilin` would permit some of the most important c,ctivities nùcessary for attaining
a capability to use chei.^iical w.;apons. States airondy in possession of such a
capabilitjr would in fact suffor only a minor setback of this ability sinc,3, due to
previous oxperiences, they would most probably bc able to delzay v, chemical weapons
production until vcry late, poncaps only 1-^ ,ye<nxs beforo tl•icy wished to be able to
use chemical weapons. Rognrding verification of such ^, ban, soc -nnoxcs II and III..
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ANNEX II  

Examples of relevant information in the context of .c. CW-convention prohibiting 
also planning, organization and training. 	 • 

- 	• 

. s. -•-- - GMTERALCOHDITIONS . 	_ 	. 

Geographical  area 	 • 

Climatic. conditions 

Admitted capability to use chemical weapons before adhering to the convention 

Scientific-technical level regarding issues relevant to chemical wecpons 

MILITARY ACTIVITIES 

Military CW protective posture  

Available equipment: 

Protective masks, type 

Collective protection (for tanks, vehicles, etc.) 

Protective gear - 

Decontamination • 

7 Detection 

Warning 

Medical theraphy: 	 • 

Antidote 	 . 
. 	. 

Type 

Distribution 

Therapeutic methods 

Genenl military education 

Prenaredness:  

Chains of command for ordering use of chemical weapons (before adhering 
to the convention) 

• 

Uaff functions: 

Alarm rules 

Special personnel 
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Special units: 

Tasks 

Equipment for use of chemical weamons2  

Salvo  Ju s;  

Caliber 

Size of salvo 

• Range 

Unit allocation 

Artillery rockets: 

Warhead alternatives 

,Range 	 . 	. 

Unit allocation 

Missiles; 

Type 

Guiding system 

Warhead alternative 

Range 

Unit allocation . 

Tear gas equipment: 

Type 

Caliber 

Utilization 

• Unit allocation 

Aerborne  material: 

Bombs 

Type 

Weight of charge 

Spraying equipment 

Capacity 

1 

J 
Chemical charges available to a State Party when adhering to the convention 

should be declared. 
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Maintenance functions. 

.Protection for food and water 

Protection for repairing services 

Protection for medical service 

CIVIL DEFENCE ACTIVITIES 

Civil defence posture  

Materials and equipment: 

Protective masks 

Type 

Collective protection 

Shelters with filter 

Shelters without filter 

Decontamination 

Detection 

7 	 Medical therapy 

Education 

Units 

Staff function - alarm system 

Special units 

Type 

Number 

I.  
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A1Ti?I;:: III

IJxa.mples of a.cti-Jities, fa.cili:,ies and materia.ls to be prohibited for the purpose
of retention or a.cquisition of a. ca.pa.bility to use chemica.l wea.pons.

1

II
^
1
1
10

t
I
t

Activities

Commerce

Tri.nsfer

Development including testing

Production

Stockpiling

I'Iili ta.ry planning, organiza.tion and training specifica.lly intended to enable
use of chemical wea.pons

. .Information

I'a.cilities and equiUment

Development and testing fa.cilities

Production fa.cilities (including munition filling fa.cilities)

Tra.ining fa.cilities (for training in the use of chemica.l wea.pons)

Stockpiles and stora.ge facilities for chemica.l wa.rfo.re agents

Other fa.ciliti es and resources ena.'oling handling of chemical wea.pons like
special equinment for tra.nsporting chemical rrea.pons and for bringing them

to the ta.rt;et area.

i_i^^.teria.ls

Chemica.l wa.rfa.re a.gentsly, or precursors to such substa.nces, wa.rhea.ds and

wea.nons systen.is intended for use of chemica.l wea.pons.

To be defined.
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Elements which i:la.y be included in a. provision of the convention concernin'T the
prohibition of retention or acquisition of a. chemical i•ra.rfa.re cc^pa.bility enG.blin^^
use of chemical ^rea.noils.

E^,.ch Sta.te Party to this Convention undertalces not to ocauire or retain a.
chemical warfare capability, constituted by one or many a.cti Jiti es, facilities and
u-m.tcria.ls or their combinations, as specified in Anne:: :; J, intended to enable a
Party to use chemical we^.pons containing chemical wa.rfa.re a.vents, wizether gaseous,
liquid or solia, or precursors to such chemical warfare a.0anta, effective, becv.use
of their direct to::ic properties, on man, animal or plant, for hostile purpose2 or
in armed co-offlict.

Corresponding activities, facilities and materials intended for use of C11omicE.l
substances for peaceful purposes, or for the medical or physical protection of a.
State Pa.rty' ; militant forces and civilian population against chemical weapons, are
not covered by this convention, unless specifically stated.

1
1
t
t
I
t
1
t

41
1

See Anne.; III for e.ca.mples of a.ctivities, facilities and ma.terials sugGested ^
to be covered. Some of' the e,"-pressions have to be further defined.
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I. 

LETTER DATED 16 MARCH 1981 ADDRESSED TO TEE CHAIRMAN OF TEE COMMITTEE ON 
DISARMAMENT FROM TEE MINISTER COUNSELLOR OF THE'PERMANENT MISSION OF 
FINLAND, TRANSMITTING A WORKING DOCUMENT ENTITLED "CREATION OF CHEMICAL 
WEAPONS CONTROL CAPACITY - PRESENT pHASE LND GOALS OF THE FIENISH PROJECT" 

. Upon instructions of my Government I have the honour to submit to the Committee 
on Disarmament a working document concerning the  creation of chemical weapons control 
capacity, present phase and goals of the Finnish project. Thià•document, which we 
intend to introduce at a plenary meeting of thé Committee devoted to chemical 
weapons, discusses in general.terms some aspects of the verification problem. 

. 	I would be grateful if the document could be circulated as an official document 
to the members of thé CoMmittee on Disarmament. 

(Signed) Partvo Keisalo 
Minister Counsellor • 

GE.81 -60840 
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Working Document  

Creation of Chemical Weapons Control Capacity - 
Present Phase and Goals of the Finnish 2roject  

1. The need for the prohibition of chemical weapons is widely recognized : as a 
question of high priority. This question has been on the agenda of multilateral 
disarmament negotiations for almost two decades. A commitment to reach an early 
agreement on the banning of chemical weapons is stated i.a. in Article IX of the • 
Biological Weapons Convention, and the urgency of the matter has been reiterated 
in several resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly. 	. 

2. Believing that all nations, whether parties to multilateral negotiationb or 
not, havé à vital interebt in promoting disarmament and a duty to do whatever they 
can to pave the way towards this goal, the Government of Finland has endeavoured to 
make practical contributions to the negotiations on a ban of chemical weapons. 
Since 1973 Finland has been carrying out experimental research for the  creation, on 

-the national basis, of a chemical weapons control capacity, which could be put . to 
interàational use. The-progress of the project has  been  described in working papers 
and handbooks that Finland'has annually presented to the CCD and the CD. . They  are  
the following: . 	. 

- ..on definitions of chemical warfare agents and technical possibilities for 
verification and control of c-weapons with partiaular regard to a Finnish project 
on creation of a national basis of a CW control capacity for possible future 
international use (OCD/581, 1972), 

- on the progress of the Finnish project for the creation of a national basis of 
a GW control capacity for possible future international use (CCD/412 1  1973), 

- on methodology for chemical identification of GW agents and related compound - 
progress of a Finnish research project (CCD/432, 1974, CCD/453, 1975, CCD/501, 
1976), 

- chemical and instrumental verification of organophosphorus warfare agents 
(CCD/544, 1977) 

- an analytical technique for the verification of chemical disarmament - trade 
analysis by glass capillary gas chromotography with specific detectors 
(COD/577, 1978), 

- chemical identification of chemical weapons agents - a Finnish project 
(CD/14, 1979) 

- identification of degradation products of potential organophosphorus warfare 
agents (CD/105, 1980). 

3. The Finnish project concentrates on the development of methodology necessary 
for a detailed trace analysis of any control samples that could be collected to 
verify a ban_of chemical weapons After the development of satisfactory methodology 
and the corresponding data bank, problems connected with the collection of samples 
will be studied. 
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4. One° of the several methods proposed for 'vorifiçation of : prodücl;i.on and

stockpilirig of CW agents and for'testinS théir use on field as on-sité inspection,
including sample collection and* tracë.s.ncilysis. Unfortunately, it is.qûite intrusive
and servethe'refor.e, best as the last step of s, complete multistep verifics,tion

- procedure (as propbsed''in- somé récent workïng^ papers). International verificatiôn
becomes meaningful only if. the chemical identity of all,agents and related compounds
'found is fully eluci3ated; Trûe, it may be possible. to: verify, non-production of
supertoxic n^rve ^;cnts just'by observing the.absencèof spociâl safét- constructions,
büt the non-production of`ônly slightly to:ciç eômponents of Uinary wcepons is:not
that stzai.ghtforward. From the binary components sample collection and analysis may
be the only fully reliable verification method. Ultrasensitive off-site monitoring
of air and water for agent traces is still another potential application of the
verification method based on the analysis of samples.

5. Sample collection and trace analysis are equally useful for the verification of
alleged use in combat of chemical weapons. Armies use on battlefield simple test
sets like colour indicator papers which are neither very sensitive nor quite specific.
If verification has to be carried out from outside the Uattlefield or even on it but
a longer time after the alleged use, a more effective method has to be used.

6. The first step of the Finnish project was to synthesize model nerve agents and
related chemical compounds, and examine their relevant properties with respect to
possible verification analyses. 1'Lfter that, the suitability of available instrumental
techniques for the identification of CW agents was studied. By using the most
suitable techniques, and selected repeatable measuring conditions, an initial data
base was recorded for about 150 agents and their degradation products. The selected
techniques were arranged in the form of a system of microanalytical methods, and this
system was proposed for consideration as a basis of international standardization of
CW-verification analysis. The proposed system was published by the Ministry for
Foreign Affairs of Finland in 1978 and 1980 in the form of handbooks referred to
above (CCD/57'( and CD/103)..

7. The Finnish project has also trained s.everal research workers in the field of

CW verification analysis. The head laboratory of the project is located at the

Department of Chemistry of the University of Helsinki but the research is carried out
in close co-operation with several other Finnish laboratories.

8. The primary goal of the first phase of the Finnish project was reached in
summer 1980. It was a sensitive identification system for the most important
supertoxic agents. The goal of the ne.,t phase is the development of detciled
procedures for sample prepreparation and quantitative organic deterr*^ination on the
trace level of knowm and potential agents. Accurate methods are necessary for

obtaining useful information also onycomple;,- and metabolized sample matrices.
Parallelly to these studies the Finnish project concentrates on the automation of
the verification analysis including the development of automatic monitoring
instrumentation. Automated verification analysis makes possible sensitive monitoring

, of the prohibited chemicals alone decreasing the fear of revealing commercial and
industrial secrets from industrial samples by unnecessary revelation of other,
peaceful compounds. The third future goal is the e.-.tension of the original data baso
to any chemical compound relevant to a CW ban.
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9. 	Detailed studies on sample collection can be initiated only after completing 
the presedt methodological development of trace analysis. Such studies are, however, 
of primary importance in preparing detailed instructions for sample collection for 
verification analysis Miniature field tests in the open air are necessary, .and are 
being planned. They will include experiments for remote monitoring of- air and water. 

10. The eight years' experience of the Finnish CW project indicates that in spite of 
being only a single problem in the very complex CW verification field,. continuous 
research, such as the Finnish project, is necessary to bring the chemical verification 
methodology along with the rapid technical development. 
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CANADA 

VERIFICATION AND CONTROL REQUIREMENTS FOR A 
CHEMICAL ARMS CONTROL TREATY BASED ON AN 

ANALYSIS OF ACTIVITIES 

INTRODUCTION 
• 

• There seems little doubt that most nations would prefer to see the end of chemical 
weapOns and of the threat of chemical warfare. Chemical weapons are not generally 
integrated components of conventional arsenals and are not reouired for normal 
defensive purposes by any nation. There is no excuse for a nation possessine them to 
avoid the timely negotiation 'of a protocol. Yet the Committee on Disarmament and its 
predecessor, the CCD, have actively negotiated for nearly 15 years without sUccess. 

The two Superpowers, the United States and the USSR, are the only nations thought 
to possess significant quantities of chemical weapons. Since neither néeds . them for 
defensive purposés,'except for retaliation in kind against the other, a disposal 
formula which would preserve the relative security of each . should be achievable. This 
would remove the bulk of world chemical arsenals and the remaining nations would most 
likely follow suit. Hbwever, even in direct bilateral negotiations, agreement:has not 
been possible. 

The major stumbline block appears to be verification mechanisms which would assure 
each Superpower that the promised weapon destructions in fact take place and that no 
new weapons are produced. There is a distinct difference of opinion on the extent of 
international involvement in verification activities:and en the degree of intrusiveness 
which must be allowed. .This situation may be further strained if the reported 
disparity in stocks continues or the United States decides to renew its capability with 
binary weapons. The problem of verification involves political judgements, but it is 

Le also a technical matter, and every effort should be made to ensure that technical 
difficulties do not stand in the way of an agreement. 

In spite of the great variety of verification proposals that haVe been made over 
the years, no clear agreement has been reached as to which should be implemented. To 
assist in overcoming this block to agreement it should be feasible to systematically 
review the technical requirements for verification for each basic activity- to be 
undertaken or banned. This should determine the minimum levels of verification 
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necessarÿ and in particular the minimum levels of intrusiveness which would be
unavoidable. It should then be possible to predict the type and levels of national
and international control which must be provided under a treaty.

The following is an attempt to provide an initial analysis of these factors. It
leads to suggested guidelines for national and international verificati4n agençies.
n.general statement on control mechanisms.to which this analysis is related was
provided in a presentation to the-Ad Hoc Working Group ori'27 June 1980 (CD113).

ACTIVITIES

From a survey of past proposals including previous protocol drafts, there
appears to be goneral agreement that a treaty`should require elimination of existing
chemical warfare agents, weapons (including all means of delivery) and their. méa,ns of
production; and it sh-ôuld ban the further development, production, acquisition,
retention.or stockpiling of chemical aCents and wcapôns. The Geneva Protocol bans
"use", however it is subject to conditions with respeçt to retaliation and its scope
is not clear. To settle these matters and to deal with the problems of dual purpose
agents and binary components, a further ban on "use" should also be included in a now
treaty, and verification mechanisms for use.are assessed.in this analysis. This leads
to a list of bâ,sic activities which will require some form of monitoring and
verification. They fall into two groups, activities which must be undertaken,'and.

those-which must be banned.

A. ^ Activities to be Underteken and Monitored

1. Declaration of existing agent and chemical weapon production
facilities including specific sites.

2. Declaration of e;;isting agent and weapon stocks including stora^ge

3.

4.

sites [Lnd numbers.

Dismantling of e:cistinE^ production facilities.

Destruction'of existing agent and ^^reapon.stocks.

B. Activities to be Ba.nnecl and Verified

5. Development of now aaent/weapon systems.

6. Construction or conversion of new agent or weapôn (means of delivery)

7•

production facilities.

Production of chemical agents.

8. Retention, stockpiling or other acquisition of chemical agents and

;,reapons.

0f_°ensive military training or other activities in preparation
for underteking chemical warf are .

10. Use of chemicol weapons for war purposes including dual purpose
agents and binary components.

I
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For the purpose of the following analysis, a comprehensive definition of chemical
agents such as that given in CD117, which includes the use of.any toxic.effect on
plants, animals or man in warfare, has been assumed.

ANALYSIS OF ACTIVITY REQUIREfIMITS FOR VERIFICATIOPT AND CONTROL

A. Activities to be Undertqlcen and 1Ionitorcd

1. Declaration of existing agerit and eliemical weapon production facilities including
stDecific sites. Should an jr nation declare production facilities for agents or
weapons, their existence would not likely be doubted. Remote confirmation of the
declarcation may be possible by "National Technical Means" (satellite) which is
available to the Superpotrers but not to others. No other technical means of
vérification would be in place at that time. To provide a-minimum confirmation to all
nations, some on-site visits would be necessary. An inspection*team inçluçlinL national
and international personnel (non-technical) would be required to meet witliin the
declaring nation, select one declared site at random, and visit it to confirm the
accuracy of the declaration. Visits to all declared sites would be highly desirable,
but not essential. Such on-site inspection should not put the host nation at risk,
since it is unlikely that site or process information beyond that released in the
original declaration would be observed. In fact, the,visit should serve to demonstrate
the good faith of that nation to the world.

2. Declaration of existing agent and weapon stocks including storage sites and
numbers. Verification requirements would be identical to those for production
facilities. A random visit by non-technical staff to confirm weapon quantities at
one site would be an essential minimum rcquiremùnt, This should include both national
and international personnel. The deliberate non-declaration of some existing, stocks
(or production facilities) would bé a violation of the agreer.tcnt, but this could not
be detected by any technical means including.on-site visits, and. means to do so
should not be required of a treaty. Cover-ups miEht be exposed by "National Technical
Means" which would then require a challenge mechanism. Hïdderi stocks would also be
covered by bans on retention and stockpiling and eventually on use of chemiccol
weapons in warfare and would be subject to verification mechanisms required to monitor
those activities. .

3. Dismantling of existing production f,-.tcilities. All production faciliti: s for
agents and weapons should be dismantled. General agreement seems to have bcen

reached that conversion to other uses would generally not be cost effective and in

many instances would not be practical. Dismantling is also the only way to ensure that
the facilities could not be rapidly reconverted to agent production and it eliminates
the requirement for continued verification of the site. Wh.ile dismantling toxic agent
plants may he hazardous, it should not be technoloGically comple;. It is su-ested
that any nation dt:clarine such facilities should be able to d.ismen tle them within
five years. It may be uossible to observe diÛr.ientling by satellite.(national
technical means) but by no other rer:lote means. Satisfactory international verification

I
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can only be achieved by visits. As a minimum, one site could a€ain be randomly
selected for inspection by a combined national and international team (non-technical)
at the end of the five years. tllternatively all declared sites might be visited at
the end of the f-;ve years. Inspection once a year Would bc: more desirable but not
essential. No sampling woulci be required. A dec]_aration announcing completion of

the task, confirmed by the inspectors, mi,;ht be, expected from each nation at ',
five year review conference. Failure to complete the task in five years should not
constitute a violation of the treaty, if the nation could show that the process was
well untîertiay and proceeding on a..definito schedule. However, a nation requiring
such an éxtension of time might be required to admit international inspectors .to.it.s
sites on a semi-annual basis thereafter.

4. Destruction of existing agent and weapon stocks. One approach to this problem
might be to accept non-verification assuming that any nation admitting to the
possession of CW a,--ents and ireapons in a declaration would be compelled to destroy
them. Monitoring would be carried out by national agencies, however a few
international visits to the site might perhaps be arranged by the nation in question
for publicity purposes,

If such non-verification of stock destruction is considered inadequate for
treaty purposes, then a much more intrusive and technical means i•rould be required.
Technically, the United States may represent the most difficult verification case duo
to the extreme containment required by its environmental protection laws. Fortunately
suitable technology has been developed for the C1UvIDS Jsystem and has been released
internationally. This or similar contained systems may also be used by other nations.
Because of the containment, remote systems including national technical means or
black box monitors will not verify the actual destruction of agents. Even periodic
visits to storage and destruction sites., with sampling, will not ensure that
stockpiles are being completely destroyed (rather than being moved to another hidden

site). Monitoring of the process must be virtually continuous with periodic spot
sampling and analysis. Inspection t,:o.ms must be 'adequatoly trained, have access to
laboratory space, and at least'some members must be from the international comrnunity,

There has been gcneral a^r^eaen^ that stock destruction would require ton years
and this has been confirmed in reports of United States/USSR bilateral discussions
(CD48 ). As a suggested schedule, the first five years r.iigYrt be allowed for building
of destruction plant;, aftcr which stocks.coulld be destruyed at the rate of 20 per cent
per year_. This would allow retention of weapon ratios till destruction was completed.

B. Activities to be Banned and Verified

5. Development of new agent/wcapon systems. Nations with current stocks will
already have develbped weapons and.would require little further work. However

development activities could be readily hidden and it would be very difficult to
.sepàrate work of offensive intent from that for legitimate defensive purposes...

J CIIVIDS - chemical agent and munition disposal.
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Atmospheric testing .mightbo . detected by remote means but the use of remote detection 
systems by international agencies against a specific nation would be tantamOunt tc. 
an accusation. It would also be very expensive. These activities may be routinely 
monitored and reported by national agencies, but the only international activities 
which seem feasible would be in response to challenge mechanism's. • 

6. 	Construction or conversion of new agent or weapon (means.of delivery) 
production facilities.  The construction cf now cheMical plants or the conversion . 
of existing plants to new functions will occur continuously in most nations. Similar 
•activities will . occur with munitions . plants. The intent to us a ne W or converted plants 
for chemical warfare purposes connot possibly be verified even With on-site - .inspections 
These activities may be monitored nationally, but routine international verification 
for this activity does not appear to be feasible under a treaty. However, it would 
be necessary in response to challenge mechanisms. 

7. 	Production of chemical agents. The banning of this activity is a key problem 
for chemical arms control verification and a technical solution is very complex due 
to the wide variety of chemicals which may be involved. Proposals.over  the  past 
15 years'include analysis of economic and production data•and a V.ariety of remote, 
near-site and on-site observations involving sampling and analysis. A number Of 
visits toindustrial sites, carried out to determine' if clandestine.acent 
manufacture could be carried out in existing plants,have . lead to the conclusion that 
the highly toxic single purpose agents would require special containment not normally . 

 available.  Inspection, if it includes  seine  sampling, would readily demenstrate the 
production or non-production of banned chemicals and-would not result in compromise 
of commercial information. Water sampling downstream from a. chemical facility should 
•reveal nerve agent production, even from a high containment plant, but may not be 
suitable for all other agents. It is unlikely that remote air sampling downwind 
from a. high containment plant would be successful. Routine monitoring of chemical 
plants in all  nations including inspections might be.feasible for national control 
agencies, but would be beyond the capabilities of an international agency without a 
large number of inspectors. In addition, it would be nearly impossible to verify 
intent for production of dual purpose materials•even when it appears there were 
greater amounts being produbed than needed for peaceful purposes. 

It is concluded that it would be very difficult to provide verification of the 
non-production of banned materials on a routine basis by an international aoncy and 
that a satisfactory minimum international assurance might be provided by a structured 
information exchange and response to challenge mechanisms. On-site challenge 
inspections will require experts and the sampling,  and analysis of waste water and 
air effluents as well as .process products. Routine inspections - and - reporting of 
accurate data on chemical manufacturing within a nation should be carried out by 
national agencies. 
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8, 	Retention,  stockpiling  or . other acquisition of chemical agents and Weapons. 
This activity is closely associated with  agent  production, although the - treaty 
weuld also ban the transfer of chenical agents and weapons from one nation to 
another. StockTles once acquired coul ,' be readily hidden, especially if thgy 
involve binary munitions. Eon with routine on-site inspections, verification 
would be very difficult, international measures, other than information exchange 
might therefore be limited to challenge mechanisms. Experts and sampling would 
be required Lei en-site isnopectiŒns. 

9. Offensive military  training or  other  activities in preparation for 
undertaking chemical warfare, It has been generslly aereed that defensive 
activities should not be banned and as .a result an aggressive intent will be 
very difficult to .verify. While  offensive military activities should be 
included in the ban, international'Monitering could be limited to informal' 
exchanges and responses to challenge situations. 

10. Use of  chemical weapons for war purposes  including dual purpose agents  
and binary  components.  In many instances the effects of chemical agents used in 
•ar will be apparent and verification will be provided by the antagonists. 
However in some instances involving isolated battles or limited wars and 
insurrectiens in remote areas few outside observers will be present and reports 
of clandestine use of chemicals must be carefully weighed by the international 
community. If reports are substantial, then  the nations involved should be 
requested to allow samples to be taken at the site by international inspectors 

hin  46 hours of an event if possible .so that the use or non-use of chemical 
weapons could be verified. 

SUMMARY' OF VFItIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

Through this analysis of specific activities it is apparent that remote 
detection, as might be available through "national technical means" or at 
considerable expense to an international verification . agency, may be sufficient 
to arouse suspicions which could lead to  challenge situations, but is not likely 
to be sufficign,L to demonstrate non-comiance with  a trea'2y. To provide 
assurance and. security 	 cn-site inspections would be 
necessary although it would seem that these occasions should not be an Unbearable 
intrusion. In most instances such on.,site.visits could be to  the distinct 
advantage of the nation being inspected. 

To verify initial declarations and the dismantling of production plants, on-
site inspections would reouire the presence of some international personnel though 
7-lot necessarily technical experts. For the activities to be banned including 
development, production, stockpiling and use, the provision of technical means 
of verification on a routine basis by an international agency would pose 
overWhelming logistic difficulties. Information and data on these activities 
should be routinely exchanged throucrh an international verification agency but 
on-site inspection could be limited to unilateral invitations or challenge 
situations. For challenge inspections, appropriate experts must be involved 
and some sampling must 'ce  permitted. For the destruction of declared stockpiles 
intrusion will be greatest as guaranteed verification will require continuous on-
site monitoring with periodic sampling and analysis by expert international 
i-nspectore. 

I. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL VERIFICATION AGENCIES

A. NATIONAL AGENCIES

On the basis of this analysis each si^patory would be raquired•to maintain
a national verification group. This need not be a separa'ce permanent group
estâ,blished especially for this purpose, but could be an existing government
agencywith an environmental or. health control function. It i,rould need access
to a selection of inspection personnel both technical and non-technical, but they

n,eed not be on permanent staff unless a variety of sites require routine periodic

visits. The national agency would be responsible for all routine monitoring

reqvired by the treaty and for the provision of da-'Ua and other pertinent
information to the international control agency for exchange. If on-site visits

and sampling were required either automatically for some activities or by challenge

for others., all arrangements within the nation should be provided by the national

agency. Whenever samples were to be taken this should be done in triplicate using

standardized techniques so that they could be analysed nationally as Tell as

independently in two designated laboratories elsewhere.

B. INrERNATIONGL AGENCIES

For the international verification measures indicated in the preceding sections,
technical or non-technical inspectors would be required for most activities;

thase individuals on thehowever the level of employment would not warrant placing
permanent staff of an international agency. The most logical approach would be for
each si matory to nominate one technical and one non-technical inspector who would
then be available when needed. Similarly si gnatories could be encouraged though
not required to designate a national laboratory where the analysis of samples could
be carried out by standardized techniques on request.

On this basis an international verification agency need consist only of a
supervisory (consultative) committee at the political level which would meet
periodically or in response to a challenge, supported by a small secretariat. The
committee would determine the verification measures -t•o be carried out and
arrangements would be made through the secretariat which would also provide for
routine measures. From the foregoing analysis it is clear that much of the
verification emphasis will be placed on challen_,re mechanisms and the treaty must

specify them in some detail.

CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of verification requirements based on specific activities to be
undertaken or banned under a treaty has suguested that the minimum levels needed
for adequate assurance to the international community are not extensive and should

be achievable by availablè means. However, it is clear that remote technical

means will not provide the necessary measures and for most activities some form of
on-site inspection will provide the only realistic evidence of compliance. For

only one activity, stockpile destruction, inspections have to involve a siLm,ificant

level of intrusiveness. In all cases, for publicily purposes, inspections should

be to the advantage of the nation beinE, inspected ,,uZ_ess that nation'has been
^;uilty of non-compliance, or for some other unexplained reason denies an inspection.
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An international verification agency.  will requiro . only'a controlling . 
(consultative) committee at the political level supported by a small secretariat, 
with inspectors drawn'from nominees provided by each signatory. National agencies• 
will be required to provide most routine  ma iorinc and wou1.:1. collect data within 
the  nation for  exchange. 

It is hoped that this analysis of verificaition factors  on  :the basis of 	• 
activities has provided scie  insight into  the minimum 1evols osÉential for 
international assurance of compliance with a chemical arMs treaty and appears to 
have provided useful . guidelines for the ostablishmont of national and international 
verification'agencips. 
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WORKIilG PAPER

Prohibition of Chemical j: leaporss:
on the Definition of Chemical Warfare Agents

It is generally held that chemical weapons are composed of three elements:

l. The chemical warfare agent which produces a direct toxic effect on the target.

2. The chemical--munitions or devices which are filled with'the chemicâl warfare

agents-and disperse them into a combat state. 3. The launching system or means

of delivery which-sends--such munitions or devices filléd with tho chemical warfare

agent to the area-of,-the target: The main element of the three is the chemical

warfare agent, since--the most essential difference between chemical weapons and

conventional or other Weapons lies in the former's reliance on the toxic effects of

chemical warfare agents to produce lethal and injurious capabilities.

Chemical warfare agents should fo2rn the central contents for negotiations. In

elaborating the Convention, it is imperative to first clearly ascertain the

definition of chemical warfare agents. This definition will have a bearing on the

scope and content of the prohibition, methoda and means of verification, and will

necessary to carry out serious discussions on the question of the definition of

chemical warfare agents, in order to reach a consensus at the earliest date.

Many delegations have already expresNed their points of view in different forms

on the auE^-tion of definition of chemical trarfai-c: agents, and have advanced quite a

number of useful proposals. In our view, it would not be difficult to draw up a

scientific and generally acceptable definition of chemical warfare agents, on the

basis of the reasonable portions of various viewpoiiits and proposals advanced in

the CD.

In accordance with its basic position of the complete prohibition and total

destruction of chemical weapons, the Chinese delegation is of the view that in

determining a definition of chemical warfO.re agent:;, ?.ccount should he taken of its

comnrehensiveness and accuracy. Its comp.rehensiveness is desir7-ied to ensure that

all chemical warfare agents which ought to be prohibited are in fact prohibited, and

not leave any loopholes which can be used for violations of the c,Dnvention, its

curacy is designed to avoid the prohibition of chemical substances tiîr_ich ought not

GE.81-60972
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to be prohibited, as if they were chemical warfare agents, as this would have an 

adverse effect or the development of industrial and agricultural production and on 

scientific and technological progress. 

Basing ourselves on above considerations, and having drawn upon the reasonable 

portions of the proposals made by all sides, we wish to make a preliminary proposal 

on the definition of chemical warfare agents for the_expleration of delegations. 

We propose the following definitien . for chemical warfare agents: 

All chemical  substances which are developed, produced, stockpiled and used  for 

hostile purposes, and whose toxic effects are used to interfere with or destroy the  

normal functions of man, animal and plant in such a way as - to lead to death, temporary 

incapacitation  or  permanent injury, regardless of whether these poisonoUs effects 

occur immediatelYor in delayed fashion, and regardless of the origin and Method of 

manufacture of these  substances,  should all be considered chemical warfare agents. 

In accordance with.above formulation of the definition, chemical warfare agents 

snecifically include: 

(1) Single-pUrpose chemical warfare agents: including lethal agents, 

incapacitating agents and blister agents. 

(2) Dual-purpose chemical warfare agents: i.e. dual-purpose chemical substances 

which have already been developed into weapons (such as those which have filled 

munitions and whose quantity stockpiled no longer indicates use for peaceful purposes.) 

Exemples:  phosgene, hydrogen cyanide, etc. irritant agents and anti-plant agents. 

(3) Potential chemical warfare agents: these are chemical  substances  which have 

not yet been used f7s chemical warfare agents but which, because  of  their toxicity . and 

physical and chemical characteristics can be or may be used as chemical warfare agents, 

e.g. dioxin, bicyclic phosphorous esters etc. 	This category of substances should be 

monitored, in order to prevent their development into chemical warfare agents. 

Here we are using the term "potential chemioal warfare agents" to replace the 

term "chemical agents" used in some documents, since we consider the teIm "chemical 

agents" too broad in its meaning and doeS not accurately express the relationship 

between it and chemical warfare agents. 	The term "potential chemical warfare agents", 

however, does more accurately reflect the concept which we wish to express. . 

(4) Precursors of chemical warfare agents: these themselves are not chemical 

warfare agents, but in the course of the use of two or more than two of this type cf 

chemical substances, a reaction can be caused, thus producing a chemical - warfare agent. 

(5) Biochemical warfare agents: these refer to other natural poisons used as 

warfare agents not yet included in other  relevant conventions, and other substances 

similar to natural  poisons or their active pieces which have been artificially 

synthesized or somi-synthesized. 

1 
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It is clear from the above definition and its specific content that: 

(1) The definition proposed brings within its scope all chemical warfare agents. 

(2) The definition proPosed embodies the principle of using mainly the general-

purpose criterion but combining it with the toxicity criterion. 	That is to say, 

that chemical warfare agents must Possess some degree of toxicity, but toxic 

substances are not necessarily all chemical warfare agents. Therefore even thOugh 

toxicity is an important criterion of chemical warfare agents, it is not the only 

criterion; whether or not a substance is a chemical warfare agent, should mainly 

depend on whether it is used for."hostile purposes". 	This is'also the main 

indication for distinguishing dual-purpose daemical warfare agents. 

(3) The definition proposed also reflects the scope of activities to be 

prohibited -- that is all the stages of the entire process from the development right 

up to the use of dhemical warfare agents. Some chemical substances can be determined 

as being chemical warfare agents, only when they are connected with certain specific 

activities, e.g. substances such as phosgene, hydrogen cyanide can be clearly . 

identified as chemical warfare agents only when they have filled munitions and 

developed into weapons, whereas irritants would be included as sub-stances to be 

prohibited only when they are utilized on the battlefield. 	Proceeding from this 

characteristic of chemical warfare agents, it can also be clearly seen why in any 

convention prohibiting chemical weapons, the prohibition of use is an issue which 

cannot be evaded.  • 
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WORKING PAPER

Dismantling, of Production Facilities/Means of
Production for Chemical Weapons

One of the most important measures for the complete prohibition and total

destruction of chemicz.l weapons and the prevention of chemical warfare is the

prohibition of p^oducing chemical weapons and the clismantling of their existing

production facilities/means of production. This.is because the industrial production

of chemical weapons accounts for the most crucial link among the various activities

aimed at the attainment of chemical warfare capability and the use of chemical

weapons, i.e. development, production, stockpiling, acquisition and transfer of

chemical weapons.
Only those countries which can produce chemical weapons on a

certain industrial scale are able to stockpile and transfer these weapons as well as

to engage in chemical warfare. This has been proven by the history of the two

World Wars. Therefore, the Chinese Delegation is.of the opinion that:

1. The convention for the prohibition of chemical wea ons besidesP , prohibitine.

in clear terms the production of chemical waapons, should stipulate the total

dismantling of all types of their production facilities/means of production, rather

than the shutting down and the conversion of these facilities. The Chinese Delegation

has already indicated in Working Paper.CD/102 that "shutting down the facilities for

the production of chemical weapons or converting- them to peaceful production is not

the best approach". The measures of converting the production facilities .for chemicll

weapons to peaceful use is loaded with the potential risk of their reconversion, since

the plants thus converted can easily be reconverted to the production of chemical

weapons-and this will increase.the work load of verification and make it more

difficûlt.
If it is arCued that the dismantling of production facilities for chemical

weapons could take years, and that an interim measure is required, we can ae-ree to

consider the use of the method of shutting down the facilities as an auxiliary

measure of supervision.

GE.81-60978
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2. The convention for the prohibition of chemical weapons should also provide 

for limitations and dispositions regarding dual-purpose plants. There may be plants 

which have been designed and built originally for the purpse of producing chemical 

warfare agents, but during peace time are producing.products for civilian use. In 

such cases, the entire dual7purpose plants or soue of their.units should be 

•dismantled, if they or their Unità . are identified as 'production - facilites  for 

chemical warfare agents, regardless whether they are engaged or not actually in 

- producing chemical.  warfare agents, whether they are independent plants for the 

production.of.chemical warfare agents Or just units producing chemical warfare agents 

in .alarge chemical complex. This is because the facilities and conditions of these 

plants exist to meet the requirement of producing chemical warfare agents, and :they 

are ready to produce them at any time. If these plants produce products of civilian 

use, this might be a camouflage . to cover up the production of chemical warfare agents 

or intended to make use of surplus production capacity'of these plants. If such . 

conversion is permitted, it will legalize these dual-purpose activities  and  thus. 

offer an opportunity_to the violators of the convention. 

3. The convention.forthe prohibition of chemical weapons should Day special 

attention to the problem of dismantling the munition-filling facilities for the . 

manufacture of chemical weapons. This is because of the fact that although the 

chemical warfare agents constitute the nucleus and the basis of the three components 

• of chemical weapons, namely: chemical warfare agents munition and launching system, 

yet  to make these agents weapons usable in warfare, it is necessary to fill them into 

munitions which c.re capable of dispersinc them into combat state. This is.a salient 

feature, the presence or the absence of which determines whether a dual-purpose 

substance.is  being used for military purpose. These munition.filling facilities are 

very often specifically designed. It is difficult to convert them to peaceful uses. 

Theref ore,  all these facilities should be totally dismantled and strict verification 

should be applied to their dismantling. 

1 
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Disposal of Chemical A,,^,ents

It is the purpose of this paper to review common techniques for the disposal
of chemical worfare agents and. specifically to bring the Committee 'on Disarmement up
to date on the Canadian experience in the disposal of World. War II stocks of Niustard..

DISPOSAL I.MTHODS

Iiistorically a number of inethod.s have been used. to d.estroy toxic chemicals.
They includ.e :

(a). venting to the atmosphere;

(b) burning in the atmosphere;

(c) burial in t he 'ground. ; and.

(d) disposal at, sea.

In each case it was loft to nature to disperse or detoxify them. Unfortunately
these processes have not always worked. well as the chemicals have polluted. the
environment and. in some cases remained. a hazâ.rd. for many years. Over the past two
d.ecades it has become increasingly apparent that hazard.ous materials must be
d.estroyed. und.er controlled. conditions and, only the most innocuous residues should.
be returned. to the environment. Each toxic chemical must be consicl.ered. ind.ivid.ually
as each may require a d.ifferont process to d.estroy it especially if it must be donc
chemically. Laws governing disnosal in the environment may vary from nation to
nation, but the release of hazardous materials into the air or into vater systems
will affect all nations alike. As a result the above techniques are no longer
considered. to be acceptable for chemical agent disposals.

A great var.iety of toxic chemicals have been used. or proposed. as war agents and.

it may be useful to review suitable method.s for their disposal. The following is
o; bricf survey of some of the more common agent types.

I^yclrop_•en Cyanid.e, Chlorine, Phosgene, Cyanorjen Chlorid.e

These mcre all used, during World. War I and arc a.monK the so-called. "dual -ourposo
agents" havinr,,- common commercial uses. Because of their relatively low toxicity
and. the wid.espread. availability of ad.equatc respiratozy protection, they ûrc' no^•r
of marginal utility as warfare agents. If any stocks of those r.iaterie.ls should. be
declared. und.er a new treaty, it would. be necessai-y to consid.or their disposal.
All arc reactive chemically and. coulc7, casily be dcstroyed. by numerous rc^actions.
They arc also relatively volatile and could. be readily vented. to tiie atmosphere,
althou`h this would. result in unnecessoi•y pollution. It would. be far better not to
destroy such stocks, but to use them and. all other dual purpose agents for lejitirmte
inc7.ustrial purposes, even when it involves drillinÉ and. drainin^: of shells or other
munitions.

GM.81-61233
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Arseni  cals  

Some arsenic based compounds such as Lewisitc, Adamsite and other arsines were 
used. during the first world war and  still others were investigated during 
World. War II. 	Some arsenicals have also been manUfactured. as insecticides, but 
have now been banned in many countries because of toxicity persistence in the 
environnent. 	The toxicity of arsenic and its compounds is not readily destroyed 
even through chemical reactions  or  incinpration,_, _Eventually  sono  toxic residue must•  
be returned to the environment. This problem is also common to many mining and. 
amelting operations and. a great deal of research into means  for  disposal of arsenic 
residues has been carried. out. Arsenicals are normally roasted to  4S203 and. 
'stored, usually underground— .  A few arsenic compolinds have found commercial uses, 
and. conversion of some warfare stocks to useful materials might be possible. 
Recently  soue  uses have also been found for elemental arsenic. 

Mustard  

This compound is quite persistent in the environment. It is hydrophobic and 
does not tend. to migrate within the Soil. 	It is not readily attacked by soil . 
micro-organisms. Examples are still being found. of soils contaminated with mustard 
during World. War II that yield potent vapour when freshly turned- Mustard. is - 
heavier than water and non-miscible and. so  forms a layer under it. Any hydrolysis 
which may occur at the interface is rapidly quenched. by the acid. formed- As a result 
mustard. which has been disposed at sea will not be destroyed. by the sea water should. 
the container leak. 	It will tend. to form a layer at the bottom. If released in 
deep water, it will presumably be incorporated eventually into the sea-bed as normal 
bottom deposits groi.  • However in shallow . mater, currents may move it towards shore 
or wave .action could bring droPlets to the surface. Munitions may be washed up on 
beaches or caught in fishing nets. 

MUstard. may be• hydrolyzed. above pill° with heating'and agitation but the disposal 
of the foul smelling products remainS a problem. The Canadian experience with this 
technique will be described. later in this paper. Mustard. may be readily burned. 
In the atmosphere, this produces heavY black smoke filled ,  with hydrogen chloride and. 
sulphur acids. 	Perhaps the most reasenable disposal method. is threugh contained. 	. 
incineration with good. effluent scrubbing to remove the acids. 	Salts formed. by 
neutralization are sufficiently harmless to be released to the environment. 
Useful incinerators are now commercially available and. an  incineration process is 
used in the United States Chemical «Agent and Munitions Disposal System  (CAS). 
A description of the CAMDS processes was provided during a visit to the Toole 
facility by the 6th Pugwash Workshop in GU disarmament May 1978 and copies of the 
Final Environmental Impact Statement, March 1977 containing technical details were 
distributed. to its members. 	A.further.desoriptien_of.CAMDS was_preeented at  the.. . 
experts seminar held by the Ad. Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons in June 1980. 

Protein Toxins  

This class of compound is derived. from natural sources (puffer fish, shellfish, 
venoms, micro-organisms, castor bean, etc.) and contains the most toxic materials 
known, .some of them orders of magnitude more toxic than the nerve agents. Most 
are untreatable. However they are normally- solids which must be ingested. for effect 
so have not been generally adeptcd-for chemical warfare. 	Those of microbiological- 
origin may be spread  usine  the micro-organism as a vector in which case they arc 
classed. as biological agents and toxins  in  general are included under the biolOgical 
warfare convention. Toxic proteins may be readily denatured and detoxified.with 
heat usually above 100°C. 

• 
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G Agents (methylphosphonofluoridates) 

Soi  e containers of • sarin are known to have been dumped at sea. G agents are • 
hydrolyzed by  sa  water with a half life of a few hours so that leaks from shells 
or containers should. not pose -a prolonged. hazard. especially in deep'water, however 
publie concern  no  w precludes the further duripin of G agents at sea. 	G agents may 
bu  incinerated in contained systems but extensive safety precautions would  bu  
•required, . They arc easily destroyed by alkaline hydrolysis . 	Organic solvents 
such as alcohol 9r Ietone will promote the reaction through solubilization. 
Hydrolysis with •aqueous sodium hydroxide is the nethod. utilized for sarin disposal 
in the United. States CAMDS system. 

V Agents  

These materials are also hydrolized by sea water, however  sono phosphonic acids 
Produced are.themselveStoxic and. are sufficiently resistant to further hydrolysis 
that this is not a practical disposal method, V agents may be detoxified:by . 
alkaline hydrolysis although an organic solvent to increase solubilization isusually 
required. V agents may also be oxidize& with bleach or chlorine and. this is  the 

 basis  of  decontamination techniques in the field, Acid. chlorinolysis is -the process 
ueed in the United.  States CAS  system. As with the G agents, extreme safety 
precautions must bc incorporated ,  into any dieposal plant in order to protect both • 
the workers and the surrounding ecosystems. 

DDT 

While this and. related insecticides are -net GU agents, they are now banned. in 
many countries and. their disposal is typical of the problems encountered. with many 
toxic industrial chemicals-and. wastes. In the environnent, DDT decomposes very 
slowly and may be accumulated. within  sotie plants, animals, birds or fish. 	The 
complote  disposal of DDT requires contained. incineration at very high temperatures 
(1700 0 F).• Effluents must be scrubbed. to remove acide. 

In order to overcome environmental and safety concerns, extreme and. highly 
expensive methods are eften'required.to destroy stocks of chemical warfare agents. 
preliMinary description of the disPosal of mustard. at Suffield. was presented. in 

CCD 434 on 16-JUly 1974. 	The destruction was completed in 1976, and disposal of 
thc'hydrolysate products has been continuing at a slow rate since that tiqe. 	The 
following is an updated version of the process. 

MUSTARD DISPOSAL IN CANADA  • 

During World Mhr II Canada,_like many other nations, acquired supplies of 
chemical warfare agents in the event that gas warfare was used, • Early in the war 
some mustard. was obtained from the United, • States and. the United. Kingdom. 	Canadian 
mustard. was produced. by the thiodiglycol process in a special plant set up at 
Cornwall, Ontario in 1941. 	The plant ceased operation in 1945 and was dismantled. 
in 1946. . Mustard. was not manufactured. at Suffield, but - because of its primary role 
as a 'Commonwealth CM Test Centre,  a' large  storage capacity was created and Canadian 
stocks were stored. there in bulk. 	Some.of this riaterial was Used for wartime tests 
and. experiments on the range. 	At the end of the war, thelulk mustard. remaining at 
Suffield was stored. in four large lead-lined. concrete vats. As it would. have been 
difficult to package this material for disposal elsewhere, it was left in situ  to be 
used. for experimentation. With the discovery of nerve agents, experimental interests 
shifted and. little of the mustard. was used, 
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By 1972 changes in Canadian Policy suC,,ested. that the nustord.was no longer of
use to the Canadian Forces. By neasurenent of fluid. levels and. simple J.ensity
calculations, it was d.etornined. that about 700 tons of liquid. renained. in the vats,
althouCh some d.cconposition had. occurred. and. layers of impurities had. sep2sated..
However, analysio showed. that the bullc of the liquid. was still potent uustard..

The simplest neo.ns Qf disposal would. have boon by burnin` on the range or
dumping at sua, however advances in enviroruaental science by this time preclud.ed.
cither method.. Burial in the Cround. was also out of the question. An icl.eal approach
would. have been to burn the mustard. in a thermal d.estructor with stack'. scrubbing to
remove the acids. In 1969 a lor^o thermal c1.,:3trûctor had. boon constructed at
Suffield. to Q.estroy DDT stocks reno.inin^• after the hanninL: of its use as an
insecticide. The, d.ustructor was available but was located. in the Liid.st of tank
maintenance facilities which had. been constructecl. after the thermal d.ostructor.
It was not possible to nove the nustard. to the d.cstructor safely oither by truck or
through a pipeline. Costs of moving the thermal d.ostructor to a safer location
or of building a now one were very high and. the possibility of more cconouicol
chemical nethoJ.s was exanined..

I
i
I
1

Dctails of the,study were repcrted. in CCD 434. Evcntually it was shown that
nustard. could. be readily d.estroyed. by alkalinc lVdrolysis. Soue heating was
required. for initiation but the reaction was exothernic. and. rapic?.ly rose to a
maximum of aboult 95°C. Good. agitation was ruquired.encl. limo was found. to be a
convenient and. inexpensive base with which to maintain the pH above 10. The
reaction product was a thick non-vcsicant suspension of lime, salts and. thioc]i`].ycol
in water. The DRES mustard. was d.estroyed. in cight ton batches over a three year
period.. Work could. not proceed. durin^,f the. winter as all equipment was exposed.
to the elements and. the mustard. congealed. in the vats. The disposal was also slowed..
by some equipuent fav.lures particularly in the steva genorators and. stirrers.
Hydrolysis of the final batch of mustard. was c2rried. out on 18 October 1976.

The hydrolysate products- were placed. first into a spare vat and. then into each
of the others as they wore emptied. of nustard.. This hyd.rolysate was stirrccl. and.
kept abova pHlo in ord.er .tô act as a d.eccntariinant for the traces of mustard. which
could. not be rcr.ioved. froi:i the vats with the pumps. When cool, without agitation the
hycirclysat;; separated into two layers, the top one bein'ff, nc.inly water with dissolved.
salts, and. the lower one a thick syrupy ^,fel of thiodiC.,lycol and, solid. impurities.

Early experi.Llonts on the disposal of the mustard. hydrolysate are d.escribed: in
CCD 434. Eventually many thousand.s of gallons were incinerated. in the thermal
d.estructor. In this process, the water cvaporzted., the thiod.iUlycol was -cônstuted:
and. the salts wcre dispersed. as a finely c.ivid.ed. aerosol. ^^ high stack was ad.d.ed.
to the d.ostructor so that all products includ.inC the aerosolized. salt could. be
dispersed. at such a heie•ht that all omission stand.^sd.s were not. Unfortunately the
salt aerosolization vas not completely officient and. the stack and. clcstructor
grodue.lly becelze clogr,Zed..

.1

,

In the meantime, e,,p1erinents were atten^ted. in which the hY'drolYsate waé spread.
in strips ontu the prairic i_=o,ss to J.oterr.iine its effect. . StuJi:es by experts
showed. that the thiocl.iglycol was rrpic?.ly consumed. by micro-organisms, howev-er,
the salts, primarily calcium chloricl.4 and, lin:, retarJ.ed. some of the prairie grasses.
These expcrinents wore eventually terminated. and. the (--^ass is now returnin^y to nornal.

. .

^
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Once hydrolysis had. been completed, it was no longer possible to keep the 
hydrolysate stirred. 	The undisposed material was allowed to separate and. over a 
period of time the aqueous layers were removed and. evaporated. in a pit.. 

At the present time the five vats romain intact with R shallow layer of 
thiodiglycol at the bottom of each. 	It is possible that traces of mustard. were 
trapped under the lead liners, although none has been detected. through sampling and. 
analysis. 	Studies have been carried. out to recommend. suitable means of 
decontamination and destruction of the vats. 	Soue  consideration has been glven 	to 
recovery of the load, however for safety reasons it has been decided. against this. 
Also, the remaining thiodiglycol will not be removed- 	Contracts arc now being 
negotiated. to cut the concrete tops and upper walls of the vats into sections and 
lower  thon  into the cavity. As the vats are more than 50 per cent below the surface, 
the resulting materials will be covered. with earth and planted. to grass. 	It is 
anticipated that this work will be completed. within 1981. 
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The Chairman's Progress Report to the Committee on Disarmament

on the work of the Ad Hoc 'vlorking Group on Chemical Weapons

I

Introduction

1. The ad hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons has authorized the Chairman to

submit the following progress report to the Committee on Disarmament.
It was,

however, understood that the contents of this report, including its annex, will not

bind or constrain delegations in the continuation of their work.

2. In the course of consideration of item 4 of its 1981 agenda, ntll2 Februaryl1981,

Weapons ,^., the Committee at its one hundred and fifth plenary meeting on
adopted the following decision contained in document CD/151:

"The Committee further decided to re-establish, for the duration of its
1981 session, the ad hoc working groups on effective international
arrangements'to'assure non-nuclear weapon States against the use or
threat of use of nuclear weapons, chemical weapons and radiological
weapons, which were established on 17 March for-its 1981 session, so
that they may continue their work on the basis of their former mandates.

It is understood that the Committee will, as soon as possible, review
the mandates of the three ad hoc working groups with a view to adapting,
as appropriate, their mandates to advance the progress of the process of
negotiations towards the objective of concrete disarmament measures.

I
I
1
t

The ad hoc working groups will report to the Committee on the progress
of their work at any appropriate tim,, and in any case before the

conclusion of its•1981 session."

3. At its 107th meeting on 17 February 1981 the Committee elected Ambassador Lidgard,

Sweden, as Chairman of the ad hoc Working Group.
Mrs. L. Waldheim-Natural, Chief,

Geneva Unit, United Nations Centre for Disarmament, was reappointed Secretary of the

Working Group.

4. At their request and on the basis of decisions taken by the Committee on

Disarmament at its one hundred and fourth and one hundred and twenty-second sessions,
contained respectively in documents CD/PV.104 and CD/PV.122, representatives of

Austria, Denmark, Finland, Norway; Spain and Switzerland attended meetings of the

Group in addition to membérs of the Committee on Disarmament.

5. The Group held 12 meetings between 18 February 1981 and 22 April 1981.

GE,81-61520
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6. In,-.çarrying..out i ts mandate the ad hoc I-;orLing Group took into account
paragraph 75 of the Final Document of the first special session of the General Assembly
of the United Nations devoted to disarmament, which stated that the conclusion of a +

convention on chemical weapons was one of the most urgent tasks of multilateral
negotiations. :^;Ttàr^ ?I©r^irig:.Grci^zp:âl.sa.._toaic ir.to..,c:onsi:dnrati.on.A/F' iES/35114A- B which

in operative paragr.apll•,.^:"Tr^_,es.:_the.Çommi,ttee on Tiisa,rmamentto continue, as from
the beginning of its session to be held in 1981, negotiations on such a multilateral
convention [on the complete and effective prohibition of the development, pxÀd4.cti,on....
and sto.ckpiling.of all chemical weapons and on their destruction] as a matter of high
priority, 'taking into account all existing proposâls and. fûtitre ïnitiativU^."

7. DLiring thÉ' period uYidèr consideration the followi'ng official docizments^•dealirig`
with Chemical Weapons were presented to the Committee on Disârmament:'

^submitted by Sweden entitled "'Prohibition of'retention or acquisition

â; chemical warfaré capability enabling use of chemical weapons (4!:Annexes).""

(b) CD/164 submitted by Finland entitled "Creation of Chemical Weapons Control

Capacity -'Présent Phase and Goals of the Finnish ProCèct"

(c) CD/167 ,sizbmi-ttéd by Canada entitled "Verification and Côntrol' Réquiréments
for a Chemical Ârms Control Treaty based on an Analysis of Activities!'

(d) ' CD/168 sübmitted 'by China entitled "Prohibition of Chemical Weapôns:
on the Definition of Chemical Warfare Agents"

(e) : CD/169 submitted by China entitled "Dismant.ling of Prodtiction racilit ïes/
Means of Production for Chemi6al'Weapons`

(f) CD/173 submitted by Canada entitled "Disposal of Chemical Agents"

8. In the conduct of its work from February to April 1981, the following working

papers were circulat'ed to the Work

(a) a working paper'by the Chairman entitled "Outline sugüestéd by the Chairman

for the work of, the, group - Part 1" (CD/C7:l/';1P.7 and Rev.l)

(b) a workingpaper by the Chairman entitled "Outline sugoested by the Chairmân

for the work of thé grôup - Part 2" (CD[C4l/'v1P.8 and Corr.l)-

(c) a working paper by Canada entitled "Verification and Chemical 4Jeapons"

(CD/CI-1/14P. 9)

(d) a working paper'by the;•Chairman entiiled "Outline suggested by the
Chairman for the work of the group - Part 3" (CD/CW/^JP.10 and Corr.1)

t
I
1
1
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(e) a..working paper by Mongolia, Poland and the USSR entitled "Chemical bleapons:

types of abtivïty t&-be coveredby a convention on the prohibition of chemical:weapons"

( CD/CW/1rfP .11)

(f) a working paper by the Chairman entitled "Outline suggested by the Chairman

for the work of the group - Part 4" (CD/CW/4fP.l2) 41
1
I
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(g). a working paper by the Chairman entitled "Outline suggested ly the 
Chairman for the work of the group Part 5" (CD/CW/WP.13) 

• (h). a working.paPér ly the Chairman entitled "Outline suggested by the 
Chairman for -the work of the group - Part 6" (CD/CW/WP.14) 

- 	(i) a working paper by .Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland entitled "Chemical 17  
weapons: definitions" (CD/CW/WP.15) 	 . 	. 

•• 	" - • " • • 
(j) a working paper by Prance entitled "Declarations and destruction 

of matérials'and facilities" (CD/CW/WP.16) 	 • . 	. 

(k) a working paper by France entitled "Chemical weapons - àefinitions, 
criteria" (CD/CW/WP.17) . 

(1) a Working paper by Australia entitled "Initial Comments On the Consolidated 
Outline suggested by the Chairman of the Ad Hoc  WOrking Group on Chemical Weapons 
(CD/CWAIP.18) . 	. 

9. The folloWing Conference Room Papers were submitted to the group during the . 
first part of the - Comnittee's 1981 session: 

. (a) a conference room paper by the Chairnan entitled "Suggestions . by  the 
Chairman for partiCidar'technical issues to be addressed during CD's 1981 work on 
chemical weapons" (CD/CW/CRP.5 and Rev.1 and 2) 

(h) â conference room paper by the Chairman entitled "List of topics to .be 
discussed with regard to the definitions and criteria of importance for a chemical 
weapons Convention" (CD/CW/CRP.6). 

• 
(c) a conference room paper by Belgium entitled "Proposed definitions 

(revision of document CD/94)H (CD/CW/CRP.7) 

(d) a conference room paper by France entitled "Criteria for definition" 
(CD/CW/CRP.8) . 	. • 

(e) a conferenoe room paper:by the Chairman entitled "List of questions.. put 
to the delegations'of the USSR  and the USA at the meeting of 30 March. 1981 . 
with respect to the bilateral report, CD/112, and outlines by the Chairman for the 
work of the Working Group" (CD/CW/CRP.9) 	• 	- 

(f) a conference room paper by the Chairman entitled "Draft Progress Report 
to the Committee on Disarmament" (CD/CW/CRP.10 and Add.1 and 2 and Corr.1 and Rev.1) 

• 
10. The Group agreed to structure its work on the basis of the outline annexed 
hereto, which was suggested by the Chairman as contained in documents CD/CM/P..7, 8, 
10, 12, 13 and 14 with the addition of some related suggestions for amendments, 
clarifications and corrections. 	The.outline does not however reflect all the 
views and suggestions expressed during the Working Group's consideration and 
delegations attachéd importance to their proposals being further considered. at the 
appropriate time as the Working Group continues its work. 
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11. In accomplishing its task, the. Working Group, from February to April 1981,
carried out another substantive ànd more detailed examination of the issues to be
dealt with in the negotiation,on a convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons.
Last year's report to the Committee of the Working Group (CD/131/Rev.l) and the
USSR-US Joint Report on the Progress in t;-_e Bilateral Negotiations on the Prohibition
of Chemical Weaponsof 7 July 1980 (CD/112) were of great assistance in this endeavour.

Scope of the convention, definitions, criteria

12. As regards the scope of the Convention three alternatives were presented in

the outlir.s (see Annex I). The first of these, which proposes the prohibition of

the developmenty.,production, stockpiling, acquisition,,retention and transfer of

chemical wéapôris, received. the broadést support. The second, which suggested a more

comprehensive prohibition, including also planning, organization and training for the

use of.chemical weapons, met with considerably less support, mainly because of the

verification difficulties it would entail. Views wereexpressed that the subject

should be discussed more in depth. The third alternative, according to which also

the use of chemical weapons should be prohibited, was supported by several delegations,

but criticized by others, who feared..that it would diminish the authority of the

1925 Geneva Protocol. Still others thought that it would be possible to find a
compromise formula in establishing a link between the Geneva Protocol and the Convention.
In this connection it was also suggested that a link between the scope of the Biological
Weapons Convention and that of a chemical weapons convention should be established
.wherever appropriate.

13. The.issues of definitions and criteria were also extensively discussed. In

that connection valuable clarificatiori was'given as to the intentions behind the
suggestions contained in the Joint Report. This contributed to a greater degree of
understanding of those suggestions, which should facilitate future negotiations on
these specific issues.

14. There seemed to be convergence of views that the difficulties in defining
chemical warfare agents, especially with reference to their single and dual purpose
character, could be overcome by stipulatinm, with the help of a general purpose,
quantity and toxicity critieria, that chemicals must not be produced for othèr than
non-hostile purposes or military purposes not involving the use of chemical weapons.
No chemical would then need to be labelled a chemical warfare agent. The toxicity

criteria would serve to delimit those chemicals, the production of which will have
to be more or less strictly regulated and verified. The group of the most toxic
chemicals, the supertoxic lethal chemicals', had. been defined so as to include

J mustard gas.

go
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15. One difficulty regarding thé toxicity criteria was found to derive from the

lack of acceptable methods for determining toxicity limits for incapacitating and
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irritating chemicals. In view of the assumed scientific development in this- - 
context, it was suggested that the Convention should stipulate possibilities to 
introduce new criteria for incapacitating effects . . 

LE.  Some delegations emPhasized the necessity of elaborating standardized 
testing methods and procedures,for establishing a toxicity spectrum. , 

17. The issue of other . 9riteria was discussed, and different opinions were 	. . • 
expressed about the necassity'for any specific further criterion. 

• 
18. The need for and dofinition of different concepts like "chemical warfare agents" 
"chemical weaPons", "chemical weapons system" etc. were discudsed, but it  ras  felt 
that only, future negotiations could determine to what extent those concepts should 
be used in the Convention. 

19, On the issue of possible exceptions 'from the Prohibitions it  ras  stated that 
peaceful chemical production and research as well as protective activities should 
not be described as exceptions, since they would together account for the 
overwhelming amount of chemical activities. Thus, they would not have to be 
referred to as exceptions in a convention.' 

20. It was held that certain types of chemicals, e.g. riot control agents and 
lirbicides, are prohibited in war under the 1925 Geneva Protocol. Their widespread 
use in peacetime would, however, make it impossible to cover themby a prohibition' 
of production, not least due to verification difficulties. On this issue views 
diverged. 

21. The amount of production of suPertoxic chemicals to be allowed for certain 
purposes were discussed. A number of delegations questioned the necessity of 
allowing an•annual total production of one ton of such agents. With the obligation 
to make a detaill declaration of such production, includinj its purPose,'and a 
clarification that the total would be an aggregate for all supertoxic chemicals for 
non-hostile military purposes, the issue seemed less controversial. 

Declarations, Destruction. 
• • 

22. On the issue of declaration of'possession of specific Materials, facilities and 
activities . and of plans for disposals of materials and facilities there were 
differing.views as to the timing and content of.such declarations. The confidence 
building effects of . such•declarations, if undertaken already at the negotiation 	• 
stage, were pointed out. 

23. Some delegations emphasized that destruction and dismantling were to be regarded 
as the most important elements of the scope of the Convention and that this should• 
bé reflected alreadyin its.title. 

24. Concerning the time required for destruction or conversion of declared stocks 
and.  destruction or dismantling of means of production, note was taken of the 
indication in the Joint Report that such activities may take up to 10 years. There 
were differing views whether the means of production instead of being ddstroyed or 
dismantled could also be temporarily converted for peaceful production. Some 
delegations felt that conversion of production facilities should be permitted only 
to make these facilities suitable to be used for the purpose of destroying stocks of 
chemical weapons. 
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Compliance

i

25. On verification there was a convergence of views that an adequate verification
system should be commensurate with the scope of the Convention and implemcnted
through a combination of national and international verification measures.

26. Some delegations felt that the destruction of stocks of chemical weapons and

production facilities as well as the prohibition of production of chemical weapons.

would have to be overseen and controlled routinely through on-site inspection.

Other delegations held that the intrusive form of control over theoc activities
should take place rather within-the concept of verification by challenge. The

discussion did, however, not clarify the full meaning of these concepts.

27. Even if the principle that control should not be more intrusive than necessary
seemed to be generally adhered to, the views differed on what is necessary, i.a.
concerning the need for occasional, periodic, or.permanent on-site inspection in
order to follow the process of destruction, dismantling or conversion or production
facilities.

28, Some technical methods for verifying destruction of stocks and production
facilities were discussed, as for instance chemical analyses, toxicity determinations
and "black boxes".

29. Concerning the combination of national and international verification measures,
it was stated that too little attention had been devoted to the national control
possibilities. Only through such national means could sufficiently intrusive
verification be carried out to ensure compliance within the chemical industry. Still,
this was considered more difficult in the market economies than in the centrally
planned economies. This view iras not shared by all •the delegations, since it was
pointed out that also in the market economies a`reat variety of production
regulations, i.a. for environmental protection purposes, were strictly enforced in
the. chemical indr:,try. National verific^-.tiôn measures could according to these
delegations only be regarded as a form of national self-control and as a source of
information and data for'further stages in the verification process.

30, Technical methods for international verification activities were briefly
discussed. Chemical off-, near- and on-site analyses of air, rater and soil samples
were mentioned among such methods, as well as remote sensing by satellites.

31. The estatlishment of a Consultative Committee as an international verification
body seemed to enjoy general support, but views differed on its tasks, organization
and procedures.

32. Also on the complaints procedure a number of different proposals were made.
Some favoured, as a first step, bilateral consultation directly between the parties,
whereas others thought that from the beginning all consultation should take place
within the Consultative Committee and be brought to the knowledge of all the
Parties of a convention.
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33. Some delegations considered that complaints should be lodged with the Consultative 
' Committee. 	Others suggested that the United Nations Security Council would be a 
suitable organ for taking up complaints regarding non-compliance with the convention. 
Strong objections were raised to this suggestion. 	Complaints should instead be 
lodged with the General Assembly according to some delegations. 

Voluntary confidence building measures (OEMs) 

34. On CBMs there were divergencies of views with respect to suitable times for 
their application. 	Four periods of time were mentioned in which varibus CBMs could 
be undertaken: the negotiating phase, after siening the convention and before a 
State had become party to it, the period until stocks of chemical weapons and 
production facilities had been destroyed, and the time thereafter. 

35. It was stated that CBMS could be undertaken on a bilateral or multilateral 
basis, regionally or world-wide and with or without the condition of reciprocity. 
It was felt that also additional examples of CBMs other than those discussed so far 
could be explored. 

International co-operation 

36. There was convergence of views that the convention should promote co-operation 
between parties in fields related to the technical subjects dealt with in the 
convention, but not to rhat extent or in which organizational modes. 	However, 
there seemed to be large support for the view that provisions for co-operation and 
assistance with respect to protection against chemical weapons should be included 
in the convention. 

Formal provisions  

37. The issues in this context were only briefly examined. 	It was recognized that 
the formal provisions would best be discussed in the course of the actual negotiations 
at a later stage. 	Views were put forward that some of the more technical matters 
and some more detailed provisions might be put into annexes to the convention, and that 
the annexes should form an integral part of the convention.  

Conclusion  

38. After the extensive examination of the various issues, both last year and 
during the spring part of this year's session, the Working Group considers that 
while there was substantial convergence of.views on a number of issues some 
considerable differences of views still exist and that it is necessary to proceed 
to further substantive work'towards achieving a convention. 	Many delegations 
felt that the mandate of the Working Group should .  be  revised, whereas others did 
not consider this necessary or were not in a position to agree to this. 

1 
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Consolidated Outline Suggested by the Chairman 
for the work of the Group  

Activities, facilities and materials tebe prohibited, including criteria 
and definitions  

• 1.1 Alternative views regarding the prohibitions  

Three main alternative views have been expressed, which require-further 
consideration: 

• Alt.l. There is a convergence of views that the convention should prohibit at 
least the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons. 	 • 

Alt.2. It has also been suggested that the convention should be more cOmprehensive 
and prohibit all activities, facilities and materials intended to enable a Party 
to use chemical weapons or utilize the toxic properties of chemical substances for • 

hostile purposes or in armed conflict. 
• • • • 	• 

Alt.3. Another Suggestion is that the convention should prohibit also the use of 
chemical weapons in addition to the development, productiôn and stockpiling of 
chemical weapons. 

The alternatives are specified below. 
• ' 	. 

1.2 The following activities, facilities and materials would be prohibited or 
otherwise regulated in the three alternative views: 

1.2.1 	Activities 

Common for alternatives 1-3; 

- developMent 

- production 

- stockpiling 

- acquisition 	' 

- retention ' 

- transfer (including trading)and assistand6 - to other States 

Additional fôr alt, 2: 	- 	 • 

- planning 

- organize:tier) 

- training 

Additional for alt. 3: 	 • 

— use 
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1.2.2 Facilities

Common for alternatives 1-3:

- development and testing facilities

- production facilities/means of production

- specific:storing-facilities .

Additional for alt. 2:

- resources for planning and organizati_pn

- training facilities

1.2.3 Materials

1.2.3.1 Common for alternatives 1-3:

- chemical warfare agents which might include

(a) supertoxic chemical warfare agents

(b.) toxic, single purpose chemical warfare agents

.....----._........ -..._.. . .
(c) toxic, dual..purpos..e chemicâ].'Warfare agents. (insecticïdes, etç.

(d) others, (herbicides etc.)

(e) precursors

1,2.3.2 Warheads, weapon systems.and other materials, equipment and resources
specifically in-tended for the use of chemical weapons

1.3 The following definitions could be considered:

1.3.1 Chemical agent: a chemical substance which may be used in a chemical
weapon but is in fact not utilized or planned to be utilized in it.

1.3.2 Chemical warfâ.re agent: a chemical substance, which alone or together
with other chemical substances have direct toxic effects on man, animal or plant
and with such physical and chemical characteristics that it can be utilized in a
chemical weapon, i.e. a chemical substance which is actually used or intended to be
used in chemical weapons. It may be a single purpose agent or a.dual purpose agent,
which groups may be differentiated according to their toxicities in super-toxic and
toxic chemical warfare agents.

1.3.3 S-ingle purpose chemical warfare agent: a chemical substance which is used
or may be used for chemical warfare solely.

1.3.4 Dual purpose agent: a chemical substance which is used or may be used not

only for chemical warfare but also for peaceful purposes.

i
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1.3•5 Precursors 'to a chemical warfare agent: chemical.substances which.not
necessarily themselves are suitable chemical warfare agents but which form

particular chemical warfare agents when made to react chemically with each other

whether for bulk production of chemical warfare agents or in a chemical weapons

system. . (The ter;.i precursor is a recognized general concept- in chemistry).

1.3.6 Chemical Weapon: the combination of a charge of a chemical warfare agent
and means of dispersing the agent in the target (chemical munitions).

1.3.7. Chemical weapons system: chemical weapons and means to make possible thèir
use.

1.3.8 Chemical warfare capability: the capability to use chemical weapons.

1.4. The following criteria could beconsidered as the basis in determinin^
the scone of the prohibition:

1.4.1 General purpose criterion: the intention

(a) with regard to chemical warfare

(b) non-hostile purposes - of activities, facilities and materials. The general
purpose criterion might be supplemented by further criteria, like quantity and
toxicity criteria.

1.4.2 Quantity criterion: allowance of activities, facilities and materials for
peaceful and protective purposes to the extent justified by these purposes.

1.4.3 Toxicity criteria:

(a) Super-toxic lethal chemical might be any toxic chemical with a medium lethal
dose which is less than or equal to 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration, LD) or
2,000 mg.min/m3 (by inhalation, LCt50) when measured by an agreed method. 50)

(b) Other lethal chemical might be any toxic chemical with a median lethal dose
which is greatPr than 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration, LD^O) or
2,000 mg min/m3 (by inhalation LCt 0) and which is less than or ^qual to

10 mg/kg (subcutaneous âdministrat^on , LD 50) or 20,000 mg min/m3 (by inhalation,
LCt50), when measured by an aG-reed method-,

(c) Other harmful chemical might be any to;cic chemical with a median lethal dose
which is greater than 10 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration, LD) when measured
by an agreed method.

50

(d) In the case that chemicals exert incapacitating or irritating effects
particular toxicity criteria-miCht apply. These might then state dose limits for
'the effects of such chemicals, ED Since such toxicity criteria re].Ating to man
are not available today, a convenZ2on might provide for possible later inclusions
of -them.

t
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1.4.3.1 . Toxicological methods: 

(a) Definitions 	. 

1150 (Lethal Dosis, 50 per cent) scientifically defined as the dosis of a Substance which is expected to kill 50 per Cent of an exposed population. It is expressed 
as mg/kg body weight.' 

LCt 0  (Lethal Concentration and Time, 50 per cent) scientifically defined as the 5 
prOauct of .time.for expOsure and -concentration of a substance in air, which is 
expectedto kill 50 per cent of an exposed population. It is expressed as 
mg min/m'. 

ED
50 (Effective /incapacitating, irritatin 

derincd as..tbe:!iPg1P,of.A...PubPaPP, •4üc.11. 
of an exposed population. It is expressed 

ECt50 (Effective /incapacitating, irritating/  Concentration. and  Time, 50:per cent). 
scientifically defined as the product of time for exposure and concentration of a 
substance in air, which is expected to incapacitate 50  percent of an exposed 
population. It is expressed as mg min/m3 . 

• 
The expression- Rexpected to incapacitate 50  percent of an exposed population" 
could be understood as "expected to disable 50 per cent of the exposed soldiers 
to perform their usual duties in a war situation". 

(b) Methods 

General considerations. Toxicity tests could be in accordance with "PrinCiples and. 
Methods for Evaluating the Toxicity of Chemicals", Environmental Health 
Criteria . 6, World Health Organization, Geneva 1978. 	 • 

• 
Toxicity tests may have to be preceded by chemical analysis, as described below. 
As far as possible, toxicity tests may have to be performed on pure substance. 
When determining lethal effects of a substance (LD50 and LCt 0 

 ).two species may have 5 to be used - mice and rats of well-defined, easily available strains. 	. 

Lowest value may bc'decisive. 

For LD,,-determinations, subcutaneous injection could be the way of administration. 
Survivdï during 48 hours could be observed. Calculation of LD may  have  to be done 50 according to established procedure. 	 - • 

1 

I .  

•1 

For LCt
0  -determinations, the time 9 aerosols are used, particle size di 

optimized in order to ascertain-maxi 
to be observed.: Calculation of LCt 
established procedure .. 

of exposure is maximized to ten minutes. When 
stribution may have to be determined and 
Lmal  uptake. Survival during 48 hours - May have 

50 
may have to.be  done according to , 

For evaluating incapacitating effects of chemical substances (II.D,0  and ECt,o ) animal . 
tests may have to be devised that, as far as possible, are analoàous to  thd 
situation for soldiers, which is suggested for the definition of incapacitating 
effects as mentioned above. 

I  
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Primates could be used for such e;cneriments. E„perience from human use of

incapacitating agents can be utilized to evaluate ED50 and ECt50.

(c) Chémïcâ,l identification

The chemical identity of all compounds must be ascertained, and expressed
according to existing chemical nomenclature e.g. IUP9C.

In the case of mixtures, the active compotuid or compounds must first be isolated
and purified by suitable methods to at least 99 per cent purity..

Wllenever possible, the alleged chemical identity of a compound may have to be
verified by mass spectrometry and nuclear magnetic resonance. If optical
isomerism is possible, the presence or absence of optical activity of the compound
should be verified. If mass spectrometry and/or nuclear magnetic resonance
methods cannot be applied, e.g. in the case of macromolecules, other unequivocal
physical,. chemical, biochemical or biological methods might be used.

1.4.4 Other criteria:

structural formulae for chemical substances

shelf life

volatility

exnlosion stability

1.5 Exceptions (relating to exceptions from prohibitions in alternatives 1-3,
as well as to possibly allowed activities):

1.5.1 for civilian purposes:

- protection against chemical weanons in civil defence

medical

scientific and research

industrial

agricultural

riot control

1.5.2 for certain military purposes:

protection.against chemical weapons

medical

riot control

1.5.3 Parties may be allowed an annual production of super-toxic and toxic

single-purpose warfare chemical agents together not exceeding one ton for

peaceful and protective purposes.
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Implementation of the convention, i.e. declarations and disposal of materials  
and facilities  

. 	. 
2.1 	DeclaratiOns  . . . 	. . 	. . 	 . 

At the time .States become parties to the convention concerning the possession or 
non-possession of specific materials, facilities and actiVities and of plans for 
disposal of materials and facilities. 

2.1.1 	Materials 

2.1.1.1 Chemical warfare agents, stored in bulk or in munition. 

Specific rules: 

(a) :1;upertoxic and toxic single-purpose chemical warfare agents (i.e. sarin, 
soman, tabun, VX, mustard gas): declarations may have to be comprehehsiVe, stating 
also the amount of the agents relating to bulk stockpiles and to munitions, and to 
be given each year;  • 

(b) Toxic dual purpose chemical warfare agents (i.e. phosgene, hydrogen cyanide, - 
 chlorine): declarations may concern approximate amounts of each agent l  estimation 

of yearly production and consUmption. When stored in munitions, the déclarations' 
may have to be as comprehensive as for super-toxic and single purpose chemical 
warfare agents. 

- 
(c) Precursors: .may  have  to be declared if they are Stockpiled alone'or togethèr 
with the other reactant(s) of a binary Set in munition or parts of munition, or 
in bulk for military purposes. The phosphorous containing precursors for binary . 	. 
nerve agents: may have to be declared as supertoxic and toxic single purpose 
warfare agents. 

2.1.1.2 Chemical weapons (munition): may have to be declared comprehensively 
including special warheads intended for but not filled with chemical warfare agents. 

_2.1.1.3 Weapons systems, especially designed for the dissemination Of chemical 
warfare agents and chemical munition: may have to be declared comprehensively. 

2.1.1.4 Location of a State's stockpiles of chemical warfare agents and chemical 
munition, both within its territory and, if under its jurisdiction, outside: may 
have to be declared. 

2.1.2 Facilities may have to be declared with respectto existence, location , . 
capacity, function, etc. 

• • 
2.1.2.1 Production facilities/means of production (including munition filling 
facilities and facilities related to dual-purpose production). 

2.1.2.2 Testing facilities 

If Guch facilities-arealso used for developing and testing protection against 
chemical weapons, this mayheve to be declared. 
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2.1.2.3 Facilities.for training for use of chemical weapons may have to be 
declared. --(Relates to alt. 2 in 1.1). If such facilities are also used for 
training for protection against chemical weapons, this may have to be declared. 

2.1.2.4 Other facilities intended to enable the use of chemical weapons 
e.g. special transportation equipment (Relates to alt. 2 in 1.1). 

2.1.3 	Activities 

2.1.3.1 Training and other activities to enable the use of chemical weapons. 
(Relates te alt. 2 in 1.1). 

2.1.4 Other modalities of declarations 

Plans for destruction, dismantling and converting of materials and facilities, 
including periodical exchange of statements and notifications concerning the 
implementation of the plans. 

2.1,4.1 Timing of declarations 

2.1.4.2 Time frames (programmes) of plans for destruction, dismantling and 
converting of materials and facilitiep. 

2.1.4.3 Other modalities, including for periodical exchange of notifications 
concerning the implementation of the plans. 

2.2 	Destruction. . dismantling and conversien  

The specific objects, timing issues and verification measures. 

2.2.1 . Chemical warfare agents 

2.2.1.1 Supertoxic  and  toxic single purpose chemical warfare agents, stored in bulk 
or in munition: to be destroyed within a specific period of time. 

2.2.1.2 Precursors, stored in munition, as well / as the more specific compound 
in each set of precursors, if stored in bulk: may have to be destroyed within a 
specific period of time. 

2.2.1.3 Specific issues concerning verification relating to destruction of chemical 
warfare agents: 

To ascertain that chemical substances brought to a destruction plant really are 
chemical warfare agents and that the aMount of substance brought to the plant 
corresponds to the givel5 declaration  an  on-site ...verification procedure may be 
necessary. 

Such verification procedure could comprise 

(1) measuring the amount of substance delivered  and the amount of products 
obtained: 

(2) toxicity tests on materials delivered and products obtained. 
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Toxicity tests may have to be performed only in order to determine lethal dosis
of the substances delivered to the destruction plant, i.e. to find out whethèr a
substance is a super-toxic or toxic chcr„ical warfare agent. Incapacitating agents
and precursors could presumably not be monitored in this way.. For such substances,
chemical analysis could be used to ascertain the identity.

(organizational and procedural aspects on verification relatin,; to the issues
covered by Part 2 will be dealt with in Part 3)-

2.2.2 Warheads and other means of disseminating chemical warfare agents in the
target, including weapon systems, specifically intended for chemical warfare : to be
dismantled and destroyed within a specific period of time.

The amount of chemical weapons etc. brought to a destruction plant may have to be
verified.

2.2.3 Production facilities/means of production: to'be dismantled or, if
particular reasons are given, converted to production of other chemical substance
within a specific period of time. Facilities might have to be "moth-balled" upon
entering into force 'of'a convention until they were disposed of.

2.2.3.1 Specific issues concerning verification relating to dismantling or
conversion of production plants/means of production:

To ascertain that the plant etc. really has been or could be used for the
production of chemical warfare agents an on-site inspection may be.necessary before
the pertinent action has begun. The destruction/dismantling procedure may have to
be verified in the same.way.

As probably some time will elanse between closing a plant and startinC; the

dismantling, the plant may have to be sealed by mechanical means in the meantime.

This procedure could be verified by on-site inspection and monitored by remote
control.

For a production plant, which has been allowed to be converted to peaceful purposes
instead of being destroyed, on-site inspection before and after the conversion may
ascertain that the plant

(a) has been used for chemical warfare agent production and

(b) has been converted for production of other chemical compounds.

Such verification may consist of toxicity tests regarding the new product and
inspection of the protection level at the converted plant.. Furthermore, chemical
analysis of waste water and the air around the building may be performed to confirm
the permanence of the conversion.

I
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For the perhaps permitted (e.cemnted) production of certain amounts of chemical
warfare agents, special facilities could be created, thus no existing production

would be left for this purpose. The now plant may have to be under control through

on-site inspection, ascertaining that the capacity of a new plant corresponds to the

permitted production. (The issue will be further elaborated in Part 3).

1
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2.2.4 Munition filling.facilities: may• have to be-dismantled  or  converted to be 
used for .filling munitions of a non-chemical warfare nature within a specific period 
of time. ,;.. 	• 	• 	 • 

2.2.4.1 Specific issues concerning verification relating to dismantling or 
conversion:of munition•filling 

• • . 	. 
Verification may be made by the same means as specified for production plants. 

2.2.5 Testing and training facilities, e.g. test fields: may have to be destroyed 
or dismantled-unless preserved and used for protective or other purposes, in which 
case their use may have to be subject to verification measures. (The issue of 
training facilities relates to alt. 2 in 1.1). 

Implementation of the convention, i.e. verification measures and complaints  
procedures  

3. 	Verification 

The verification measures should be commensurate with the scope of the 
prohibition, obligations_of destruction, dismantling and conversion and other 
aspects of•the: convention in . order to provide assurance of comnliance with the 
convention. Such measures may have to be both natiOnal and international. • 

3.1 	National verification measures 	,•  

3.1.1 Such measures may have to be decided in accOrdance with the provisions of 
the convention and the States parties' own constitutional procedures. 

3.1.2 	National means .  of .yerification including . the use of national technical 
means of verification.may-have to be allowed in consistency with generally 
recognized principles of international law  and  without hindrance, e.g. through the 
use of deliberate concealment measures,-from:other parties. 

• • . _ 	 . 	. 
3.1.3 Parties mayjhave to . undertako apprepriatc internal measures . .inaecordanee 
with their constitutional procedures to prohibit and prevent anywhere under their 
jurisdiction or control, any activity contrary to the provisions  Of the convention. 

3.2 	Scope of international verification measures  
• 

3.2.1 	At the time States lecome .parties to the•convention: 	• 
• 

Compliance with obligations concerning destruction, dismantling or conversion . into .  
.pcaceful_ use of • . 	. 

- stockpiles. of chemical warfare agents and those weapons specifically 
intended for chemical warfare, 

- production facilitcs/means of production for chemical warfare agents and 
chemical weapons 	 . 	 . 

- munition filling faoilitios 

. 	 ,
. 	 . 

- teàting and training facilities (The issue'of.training facilities relates 
to alt. 2 in 1.1). 	 . 
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3.2.2 Centinuously as long as the convention remains in force: 

(a) Status of production facilities/means of production which have been converted 
to peaceful use 	- 

(b) Compliance with the prohibitions and other regulations concerning certain 
activities, materials and facilities (see 1.2), i.a.: 

- production of single purpose chemical warfare agents 

- production of dual-purpose chemical warfare agents and some binary 
chemical weapons precursors 

- some activities and facilities related to planning, organization 
and training. (This issue relates to alt. 2 in 1.1) 	- 

3.3 	International measures and procedures for verification 

3.3.1 Declarations . and exchange of information. 
• 

Parties may have to:undertake to declare possession (or non-possession) CI specific 
materials,,facilities and activities and of plans for disposal of materials and 
facilities according to 2.1, as well as exchange information on the progress.of 
disposal of stocks and production facilities/means of production. Information may 
have to be exchanged on permitted production of chemical warfare agents  for 
protective and peaceful purposes. 

5.5.2 	Consultations 

3.3.2.1 Parties may have to : undertake to consult each other and to co.roperate in 
solving problems which may arise in relation to the convention. 

3.3.2.2 Such consultations«  could be undertaken bilaterally between the parties 
concerned, or within the framework of a special procedure established by the 
convention (sep.3.3.3) or within the framework of the United Nations and in. 
accordance with its Charter, 

3.3.3 	Consultative comMittee . 

A consultative committee. may have to be established to handle international 
verification measures at the entry into force of the convention. 

3.3.3.1 The committee may be composed of one expert from each State party and with 
the Secretary-General of the United Nations or his representative as ità chairman. 
It may for specific tasks set up sub-committees and verification teams, . 

3.3.3.2 The committee may meet for a regular meeting at least once a year and 
otherwise at the request of a party. 

3.3.3.3 The committee may be competent: 

(a) to follow the performance of destruction, dismantling and conversion to 
Peaceful purnoses of stockpiles of chemical warfare aents, chemical weapons, 
production facilities/means of production etc. (see 2.2) 
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(b) to enquire into facts concerning alleged violations of the convention

(c) to check periodically through on-site visits facilities for nermitted

production of chemical warfare agents, with respect to amounts produced and their

i
I
I
M
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1
I

use

(d) facilitate compliance with the convéntion,' éag. by developing international
;,tindardization of methods and routines to be anplied by national and
international verification organs.

3.3.3.4 The committee may be. empowered to request from States parties,

international organizations, groups and individuals such information and assistance
as may be appropriate and relevant to its worL.

3.3.^.5 The parties to the convention may have to undertake to co-operate with the
committee in carryin^ out its tasks.

3.3.3.6 The working rules and procedures of the committee may have to provide for
effective, fair, impartial and.unebtrusive proceedings.

3.3.3.7.If thecommittee is unable to 1?rovide for a unanimous report on its
findings of fact, it will present the different viewis of the exriorts involved.

3.3.3.II In order to carry out its tasks the-committee.may have to be provided.with
or have access to specific facilities, such as a secretariat, teçhnical experts,
chemical and toxical laboratories and remote sensing equi.nment.

3•3•3•9 The committee may be allowed to undertake on-site inspections:

(a) in order to confirm received information concerning planned, on-Coing or

effected destruction, dismantling or conversion, after consultation with the State
party concerned (see 3.3.3.3);

(b) in order to i_iqui:re into facts concernine alleged ambiC^iities in or violations
of the compliance with the convention, provided appropriate reasons.have been given
in support of-the necessity of such an investigation.

If the requested party does not agree to on-site inspection, it may have to give
appropriate explanations that an on-site inspection would at that time jeopardize
its supreme interests.

Proceduresare to be developed.for on-site investigation, including provisions
regarding the rights, obligations and functions of the inspection-personnel, and
those of the host side.

3.3.4 The Security Council

3.3.4.1 The convention may have to provide for the possibility for States, parties.
to lodge a complaint with the Security Council or the General Assembly of the
United Nations, if they have made unsuccessful efforts of consultation and
co-operation pursuant to the relevant provisions of the convention and have reason
to believe that any other State party is acting in brcach of obligations under
the convention.
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3.j.4.2 Parties may then also have to undertake to co-operate in carrying out

any investigation which the Security Council may initiate on the basis of the

complaint rnccivod by the Council.

4. Voluntary confidence building measures (CBMs)

4.1 Object

Voluntary measures to build confidence with respect to the credibility of States'

intentions.

(a) during the negotiating process and after the convention has been concluded

but before it has entered into force;

(b) after the convention has entered into force.

CBHs might be undertaken on a bilateral, or multilateral basis, regionally or
worldwide, with or without the condition of reciprocity.

4.2 Examples of CBAZs during the negotiating nrocess and after the convention

has been siF*ncd but before it has entered into force

4.2.1 Declarations of possession or non-possession of chemical weapons,
production facilities, stockpiles and testing facilities and their location.

4.2.2 Invitations to visit stockpiles, testing facilities, production plants - with
or without production of chemical warfare agents - and destruction plants.

4.2.3 Measures to facilitate co-operation between States regarding
protection for civilian and military personnel.

4.2.4 E--change of information on and invitations to attend military manoeuvres
which could include elemen^s related to the use of.chemical weapons.

4.2.5 Exchange of information on methods for monitoring scientific and technical

development relevant to chemical weapons.

4.3 Exam»les of CBt'!s after the convention has entered into force

4.3.1 Exchange of information;on protcctive measures, military and civilian,

including industrial nrotectivc measures, relating also to the protection of workers

in the chemical industry.

4.3.2 Invitations to co-operative efforts in areas related to the.convention.

4.3.3 Exchange of information on results obtained by national technical mcans.of

verification.

5. International co-oneration

5.1 Negative provision(s)

The convention should be implerlented in a manner designed to avoid hampering the
.,ical development of parties, for peaceful and protectiveeconomic and technolog

purposes in fields related to the convention.
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5.2 	Positive provisions 

5,2.1 Parties could undertake to exchange information, equipment and materials 
in order to facilitate the use  of • chemical agents for peaceful and protective 
purposes.. 

5.2,2 . The convention could reflect the principle that a substantial portion of 
possible savings from disarmament measures should be devoted to Promoting economic 
and social development, particularly in developing countries. 

5.2.3 The convention could provide for assistance in accordance with the 
United Nations Charter to parties which so request, if the .'::;ecurity Council decides 
that they have been =posed to danger as a result of a:violation of the convention. 
This assistance could include protective equipment and medical support in the 
treatment of chemical casualties. 

As an alternative the consultative committee could fulfil this function. 

6. • 	Formal provisions 

6.1 	Entry into force  

As in the MOD  Convention  it Could be stinulated that the convention shall enter 
into force upon the . deposit of instruments of ratification by -.. Governments.. For 
thosc States whose instruments of ratification or accession are deposited after 
the entry into force of the convention, it could enter into force on the date of the 
deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession. 

6.2 	Signature, ratification, accession 

As.in the ENMOD Convention it could be stipulated that the convention shall be open to 
all States for signature - to be subsequently ratified - and that any State which does 
not sign the convention.before its entry into force may accede to it at any time. 

6.3 	Depositary 

As in the mop Convention instruments of ratification or accession could be 
deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 

As in the Biological Weapons and the MOD Conventions the convention could.ba of 
unlimited duration. 

6.5 	Withdrawals  

As in the Biological Weapons Convention  States parties could have the right to 
withdraw from the convention if they docide that extraordinary events, related to 
the subject matter of the convention, have jeopardized their supreme interests. 
It could be stipulated that notice of withdrawal should be given three months in 
advance and would include a statement of the extraordinary events which the 
notice-giving parties regard as having jeopardized their supreme interests. 
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6.6 Review conferences

As in the P^ioloziical tilea_nons Convention it coul^:. be s ti ,^wlatec that a coi^ference
of the States parties should be held at Geneva ... years after the entr^y_into force,
of the convention, or earlier if this is rc:(j.jootetl by a majority of the parties,

possibly incluJinjT the five ,Derraanent mert'ceICs of the .^ecurity Council, to re.vicW
the oneration of the convention. Provisions for furthcr review conferences, to be

held at intervals of five years thereafter and at oth^r times, if requested by a
majority of the ^^artics, nossibly inclüding the five permanent members of the
Security Council, c-nuld bc iiicludel in accordance with established »ractice
conccrning the bioloGical ';leapons Convention, though in that case such a provision
was not snecifically included. Review confcrenccs could also ha•,re the function of

revising the convention.

6.7 Èmendments

As in the Biolor;ical lt^.apons Convention it could be stipulated that @silcndmcntc,

proposed by States parties, shall enter into force for each State harty accepting the
anendments upon their acceptance by a majority of the States parties and thereafter

for each remaining ',^'jtate ^)arty, when it accepts th.m.

6.b Preamble anne,.es and other texts related to the convention

j
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A preambla could be considered e:cpressing the general considerations of the object and

pur-pose-of th^ convention. furthermôre, it could contain a reference to the
relationship between the Convention, the 1925 Geneva Protocol and the Diological

Weapons Convention. . ^

The detailed technical questions involved in the convention, as well as the detailed -
organizational and procedural questions regarclina the. possible consultative committec
could be dealt with in annexe,^, which rrorld form integral parts of the convention.

Voluntary confidence-building measures could be dealt with in resolutions to be

c.dopted by the United T;ations General Assembly.

If detailed provisions are needed to deal with the relationshi,? be.ttreen_ the
convention, the 1925 Geneva.Protocol and the Biological Weapons Convention, it
could be conc:idercd whether such provisions should be embodied in an annex or in a

separate i rotocol .

A hrotocol could also bè considerea to deal with possible applications to the

1925 Geneva Protocol, and the Biological Wea»ons Convention of provisions in a

chemical weapons convention, e.g. those concerning the functions of a consultative

committee.
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Working Paper  

INCAPACITATING AGENTS 

(Saine aspects of.definition, classification and 
toxicological characteristics) 

According to the general purpose criterion, incapacitating agents, owing to 
their physical, chemical and other characteristics, canbe used for both military 
and non-military purposes (better known as a part of dual-purpose agents). According 
to the degree of toxicity, these compounds should be classified as non-lethal or 
other harnful Chemicals (USSR-USA Joint Report, CD/112, 7 July 1980). 

The need to establish the toxicity (not only the lethality) criteria as part 
of the definition of scope for a chemical weapons convention has been generally 
agreed in the Committee on Disarmament. For these reasons, the classification of 
incapacitating  agents. can be made on the  basis of the toxicological manifestations 
(symptoms') or on the basis of the time of their onset and the duration and 
disappearance of symptoms after exposure to these substances (Table 1). For the 
purpose of the future convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons, it seems 
more acceptable to us to classify incapacitating agents according to the duration 
of  toxic effects into two main categories: 

- Short-term incapacitants 

- Long-te incapacitants 

In the milit,..ry sense, both .categories could be defined as chemical agents 
which impair the subjects' ability to carry out duties, but the use of which does 
not incur serious risk or death or permanent injury. Therefore, incapaoitating .  
agents produce in normal (healthy) people a temporary, reversible disability with 
few, if any, permanent effects. However, in young children, old people and those 
with impaired health, the effect may sometimes be aggravated. They are called. . 
incapacitating-agents because the ratio between the lethal and incapacitating doses 
is very high. 

SHORT-TERM INCAPACITANTS 

Short-term incapacitants may be defined as chemical Compounds that are capable 
of rapidly causing a temporary disablement that lasts a. little longer. than the 
period of exposure. They have also been called "harassing agents", "riot agents", 
etc. They are unlikely to kill or produce long lasting injury, except when used 
in doses (concentrations) much higher than those necessary to produce disablement. 
Short-term incapacitants have been extensively employed in wars and by police 
forces (about 15.sensory irritants have been used at various times in different 
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parts of the world). They are peripheral sensory irritant materià.ls which. intera.ct,
at the site of abtion (contamination), with sensory receptors in the skin and
mucosae, ca.using local uncomfortable sensation with related reflex effects (Ta.ble 2).
The uncomfortable sensation and reflex effects hinder the performance of co-ordina.tec'
activities and this' forms the basis for the short-term incapacitating or harassing
properties of these chemical substances. Wé would like to underline that what is
characteristic of these substances is the prompt onset of effect upon exposure and
the rapid disappearance of signs and symptoms after the period of exposure.

On the basis of exposure to aerosols or smokes, sensory irritants have been
broadly classified into those for which the principal site of action is the upper
res irato tract ("sternuta.tors"), a.nd those havingtheir main effect on the eye
"la.chryma.tors" or, euphemistically, "tea.r gases").

The most important members of this group are:

- 0-chlorobe nzylidenema.lononit.rile (CS) ("Irrita.nt__.a.gent!!)

- Dibe'nzoxa.zepine (CR) ("Irritant agent")-.

I
I

- Chlora.cetophenone (CN) ("Tear ga.s") 1

- Dipnenylaminochlora.rsine (DM) ("Sickening agent", "Vomiting agent").

On the basis of the onset of symptoms (several minutes after exposure;) and
recovery time (several hours), DM is unsuitable a.s.a. short-term incapacitating
agent.

LONG-TERM INCAPACITANTS

Long-term incapacitants may be defined as chemical compounds whose application
causes temporary illness or induces temporary mental or physical disability, the
effect of which may be delayed in onset and whose duration greatly exceeds the
exposure period. These incapacitating agents could be classified as phvsica.l
incapacitants or mental inca.pa.cita.nts, according to whether they act predominantly
on the physical or mental activities of the subject.

Ph.ysical incapacitants

The effects of physical incapacitants - that is to say, agents which do not
depend for théir incapacitating effects solely upon action on the central nervous
system, or on military performance - are more predictable than those with dominant
action on the central nervous system ("psychochemica.ls", "mental incapacitating
agents"). On the other hand, physical incapacitants, i.e. agents which disrupt
the basic life-sustaining system of the body and thus prevent the execution of
physica.l activity (lower blood pressure, paralysis of skeleta.l muscles, respira.tory
depression, etc.) almost invariably have a. low margin of safety between the effective
(inca.pa.cita.ting) and possible lethal doses and thus do not fulfil.the basic purpose
of a.n inca:pa.cita.ting agent which is to reduce military effectiveness without
endangering life.

Possible mechanisms of physical incapacitation are many, but the mentioned
criterion`of low margin of safety means that no practical physical incapacitant
is known at present, although the vomiting agent DM is described as a. physical
inca.pa.c i t a.nt .

41
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Mental incapacitants

There are many chemical substances which act upon the central nervous system
to produce inca.pa.cita.tiori. Few of these are sufficiently potent and "sa.fe", or
possess the nec. sa.ry chemical and physi..a.l properties to :.,a1ce them potential
chemical agents, An example of i;hiQ type of agent is -the BZ-compound whose
application produces severe mental disturbances. In minute doses it will merely
e,,•ive chan-es in mood, varying fr_nm an apparent drunken happiness to deepest despair.
In larger doses-,-"it prodûcés-- seve-re ha.ilucina.tions and one no longer knoors : wha they
are or what they are doing. The 'milita.ry effect, therefore, varies from disturbance
of morale to a. complete breakdown of military discipline, resulting in the inability
to appreciate and carry out orders.. The onset of symptoms may be delayed from one.
to ::evera.l hours while the duration of effects from a. few hours to se.vera,l da.ys..
During this phase, the subject may inflict injury on himself or on others. Memory.
during the period of' intoxication may be lost or fragmentary.

I
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On the basis of all that has been mentioned, the problem of quantitative
evaluation of inca.pa.cita.nts, especially psychochemicals, regarding experimenta.l
animals in relation to lethal chemica.l warfare agents seems to be more. complicated.
As .we have pointed out, different incapacitating agents p.rodizce ciifferent effects
and each type requires a. sepa.ra.te method for the determination of the effective
( incapacitating) dose and the possible extrapolation with regard to humans.

If the toxicity criterion is to be one of the fou.nda.tions for the prohibition
of highly toxic or lethal chemica.l warfare agents, then inca.pa.cita.ting agents and
among them riot control agents'only, should be the subject of further consideration
and agreement . The other incapacitating agents should be encompassed by the
Convention in order to be banned. In our opinion, a quantitative limitation of
production and a. limitation of the types of incapacitating agents and types of
d.e vices for their use should be set in order to distinguish them as much as
possible from those agents which cari be t,scd as chemica.l weapons. If new short-
te_Tn inca.pa.cita:ng compounds are discovE^red in the future the criterion for
trieir possible use should be ba.,sECi on ; ._e safety threshol:i for humans and should
in any case be of.a. similar or lesser toxicity than the existing ones.

I



2. 	Centrally-acting 
physiochemicals 

PsychàtomimetiC agents 

Mental incapacitants. 

Psychochemicals 

Mentally incapacitating agents 
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Table 1  

CLASSIFICATION OP INCAPACITATING AGENTS 
ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT -SOURCES- ' 

Médical (Toxicological) 
Classification  

Sensory irritant agents 
(LachryMators - tear gases, 
Sternutators, VOmiting or 
Sickening agents, etc.) 

1. Peripherally-acting 
phisiochemicals 

Non-irritant agents  

Equivalent Military (Service) 
Classification 	 • 

SHORT-TERM INCAPACITANTS 

Riot control agents 

Haras sing agents 

LONG-TERM INCAPACITANTS 

Physical incapacitants 

Immobilizing agents 

Physically incapacitating agents 
Non-irritant physiochemicals 



Burning sensation or pain, heavy 
flow of tears. Involuntary closing 
of eyes. 

Eyes 

Stinging or burning sensation of 
palate and tongue. 

Irritation, burning sensation. 
Nasal discharge. 

Irritation, burning sensation. 
Coughing, feeling of suffocation. 
Tightness in chest, often accompanied 
by a feeling of panic. 

Stinging or burning sensation on moist 
skin areas, usually accompanied by 
redness,(erythema). Blisters from 
very heavy concentrations. 

Mouth 

No se 

 Chest 

Skin 

Affected area Symptoms 

or 

I. 
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Table 2  

LOCAL EFFECTS OF SENSORY IRRITANTS AT VARIOUS BODY AREASI/ 

1/ Mentioned effects on the recipient create a sense of panic, make him 
cease performing acts of violence and force him to abandon the immediate area . 
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IETZJIL DATUD 15 .JULY 1901 ADD..._liSSED TO TEE CHAIIMIN Or . 
 COIII:IITTEE 'ON DISA11.1..1Ai'l'ilT 	TLIE iI JISTLi OUIMELLOr. OF • • 

2E1111111-1NT I.TISS ION OF *II2ILA1(1) TILIESIIITTING A DOCITIIENT 
ï1TTITIED" 	 027 CI' iIC.ï 1ARPAPI1 AG3L'ilTJ" 1/ 

have the honour to transmit to you a• document entitled "Trace Analysis of-
Chemical Warfare Agents". 	This study was presented at a Chemical Jeapons Workshop - 
held in Helsinki on 2-4 July 190 1 

The workshop.was arranged in  • rder to •demonstrate the Pinnish project for 	• • 
CW verification.. 

• 
. Thirty diplomats and experts from 16 countries and United Nations Secretariat 

participated in the workshop -  which gave a possibility for exchange of views on 	 • 

various aspects of the role and requirements of laboratory analysis in verification• 
of chemical disarmament. 	Discussions with experts indieated 'ride agreement on the 
suitability and efficiency of the presented analytical methodology and instrumentation 
for CW verification analysis. Adaptation of analytical ystems for practical use 
and extension of the methodology and data base also for non-phosphorus warfare agents 
was .  considered as important future work in many comments 	Capability to analyse 
biological samples for verification of alleged exposure to CW . agents  'ras  also 
considered necessary. 

Demonstration of the developed analytical systems, laboratories and selected 
instrumental facilities iere performed in two stages in relation to the proposed 
approach to the potential verification tasks: as a research or central laboratory 
verification procedure and as a mobile laboratory verification Di2OCetflUWC. 	The 
former procedure iD capable of detecting and identifying any  tarie  chemical agent 
and its degradatioe product, and the latt(e'.is used for on-ste monitoring of 
known chemical agents. Decauee of simplicd and clarity, all research teams 
demonstrated Sarin and Soman monitoring as model experiments. These agents are 
also the model compounds of the fourth  Blue  Book published just; before the 
workshop. 	The research laboratory procedure proposed as a basis for standarda+ion 
consists of sampling and sample concentration, enzymatic toxicity test for nerve 
'agents, phosphorus and fluorine compound analysis, and finally ultrasensitive trace 
organic analy-sis. 	If no nerve agents or related compounds are found in the sample 
standard organic chemical structure, analysis will be carried out for the suspected 
toxic compound. 	Deopite the fact that the procedure demonstrated  ras desicned for 
organophosphorous warfare agents it is after certain modifications also applicable 
for any important chemical warfare agents. This work is part of the next phase 
of our project. 

1/ A limited distribution of this document in English has been made to the 
members of the CD. 	A‘5.ditional copies are available  'rom  the Ministry for Porcin 
Affairs in Eelsinki. 

'CE.01-63D24 
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The completeveriîication procedure requires rather heavy and sophisticated
instrumentation irhich p-re-cupposes a well equipped analytical labora'cory. The
equipments and instrumentation demonstrated consist of sarm?ling and samnle
preparation ecqui)ment:,., enzymatic- analys:r.s, high resolutiôn gas and liquid
chromato;raphs, iiigh resolution mass spectromater and Fourier transform nuclear
maCnetic resonance spectrometer:. Different instrumental techniques are needed
to p-roduce unambiriioûs verification data from control samliles to be able to coi)e
with any type of samplé. matrices and agent categories.. While enz•jmatic
measurements serve as characterizing nerve agent typè toxicity chromatogra»hic,
mass spectrometric and nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometric data serve as
mutually independent data for chemical characterization and identification of
agents.

L.:cluding mass and nuclear mae.netic resonance spectrometry from the complete

procedure a simplified monitoring procedure is obtained. Sa=lin,;, sample

concentration, enzymatic and high resolution ;as chromatogranhic analysis can be
carried out in a light and easily transferable mobile laboratory. Principle and

ope-ration of such a mobile laboratory developed in connection of the I'innish Project

was also demonstrated 'to the participants of the CV1 verification workshop. The

présented laboratory is a prototype and.its construction and instrumentation as
trell.as .aplilïce.tion for openair verification tests will be described in a later

report.

(SiGned) Paavo Iteiâalo

Minister Counsellor
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R011AN IA

1J0itKING PAPER

SUGGESTIONS FOR FLEEENTS OF A C'.-ILLi,IICAL
1MAPONS CONVENTION

DFFINITIONS AND CRITERIA

CD /197
17 July 19M

Orig i^Lz al : LîiGLISfI

A. DFFIl•1ITIONS

1. Cheiaical agents a,rè : chamical warfare agents including irritatcher_iical

agents used for riots control, as well as herbicides and defolients utiec^ for military

purposes.

2. Chemical warfare agents â.re : all chemical substances or their cor,ibinations,

which used in accordance with their toxic properties cause intoxications 6f human

body and animal- s- bring about the destruction of plants and vel,retation and whose

physical and chemical characteristics make them appropriate for use as chemical

weapons. Chemical warfare agents are : super-toxic lethal chemical agents;

other lethal chewical or biochemical agents; harmful agents including incapacitating

agents as well as their precursors, including compounds used in binnary chemical

munitions.

-- Suner-toxic lethal chemical warfare agents are all agents whose iiiediw,i lethal

dose is equal or less than 0.5 mg/Iig (Kilo-body) (LD - 50) or less thaIz 2,000

mg.min/i;ic. (LCt - 50), measured by a method to be agreed upon by all 11tates Parties

to the future Convention.

•- 0-eher lethal cheraice.l warfare agents are all agents whose medium lethal dose

is between 0.5 - 10 mg/Kg (ID - 50) or between 2,000 - 20,000 r:igoain/fiuc (ï,Ct - 50)

measured by a method to be agreed upon by all States Parties to the future

Convention.

- Ilari^iful chemical a,gent„^ including incapaci.-ta.ting•agents are all agents

whose lethal dose is grea.ter than 10 mg/Kg (iD - 50) or 20,000 mg.min/r,ic (LC,, - 50)

measured by a method to be agreed upon by all States Partics to the future V

Convention.

3̂ ,/ ITo.n-lethal chemical agents.

Œ- .81-63452
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3. 	Chemical warfare agents.may be produced for single or dual purpose: 

_ 	- Single purpose chemical-warfare agents are ail  agents-whichmaybe.used • 

only for military purposes; 

- Dual purposes chemical warfare agents al.e  ail  agents which may be used for 

military as well as peacefUl purposes; 

4. Chemical munitions are any means whose warfare charge is a chemical 

warfare agent or precursors which during their delivery through a synthetical 

reaction do produce an agent and whiCh can be dispersed on the target. •- - . 

.•, 5. 	Chemical weapons are combinations of Chemical munitions or chemical 

. warfare agents and devices Or equipment which permit dispersing the agent on the r -

target. 

. 	6. . Chemical weapons systems include chemical munitions or chemical warfare 

agents in bulk and specifically means to make possible their use. 

B. CRITERIA FOR DEFIUTTION 	
• 	

11 
The definition of chemical •arfare agents should be  base d on two important .- 

criteria: purpose and toxicity, but.which may be complemented. by other secondary • 
I/ 

criteria, such as: seffectiveness, chemical structure, volatility  and  others. 

The main  criterion  and the most important is the_purpose•criterion. 	It defines 	- 

the destination and the quantities in which chemical warfare agents are prpduced. 

Prom this.pcint of view chemical warfare agents .çan be classified  as  follows: 

- Single purpose chemical warfare agentswhich can-be used only for military . 

purposes. 

- Dual purpose chemical warfare age.ts which can be liETA. in military and 

peaceful purposes alike. 	The use of chemical substances considered. as chemical 

warfare agents for peaceful .purposes covers their use in: 	 1r 
- industrial output; 

• - protection against chemical weapons in civil defence; 

- medical field; 	 . 
- science and research. 

- agriculture; 

The second criterion is the toxicity criterion, which defines the efficiency 

of the chemical warfare agents agninst men, animals and plants. 
1/ 

Toxicity criteria are in fact necessary to determine the following: 	. 
- inhalation toxicity; 

L subcutaneous toxicity; 

- percutaneous-route toxicity; • 

- intraperitoneal injection toxicity. 
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From  the toxicity point of view, chemical warfare agents can be classified 

as follows: super-toxic chemical warfare agents, other lethal chemical warfare 

agents and harmful chemical warf=e agents, with non-lethal effects. 

Effeetivenesscriterion can be very important for incapacitating agents. 

Chemical structure criterion  may be used as a basical element in verification 

system. The chemical structure criterion can be very useful for binary weapons 

control. 

Volatility criterion is an important criterion from a military point of view. 

Thus, chemical warfare agents can be classified as persistent and non-persistent 

chemical warfare agents. 

1 

1 

1 
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C ZLCHOSLOVIiKI1.

WORKI NG P2.PER

DFFINITIOId AND CHt',U1CTFRISTICS OF THE TOf.IN°

In three classical instances (diphtheri-u, tetanus and botu.lislll), tynics:l bacterial

c;_op:coducts were• discovered early in the history of bacteï•iology, soon after the

identification of bacteria (Corynebacterium dinhtheri,^ 1884, Clostridiurn tet^aZi 1890,

Clostridium botulinum 1897). 4Jhile in most instances it is still difficult to establish

which of the multitude of bacterial properties determine the microb's ability to cause

disease, in these three cases it was fairly easy to establish the role of bacterial

"toxins"; it was found that the bacteria produce exoproducts, which when applied to

experimental animals mimic the natural disease.

The introduction of the term toxin is rather obscure. It ori„inated soon after.

the three above-mentioned infectious diseases were identified as."intoxications"

(that is, not the proliferation of bacteria in the organs, but the production of toxic

exoproducts causes the disease).

1, poison may be defined as any chemical substance which when introduced into a

sui-L•âblc host -- either parenterally (by injection), orally, by inhalation or by any.

other route results in overt dumar;e to tissues or interruption .)x" normal plWsiological

functions, and if 'th;: dosage is sufficient, in death of the inciividual.

The distinction between poison and toxin was made by early investigatcrs elthougl:

no hard iules were oven cstablishcd, nor are they established today. î tacit agreement

was arrived at, nanely that toxins are antigenic poisons of microbin1 orig^in (i;he. term

antigenic means that they arc able to induce the antibc^cV response in the body; to be

able to do this, their molecules must have rather hiah molecular weight and a complex

structure -- in most inû tL.üQi:S t1":^:;y c^Sc: pT'OtC;ins).

This definition does not cover, however, the whole problem. :.n infectious disease

is a result of complicated interrelationships between the host and the mic-ro-ore'

The micro-organisms display metabolic activity and produce many soluble substances ivhich

can be found in the tissues of the infected host, as well as in laboratory cultivating

GE.81-53921
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media,. Thé Maje-.a.tY of thuàc suistancea have been foUnd te have a ntoxiç. 

• demonstrated by damaging cells or tissues in sono laboratery artificial system 

(experimental animals, their ie.)1nted tissues and cells etc.); tlAeir senors -b., role 

in causing the disease in man remains, however, uncertain; This is specifically true 

for some bacterial species, Which -- before the EU treaty was concludod -- had belonEed 

to the most important candidates as biological warfare agents (such az the agents of 

anthrax or plague). *  Hance it is verY difficult (at preSent * timo * largely impossible) 

• to malm a clear borderline between  infection and intoxication. . 

• There is also an'increasing.evidence indicating_that!only'a few toxins are 
U simple toxins" -- as arc for instance tetanus or betUlinum toxinsi_both beins.•

homogeneous proteins, synthesized by bacterial culls as a fully active molecule. 

More often, the toxins arc actually mixtures of substances of different chemical 

natUre, and with different functions. The final "toxic activity“ is thuS oftena sum 

of different discrete metabolic and other changes,. and nô one specific:substance can 

be identified as the main one responsible for the "toxicity". • 

It ehould be also understood that toxins are not produced by a Micro-organism just 

to'be toxià. For tha microb they serve as'tools necessary' mainly for active  accommodation 

of  the  microenvironment, to create conditions needed for metabolism, groleth . and .  

proliferation of microbial cells .. They have been developed during the long evolutionr 

process of adaptation  cf the  micro-organisas tà their hosts. Accordingly, the' 

"teals meehanisn" might be rather complex and subtle. 

lethal infectious disease such as cholera  may be used as an exemple. Cholera is 

a typical intoxication localized in the small intestine. The toxin (cholera enterotoxin) 

is able tc . cause dameee to  some  isolated tissues of experimental animals, so it vas 

belieVedthat soma kind of injury  of the  small intestine mUcoUemembrane is the reason 

for the disease in man. In the last years the "intoxication 'process" .  has been analysed 

in more detail. It appeared than in man, there is no injury to the mucous Membrane 

Cells at all. The toxin has only ies;rnt the mechanism r:-Jgulation secretion of fluid 

into  the  small intestine (Something that the science itself  ha s nt  yeteufficiently 

understood), is able t:) recognize and tO react'With the necessary receptors in the 

cell membrane and to f2ive them falee signal for secreting the fluid; Nothing more is 

needed for the cholera bacterium  for  which alkaline fluid, numPed intothe intestine 

in an amount of 20-30 litres, is  the  most satisfactory living medium. 
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^?.ind such very specific t::xi(, cC^l'.^1t1r5, 'Cq 1a11y s!-)ecific testiil'^' mvthods are

needed for objective evaluation of ,a'fc:r;;;, c-,n mail. 2hese mc;-hods are not based r^r-
^

t

I
I

ccepted tcJscol.7;tr.^P-Jcal techniques; the dis;-,:etc rcculatory mcchorri sms and cell-

•^' intcractions Ou{,ht to be studicd.. Po^ resca^cl^ as Ylel.l as for routine purposes they

are pcrfoiYaed by micr^bi ^lo^ical, not by toxi cclo^ical 1.boi^e.+..ohias.

i,notincL  Lrlporta:lt :_act is that in spitc of n.uc^h effort spent ,n these problems,

the chemical structure of majority of toxic substances has not yet been deciphred.

In the protein toxins some typical aminoacid cor.tpononts were identifie(l (c.^. in botulo-

md tetcuzotor.in), but the molecular detennininE; -trle specific biological activities

are not knol:m.

In addition to all these facto_-s emereinU from deeper understanding of micro-

organisms and of infectious disease, it should be stressed that the current understo^nding

of the te-mi ."toxins" has also become substantially broader. It actually shifted to e.

vast variety of metabolic products of nany species of micro-or;;enisms as -vrell as

of higher living or!_:,c.nisms (plants, mushrocros, snticcs, etc.), with e. Oreat diversity,

of damaging biological activities.

nany of these products asc not of pr.otein nature; thei-r izolecule hus a more

simple structure, and there is an increasing list of toxins whose chemical formula

t

I
t
t

has been already recoLnized (e.g. saxitoxin, tarichatoxin, tet-rodotoxin, bufotoxin,

urar.o, stl.-fchnin, muscarin...). Substances of such simple cl.mica.l structure oxc not

he rC put Li .jn Oî the BW ^ trC2 ty, q?7d CL'C^^tln '(L "e<lly 1lilpo-tant "Grey of

--able to stimut^^te the antibody production. With respect to chemical structure (and

hence also to their antiGenicit,y), these toxic substances clearly differ from

bacterial toxins. Clear enough, also, -that havini3 theil, molecult P> ,2:•e siraple, and

bcttcr under.sto:.,d, they mi. ht become candidates fo:: production by nodern n;:thods of

chemica.l synthcsis.

For all these r.easons, the definition of toxïns as a clams of cher:licc.l substances,

based on tiicir chanical structure, is not availab1e (and with prescnt scientific

kn•DYrledc;e it is not possible); hence it is not possible to include the toxins into

a cert2in cata;ory :-.f chelaiccls. The only fundoj:lentall,y. important cLilsacter.istic

valid for all toxins is thei r or;;an:C c origin plus a i:ind of promincnt bioloeical activity.

Cnncl usi^:,rl :

toxins Ynatcvci^ their origin or mc:thod of production .have been -The by the

Convention on the Prohibition of the llevclopn..en'c, Production and Stockpilinû Df

(Biolr:zical) and Toxin b,'cc.pons axid r)n 'l'hcir Destruction. The

consequence of any arrangement covlrl be n:^eclicted. Yrit..1 cor.tainty: tLnderr.iinin.,

_11-dcîini d situations in C'r treaty, l:;edin^ to lrlo.ny lnisunuersts.ndinGs, misinterpretations

and endless querios.
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1. Consultation and Co-operation

CD/203
30 July 1931

0riginal:e. ENGLISH

Consultation and Co-o eration. Verification Measures-and.Complaints.Procedurd.
in :the f.rametaork of the Convention on the completé and effective
Prohibition -of the Dovelopment, Production..and Stocirpilin6^ of all.

Chemical Lleapons and on Their Destruction.

1. The States Parties to this Convention undertaYé-to.consult one another and.
to co-opèrate in solving -any problems which may arise in relation to the
objectives of, or in the application of the provisions. 'of the Convention....

2. Consultation and co-operatiôn pursuant tothis article may be undertaken
directly - between ..two: or more States Parties to this Convention and through.
appropriate international- procedures.within.the frameworlc of the United Nations.
andin âccordance with the Charter. These^^international procedurès..include the,
services of"appropriate international orj^anizations; as:well as of a ., .
Consultative Committee of experts as provided for in paragraph 3 of this article.

3. For the purpose of providing a permanent body for consultation and 66-cpërhtion
pürsuarit to paragraph 1 of this article é-and to ensure the av.,Li.lability,of .
international. data and expert advice for assessing and verif•ying complience with
the provisions of this Convention in accordance with the provisions,of,this
Convention a Consultative Committee of experts shall be established at the entry
into force of this Coiiventiori for the duration of the Conventior_..:Each State Party
to the Convention may appoint`....representative. to this Corrmiittee.

4. The depositary or his personal representative shall serve as president of the

Committee' and convene it atleast once a year, or ot4èrwise immediately,upon receipt

of a request from any depository to this Convention.

5. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to co:opesate with the Committee
in carrying out its tasks, including through its- National ' L^nplemcntatïo'n ligericy
specified in article . , paragraph ...

6. The functions, organization and procedures of the Com^iittee are set forth:in
annex

2. Vc;.rification

(a) Genero.l

1. Verification oiill consist of national and international measu-res that shall
be conrj_dered as complementary to each other.

GE.S1-64193
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2. • Each State Party to this Convention will designate a National Implementation 
• Agency that will oversee the implementation of the Convention and that will be 
reSponsible for the collection of all data relevant to the activities required by 
•the  provisions of this Convention. •. -• 

3. The National Implementation Agency of each State Party to this Convention will 
provide the Consultative Committee of experts with  ail data necessary to the 
execution of the task of the Committee with respect to verification of  complice 

 with the Convention. In case of inspections or other on-site visite  by experts, 
organized by and under responsibility of the Consultative Committee according.to  the 
provisions Of this . Convention e - the National Implementation Agency will eXtend all 
assistance requested including . technical.assistance and the provision of data. 

(b) Verification tasks of the Consultative Committee . of exerts 
Destruction and Diversion of Stocks  

4. The Consultative Committee of experts shall permanently oversee the destruction 
and diversion for permitted purposes of declared stocks of chemical weapons as 
stipulated in article ... .of this Convention. 

5. The Consultative Committee shall undertake on-site inspections, if it so deems . 
necessary on a permanent basis, in order to confirm, in conformity with its task 	• 
specified in paragraph 4 above, received information that the destruction and - • 	- 
diversion . for permitted purposes of declared stocks of chemical weapons.  as stipulated 
in article .. of this  Convention  is efféetuated in accordance with this Convention. - 

Destruction, Dismantling and Conversion of  Means of Production  

6. The Consultative Committee of experts shall oversee the destruction, dismantling 
and temporary conversion of declared means of production of chemical weapons as 
stipulated in article 	of this Convention. 

7. The Consultative  Committee shall unCertake on-site inspections at the beginning 
as well as upon completion Of the destruction, dismantling and temporary conversion 
of declared means of production of chemical weapons as stipulated in article .• of 
this Convention, in order to confirm, in conformity with its task specified in 
paragraph 6 above, received information that these activities are effectuated in 
accordance with this Convention. 

Production of Supertoxic Lethal Chemicals 

8. The Consultative Committee shall check periodically whether the declared 
production of supertoxic lethal chemicals for peràitted purpobes does not exceed the 
quantity Specified in 	 

9. The Consultative Committee shall randomly inspect on-site in order to confirm, 
in conformity with its task specified in paragraph 8 above, that the declared 
production of supertoxic lethal chemicals for permitted purposes does not exceed 
the quantity specified in .... d 
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Confidence with respect to compliance 

10. The Consultative Committee - shall in any possible way endeavour to create 
confidence that the production of bupertoxic lethal' chemicals for permitted' 
purposes does not exceed the quantit7 specified in 	 and that  production 
of chemicals for.non-permitted purposes does no -b .-take place. 

11. The Consultative Committee shall undertake on-site inspection on  a random" 
basis at facilities and on the territory of States Parties that will at regular 
intervals be  assied  by lot, with  a view to enhance confidence, in conformity 
with paragraph 10 above, that the production of uupertoxip lethal chemicals for 
perMitted purposes does not exceed  the  quantity specified in   and that 
production of chemicals for non-permitted purposes does not take place. 

' Alleged ambiguities and violations 

12." The Consultative Committee shall be competent to eneuire into. facts concerning 
alleged ambiguities'in or violations of the compliance with the Convention, 
including reports or indications the confirmation of which would corroborate the 
conclusion that a State Party would have violated any obligation under this 
Convention. This competence includes enquiry into facts concerning reports or 
indications of use of chemical weapons by or with the assistance of a State Party 
to this Convention. 

13. The Consultative Committee shall be competent to undertake on-site inspections 
in order to enquire into facts concerning alleged ambiguities or violations 
according to paragraph 12 of this article. 	Such on-site inspection shall take 
place only . after consultation with the State Party concerned. 	If that State Party 
does not agree to on-site inspection, it must cive appropriate explanations to the 
effect that an on-site inspection would at that time jeopardize its supreme 
interests. 	In such case the Consultative Committee shall examine the validity of 
these explanations. 

(c) National technical means of verification 

14. Each State Party to this Convention may use national technical means of 
verificatiom, at its disposal for the purpose of monitoring compliance with the 
provisions of this Convention in a miner  consistent with senerally recognized 
principles of international law. 

13. Each State Party to this,Convention undertakes not to impede, including through, 
the use of deliberate concealment measures, the national. technical means of 
verification of other States Parties operation in accordance with paragraph .. above. 

3. 	Complaints Procedure  

1. Any State Party to this Convention which has reasoh to believe that any other 
State Party is acting in breach of obligations deriving from the provisions of the 
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Convention i1C:,r loC'^e i.. co;:2plc_iilt [^11'i^l"t ':ile 3eCl?x? j^ l Ol!31C11 of the United T'T^ tlOl10.

Such a conplaint should include all relevant Information as well as all 'possible
evidence supporting its validity:

2. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to co-operate in carrying out
any investij3ation which the Security Council :lay initiate, in accordance with the
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, on the basis of the cozmplaint
received by the Council. The Security Council shall inforr.i t:ie States Parties of
the results of the investigation.

3. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to provide or support assistance,
in accordance with to provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, tc any
State Party which ÿo requests, if the Security Council decides that such Party has

tlie Convention.^oeen hz=mea or i c lil.cly to be harmed as a result of viclation of
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CHINA 

Some viewpoints  on the Prohibition  of Chemical  Weapons  

'The question of the prohibition df chemical weapons has been one of universal 
concern to the peoples of the world for a long time. Paragraph 75 of the 
Final Document adopted by the General Assembly at its first special session on 
disarmament points out: "The complete and effective prohibition of the development, 
production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons and 'cheir destruction represent 
one of the most urgent measures of disarmament. Consequently, the -conclusion of a 
convention to this end, on which negotiations have been going on for several years, 
is one of the most urgent tasks of multilateral negotiations". 

As Is well known, during the First World War nearly 1,300,000 people were 
injured or killed by poisonous gases. Since then, the chemical weapons developed 
have been more numerous in type and characterized by their greater capacity for 
mass destruction. 

The Geneva Protocol of 1925 already provides for the prohibition of the use of• 
chemical weapons in war; nevertheless, in many wars, including some wars that took 
place recently in the Asian region, chemical weapons have been used all along. 

Chemical weapons possess these characteristics: they are multiple in their 
.effects, low in cost, easy to manufacture and convenient  to  proliferate. The rapid 
development of modern science  and technology has provided various necessary 
conditions and new possibilities for the production of chemical weapons. The 
appearance of new chemical warfare agents of higher toxicity that are more rapid in 
their effects, and whose physical and chemical characteristics are more suitable to 
the requirements of utilization, and the _improvement of disLemination techniques 
will all substantially increase the lethal and injurious capabilities of chemical 
weapons. In particular, after the emergence of binary chemical weapon technology 
the production of chemical warfare agents has already become part of general chemical 
and industrial production, thus enabling preparations for,dhemical warfare to be 
conducted in greater secrecy and with greater ease. The Superpowers are developing 
and stockpiling large quantities of chemical weapons and have made dhemical weapons 
one of  their important means'of warfare. Under these circumstances, it is all the 
more urgent that a convention completely prohibiting chemical weapons be concluded. 

The Chinese Government has always attached great importance to the question 
of the prohibition of chemical weapons. In various United Nations forums, the 
Chinese delegation has clearly stood for the complete prohibition and total 
destruction of all chemical weapons, and the conclusion, as soon as possible, of an 
international convention on the complète prohibition and total destruction of ail 

 chemical weapons. In 1980 9  after participating for the first time in the work of 
the Committee on Disarmament, the Chinese delegation put forward working paper CD/102 
in whioh we clearly indicated our basic position' on the main contents of a convention 
prohibiting chemical weapons. The following are some further comments on certain 
substantive issues relating to the prohibition of chemical weapons: 

GE .81-64691 
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1. The Chinese delegation proposes that s the scope of the future convention 
prohibiting chemical weapons should include the prehibition of their development, 
production, stockpiling, acquisitions, transfer and use. Our proposal to'inClUde 
use in the scope of prohibition of the future convention is based on the following 
considerations. 

Firstly, the Committee on Disarmament is engaged in negotiations on the 
conclusion of a separate convention uhieh has not been in existence, aimed at the 
complete prohibition Of chedibal Weapon's. It is very important - that sUCh a 
convention should be truly comprehensive in nature. 

Secondly, the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, . 
Poisonous or Other Gases, and of,Baeteridlogical Methods of Warfare concluded in 
Geneva in 1925 only rœovides for the prohibition of the use of chemical weapon s.  in 
war, but does not provide for the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons in 
other armed conflicts apart from wars. This no longer corresponds to the realities 
of the international situation. 

Thirdly, with the ceaseless development and evolution of military technology 
and methods of warfare,.there can be found many examples of international treaties 
regulating wars reaffirming and supplementing each other. For example, in the two 
Additional Protocols to the four Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 on the - 
protection of victims of international armed conflicts, which were elaborated in 
1977, there are some articles which reaffirm the provisions of the four 
Geneva  Conventions of 1949, and others which supplement.and develop the .  
Geneva Conventions. The 1925 Geneva Protocol itself is'also a reaffirmation of 
and complement to the 1907 Hague Convention on the Prohibition of the Use of Poison 
and Poisoned Weapons, It can  thus be . seen that the strengthening of existing 
protocols or treatie s .  by reaffirming and suPplementing them with new international 
instruments is after all a normal phenomenon in the constant development'of , 	 - 
international treaties regulating wars. This has been done in the past, and will 
certainly be done again in the future. 

In accordance with the above considerations, the inclusion, of use in the scope 
of prohibition  of.. the future convention prohibiting chemical weapons could only 
strengthen the 1925 GenevaProtocol. Such a convention Will strengthen . truat 
between countries, and we believe that more countries will accede to it as a result. 

2. The Chinese delegatien is of the view that in drafting a convention on the 
complete prohibition:and total destruction of chemical Weapons, it is imperative 
first to arrive pt a clear definition of the Chemical warfare agents to be .proitibiteci. 
fiU.duestion of definition not only-concerns the scope of prohibition and the , 

 contents of the convention, but also has a bearing upon the relevant means and 
methods of verification. 

J 

II 

The definition ofaa chemical warfare agent must be bath comprehensive and 
accurate. Its comprehensiveness is designed to ensure that all chemical warfare 
agents which should be prohibited are brought within the scope of the prohibition. 
It should include not only supertoxic lethal agents but also incasacitating  agents  
and irritant agents; it should include not only single-purpose chemical warfare 
agents but also dual-purpose chemical warfare agents and precursowswhich can turn 
tiflO . chemical warfare agents during the process of their use. The'âécuracy of the 
definition is designed to avoid erroneously including in the SCODO Of 1;he 
prohibition chemical substances which shOuld not be prohibited, since that would 
adversely affect the development of the industrial and agricultural production of 
States and their scientific and technological progress. 
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'j. The Chinese delegation, lilce many other delee;lations,, has consiotently l'avoui•eu,
st2in.-ent and effective international monitoïin^, and vevification me.-sures for
prohibiting chemical weapons. The view expressed in :aorkirlg paper CD/106 put
ïo_^^r^^.rrl by the French delejo.ti on that "it would be more d.anmerous for the security
of the count _io., affected to prohibit tl ^ manufacture and possession of chemical
aC;ents and weapons without providln- ,n-,ans of ve::ifyii7g the st-;_i ct application of
the prohibition than to have no agreement wllc_tsoever" is completely in accord witl-,_

the actual situation. The fact that the 1925 Geneva Protocol ü:oes not contain
articles on complaint and vcriîication nrocedures with regard to violations of the
convention pï:olliUitinj the use of chemical wec.Pons has re:ulted. in there being no

invostiC^ation and confirmation of cher-ico,1 weapons having been used in mz.-.ny war s
and arraed conflicts. This has emboldenecl solae countries to use chemieal weapons
unbridled.

In its worhin., p^.per CD/102, the Chinese delegation also clearly states that
tl;.ac shoulc, be string and effective meo.sures for international control and
:,upe::visioiz to ensure the strict implementation of the provi3ions of the convention.
!in uppr,opriate orcan of international control shoulcl be set up for this purpose,
cllaïCcç;. Lth the responsibility of ve:ci fyin-- the destruction of chemical weapon
mtoclcpiles and the dismantling of facilities for their production. The orCan
should .^.lso be empowered to investi(;C?tc^ char,-es on '`v110 uEie Of C;11e111iCd1 1re:11)Ons ai1Ci
on c:17J otl:,e_ violations of the convention. l-_ppropr.iate raeasure:: should be spoll ed
out to de,,.l with verified cases of violations of the convention with ;,. view to
b::i17t,;in;; about their prompt cessation. Mo,:eov.er, the organ s;loulrl provic'e strol7^
^.y;:istolice to imperilled contracting parties. The organ of international co.lt:::n'
should have qu^.lified experts and advanced and effective verification techniques

and cleviccs to enable it to discharE;•e the function of clear verification with ^-rLlicil
it is cha-r;,red. In this way all cont,:c:.ctin^- parties will be sub^,=.ct to cqual contîol,
thereby ensuring the strict implementa.tion of the convention.

Many delegations attach very great importance to the question of on-site
inspection, and have put forward quite a rnunber of speci-f'ic prcI)osals. The
Chinese dele`ation is of the view that in o:.-der to cL,'ure strict ir.lpleme-i7tation of
the o.rticles of a convention on the coml -I.etc prohibition a-,Ild total destruction of
chemical 1'reû:l)Cns 9 provision must be P.l,,Cle fo:' certain neces^rxy on-site ins pection
meLlsul'es. For ins tance , there should be international on-site inspection measures
with i`e"O.rd to charges on the use of chenicc.l trec.i^o.7s, the C1CSt:^'UCt1Qn of Cilellli c al

stoch^^ile3 and the diar_zo.ntlin„ of facilitio%s for thei-,: iVoduction.

Q. V^.:_ious delegations have suu0esteil three laetl^lods of <<:^^:ün^ with the question
of production facilities for chemice.l weapons: disantlin„•, conve^:sion to peaceful
puynoscs and shutting them down. We consider dismantling to be conc?Lccive to
e111c.17c1i.7o a ::ense Of security and trust between States and t]lO.t it is the mosl;
.,.p-prol^riate methocl for dealing with facilities for the, production of cheïAic..l
trec.pons . ConvertinC them to peaceful ;production and slluttin;; t'_ier:l down are not
ideal measures since they would -,,.lot only ma]._e verification laarr: c^ifficult but would

also carry the potc;ntial of the fc.cilities being utili,-7ed ajain within a short

period of tir:le to renew production of chemical weapons.
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Report of the Ad Hoc Worl.iilg Group on CI-.eraical 1•leapons
to the Committee on Disarmament

I. INTRODUCTION

1. At its 105th plenary meeting on 12 February 1981, the Committee on Disarmament

adopted' the following decision:-:

"The Committee further decides to re-establish, for the duration of its

1981 session, the ad hoc working group on effective international arrangements

to assure non-nuclear weaponStates against the use or threat of use of

nuclear weapons, chemical weapons and radiological t^^eapons, t•rhich i.rere

established on 17 PZarch fôr its 1930 session, so that they may continue

their work on the basis of their former mandates.

It is understood that the Committee will, as soon as possible, reviéw the

mandates of the three ad hoc working groups with a view to adapting, as

appropriate, their mandates to advance the progress of the process of

negotiations towards the objective of concrete disarmament measures.

...

The ad hoc working groups will report to the Committee on the progress-of

their Vrorl, at any appropriate time and in any case before the conclusion

of its 1981 session." (Document CD/151)

I
1
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.  _ 	. 	• II. ORGANIZATION OF WORK AND DOCUMENTATION 

2,_  At its 107th plenary . meetIne - on 17 February 1981 the: Committee appointed . 	. 	. 	. 
Ambassador C. Lidgard, Sweden, as Chairman of the Ad Hoc  Working Group. 

Mrs. L. Waldhein-Natural, Chief, Geneva Unit, United Nations Centre for Disarmament, 

served as Secretary of the Ad:HOcAlorking Group, 

3. The Ad Hoc Working Group held 12meetings from 18 February to 22 April 1981 and 

11:.  meetings from 17 June to 17: August:1981. 

4. . At their request,• the Committee on Disarmament, at its 104th plenary meeting 

on 10 February 1901 and its 122nd plenàrymeeting on 7 Apri1.1901,, respectively 

decidetto-invite.thezepresenative of.the .following•States not members of. the - 	• 
Committee to participate in the meetings :of the.Ad Hoc_Working Group: Austria, 

Denmark, Finland;.Norway,•Spain .and-Switzerland.-, 

5 0  On.thebasisef the décision taken by the Committee at its 137thplenary 

meeting on 14 July 1901, the World Health Organization and the European Office 

of the •United;NationS Environment  Programme were'invited, tonominate : representatives 

to attend  certain of  the meetings oftheAd Hoc.  Working Group to provide technical 

information•when necessary. .• In response to this invitation. Dr. Mercier and . .. 

Dr. Parizek of theILO/UNEP/WHO International Programme on Chemical Safety (IPÇS) 

and Dr. Huismans and Dr. Gilbert of UNEPIs International Register of- Potentially 

ToxioChemïcai (IRPTC): attended consultations of the Chairman or:meetings.of the 

' Working Group concerning. tokicity-determinationa. 

I. 
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6. In carrying out its mandate the Ad Hoc  Working Group took into account 

paragraph 75 of the Final Document of the first special session of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations devoted to disarmament, which in part reads 

as follows: "The complete and effective prohibition of the development, production 

and stockpiling ofall chemical Weapiphs and their destruction represent one of the 

most urgent measures of disarmament. Consequently, conclusion of a convention to 

this end, on which negotiations hava been going on for several years, is one of the 

most urgent . tasks of multilateral negotiations." The Working Group also took into 

considerationi/RES/35/144 B which in operative paragraph 3 "Urges the Committee 

on Disarmament to continue, as from the begin4.ng of its session to be held in 1981, 

negotiations on such a multilateral convention as a matter of high priority, taking 

into account all existing proposals and future initiatives." 

7. During the 1981 session the following official  documents  dealing with Chemical 

Weapons were presented to the Committee on Disarmament.: 

- CD/142 submitted by Sweden entitled."Prohibition of retention or 

acquisition of a chemical warfare capability enabling use of chemical 

weapOns (4 Annexes)" . 	. 	.  . 
CD1164 submitted by Finland entitled "Creation of Chemical Weapons 

Control Capacity -- Present Phase and Goals of the Finnish Project" 

- CD/167 submitted by Canada entitled ,"Verification and Control Requirements 

for a Chemical Arms Control Treaty based on an Analysis of Activities" 

- CD/168 submitted by China entitled "Prohibition of Chemical Weapons: 

on the Definition of Chemical Warfare Agents" 

- CD/169 submitted by China entitled "Dismantling of Production Facilities/ 

Means of Production for Çhemical Weapons" 
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CD/173 submitted by Canada entitled wDisposal of Chemical 

- CD/124/ReV.1 submitted by Indonesia entitled "Revision of 

Definition of ChemiCà1 Agent and Chemical Warfare Agent" 

- CD/179 and Add.1 entitled "The Chairman's Progress Report 

on DisarMament . on the work of the Ad Hoc Working Group on 

- CD/183 submitted by Canada entitled "A Conceptual Working 

Control Verification" 

- CD/195 submitted by Yueslavia entitled "Incapacitating Agents" 
- CD/196 submitted by Finland entitled "Tracelnalysis.of Chemical Warfare 

• Agents" 

- CD/197 submitted by Romania *entitled "Suggestions for elements of a 

' Chemical Weapons Convention" 

- CD/199 submitted by CzedhosloVakia entitled Definition and Characteristic's 

of the Toxins" 

- CD/203 submitted'by the Netherlands entitled "Consultations and 	. 

Co-Operation, Verification Measiires and Complaints Procedure". 	, 

8. 	In the conduct Of its work during its 1981 session, the following working papers 

were circulated to the Working Group: 

- CD/CW/WP.7 and Rev.1 entitled "Outline suggested by the Chairman for the 

work of the group -- Part 1" 	• • 

- CD/CW/WP.8 and Corr.1 entitled "Outline suggested by the Chairman for 

the -work of the group -. Part 2" 

- CD/CW/WP.9 submitted by Canada entitled 'Verification and Chemical Weapons" 

- CD/CW/4P.10 and Corr.1 entitled "Outline suggested by the Chairman for the 

work of the Group -- Part 3" 

- • CD/CW/WP.11 submitted bY Mongolia, Poland and the USSR entitled "Chemical 

Weapons: types of activity to be covered by a convention on the 

prohibition of chemical weapons" 

- CD/CW/WP.12 entitled "Outline suggested by the Chairman for the work of 

the group -- Part 4" 

- CD/C1d/WP.15 entitled "Outline suegested by the Chairman for the work of 

the group - Part 5" 

- CD/CW/WP.14 entitled "Outline suggested by the Chairman for the work of 

the group -- Part 6" 	 • 

- CD/CW/WP.15 submitted by Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland entitled "Chemical 

weapons: definitions" 
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CD/CWAyP.16 submitted by France entitled "Declarations and destruction

of materials and facilities"

CD/Cw/v+ï'.i'j subm:Ltted uy r"i•ance entitled' "Chemical weapons -- definitions,
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CD/C1rJA•JP.18 submitted by Australia entitled "Initial- Comments on the

Consolidated Outline suggested by the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group

on Chemi cal - We âpoiis"

CD/C41AJP.19 'entitled "Suggestioins by the Chairman of the Working Group on

Chemical Weapons for elements of a chemical- weapons convention"

rD/CW/WP.20 entitled "Suggestioris by the Chairman of-the Working Group on

Chemical Weapons for eleménts of a•chemical weapons convention"

CD/CW/WP.21 entitled "Sug^'estions'bÿ the Chairman of-the Working Group on

Chemical Weapons for elements of a chemicàl weapons convention"

CD/CW/WP:•22 2.nd'Corr.l and Rev.l entit.led• "Report of the Chairman to the

Working Group on Chemical Weapons on the consultations held on issues

relating to toxicity determinations"

- CD/CW/%JP.23 ' submitted by A.u:^tralia entitled "Chémical Weapons Verification:

Consultative Cômmittee of Experts" _

- CD/CW/SrJ"t'.24 submitted by P_•,.istralia entitled "Chemical Weapons Convention:

Assistance to Par-cies"

- CD/CWArP.25 submi.tted by Australia entitled "Chemical Weapons Verification:

The Methyl-Phosphorous 'Finger Print'"

The followin,.: Cori-ference Room Papers ^ere also submitte; during the

Committee's 1981.session:

- CD/CW/tORP.5 and Rev.l and 2 entitled "Suggestions by the Chairman for

particular technical issues to be addressed during CD's 1981 work on

chemical weapons"

- CD/CW/CRP.6 entitled "List of topics to be discussed with regard to the

definitions and criteria of importance for a chemical weapons convention"

- CD/CW/CRP.7 submitted by Belgium entitled "Proposed definitions

(revision of document CD/94 )lf

- CD/CW/CRP.B submitted by F.r,ance entitled "Criteria for definition"

- CD/CW/CRP.9 entitled "List of questions put to the delegations of the

USSR and the USA at the. mee ting of 30 March 1981 with respect to the

bilateral report, CD/112, and outlines by the Chairman for the work of

the Working Group"
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CD/CW/CRP.1l entitled "Note by the Chairman"

CD/CW/CRP.12 entitled "Suggestions for consultations on toxicity

determinations"

CD/C4I/CRP.10 and Add.l and 2 and Corr.l and Rev.l entitled 'rDra.ft Progress

Report to the Committee on Disarmament" I

CD/CW/CRP.13 and Corr.l entitled "Consolidated text of suggestions for

elements I, 'I (bis) and Annex I of a. Chemical Weapons Convention,

received as at Friday, 26 June 1981"

CD/CW/CRP.14 submitted by Australia. entitled "Delegatiou Amendments

to CD/C4J/WP.19 and CD/CW/WP.20, Subject to Revision"

CD/CW/CRP.15 and Add.l entitled "Revised Suggestions by the Chairman

for elements of a. Chemical Weapons Convention"

CD/CW/CRP.16 •a.nd Add.l' entitled "Compilation of suggested amendments

to the draft Eleménts and Annexes proposed by the Chairman in

documents CD/CW/WP.19 to 20"

CD/CW/CRP.17/Rev.1, Add.1 and 2 and Rev.2 and 3pand Corr.l erltitlod "Draft

Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons to the

Committee on Disarma:ment"

CD/CW/CRP.18 entitled "Suggestion by the Cha.irman of the Working Group

on Chemica.l Weapons for recommendation by the Working Group to the

Committee on Disarmament regarding decision on further work to be

undertaken on methods for toxicity determinations for a. Chemical

Weapons 8onvention"
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SUBSTANTIVE CONSIDERATIONS DURING TEE 1981 SESSION 

10. In accomplishing its task, the Working Gtoup carried out another substantive 

and more detailed examination of the issues to be dealt with in the negotiation on 

a multilateral convention on the complete and effective prohibition of the development, 

production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their doe-ruction. During the 

first part of the'Committee's 1981 seSsion the Working Group conducted its work on 

the basis of the outline suggested by the Chairman as contained in documents CD/CW/WP.7,

•  8, 10, 12, 13 and 14. The Chairman at the Committee's 127th plenary meeting on . 

24 April 1981 presented . his report on the work of the Group during the first part 

of the 1981 session as contained in document CD/179. During the second part of the 

session the Working Group considered the draft elements of a. chouLcal ve,apalio 

couvem2d=„ suggested by the Chairman and contained in CD/CW/WP.19, 20 and 21. 

11. On the basis of statements as well as of oral and written comments by 

delegations, the Chairman, in an effort to elaborate the initial framework for a. 

future chemical weapons convention which could facilitate further work, prepared 

revised versions of the draft elements for such a convention. These revised elements 

do not, however, reflect all the views which emerged on certain issues and include_ 

elements on which the delegation's views differed. Some delegations did not deem 

it advisable, afthe present stage, to enter into discussion on certain elements, 

in particular some related to the issues of verification, proceeding from the 

belief that it was too early to do this until general agreement had been reached 

on the scope of the prohibitions. Others, however,.expressed their opinions on 

these elements, proceeding from the belief that they could be examined at the 

present stage of the work and contribute to future negotiations.• The revised text 

of the Chairman's elements as well as dissenting views as outlined in the comments 

are presented below. These comments do not, however, record all the positions of 

delegations which opposed these dissenting views. Delegations reserved themselves 

the right to further consider those and other proposals at the appropriate time. 
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12e Elements supgested by the Chairman and: summary of related comments
I._ .. . .

General nrovision

Each State Party to this Convention should undertake, as,set forth in the

following Elements, never under any circumstances to develop, produce,

ôthérwise acquire, stockpile, retain or transfer chemical weapons and to

destroy or otherwise dispose of existing stocks of chentical weapons and

means of production of such weapons.

Comments

- Some delega,tions regarded this element as superfluous on the. ground that it

would comnlica.te the structure of the. raain prohibition under the convention and would

render this prohibition less distinct. They asserted that mentioning in this element

some prohibitions but not' others would give rise to aiiibiguities regarding the sco.nc

of a convention. Others, Who agreed with this.elemen.t, believed that it wa.s.

essential because it stated in clear terms the two main purposes of a convention,

namely a set of prohibitions and an obligation to destroy the existing stoçlçs..of

chemical wéapons and the means of production of such weaponso I'urthermore, this

element would ensure the binding character of the undertakings to. Ue entered into by

the Parties to a future convention.

- Some delegations felt that a convention, so as to be comprehensive in nature,

should aim at prohibiting chemical weapons in all their aspects and therefore also

include a prohibition of use-of chemical weapons in the scope of a convention.

They held, in-ter al:_a, that this would strengthen the prohibition contained in the

1925 Geneva Protocol by adding measures of verification to it and by enlarging i t

to cover some hostile situations which they deemed_not to be covered.by the Protocol,

whose scope of prohibition, in their view, only covers the use of chemicals in war.

Others felt that a comrorehensive prohibition of use was already contained in the

1925 Protocol, and that it should therefore not be resta.tedbecause it would le ad

to the weakdning of that Protocol. According to some delegations the verification

mechanism of future convention would also entail the division of States Parties

to the Protocol into two categories on the basis of their obligatio:ns, naruely those

who have bF;co;;le Parties to a convention, and thus accepted the obligations of

verification Under it and those who have not become Parties to a convention anc!

therefore have no ;,uch obligations. It was further felt by some that r3stating 'the

prohibition of use would cast doubts on the recognized value of the Protocol. All

agreed however that nothing in this convention should detract from the effec-tivene:s

of the 1925 Protocol.

I
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- Some dele-ga.tions supported the idea of including in the scope of a convention

a prohibition specifically of pl^nnirig; organization and traïnin^, intended to enable the

stilization of toxic properties of cheiilica1s as cheiAcal weapons in combat, in ordér

to completely e.lirainate chemical warfare capability. Others objected that such a

prohibition would be difficult to imnlement and verify. It was asserted, in addition,

that the prohibitio.n, of the development, nroduction, stockpiling and retention of all

means of chemical warfare, including corresponding chemicals, munitions, devices and

equipment as well as raeans of production of chemical weapôns would lead to the

elimination of the actual chemical warfare potential.

- Some delegations felt that the scope of a convention should include the

prohibition of development etc. of chei-aicals for hostile purposes, involving the

utilization of toxic properties of such chemicals not only against man but also

against animals and. plants. Some delegations indicated that they would prefer the

scope of a cor_ve.titioii to be extended to all chemicals capable of having toxic affects

on all components of the environment. Others thought that the prohibition should_

refer to hostile -purnoses, involving the utilization of toxic properties of chemicals

against man only, because, inter alia, the widespread civilian use of some of these,

chemj.cals would make verification very difficult.

Some delegs.tions suggested that the link between the scope of the Biological

I

Weapons Convention and that of a chemical weapons convention should be referred to

wherever appropriate .
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Prohibition mould then . cover the development, 

be 

(a) supertoxic lethal, other lethal and other harmful chemicals, of  retention and 

precursors of such chemicals, except those intended for non -hostile  purposes or and 
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II  

General definition of chemical weapons  

1. Chemical weaPons', as referred to in Elément I ,  would comprise': 

super-toxic lethal, other lethal, and other harmful chemicals as well 

as.precursors of such chemicalà, intended for hostile or military purposes 

involving the utilization of the toxic properties of such chemicals as weapons, 

provided their types are 'compatible with and that their quantities are sufficient 

for such purposes 

(h) munitions and devices, specifically designed to cause death or other 

harm through toxic properties of chemicals released frem them as well as 

equipment specifically designed for use directly - in connection with the 

employment of such munitions or devices. 

2. Definitions of super-toxic lethal chemicals, other lethal chemicals, other 

harmful chemicals . and precursors would be given in ÀnneX I. 

Comments • 

(a) 

Some delegations suggested that elements I and II, for increased clarity, should 

element I in CD/CW/1P.19. 	The 

production, acquisition e 'stockpiling, 

military purposes not involving the use of chemical weapons, provided their types 

and quantities are consistent with such purposes; (h) any munitions or devices, 

specifically desiGned  te  cause death or o -ther harm through tile toxic properties of 

the chemicals released as a. result of the employment of these munitions or devices; 

(c) any equipment specifically designed for use directly in connection with the 

employment of such munitions or devices. Other delegations would prefer to maintain 

the formulation of element I, which seemed to thew to reflect in a very clear manner 

the main purpose of a convention, which deals with a set of prohibitions, on the one 

hand, and with a precise obligation to destroy existing stocks and me:Iis of production, 

on the  other. Element II would then contain the definition of chemical weapons, 

both for the purpose of the prohibitions and for the purpose of destruction. 

- A delegation suggested that on logical grounds the subparagraphs in paragraph 1 

of the element should be presented in the reversed order. 

- Some delegations suggested the insertion of the words "chemical warfare agents, 

made up of" . after ! 1 (a.)" and before "super-toxic lethal". 

-- 	Some delegations also wished to have definitions of "chemical warfare agents", 

"hostile purposes", "non-hostile purposes", "permitted purposes", "chemical munitions" 

and "means of production of chemical weapons" included. 
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- Some delegations felt that all the definitions should be included in the main 

body of a convention and not in an annex.. - --Howver-the technical details such 

as those related -to methods for toxicity determinations should remain in the annex. 

- Some delegations suggested that chemical weapons should be understood to include 

certain Chétidal -subàtààdàs Which, even ifthey are not toxic in nature 'could be 

employed as chemical *weapons, for instance, psychochemicals and herbicides. Others 

saw great practidaI diffiCulties in this proposal. 

- Some delegations conàidered that the general purpose criterion was not made 

sUfficiéntly clear in this element. In their view the definition of chemical 

weapena should be formulated so asto state that these weapons include all kinds 

of chemical warfare agents whose toXic properties Can'be used for hostile purooses to 

canoe death;'injury  or  harm to human beings animals.  and  plant life. 
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AITIIEI. I

Definitions and Criteria

1, Definitions, criteria and methods in this Annex I-rould be a,^reed upon for

the purpose of this Convéntior_...

2. A 1'super-toxic lethal chemical" is any toxic chemical, horrever produced,

with a median lethal dose rrhich i s less tlian or equal to 0.5 mg/lcis

(subcutaneous administration),or 2,000 mg-min/m^ (by inhalation),:, when measured

by the methodc set forth, in pa.raCraph 6 of this anne.c.

j. I'.ny ;'other lethal chemical" is any toxic chemical, however produced, with

a,mecliaiz lethal,dose which is rreater than 0.5 md-/kis (subcutaneous administration

or 2,000 nmC-min/m^ (by inhalation) and which is less than or equal to 10 m`/kg

(subcutaneous administration) or 20,000 mg-min,m3 (by inhalation) when measured

by the methods,set forth in paragraph 6 of this annex.

A.. Any "other harmful chemical" is an,%,r toxic chemical, however produced,

with a. median lethal dose which is greater than 10 mg1kg (subcutaneous

administration) or 20 000 mg-min/m^ (by inhalation) when measured by the methods

set forth in paragrapb 6 of this annex.

5. "i'recursors" are sets of chemicals, which, when made to react chemically

with each other, form among others also such chemicals as are mentioned in

para e-japhs 2 Q- of this Annex.

6. Methods for toxicity determinations and identification of chemicals.

[to be elaborated]

Corilments

- It was Cenerally,felt that the definition of :'precursors^' required further

study.

- Some dele,^ations objected to the expression "however produce(P in

pararnna.phs 2-A, on the grounds that it would lead to confusion with regard to the

BioloCical Weapons, Convention.

I
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Prohibition of transfer

Each State Party to this Convention ,hould. LuzdertaKe:

(a) not to trL-n^rer to anyone, '.irec''ly or indirectly, any chemical

weapons ;

(b) not to transfer to esa,yone, d.i_rectlf or indirectly, e.ccep :t to a

State Party, any super--co.:ic lethal chemicals produceci or other^ri,,e accjuired

for l=mitted pu-poses, of typos and in quon-tities which are suitable for

chemical weapons atrnc:;ec;.•,

(c) not to %ssl'.',t, encourage or induce, directly or indirectly,

anyone to engage in activities from uhicii the State Party itself vould be

obliged to refrain under the Convention.

Comments

- Some delegations thought that the prohibition..to trensfer super-toxic

lethal chemicals should be e.ctended : to other lethal chemicals. A delegation,

however, felt that the prohibition. on transfer of super-to::ic lethal chemiçals,

except to State Parties, contained in (b) above, vao subsumed Lulder (c). ITo

special provision "t.Zerefore needed to be made rrith respect to supar-toxic lethal

chemicals, especially since this might imnly less thon strict application of thL

provision Linder (c).

- A LLelegation considered that the right i^lplieci in element III to transfer

super-toxic lethal chemicals in types and que,ntities suitable for chemical rre: pone

purposes to I)nother St^,.te Party should. only apply when these chemicals are

intended for permitted purposes.

- Some delegations suggested 'Uho.t St,.^te- Pa-rtîe^ should be perr.ii'ctec? to

trensl°er to other S to.tes Parties their existing stocks of chemical rree.pons for

-the purpose of the destruction of these iaeapons.

- Some delegations felt thart the wording of this prohibition was not sufficiently

clear because of the csnbiguity in the d.efinition of cher.ii cal weapons.
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IV 

Declarations  

1. Each State Party to this Convention should undertake to declare within 

30 days after the Convention has entered into force or the State Party has 

adhered to it:  • 

(a) i • s 2ossession or non-possession of chemical weapons; 

(b) its stocks of chemical weapons and means of Production of such weapons; 

(c) its plans for the destruction or, where appropriate according to 

Element V, diversion fer permitted purpoées of declared stocks of chemiCal 

weapons; 

(d) its plans for the destruction, dismantling or, where appropriate 

according to Element V, conversion'of declared means of production of chemical • 

weapons 

2. 	Super:toxic lethal chemicals', acquired for non-hostile military purpbses, 

should be declared. 	The location of facilities where  super-toxic lethal 	-• 

chemicals are produCed for Such purposes should also be declared. Matters 

. concerning the content and form would be set forth in Annex II.. 

Comments  

- Some delegations considered that this element does notensure a differentiated 

approach to the declarations, each of which  bac  its own specificity; The element 

would have to be rearranged as regards the icope of activities to be declared and the 	. 	II 

time frames for various'declarations.. 	 • 

- Some delegations suggested that all States Parties possessing  stocks of  chemical 

weapons and means of production of such weapons should simultaneously - make the '• 

relevant declarations. 	 • 

- Some delegations thought that,all declarations shOuld be made immediately at 

the entry into force of the convention or at the time Of accession of States Parties. 

- • Some delegations felt that declarations concerning the location Of the stocks of 

chemical weapons could not be provided within the time limit stipulated in the element. 

- .Some delegations suggested that chemical weapons munitions filling facilities and 

specific weapon systems designed for the eeloyment of chemical warfare agents 

should be declared. at the entry into force. 

- Some delegations considered that States Parties should declare not later then 

10 years after the entry into - force of the convention the complete cessation of 

activities and the destruction or conversion of materials and facilities which are 

needed for the planning, organization and training intended to enable tbe utilization 

of toxic properties of chemicals as chemical weapons in combat. 

Some delegations felt that the wording of this element was not sufficiently clear 

because of the ambiguity in the defini -kion of chemical weapon. 

J 

D. 
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Declarations of possession of stocks of chemical weapons and r:teans of
roduction 'ôf ch6mi•c6l weapons.; pl2ns for their destruction or

diversion for nermitted nvl^noses and tiijie frames as well as forms for
mal.inn such declaraticn.:

1. The declarations stipulated. in Element IV should contain information about:

(a) types and aniounts of stocks of chemical weapons and of their location;

(b) location and capacity o^ i-,.ieans of production of chemical weapons,

including opecialized facility for Uermitted production of super-toxic letFral

1
M

I

I

chemicals;

(c) plans for destructio,z or diversion of stocks of chemical weapons,

including timing and snecification of types and amounts and the location of

plants for destruction and diversion-.

.(d) plans for the destruction, dismar_tlir_g or conversion of means of

production of chemical w eapons, including their location and capàcity.

2. Declarations as stipulated in Element IV should be fortrarded to the

Depositary, who would distribute thenw, to the other States Parties to the

Convention within one week after having received them.

3. Declarations should be sufficiently informative to allow independent

verification of the information by national and international means of

verification available to other States Parties to the Convention.

Comments

- Some delegations felt that it was nremature to suggest the nature and content of

declarations as long as no preliminary agreement had been.reached on the general

aspects of declarations in

- It was generally felt that further details would have to be elaborated concerning

the standardization of forms for declarations. '

- Some delegationa felt that States Parties should. not have to declare the, location

of stocks of chemical weapoils at the entry into force of the Convention but rather

the location where thny would be asscm'aled at a„pecific time afte:r the entry into

force.

- Some delegations felt that the wording of this ;. :.,r rras not sufficiently clear

because of the ambiguity in the definition of chemical treapor.a.

I
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V 

Destruction, diversion, dismantling and conversion 

1. • Each State.PartY to.this Convention should undertake to: _ 	. 
(a) destroy or divert for permitted purposes its stocks of chemical 

Weapons 

(b) destroy or dismantle its means of production of chemical weapons. 

2. Means of production of chemical weapons could be converted temporarily, 

before final  destruction or disffiantling, for the purpose of destroying :stocks 

of such weapons. The destruction, diversion and dismantling  stipulated in 

this Element should'be *completed within ten years after-the Convention has 

entered into force or a State Party, which  has  to-fulfil these provisions, 

has adhered to it. 	 - 	• 

3. Matters concerning procedures, including notifications, in•connection .  

with what is stipulated in this Element •would be set forth in Annex III. 

Comments  

1 

Some delegations expressed their objection in principle to the implied possibility - 

of conversion/diversion. They could, however, acceptthé torm.r'conv-orcien“ provided it 
ill only temporary - con.7.zerion.of means-  of.production_-of. 	chemical'uoapons.  for the purpo:-.:: 

of deztroying 7..tocir. of Erach te. apons. . 

- Some delegations felt that destruction of stocks of chemical weapons should 

not take as long as  10 years. They thought, however, that if destruction must  take 

so long, the stocks of chemical weapons should in the interim period be kept under 	•Il 
international supervision. 

- Some delegations suggested that appropriate forms of international co-operation 
II 

should be envisaged in order to facilitate the implementation of provisions related 

to the destruction of stocks of chemical weapons for all StatesPr‘zties. 
11 - Some delegations felt that stocks of chemical weapons belonging to a State Party 

could be transferred for destruction purposes to another 'State Party and destroyed 

there. 	 11 . 

. . . . 

II _. . 	. 	 . 	. 

' 
. 

	 •
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AENEX:III 

Destruction, dismantling or diversion  for  permitted purposes of declared 
stooksof Chemical weaPons ;Ind their means of produotion - 

1. Preparatio r .  for the destruction or diversion  for  permitted purposes of 

stoCks of chemical weapôns should start immediately after the entry into force 

of the Convention. So-called mothballing of means of production of chemical 

weapons should'be undertaken immediately at the entry into force of the 

Convention and remain until their destruction, dismantling or diversion for 

permitted purposes would begin. 

2. The provisions given in Element V should be performed in a manner 

allowing their verification through national and international means of 

verification. 

3. . The progress of destruction or diversion of stocks of chemical weapons 

and of .destruction, dismantling or conversion of their means of production 

should be notified on a yearly basis to the Depositary until the State Party 

deClares the final abolition of its stocks and means of production. The 

Depositary would transmit such notifications to' the other States Parties 

to the Convention within one week after having received them. 

Comments  

- Some delegations felt that the contents of this annex must be further 

elaborated. 

- Some delegations felt that the suggested content of this annex to a large 

extent had no direct relation to element V, but dealt with aspects which were 

provided for in other elements and opposed this annex. 

- Some delegations felt that mothballing of means of production of chemical 

weapons should be under international supervision. 
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..Super-toxic lethal chemiéalc for non-hostile milita.r,y purpçses _.. .

Each State Party should underta_ke not to possess :-:,.uper-toxic lethal

chemicals for non-hostile military purposes in an aggregate quantity,

which at any time exceeds one thousand kilogrammes. A State Party

producing super-toxic lethal chemicals for non-hostile military

purposes shall carry out such production at a single specialized

facility, the capacity of which shall not exceed ...

Comments

Some delegations questioned whether it was appropriate to permit all States

Parties, irrespective of their size, to possess as much as 1,000 kilogrammes of

super-toxic lethal chemicals for non-hostile military purposes.'"Others considered

the a.•nount of 1,000 kilogrammes for the mentioned purposes excessive for any

State Party.

I
I
I
I
I
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Relationship with other treaties 

Nothing in this Convention should be interpreted as in any way limiting 

or detracting from the obligations assumed by any State under  the  Protocol 

for the ProhibitiOn of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or 

Other Gases; ond of . BacteriologiCal Methods of Warfare, signed at 

Geneva on 17 June 1925, or under the Convention on the Prohibition of 

the Development, Production and Stockniling of Bacteriological (Biological) 

and Toxin Wea-sons and on Their Destruction, opened for signature on 

10 April.  1972, or any other  international  treaty or any existing rules  of 

international law Governing armed conflicts. 

Comments  

- Some delegations considered that mention should also be made of the Convention 

on the Prohibitiàh of Milita  or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental  Modification 

Techniques (ENMOD) Convention among the treaties referred to. Others would have 

preferred to see all references to'specific treaties deleted. 

- Some delegations thought'that the words "by any State under" should be replaced 

by "by States Parties to". 

- Some delegations proposed the deletion of the words "or any existing rules of 

international law Governing armed conflicts" while others suggested the deletion 

of the word "existing" anly. 

V .  
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VIII

International co-o-ooration

(1) T11i; Conventio;:...yhould -'^c iuplemented in a ma::rzer desir-j.ed to avoid

h^^,raerin`^ the economic or techuoloTicc„1 develoix:^ent of Stcaes Pc;_ties to the

Convention or international cD-c;neration in the :-r'i,eld of peaceful end

protective chemical activities, includine the international e.cchan^je of

chemicals and equipment for the production, processin,_ or use of chemical

a.g-ents for peaceful and protective purnosec in ^,ccordonce l'ri'^h the provisions

of the Convention.

(2) * .-Eo.ch State Pcrt-y to this Convention should undertal:e to facilitate,

nroeiote and Pâ,rticipate in, the füllés"t possible exchcnge of equipment,

materials and scientific and technolô`ical information for the use of chemicals

for peaceful and protective purpôses consonant with the ains of this

Convention.

(3) Each State Party to this Convention should underta'_.e to cllocate a

suibstantial p:rt of possible savings in rililit2.ry expenClituSes as a result of

di sarmc,ment r:iea.sures a^,^reed upon in this Convention to economic and social

development, narticulc:rl-y of the developing countries.

Comments.

-• Some deleCatior.s considered that this element should contain cateC-?rical

obligations for c ûs-is tcnce to developing cotintries in •trcinin^; end edui,^pin` them

with protective measures. A dele,-,ation further tl]oug11"t thc.t a convert'Yio?i 5-.i1oo1C!

1?lClLLC!G' a C:1 :'t7:' "i C^!1C' to .. U 1't^r or £aibjectee, to c•.

CbeiRlC,na

-- Some dele^^ation;;expre"ssed concern, without cyueetionin^: the importance of

international co--opercaion mea sures refer^^ed to in this clec^ent, J^otrt the don^ers

to:_;"e,.,:,e ":c.I'cv to nc:i'__c_ of the tec'=_i c`l 1alcta]_<;c?`c ne-:erx%3,

l^rac?;.tc^ c';i'exiic^l ^^^^•.^^07::,.

Some clclcC.atioric c,qpressed douUts aùout the re:li sm of the unacrtaicin` c^ymviso`ed

in ?^c rl,`i aj)1: 3 and :1uaf,^,C'. sted that it was inap7`ropri?,tc for inclusion in " chemical

wea>>ons convention. Others pointed out that the par ÿ rapla referred to "^oossi iblo

sc,viriLs" and emûodied a principle already accepted in other document-, of the

United Nations.
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IX 

General provision on verification 

1. For the purpose of providing assurance of compliance with the 

provisions of this Convention, the States Parties should agree that 

verification would consist of national as well as international measures 

which should be considered as complementary to each other, as set forth 

in the following. 

2. Such verification would be carried out through: 

(a) monitoring of cOmpliance with the obligations in Elements I-IV 

concerning prohibition of development, production, other acquisition, 

stockpiling, retention and transfer of chemical weapons; 

(b) monitoring of compliance with the obligations in Elements I and 

V concerning 

deStrdction or diversion for permitted purposes of stocks of  

cheMical weapons,. 

• - destruction or dismantling of means of production of chemical 

• weapons, 

- temporary conversion of means of production of - chemical weapons 

• for the Purpose of destroying stocks of such weapons; 

(c) monitoring of compliance with the obligations in Element VI . 

concerning super-toxic lethal chemicals for non-hostile military purposes; 

(d) enquiry into facts, including where necessary on-site inspections, - 

concerning alleged ambiguities in or violations of the compliance with the 

Convention. 

3. National measures of verificatiOn would be carried out by a national 

verification system, organized, designated or employed by each State Party 

in accordance with its own legislAtion. 

4. As regards international measures of verification a Consultative 

Committee of experts ,should be established in order to provide a permanent 

body for the monitoring of the implementation of and compliance with the 

provisions of this Convention on behalf of the international community by 

ensuring the availability of international data and expert advice to provide 

a basis for assessing such compliance. 

Cmments  

Some delegations stressed the importance of  confidence-building measures, 

which ought to be discussed in conteXt with the verification issues, especially 

those related to declarations. 
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1) Some delegations thought that_international verification measures 

should fomn the basis for verification and that national measures could only be 

complementary to international measures. 

- (Para. 1) Some delegations considered that national verification measures 

should form the basis for verification and that international measures were only 

• supplementary, even though necessary , means. 

- (Para. 2 (b)) Some delegations stated that the temporary conversion cf moans 

of production Of chemical weapons was unacceptable. 

- (Para. 2 (d))  Soie  delegations suggested the . deletion of the werds "including 

where necessary on-site inspection". 	• • 

- (Para. 2 (d)) A delegation considered the te  rm "ambiguities" as not 

sufficiently clear. 

- (Para. 3) Some delegations thouEht that it should be left to each State Party 

to decide whether any specific national organization was required for national 

verification. 	 • 

- (Para. 4) Some delegations suggested that the words "on behalf of the 

international community by ensuring the availability of international data and 

expert advice to provide a basis for assesSing such . compliance" be deleted, in 

order not to confuse the role àf the ConSultative Committee.with regard to the 

• verification of compliance as detailed in element XIII and anne::: V. 

- (Para. 

( Para.  4) Some delegations would prefer tc•see the words "international 

community" replaced by "States Parties". 

- (Para. 4) Some delegations felt that the Consultative Committee should also 

assess the collected data and that . details . for this activity should be given in 

Element XIII and Annex  V 	Other delegations thought however that the assessment 

should •e made principally by each State Party individually. 

- (Para. 4) Some delegations suggested that the following words 

the tex after the words "be established"; "to ensure the availability of 

international data and expert advice to provide a basis for assessing the 

implementation of  and. compliance with the provisions of this convention as described 

in 	MY and ..rinex V." 

- (Para. 4) Some delegations considered that the term "monitoring" was not 

sufficiently clear and that they therefore reserved their positions on this 

donc rit.  

Some delegations suggested the replacement of the 

word "verification" throughout the element. 

should replace 

word "moritering" by the 



rTationa7, legislation and verification measures

Each State Party to this Convention should undertake to take any

measures it considers necessary in accordance with its constitiitional processes

to prohibit and prevent any a,ctivity in violation of the 'provisiôiis ôf the

Convention anywhere under its jurisdiction or control, inclùding a national

verification system according to Element IX.

2. Recommendations and guidelines concerninu the functions and

organization of the nationul verification system would be set ôut in Annex IV.

Comments

- Some delegations queriedthe necessity of this element.

- Some delegations suggested the deletion of the words "it considers necessary"
..._...--

, ., . .in' paragraph 1.

- Some delega,tions suggested the deletion of the words "including ... to Elemënt IX"

at end of paragraph 1.

Annex IV

Récommendations and guidelines concerning the functions and organization
of the national verification system

(The contents of this annex remain to be elaborated)

Comments.

- Some delegations would prefer to see more emphasis put on the functions of such a

t_}:an n'n" J 9_ 1. fon -^t:, ut_uctu:oe.
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National technical means of verification

1: ' Each State Party to this Convention should undertake to use national

means of verification, including national technical means, at its^disposal for

the purpose of monitoring compliance with the provisions of this Convention

only in as far as it is consistent with generally recognized principles of

international law.

2. Each State Party to this Convention should undertake not to impede,

including through the use of deliberate concealment measures, the national

technical means of verification of other States Parties operating in accordance

with paragraph 1 of this Element.

Comments

- Somedelzgations proposed the insertion of the words "as appropriate and in-

accordance with paragraph 1 of Element IX" between the words "Convention" and

"should undertake" in paragraph 1.

- Some delegations stated that théy _çould to this. element only.after it ha

been made clear to what extent States Parties should undertake to disseminate to

other States Parties information obtained through national. technical means of

verification.

- A delegation considered that the term "deliberate concealment measures" should

be further elaborated and clarified. '"
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Consultation and co-o-perati on

1. The States Parties to this Convention should undortukc to consult on.:

anotllor 2.111d to co-c^pcrate, -0specially through the Consultative Co^.L-^jittee,

referred to in Element LX, in .,olvinCe any problems wi.içh may arise in relation

to.the objectives of, or in the application of the provisions of, the Convention.

2. Any State Party to th,-.s Convention, -;.*hi.c_z has reason to believ^ that an-

otlier State Party is actin,^• in breach of its obligation un(ler this Convention

should have the right to rc-quest information either bilat. rally or through

the Consultative Comr.Uttee in order to clarify the oituation. Such c., request

ÿhould be accompanied by appropriate explanutions of the reasons for ccincern.

3. Consultation and co-oneration pursuant to this Element could also bo

undert^lcen through appropriate international proceaares within the frumja work

of the United Nations and in accordance with its Charter. These international

procedures could includ.; the services of appropriate international ortranizations,

in addition to those of the Consultative Committee.

Comme nt s

- Some aclee.-ations considered that' the complaints mechanism which is dealt -.rith

in this eLement as well as in (_̂ :lemcnt XIII should be structured more clearly.

- A delegation felt that the r7ords "in solving any probler.is" in paraL^-.raph 1

were too vague and required further elaboration.

- Another delegation considered that it was essential to maltie it clear to what

e.-tent the bilateral c.onsultative process referred to in this element implied

obligations to malce information available to other States Parti s.

- Some delegations felt that the -voril "appropriate" beforc "exrlanations" in

para6raph 2 was not aufficiant]:y prccise and should be eith^^^r fr::-ther elaboyated

or deleted.

- Some J.eleL-,ations thought that the pr,oceduxE,s, referred to in ?):xaCraph 3,

should include a specific reference to the General hssi:mbl^v and the Stçtuity CounciJ'.

Opinions differed however on whether both or just one or the cther should be

referrecl t^.
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Consultative Committee  

1. 	The Consultative Committee, referred to in Elements.EX and XII, ah.ould 

be  established at  the  entry into force of this Convention. Each State Party 

to this Convention could appoint one representative to the Committee. Tho 

representatiVe could be assisted by one  or more advisors. The Depositary or - 

his personal representative should serve as President of the Committee and 
11 

••convene it at least once a year, or immediately upon receipt of a request from 

.any State Party. 

2. Each State Party to this  .Convention  should undertake to co-operate fully 

with the Committee in carrying out its tasks. Each representative should 

have the right, through the Chairman, to request from States Parties, and from 	• II 

international organizations, such information and assistance as the representative 

considers desirable for the accomplishment of the Committeets work. 	 11 
3. The Consultative Committee should: 

(a) monitor the çlestruction and diversion for permitted purposes of 

stocks of chemical weapons, as well as the destruction, dismantling and . 

temporary conversion of means.of production of chemical weapons as stimulated. 

in.Element V; 	 • • 

monitor permitted production of super-toxic lethal chemicals in ( p ) 

• accordance with Element VI; 

.• (c) make appropriate findings of facts and provide expert views relevant 

to problems raised . pursuant to the p:-ovisions of the CC•nvention by a State Party, 

in particular concerning alleged ambiguities in, or violations of the ccmpliance 

with the Convention at the request of a State Party; • - 

. (d) facilitate compliance with the Convention, e.g by developing 

international standardization of methods and routines to be applied by national 

and international verification. organs; 

(e) receive and distribute data relevant. to the provisions of this 

Convention, which may be made available by national verification systems; 

(f) otherwise closely co-operate with national verification systems and 

Provide them -;ith necessary assistance. 

4. 	The Committee should, after consultation with the State Party concerned, 
be competent to undertake on-site inspections: 

(a) in order to confirm received information concerning planned, on-eoing 

or effected measures according to subparagraph 3(a) of this Element; 

I .  
I. 
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(b) in order to carry out monitoring according to subparagraph 3( 1 ) 

of this Element. 

5. Any State Party which has reason to'believe that any other State Party 

is acting in breach of its obligations deriving from the provisions of this 

. 	Convention would have the right to resuest an investigation by the Committee 

of the circunstances which have ;27iven rise to concern. Such a request could 

include a request for an on—site inspection to determine in'accordance with' 

subparagraph 3(0) of this Element, the facto of the situation and should be 

accompanied. by an appropriate explanation of why an investigation is considered 

necessary. 	On—site inspection should take place only after consultation with 

the Statp.Party concerned. 	If that State Party does not agTee ta on—site • 

inspection, it should give appropriate explanations to the affect  that an 

on—site inspection would at that time jeopardize its supreme national interests. 

The requesting Party could in this case pursue the complaint within.the 

framework of. the United Nations in accordance with Element XII, paragraph 3. 

6. The work of the Committee should be organized in such a way as to permit . 

it to perform its functions in an effective, fair and impartial manner. - It 

could for specific tasks set up sub—committees and verification teams. 	The 

Committee should decide procedural questions relative to the organization of

• (I 
	work, where possible, by consensus, but. otherWise by  a majority of those • 

present .  and voting. 	There .  should be no voting on ..matters of substance. -  If 

- the Committee is unable to provide for a unanimous report on findings of fact 

or in giving expert views, it should present the different views of the experts 

involved. 

.7. 	The'Committee should present an annual  report of  all its activities to 

the States Parties  to the Convention. The Committee should further, whenever 

it has been requested by a State Party to carry out fact—finding or provid&  

expert views,concerning a specific question, transmit to the Depositar3r.  a 

summary of its findings or expert viens incorporating  ail vievrs• and information 

presented to the Committee during its proceedings. The Depositary should 

.distribute.the summary to all States Parties. 

8. The Committee should at all stages consider the possibility of a bilateral 

solution to any dispute. and be prepared to assist therein. Nothing.should • 

impede the right of a State Party - to request information from the State Party: 

concerned as regards presumed treaty violations. , 
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9. Detailr, of the orgcuiization and procedures of the Committee, rights andl

duties of ine^abers, rights and duties of designated personnel for inspectioii,

inspection nrocec?.ures and rules for reports would be set out in JUznex V.

Comments

- Some delegn,tions felt that this eleinent had to be further elaborated. They

emphasized that agreement on verification procedures could promote a convergence

of views on the scope of the convention. Other delegations noted that the functions

of the Consultative ConuuitteQ as well, as other international verification iueasures

can and should be considered and elaborated only with due -regard to, and in

inextricable interrelationshin with the scope and the nature of the prohibition

under a future convention. Therefore they had refrainedso far from stating their

views in detail on the tasks and terras of reference of the Consultative Co<<unittee.

- (Para. 1) Some delegations considered that the efficiency of the Consultative

Committee would diminish if it were to include a representative of each State Party.

It was therefore suggested that the Comniittee should consist of a limited number of

members elected from experts nominated by States Parties. The Chairman sharing

this concern drew the attention to the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs

as a possible model.

- (Para. 3) Some delegations considered that the competence of the Consultative

Committee should include enquiry into facts concerning allegations of use of

chemical weapons by or with the assistance of a State Party on the * grounds that

evidence of use would indicate a breach of the obligations - assur,ied.not to develop,

acquire, transfer, stock-pile or retain chemical weapons.

- (Para. 3) Soiae . delegations suggested that verification of the non-oroduction of

chemicals for prohibi-Lod purposes should be based on a pragmatic on-site inspection .

system. They believed that this could be undertaken without prejudice to the

interest of the cheraical industry. Some delegations felt that such inspections

should be undertaken periodically on the basis of random selection so as to talc Place

in a businesslike and co-operative atmosphere. Others asserted that there was no

evidence that on-site inspection of chemical industry was feasible without hai^Ming

economic interests.

- (Para. 3) Some delegations emphasized that the tasks in (a) end (b) do not

only belong to the Consultative Coimnit-tee but also to the national verification

systems.

- (Para.. 3) Some delegations stated that they did not see any necessity for

an obligation to set tip specific national verification organs.

t
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- (Para. 3) A delegation proposed that there should be specific provisions in 

the functions of the Consultative. Committe -e for:technical assistance in protection . 	. 

measures on request . tO States Parties. . 

- (Para. 3) Some delegations sufflsted that procedures for the verification of. 

allegations of use, which is forbidden by the 1925 Geneva Protocol, could also be. . 

elaborated outside the framework of the envisaged convention on chemical weapons. • 

- (Para. 4) Some delegations felt that on-site inspections as a means to 

confirrn information received from States Parties could contribute to the fostering 

of distrust among nations and could therefore not be accepted. They also felt that 

these provisions had not been sufficiently discussed. 

- (Para. 5) Some delegations felt that mily the first sentence was acceptable. 

- (Para. 5) Some delegations suggested that the words "of the circumstances 

which have.given rise to concern" were•not - sufficiently precise and should therefore 

be deleted. 	. 

- (Para., 5) Some delegations conSidered that even if - it was within the right 

of each State Party to request  on-site  inspection, thiS should not be specifically 

mentioned. They considered that . the Consultative Coàmittee should decide to 

undertake an on-site inspection only if it could not obtain the necessary 

information to investigate the complaint by other means. 

- (Para. 5) Some delegations suggested that there should be a provision in • 

this element to enable a State Party to request on-site inspection within its 

own territory. 	• 

(Para. 5) Some delegations suggested the inclusion of a provision to the 

effect that the Consultative Committee should consider and undertake action to 

establish the facts of the case, which may include requests for information and 

if necessary a proposal for on-site inspection. 

- (Para. 5) Some cl -k-sptioni.  condiredth.t  the 	itjn fourth lontenco . ':hould 

stop after the words "appropriate explanations". 

(Para. 5) Some delei:ations thought that the entire complaints mechanism 

should be dealt with in a separate element. 
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ARIEX V

Consultative Committee

(The contents of this Annex remain to be ela.boratéd)

Comments

.,̀:IV

Amendments

Any State Party could propose amendments to this Convention. Amendments

should enter into.Xorce for each State Party.açcepting the amendments upon

their.acceptance.by a majority of.the States.-Parties to the Convention and.

thereafter for each remaining State Party on. the. date of acceptance by i.t.

Comments

1
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• 	XV 

Review conferences  

1. Five years after the entry into force.of this Convention, or earlier if 

it is requested by a majority  of  Parties to the Convention by submitting a 

proposal to this effect to the Depositary, a conference of States Parties to 

the Convention should be held at Geneva, Switzerland', to review the operation 

of the Convention, with a. view to assuring that the purposes of the 

Convention are being realized. Such review should take into account any new 

scientific and technological developments relevant to the Convention .. 

Proposed amendments to the Convention could also be considered at the 

conference. 

2. .Purther . review conferences should be held at intervals of five years: 

 thereafter, and at other times if requested by a majority of the States Parties 

to this Convention. 

Comments  

- Some delegations considered it premature to suggest time-frames for meetings 

of review conferences. 

- A delegation suggested that the . last sentence in paragraph 1 should.be  put .in 

0.:ment 
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Duration and. _Athd.rawc.l s ^

1. This ..Ccnvcntion should be of' unlimited duration.

2. .. Each - Sta.te L arty to this Convention shculd in exercising its national ^

sovercignty have the right. to withdraw from tho Convention, if it decldcs

that extraordinary events rel.a.tod. to the subjoct mattcr of the Convention,

have jeopardizcci its suprcr.:e int,.rests. . It should give notice of such

wi.thc]rlwal, to_ the Depoç,itazry three months in c.dv.ance-. Such notice should.

include a statement .cf the. extraordinary events it reg-c.rd.s as having j

jeohardized it-- supreme intero;ts.

Comm^nts ^

- Some delegations suGgested th--t States Parties should. be required to give

notice of withdrawal not only to the Depositary but also •to the Security Council ^

on the grounds that cxtraordinary events which jeopard.ize their supreme interests

have to be invoked. for such ^,rithdrawal. - :

- A d.elegation su.ggested. the d.eletion of the reference to "extraordina.rj events"

as a corresponding rephrasing of the element.
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• XVII • 
• 

Signature, ratification, accession 

• 1. . This Convention shouldle open to all States • for  signature. Any State 

which does not sign the Convention before its entry into force in accerdance 

with paragraph 3 of this Element could. accede to it at any time. 

2. This Convention should be subject to ratification by sisnatory States. 

Instruments of ratification or accession should be deposited. with the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations.' 

3. This Convention should. enter into force upon the deposit of instruments 

of ratification by twenty Governments, in accordance with paragraph 2 of this 

Element. 

4. For those States Whose, instruments  of ratification or accession are 

deposited after the entry into force of this Convention, it should enter into 

force on the date of the deposit of their instruments of ratification or 

accession. 

5. The Depositary should. promptly inform all signatory States and. States 

Parties  the. date  of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument 

of ratification or accession and. the date of the entry into force of this 

Convention and. of any amendments thereto, as well as of the receipt of 

other notices. 

6. This Convention should. be  registered. by the Depositary in accordance 

with Article 102 of the Charter of the United. Nations. 

7. -  Annexes I to V should. be considered an integral  part of this Convention. 

Comments  

Some delegations considered that the Convention should. enter into force only 

upon the deposit of instruments of ratification by a specific number of 

includinr:; those of the permanent members of the Security Council, 	Other delegations 

Objected to this on the grounds that State Parties should. not be treated. in a 

different manner. 

XVIII 

Distribution of the Convention 

. This 'Convention, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and. 

Spanish texts are equally authentic, should be deposited with the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations, who should. send duly certified. copie s .  

thereof to the Governments of States members of the United. Nations and. its 

Specialized. Agencies. 

Comments  
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TV. FTMCIIIIM7DATTUITi;1UD CaTCLUZICU: 

13. Tho fkin': Group took noto.of the relyort of the Chairman on consultations 

held on issues' relatin to t=icity determination, as contained in CD/CWWP.22/Rev.1 - 

and dedilea to make the following rec-mmendations: • 

(a) that the Committee nn Disarmament take note of the CD/001P:22/11ev.1 

of 25 July 1901, ana consider it a suitable  bai s for.  the delegations to prepare 

furthor work on mothos to bo agreed for tnxicity determinations fr a chemical 

weapons convention; 

(7.;) • hat the followinc issues be discussed at the Committee's 1902 session, 

using tho toxicity values for super,-texic lethal, other lethal an:l. other harmful 

chemicals civen in CD/112 as a startinc point for the wori::  

(i) 0pecific tostinc methods for determination of acute lethal toxicitfr, 

usinc the relevant points found in Annex V of CD/CleTP.22/12ev..1; 

(ii) Circumstances in which inhalation criteria will Ile required, 

includinc the possibility of supplomentihT: inhalation toxicity•  

measurements with intravenous injection; 

(iii) Possible criteria based an other types of harmful effects; 
• or) Inventory of international resources for toxicity deteimination 

anl the possibility.of international co-oneration. • 

Expertise, particularly in toxicelo=, as well as scientific and . technical background • 

material, which may be pr•vided by delecations, will be of value for such diàcussions. 

(c) that further cOnsultations, similar to those hold this year, should take 

place in the week 1-5 Mareh, 1982, on the issues mentioned under 	unlessthe 

Committee on Disarmament aecided otherwise at the bucinninc of its 1932 session; - « 

(d) that the questions related tp possible applications  of  toxicity criteria ift 

.chemie ,71 	convonton should be taken ur uithin the Committee in the lice% therzaft7.T. 

14. The substantive considerations of the Workinc; Groun reaffirmed the conclusions, 

reflected in the Final Document of the first special L000ion of the General Assembly 

devoted to disarmament, that the prohibition of Chemical weapons and their destruction 

represented one of the most urgent measures of disarmament ana that the conclusion 

of such a convention is of the highest priority in multilateral negotiations. The 

urgency of aChievin(2 concrete results to this end  .ras  especially recocnizei in the . 

()'. 	;-;:cone.. 	•cc!.riQn to ba held in 1902. 
15.. After the extensive examination of the various issues related to a chemical 

weapons convention, both in 1980 and 1981, the WorkinG Group considers that a 

convergence of views has emerged on many issues, but that some important divergencies 
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of views still eacis^t on certain elements. The Group also expre sses the ho-ne that

the Coi;miittee will t,^:Ice due account of the results of its work, as prresented in

this report, so the c it will contribute to the process of negotiatinC and elaboratin-

a chemical wearons convention.

16. While it was generally agreed that the Group made substantive progress during-

its 1981 scssio-a, iuany deleGations regre-Lted that it was not possible to obtain a

revised mandate which would enable the group to initiate negotiations on the text

of a convention. Eii-ohasizing the responsibility of the Committee on Disarmaraent

for the negotiation and elaboratiôn of a chemical weapons convention, the Group

recommends that the Committee at the beginning of its 1982 session re-establish

the ad hoc Worlc:LlL, Group on Chemical Weapons with an appropriately revised iaandate,

which will enable the Coramittee to build upon the areas of convereence and to resolve

the differences of views which were identified by the Group during the 1980 and 190111

sessions, so as to achieve agreement on a chemical weapons convention at the earliest

date.
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